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ABSTRACT 

Nationdism, justifiably, has been vifified for its chauvinistic, atavistic and 

exclusionary characteristics. Overlooked by many observers is the potential of national 

to serve a a foundation for colIective action which may then be used for progressive 

political purposes. This thesis examines the potential of the civic-nationalist discourse 

of the Scottish National party to serve as a non-ethnic, non-exclusionary social 

movement for the enhancement of Scottish democracy and sovereignty. Issues of 

sovereignty, identity and sovereignty are examined through an analysis of the officia1 

discourse of the party. The t h e  areas examined are critical features of a nationdist 

party's discourse. A thorough exarnination of each yields the evidence on which to 

draw conclusions about the lirnits and potential of civic nationalism for providing the 

foundation for local resistance to neo-liberal globalization. The discussion of 

sovereignty considers the impact of economic globalization and Scotland's membership 

in the European Union. The volatility of the gIoba1 oil market and the mobility of 

financial capital constitute threats to the objectives of the Scottish National Party's 

social policy agenda. The European Union also threatens to intrude upon Scottish 

sovereignty by reducing the scope for independent policy-making by a Scottish 

government. Identity is examined in order to determine the cornmitment of the Scottish 

National party to a non-ethnic, non-exclusive conception of political community. The 

party has made a determined effort to transcend societal cleavages of gender, race, 

religion and sexual identity within the limitations of the party's broad cornmitment to 

Iiberal values of equality. Finally, the extent to which the Scottish National Party's civic 

nationalism c m  create the conditions for a robust and renewed Scottish democracy is 

andyzed. The party's cornmitment to a written constitution, as well as electoral reform 

contains the promise of remedying the democratic deficit with which Scotland has had 

to deal with in the United Kingdom. 
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Introduction 

NationaIist movements in Western democracies are in a process of transition. 

Scholarship has been ambivalent about the potential for nationalism to adhere to 

fundamental democratic principles in Light of the numerous human tragedies fostered by 

atavistic nationalism over the course of the century. Yet, the 'micro-nationalisms' of 

Westem Europe have held considerable appeal for me. Like biblical Davids, they have 

s tniggled for recognition and autonomy for particular cornmuni ties. Against enormous 

odds, icdigenous minority cultures have sought to came a space within which the 

lepacy of generations rnight be perrnitted to survive and perhaps even recapture a degree 

of previously held autonomy and self-determination.1 Recent examples of such renais- 

sance can be seen in France, Spain, and in Wales, where bilingual education and mass 

media have revived Welsh. These stmggles seem quite distinct from the nationalisms 

which have been so often vilified, justly, by liberals and socialists alike. 1 agree with 

the view expressed by Balibar and Wallerstein (Ngf ,  45) that: "we have no right 

whatever to equate the nationalism of the dominant with that of the dominated, the 

nationalism of liberation with the nationalism of conquest" and we must attend to "the 

oppressive potentialities contained within every nationalism." Nationalism is an 

umbrella term for a variety of politicd agendas. Any andysis must be sensitive to this. 

Contrary to the expectations of rnodemization theorists who dominated 

comparative political science in the L96Os, expressions of cultural-territorial 

distinctiveness persist in the very States which were held to be the midwives of 

technocratic modernization. In the face of the proliferation of sameness, itself a by- 

product of the export of Anglo-Amencan cultural and economic imperialism (now 

referred to as globalization), expressions of resistance make themselves heard. This 

I 1 am not referring here to transplanted minorhies whether immigrants or 
refugees who are also beset with confiicting desires to maintain cherished traditions 
while adopting cultural features of their adopted homelands. 1 am considering peoples 
who live in a temtory long considered their "native" land. 



resistance is diverse. In indigenous communities in Australasia and in North and South 

Amenca, native peoples seek to redress the injustices of the past with various amalgams 

of indigenous traditions and modem, institutional remedies. In a number of West 

European states and in Canada, territorial minorities have sought to achieve degrees of 

self-determination through violent means (ETA in Spain) and via more conventional 

tactics such as consociationalisrn, federalism and political parties advocating 

independence.2 

What compiicates these phenornena and adds to their salience is a number of 

structural and social trends which both create opportunity structures for such 

rnovements and c a l  into question the notion of homogeneous collectivities sûuggluig 

for autonomy. The fkst such trend is commoniy referred to as globalization. This 

homogenizing phenornenon has a variety of definitions. It is a discourse of the neo- 

liberal right which cajoles govemments to curtail public spending and regulation in 

order to attract capital inveshnent. The term also refers to the tendency toward inte- 

grated and intermeshed multi-nationd enterprises (MNEs) and international financial 

institutions with ever growing financial power over sovereign national governments. 

This trend has been accenniated by the demise of the last great financial regulatory 

systern, Bretton Woods, and the tendency for multinational blocs of states to facilitate 

capital mobility (the Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement, 1988; the Single 

European Act, 1985). 

Thus globalization refers, in economic terms, to the greater penneability of 

boundaries and the relegation of decision-making to the rule of the market, both of 

which are preceded by the ascendance of political parties of the right. These parties 

have tended to adhere to the neo-liberal view that the market's logic is 'natural', scom 

2 Resistance to globalization can be reactionary also. This is evident among 
Islamic fundamentalists and nativist movements, such as those in Western Europe, 
which seek to seal their societies from extemal contamination, and to restore a 
somewhat dubious starrts quo anre. 



policy alternatives to structural adjustment policies, and have rather successfully 

converted large portions of the Western public to the "cult of impotence", in the words 

of one critic (McQuaig 1997). With the consent of most govemments in the West, the 

power of capital to dictate or impose 'prior restraint' on public policy has been 

enhanced. These trends seem to foreshadow the decline of the sovereign state. 

Moreover, certain problems--such as environmental pollution, seem to surpass the 

policy-making capacity of individual states, requiring no less than concerted, 

intemationally coordinated efforts to solve them. 

Accornpanying these challenges to state authority and cornpetence are changes 

within states which undennine long-standing assumptions about liberal democracy. The 

persistence with which people cling to distinctive cultures belies the myths of 

assimilation and 'melting-potr views of contemporary Western polities. The last 

centuries have witnessed mas-migration in the f o m  of government-sponsored 

immigation policies as well as illegd immigrants and refugees. Britain is not immune 

to such trends and, indeed, it has always been a multi-national state, though not always 

recognized as such. Now even the constituent nations of the UK are experiencing 

ethno-demographic change as a result, particularly, of new Commonwealth 

immigration in the post-World War II era. Race politics in Britain have made clear that 

the Liberal-democratic notion of the universal person, with each rnember of the polity 

enjoying equal status in law, has not been realized because of exclusivist politics and 

societal prejudices. No longer are nati0naVterritoria.I or religious identities the only ones 

seeking recognition within states. Other identities are ernerging and reemerging in the 

foms of gender, sexuality, race and ethnicity. Such movements add to the diversity of 

British politics and challenge notions of a universal citizen as weU as the Left-right 

political schema and class reductionism in political analysis. 

Nationalists by necessity view the acquisition of the state (particularly, the 

nation state) as the focus of political struggle. There are alternative liberationist 



approaches which, while also focused on state power (e-g. Manrism) seek to construct 

non-national collective identities. Feminism views gender as the focus of explanation of 

domination and oppression. National-belona+g is only one way of consûxcting 

collective identity and mobilizing coileetive action. As a strategy of resistance to neo- 

Liberal globalization, or of democratization, nationalism shares the field with these and 

other identities and discourses. 

Thus, the challenge facing nationalist movements today is three-fold. First, 

statehood --the achievernent of which is the raison d'être of nationalists-- is undergoing 

transformation and hence the aims of nationalists must be reconciled with these 

changes. The second challenge concerns the irreducible pluralism of contemporary 

societies. Nationalist doctrine both needs to adapt to its changing international 

environment and to assert an agenda consistent with changes in its domestic context. 

This is not to assert that nationalist thinking is irreconcilable with such realities; 

nationalism c m  change to incorporate smctural change and to enhance a party's 

electoral competitiveness and ideological vigor. This is not a straightfonvard process 

and wi l l  necessarily be rife with cul-de-sacs and confusion. The third challenge is 

intertwined with the first two and concerns the dernocratizing potential of statehood 

bearing in mind the conditions suggested above. Democratic values and institutions 

must be vigorous and strong enough to resist external threats to autonomy and also 

nurture a non-exclusive sense of community to sustain democratic practice. 

These questions corne into stark relief in the case of Scotland, a multicultural 

society experiencing continental integration alongside dernands for independence from 

the UK. The question addressed in this thesis is whether an independent Scottish state, 

given the domestic institutions and foreign commitrnenü envisaged by the Sconish 

National Party (SN?), would advance the democratic struggles of Scotland's social 

movements, or enhance the rneaning of citizenship. That is, will citizens of an 

independent Scotland (see Map 1) be able to participate more rneaningfully in the 



decisions which affect their iives? What restrictions will such factors as Scotland's 

rnembership in the EU, or the contemporary nature of the world economy, place upon 

the exercise of popular sovereignty? Accepting the reality of these constraints, is the 

civic nationalist "social project" still a step fonvard in terms of the democratization of 

econornic and poiitical decision-making? 

In exarnining the SNPrs evolution over the 1 s t  three decades, one sees both 

problems and promise. The party has not shed  away fiorn the complexity of the issues 

which bedevil contemporary politics. On the other hand, 1 argue that there are sorne 

S ~ ~ O U S  hurdles over which the party must cross. These hurdles are inherent in both the 

syncretic ideology of civic nationalism, and in the nature of international and domestic 

political and econornic constraints. 

Civic nationalisms, as found in Québec, Catalonia, Wales and elsewhere, caii 

for the achievement of various forrns of autonomy in order to increase the effectiveness 

of local governance and policy-making, enhance democracy and, in some cases, protect 

rninority cultures. An examination of the Scottish case and its primary nationalist 

organization, the Scottish National Party, allows for an evaluation of the validity of 

such claims and the extent to which they may be reaiized given the chmghg 

environment of state sovereignty. 

1 identiQ three domains of vital interest to chic nationaiists (sovereignty, 

identity and democracy) and examine the potential ethical and practical political issues 

which emerge from the SNPfs avowed goal of Scottish independence. Important 

questions emerge from such an examination which transcend the particulars of the 

Scottish case, @vin$ the analysis heuristic value for further research on civic 

nationalism generally. 1 will argue that Scottish nationâlisrn, as articulated by the SNP, 

is a progressive movement which, on balance, represents a step fonvard for the 

democratization of governrnent in Scotland. However, the analysis will also show that 

independence will not be unproblematic as a number of crucial issues emerge with 



Map L 

Source: (Scottish Office 1993.9-10) 



regard to the irreducible pluralism of Scottish society, the impediments to meanin,gfuI 

state sovereignty, and the variety of models of democracy which arise in the discussion 

of a future Scottish state. 

For the most part, scholarship on the S N P  has focused upon explanations of the 

emergence of the party or the nature of its electord support. Rather than accounting for 

these phenomena 1 am interested in the potential and limitations of civic nationalism in 

the context of globalization and intemal pluralism. For exarnple, can the SNP build a 

tmly inclusive democracy and avoid engaging in ethnic exclusion? How will limitations 

on sovereignty affect the conduct of politics in Scotland and the policy options 

available? 

The political struggle of the SNP has begun to bear fruit. Since 1974 the party 

has ernerged as a powemil force in Scottish politics and the political discourse of 

British politics has changed with this development. The SNP's current status as the 

second party of Scotland and the creation of a Scottish assembly, &es Scottish 

independence and the questions which emerge fiom this discussion particularly salient. 

This thesis advances research on civic nationalkm by asking how the S N P  is adapting 

to contemporary changes in gIobal politics (independence and regionalist movements 

concurrent with supra-national politicai and econornic integration). 

Chapter Outline 

Chapter One: Civic Nationalism and Collective Action, reviews theories of 

nationalism and distinguishes civic nationalism from other manifestations of 

nationalism. I examine the reIationship of nationalism to liberal-democratic values and 

collective action. These questions have prompted a sizable literature in recent years as 

civic nationaiisrn's salience in a number of liberal dernocracies has increased. The 

fundamentai question here is: How does civic nationaüsm constitute a strategy of 

resistance to neo-liberal globalization? In what ways does civic nationalism constitute a 

strategy of democratization and of collective action onented toward the achievement of 



these goals? In the Scottish case, what arguments have been made for or against such a 

linkage of nationalism with a social-democratic p r~ jec t?~  

Chapter Two, Methodology, lays out the methodological frarnework to be used 

in examining the questions set out in Chapter One. 

Chapter Three The Development of Political Nationalism in Scotland, 

establishes the civic-nationalist character of the SNP. 

Chapter Four, The Political Economy of Scottish Nationalism, analyses 

conceptions of sovereignty which emerge in SNP discourse and argues that the 

independence project is comprornised by the limits imposed by European integration, 

capital mobiiity and dependence on oil resources. This is not to irnply that the state is no 

longer the primary organizing structure for human affairs. Rather, th is  view 

acknowledges that States Vary in their capacity to maintain a meaningful degree of 

autonomy. There are important constraints on small state sovereignty. At the same tirne, 

1 bring skepticism to my analysis of that body of literature which, in recent years, has 

prematurely pronounced the death of the state. 

Chapter Five, The Turn Toward Europe, criticaliy evaluates the SNP's 

discourse on European integration. European integration provides the nationalists with 

a ready response to the charge that they are 'separatists,' but inteption also threatens 

to compromise key elements of SNP policy. 

3 How do we categorize the S N P  ideologically? The diversity within the party has 
led many scholars at different times to associate the party with varying ideological 
positions. Nairn describes the party as bourgeois; a party of modemization (with 
nationdism as a central feature of modem bourgeois politics) eager to acquire statehood 
and the institutions fit for a modem dernocracy (Naim 1997, 189). Keating 
acknowledges the ideological shifts within the party over the decades, but suggests that 
it is a social democratic party (2996a, 184). The Party describes itself as: "a moderate, 
Ieft-of-cenne political party comrnitted to the establishment of an independent Scottish 
Parliament" (SNP 1995). It is difficult to capture the precise nature of the party in a 
single label but we can characterize the party as modernizing (repubiican influences, 
advocacy of legal-institutional and constitutional development), left (support for public 
ownership on a pragmatic basis, preater Ievels of social spending than its rivals), and 
with an intense focus on improving the quality of life for Scots. 
4 In conternporary Bntish political discourse, Plaid Cyrnru and the SNP are 
'separatist' because they advocate exiting the UK and "going it alone". Separatism is a 



Chapter Six, Scottish Identities and Civic Nationalism, undertakes an analysis 

of the meaning of national identity in the discourse of the SNP. The SNP has dispensed 

with ethnic symbolism since the departure of prominent cultural-rornanticists from the 

Party. The party has, since the mid-sixties, focused on issues of economics and 

democracy. A problem rernains however: There is an assumed 'Scottishnessr in the 

party's discourse which may not accurately acknowledge the real diversity of Scottish 

society with its cleavages of gender, class, ethnicity, region and religion. The party 

faces an important dilemma. Nationalist parties without an emotive appeal to culture are 

rarely successful electorally and the partyfs inability to match its October 1974 peak 

(30.4 percent of the Scottish vote) may indicate the Limitations of a nationalist party 

which fails to articulate a sense of ethnic, linguistic, or cultural identity. On the other 

hand, if the SNP actively prornotes a particular image of Scots and Scotland, it may 

alienate sections of the public and confirm the Labour Party's argument that the SNP is 

made up of xenophobes. In this chapter 1 wiU look at the tensions which exist between 

other identities and nationdism and show how the SNP has attempted to link its 

independence project to these. 

Chap ter Seven, Independence: Prerequisite for Scottish Dernocracy ?, 

considers how the SNPfs critique of British political institutions is linked to the project 

of ~ationai independence. 1 evahate the party's proposds for democratic governance in 

Scotland and compare these with the institutional limitations of the devolution option. 

term which has acquired an unsavory tone with the violent nationalist outbursts of the 
1990s in the Balkans and elsewhere. By aligning the cause of Scottish independence so 
closely to the project of European integration Scottish nationalists clearly show 
themselves to be seekers of autonorny within the structures of cooperation and 
integration in the EU. The SNP leadership is much more enthusiastic about European 
integration than its counterparts in the Conservative and Labour parties (Ray 1999, 
305). 



Cha~ter 1 

Civic Nationalism and Collective Action 

The airns of this chapter are to examine approaches to understanding 

naîionalism, and to explicate the central features of civic-nationalism which make this 

political discourse a potential tool for revitalizing democratic politics in a climate of 

diminished autonorny in the wake of economic globalization and continental integration. 

1 critically examine the theoretical fiterature on civic nationalism, and argue that civic 

nationctlism can provide a basis for collective action in the interest of achieving 

democracy and resistance to extemal threats to popuIar sovereignty. Whether this 

potential cm  be achieved is largely dependent on the contextual realities in which a 

nascent, independent state finds itself. Sco tland is an especially illuminating case study 

since it is and will continue to be part of one of the most advanced projects of 

integration in history in the form of the European Union. This integration project 

involves the creation of supra-national institutions as well as the potential for a pan- 

European civil society and identity. Domestically, Scotland is also a complex society 

nfe with cleavages of class, gender, ethnicityhce, Zifestyle, and region. These features 

of Scotland pose a challenge to civic nationalist efforts to encourage solidarity in the 

political community as well as to establish democratic institutions and defend popular 

sovereignty in the face of global market forces. 

The analysis pursued throughout the thesis benefits from previous analyses of 

Scottish nationalism and civic nationalism respectiveIy but departs from these in 

important ways. Major studies of Scottish nationalism have focused on the history of 

the party generally, and the sources of SNP support (Brand 1978; Finlay 1994). Others 

have tried to explain the nature of Scottish nationalism andlor the late development of 

this nationalism (Nairn 1981; Paterson 1994; Hechter 1975). Levy (1990) has 

exarnined the development of the SNP as a 'third party' and explained poIicy shifts in 

the party accordinp to the dynamic of the Scottish party system. More recently, Keating 



(1996) has compared Scottish nationalism with nationalism in Que'bec and Catalonia, 

analyMg these movements as 'nation-building' projects. This thesis depam fiom the 

above cited works by asking the following questions about civic nationalism and, 

specifically, the project of the SNP: 1s ch ic  nationalism simply the temtorially-defined 

version of local anti-capitalist and dernocratic stniggles? What are the risks, or limits, of 

appeals to national identity as the basis for such a social project? Has cIass discourse 

been rendered less effective as a rnobilizing discourse by the nature of capitailst 

development in the late twentieth cenniry, and what is its continuing relevance to civic 

nationalism--if any? Can civic nationalism-via its democratization discourse--corne to 

"represent" the interests of diverse subordinated groups, such as women and ethnic 

minorities? Does it, in other words, offer them any grounds for identifiing their 

interests with those of the nationalist project? 

The major works on Scottish nationalism have rarely. if at dl, considered the 

diversity of Scottish society as a whole and have tended to ignore competing visions of 

Scottish society and instead present debates over Scottish independence as problematic 

at the level of constitutional questions or partisan politics. Less attention has been paid 

to the perspectives of ethnidracial minorities, gaysnesbians and women. There exist 

studies of all of these groups, but their relationship to the civic nationalist project of the 

SNP has not been the subject of in-depth analysis. There has been much more attention 

paid to the questions of sovereignty and dernocracy in Scotland, but again, fewer 

studies have focused specifically on the discourse of the SNP as it relates to these 

matters. In other woïds, the complexity and problematic nature of contemporary 

democracy and sovereignty have been examined in detail, but not in specific relation to 

the discourse of the SNP. The thesis bridges analyses of contemporary sovereignty and 

democracy to an analysis of the SNP's discourse. 1 examine the discourse of the party 

and use this to evduate the strengths and weaknesses of this particular variant of civic 

nationalism as a discourse of democratization. By soliciting and presenting the 



perspectives of other relevant political actors 1 subject 

to considerable scrutiny and raise questions about the 

the civic nationalisrn of the S N P  

ability of civic nationalism to act 

as a democratizing and inclusive discourse. By cornbining analyses of the discourse of 

the SNP concerning sovereignty, inclusiveness and democracy 1 have synthesized 

elernents not brought together before. 

NationaIism: Some D efinitions 

Nationalism has attracted intense scrutiny in recent years as a result of the 

ernergence of nationalist politics in a variety of political contexts. Of course, for the Iast 

two centuries, the phenornenon has been the subject of a bewildering number and 

variety of studies. Not the least important issue for students of nationalism is its 

definition. A necessarily generai description is offered by Hutchinson and Smith (1994 

Nationalisrn was, fust of all, a doctrine of popular freedom and 
sovereignty. the people rnust be liberated--that is, free from any extemal 
constramt; they must determine their own destiny and be masters in their 
own house; they must control their own resources; they rnust obey only their 
own 'inner' voice. But that entailed fraternity. The people rnust be united; 
they musr dissolve al1 internd divisions; they must be gathered together in a 
single public cuIture. But which culture and what temtory? Only a homeland 
that was 'theirs' by historic right, the land of their forebears; only a culture that 
was 'theirs' as a heritage, passed down the generations, and therefore an 
expression of their authentic identity. 

This definition tells us nothing about the contextual factors which wiil detennine the 

particular character of a given nationalist movement. It does aim to i d e n m  the central 

features of aLl nationalist discourse: "autonomy, unity and identity" (Hutchinson and 

Smith 1994,5). One rnight ask, however, whether or not the dissolution of "ail intemal 

divisions" ( in the words of Hutchinson and Smith above) is an essential feature of all 

nationalist movements. As 1 will argue later in this chapter and in chapter 6, it may be 

possible to construct a pluralistic community around shared democratic values without 

having to shed other important or occasionally salient identities. 

Even on these features nationalists differ considerably. Scholarship has 

attempted to impose order on the study of nationdism by identiQing several broad 



categones. Scholars differ in their understanding of the emergence or genesis of 

nationalism. Some, like Geertz, see nationalism as a primordial latent trait of social 

groups. Others, iike Smith (1971) agree that nationalism is an old phenornenon but also 

one molded by contextua1 and social factors rather than rooted in a yet-to-be-identified 

biological-genetic ternplate. Others locate nationalism's roots in rnodernity and 

ernphasize the agency of elites in fostering nationalism. In these accounts nationalism is 

viewed as explicitly socially-consûxcted and modern (Kedoune 1960). That is , 

nationalism is a product of eighteenth century Europe and is, according to G e h e r  

(1997, 59), an artifact of a state-building process in Europe in which elites needed to 

inculcate a state-religion of sorts to fill the political vacuum left by arïstocracy-ending 

revolution and the reformation. Nationalisrn is transmitted through social institutions 

which estabiish national languages, symbols and myths perrnitting the consolidation of 

the modern nation-state. 

It is also important to note that nationalism does not, according to Smith (197 1, 

21), "fumish a complete theory of social change or political action." He argues that: 

The docmne leaves open the f o m  of the self-determination as well as the 
content of the expression of national individuality. And that is what has 
endowed nationalism with its tantalizing amorphousness, its doctrinal 
sketchiness and the multifanous nature of the rnovements' activities and goals 
(Smith 1971, 23-4). 

The view that nationalism constitutes a distinct ideology is undermined by the 

variety of its manifestations. As a number of scholars have noted, nationalisrn is too 

'thin' to be described as an ideology, as it has no coherent core and hence is often 

treated with disdain by intellectuds (Laxer 1992, 6-7). There are no great works 

espousing nationaIisrn which succeed in transcending the particular circumstances of a 

particular national question, and hence there is no universal vision. Many nationalisms 

in history have denied the right of other nations to exist (Nazism) and so we cannot 

even point to a basic principle (Le., fteedom for al1 nations) animating nationdist 

thought. Sociologicaily, we can point to central features of nationaiist rnovements, but, 



as an ideological construct nationalism is more Like a scavenger-selectively mining 

estabfished 'isms' and, in turn, giving them a nationalistic sheen. We may speak of the 

ideology of a nationalist p a q  or movement, whether it is anti-colonial, republican or 

Marxist, but we cannot speak of nationalism as a general phenomenon in tems of its 

ideological charactenstics. Anderson (1991, 5)  observes that "unlike most other isms, 

nationalism has never produced iü  own grand thînkers: no Hobbeses, Tocquevilles, 

Marxes, or Webers. " This intellectual poverty is particularly interesting to Anderson 

who notes how curious this fact is alongside the power of nationalism both historicdly, 

and in the contemporq world. 

Not all scholars agree with this view. Keane (1994, 174-5) has likened 

nationalism to an ideology, arguing that, "like other ideologies, nationalism is an 

upwardly mobile, power hun,gy and potentially dominating form of language game 

which makes falsely universal cIairns." This charactenzation seerns accurate enough but 

does not really descnbe an ideological position so much as the universal manner in 

which such rnovernents have asserted their claims. Any political movement can be 

aggressive and power hungry but this does not tell us anything substantial about îts 

ideology . 

Freeden (1998, 750) argues that nationalkm is really an embellishment o f  

"fuller" ideologies that offer a "reasonably broad, if not comprehensive, range of 

answea to the political questions that societies generate." National identities and myths 

are attached to or integrated with ideologies which, in addition to their political content, 

offer an account of human nature and the nature of social relations. In the case of civic 

nationalism, Freeden (1 998,755) w u e s  that: 

M a n y  theorists of nationalism attach a positive understanding of national 
identity to the desire to encourage the growth of liberty, whether through the 
wish to throw off the shackles of tyrannical regimes and to enable a population 
to rule itself-- an aspiration voiced by J.S. Mill and Mazzini-- or as a 
valuable form of patriotism as the love of one's people. But in many such cases 
the promotion of nationhood is merely a means to the enhancernent of liberty 
and a range of humanist enlightenment values. Nationalism is a subservient and 
partial component of broader ideologies . 



Freeden's observations also serve to wam against the error of false nominalism. 

Whether a nationalism is 'liberal' or 'civic' should be determined by careful analysis of 

the nationalism in question, in particular its political discourse, and not sirnply the 

nationalist's self-description. 

Civic nationalism is a concept which traces its origins to Renan's concept of the 

"daily pIebisciteW (Couture et al 1998, 2). For Renan, civic nationaiism requires the 

voluntary and active identification of members of a comrnunity with their respective 

nation-state. The t e r .  nation-state is critical because there is no nation, for civic 

nationalists, without the le@ and temtorial container in which the community is found. 

In contrast, ethnic nationalism requires no state at all for members to iden* with. You 

are a member of a nation because of your Linguistic, religious, ethnic heritage. Thus, 

we might find people identified as 'Germant regardless of whether they live in Austria, 

Gerrnany or Switzerland. The primary source of identity (again, for the ethnic 

nationalist) is ethnic affinity. 

Civic nationalism differs prirnarily because rnernbership is defined by territory; 

by residency. This does not irnply that civic nationalism is never assimilative, indeed, 

the usual examples of archesrpal civic nationalist states are France and the USA. Both 

states contain various minorities but these are subsumed within an offrcial nationalism 

which stresses constitutional patriotism. To be sure, groups within both societies chafe 

under this assimilation (for example, native Americans in the USA and Corsicans in 

France) but it is possible, if not desirable, for a Basque person to 'become' French in a 

way that it may be difficult to 'become' German. 

Civic nationalism should be considered to be more than "a voluntary association 

of individuals" as Renan's definition suggests (Couture et al 1998, 2). Viewed in 

broader historical perspective civic nationalism should be seen as encouraging a "strong 

and consciously classical ernphasis on civic virtue and solidarity" (Hutchinson and 

Smith 1994, 6). Implicit in the definition of civic nationalism employed here is a sense 



of solidarity which binds a community--a conunon patriotism which has the potential to 

provide a bond of mutual respect deriving fiom common political principles 

(democracy, sacrifice, mutuaI regard). Moreover, core political principles rnay be 

rnanifested in the array of institutions and policies which redistribute resources and bind 

a political cornmunity through participation in the provision of essential social 

services .5 

The literature on nationalism continues, for the rnost part, to deal dichotornously 

with two types of nationalism. The civic variety is taken to be the 'good' nationalism 

and, in principIe, free of the atavistic, irrational features associated with the romantic, 

organic or ethnic variety. As such, civic nationalism is voluntaristic, and its ranks are 

open to d l .  The latter is ascriptive, immutable and closed to outsiders. Sdl ,  

considerable latitude for local vanation exists within the two models. Ethnic exclusivist 

nationalisms rnay focus on different attributes of the nation (say, language at the 

exclusion of 'racial' markers). A civic nationalism rnay be underpinned by a shared 

sense of history or sense of geographical rootedness. The variety of nationalisms 

underscores the importance of agency in dete~mining the character of the nationalism. 

As Weber (1963, 172) argues: 

In the sense of using the t e m  at a aven t h e ,  the concept 
undoubtedly means, above ail, that one may extract fiom certain groups of men 
a specific sentiment of solidarity in the face of other groups. Thus the concept 
belongs in the sphere of values. Yet there is no agreement on how these groups 
should be delirnited or about what concerted action should result from such 
solidarity . 

-- 

5 Ethnic kinship is nct the only way of inculcating socid solidarity. Universal 
social services within a state rnay be understood as bureaucratically cornplex 
rnechanisrns for redistributing resources. This description is utilitarian and technocratic. 
It is also conceivable to view social programs as an expression of social solidarity; an 
expression of basic values of solidarity which transcends ethnic membership. 
Membership in a political cornrnunity rnay even be defined by the ethos of entitlernent 
and universal access; a principle to be protected and of which members rnay be proud. 
This is the sense of institutionally rooted pride and cornmon values which might 
characterize civic nationalism. 



Weber suggests that the solidarity of one group is conditional upon the existence of 

groups somehow viewed as different or perhaps threatening. Therefore a religiously 

informed nationalism is constnicted partly against the religious beliefs of outsiders 

(pagans, heathens, and the me).  Serbs and Croats share the same langage but cleave 

between Catholicism and Orthodox Chnstianity. Others, like the citizens of 

Luxembourg, are, as Weber (1963, 23) puts it, "nationally unawakened peoples." The 

agency, or lack thereof, which leaves Luxembourgan nationalism 'asleep' (Weber 

could have added the dormant nationalism of pre-Wor!d War 1 Scotland) also 

encourages a search for ~e authentic, for ancient heroesheroines and myths of 

cornmon descent. This is the perspective which argues for the important roles of 

voluntarisrn and leadership in fostering nationalism. Against whom do civic-nationalists 

construct their solidarity? 

It must be borne in mind that identities do not arise out of whole cloth, but are 

rather patched together from previous conceptions of group identity. Emerging 

identities are better thought of as syncretisms of previous identities. In the case of civic- 

nationalism the specifÏc form of the enemy may Vary from place to place: political- 

institutional arrangements which rnay have functioned well in the past but now act to 

diminish the qualiîy of civic life and democracy for a particular cornmunity; or 

economically or politically subordinate statu within a peo-political relationship. The 

first exarnple reflects the Scottish case fairly well. The civic-nationalist movement in 

Scotland seeks to remedy the deleterious consequences of union with a nation 

(England) whose state is perceived to be in decline and having a substantial democratic 

deficit. The second case may be exempMed by anglophone Left nationalism in Canada, 

especially prominent after WWTI, which constnicted an enemy--a burgeoning, at times 

imperialist superpower-- in the form of the USA which, while protecting Canada from 

one extemal threat during the cold war, seemed aiso to subordinate Canada's 

independence and divergent policy options. The enemy then, is a political-institutional 



or economic relationship, rather than another "group" per se. In the Scottish case the 

'Enemy' is Westminster rule, which prevents Scotland from achieving its full potential 

in al l  spheres of Me. At any given time the S N P  may direct its attacks against 

whichever government is in place at the time, but the real enemy is the British state. 

Civic-Nationalism, State Sovereigntv and Globalization 

Nationalkm surprised social scientists merely by persisting in the face of 

rnodernization. Predictions that cIass politics would remain the dominant cleavage in 

developed societies (Lipset and Rokkan 1970) have not been borne out, and, in fact, a 

plethora of subaltem identities cornpete to mobilize citizens. New cleavages seem to 

have emerged which challenge simplistic left-tight ideological scales, advancing 

previousIy margindized agendas for social change. At the same tirne, nationalism 

represents a renewed movement chailenging established states. For Pakulski this 

pastiche is marked by 

an increasing fusion and interpenetration of political and cultural 
spheres, and the decouphg of political conflïcts and cleavages from the old 
structural class divisions. The main symptoms of these changes are a 
progressive decline in class voting or political dea l imen t ,  an erosion of 
support for the major milieu parties, and the rise of new political forces, 
including the ecopax (ecological and peace), the civil, human and minority 
rights and the ferninist social movements (Pakulski quoted in Gniber 1997, 
140). 

This melange is sometirnes viewed as a marker of the emergent 'post-modern' 

character of western societies where expressions of "incredulity at meta-narratives" 

(Lyotard 1984) result in a fraOomentation of political agendas and ever decreasing 

spheres of solidarity based on cleavages of gender, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity, 

religion, ecology and combinations thereof? If this trend is tmly the marker of a new 

6 Postmodem is an adjective frequently used in comparative politics to describe 
novel syntheses of contradictory social trends. It has been used to define the Canadian 
Refom Party's new populism (Sigurdson 1994), to charactenze the European New 
Right (Betz 1992) and the politics of multi-cultural states (h4cLella.n and Richmond 
1994). 'Postmodem' refers to a stage of "the development of technology and 
organization"; 'postmodernity' is the institutional embodiment of this phase; 
'pos tmodernism' refers to cultural movements in literature, art and, architecture which 
react against previous forms of representation. 



epoch in social and political life in liberal democracies then we might ponder the extent 

to which any kind of collective action can succeed in welding together disparate 

elements of a political c o m m ~ ~ ~ . @  in order to maintain, and enhance, dernocratic life and 

institutions. There is a risk of such a society collapsing into a Babel-Iike cacophony of 

incomprehensible solitudes, each seeking to enhance its power and influence at the 

expense of a basic, shared sense of mutual regard, and solidariv based on fundamental 

principles of justice or dernocracy. 

This characterization of contemporary western society, if accurate, would not 

necessarily connote crisis if it were not for the contemporaneous phenomenon often 

identitied as globalization. Domestic politics operates on the assurnption (in liberal 

dernocracies, at any rate) that public policy is a mediated reflection of the interests and 

values of the eIectorate. This idealized and flawed characterization is challenged by the 

power of markets to b i t  state autonorny by punishing policy-makers determined to 

make policy "out of step" with the interests of tram-national capital. Hinch (1997, 41) 

argues that globalization should not be viewed as a natural evolutionary step in the 

development of capitalism but rather as a "decisive political strategy aimed at the 

restructuring of post-war capitalism in terms of its economic, social and political 

dimensions." Asseaing the naturalness of market driven priorities undermines the 

power of states to chart alternative courses of economic development. 

The critical consequence for this study is that the nation-state remains the only 

democratically accountable locus of political life and no alternative set of institutions is 

ready to fill the vacuum created by diminished sovereignty.7 Globalization has altered 

- - - -  . - - -  

The term post-modernisrn is difficult to define but represents a synthesis of 
rnodemity and the cnsis of the hallmarks of rnodernity in the reahs  of politics, science, 
technolopy, art and communication. Assumptions underpinning the belief in progress 
and the hegemony of grand narratives are corroded and are replaced by nurnerous 
micro-narratives. On one hand, this is a liberating trend nfe with potential for the 
creative impulse. On the other hand, there is the potenbal for a bewildenng proliferation 
of post-Nietzschean nihilism. Benko (1 997, 7) identifies the cultural break--between 
modernity and postrnodernity-- occumng in 1968. 
7 This discussion is focused on the developed liberal-democratic states. Clearly, 



the conditions for democratic governance. This infamal s u e n d e r  of sovereignty is 

celebrated, on one hand, by the neo-right, which foresees the dismanthg of archaic 

barriers to trade and accumuIation, and larnented, on the other hand, by left nationalists 

who see the trend as unfettered, destructive capitalism- It is necessary to examine 

globalization's challenge to the state at this point, because of its implications for the 

civic-nationalist project. 1s civic nationalism a flawed, unworkable effort in light of the 

above-mentioned trends, or is it a potential solution--a bulwark--which can act to 

enhance solidarity and expand the scope for autonomous poricy-making. 

F. H. Hinsley (1966, 1) argues that sovereignty is "the idea that there is a final 

and absolute authority in the community." The concept is a diffcult one, much like 

other foundational concepts such as 'dernocracy', 'legitimacy', or 'authonty'. 

Sovereignty is further complicated by its trans-histoncd usages as weU as its two 

dimensions: The term refers to the location of sovereignty within a political community 

as weU as the status a state enjoys internationally (Hinsley, 158). For Ruggie, 

sovereignty is the "institutionalization of public authority within mutually exclusive 

j urisdictional domains'' (Barkin and Cronin 1994, 107). The exercise of power is as old 

as human communities and exists in ali spheres of human life and institutions. 

Sovereignty, however, has certain particular characteristics.8 First, it is recognized 

most clearly as the condition which defines actors in international relations (Walker and 

Mendlovitz 1994, 4). Secondly, it must be recopized as a historical and cultural 

product of European history (Badie and Bimbaum 1982). It is both a legal and a 

normative (resting on legitimation) concept. State-building brought with it the notion of 

citizenship and the recognition of the state as the legitimate authority over a given 

- - -- 

things are far worse in the deveIoping world. 
8 Sovereignty is a quality exercised by the modem nation-state. It transcends the 
possession of rnere power by cornrnanding recognition by others via le@ noms. 
Empires of the past certainly enjoyed power and dominance over huge temones but 
this should not be viewed as the possession of sovereignty per se. Empires did not 
have fixed borders recognized by others. Frontiers marked the boundaries between 
empires and neighboring peoples. 



territory and population, maintainhg a monopoly over the legitimate use of force within 

that t e ~ t o r y  (Weber 1963, 78). This regime can be traced to the Peace of Westphalia 

(1648) when states sought to diminish the destabilizing effects of religious conflicts 

upon neighboring states during the Refonnation. 

Currently, sovereignty is the subject of a vigorous discussion. One contribution 

to this discussion informs us that: 

Despite persistent attempts to re* the state as an eternal presence in hurnan 
affairs, and despiee continuing appeals to national identity and the principle of 
nonintervention, questions about both the meaning and significance of 
state sovereignty are again f d y  on political and scholarly agendas (Walker 
and Mendlovitz Ii990,2). 

Scholars agree on one findamental point: the state is now subject to a variety of 

challenges to its status both as an analytical unit of analysis and as the premier political 

unit in human affairs. I n  addition, normative questions emerge: What is the political 

status of "humanity"? M o  are "we" (Walker and Mendlovitz 1990,6) ? 

In the 15th century, Europe was a patchwork quilt of approximately 500 

duchies and principalities (Carnilleri 1990, 14). The secular sovereign state is a product 

of the social and cultural transformations of the 16th century. Throughout Europe, 

societal trends diminished the power of religion. The Renaissance, the nse of science, 

and religious schism weakened the authority of the Church. These trends crystallized 

with the 1648 Peace of Westphalia (The Treaties of Münster and Osnabrück) which 

ended the wars of religiom, entrenching the sovereign, secular state in Europe? 

- - -  - - 

9 Hoppe (1998, 22) notes that Germany was, in the last half of the seventeenth 
century, cornposed of 234 countries, 5 1 free cities and 1,500 manors. Over tirne, the 
state ernerged, at least partly, in response to economic growth, the establishment of 
standing amies, the cenn-alization of power in monarchies and t a .  collection. Britain 
proves exceptional in the state-building process in a number of ways. In 1534 the Act 
of Supremacy ended the Roman Church's abiIity to exert junsdiction and mete out 
punishrnent alongside the  English Crown. This precedes the Treaty of Westphalia by 
more than a century. Westphalia did not create the sovereign state so much as eliminate 
the cornpeting power o f  the Church. England had exited from the authority of the 
Church earlier on. This secularization varied widely in form and timing. In Italy, the 
severing of ties to the Catholic Church would not be forrndized until the Lateran 
Treaties of 1929, which established the Vatican as an independent state. In Gennany 
the kulturkcznzpf ("struggle for culture") in the 1870s, saw the newly united Gerrnan 



This Westphalian state has unde.rgone important changes over the centuries. The 

most noteworthy is the rapid expansion in the competencies of the state. Begiming 

with Bismarck's Gerrnany, and reaching its dtimate expression in the command 

economies of post-World War II Eastern Europe, the state bIurred the earlier 

boundaries between state and society. The growth of bureaucracies administering 

income transfers and collecting statistics permitted the welfare state to approach the 

"technocracy" predicted by Weber. WaLIace (1994, 58) argues that the zenith of the 

liberal democratic welfare state was reached during the penod 1945-68. The state's 

Iegitimacy was based upon, partly, its abilrty to provide economic and physical secunty 

as well as its ability to inculcate a sense of 'nation-ness'. 

The state system, exemplified by institutions such as the United Nations, has 

remained more or less the dominant organizing principle for international reIations, but. 

this statu is threatened. Sovereignty has becorne less comprehensible as it has become 

dispersed. UltimateIy, we rnust appreciate the sociaily indetenninate nature of the 

concept. As Barkin and Cronin (1994, 109) rernind us: "It is often not appreciated that 

sovereignq is a social concept, and like al1 social institutions its location is subject to 

changing interpretations." We should expect, then, that changes in the nature and 

perception of sovereignty will be reflected in the ideology of a political party concerned 

primarily with the achievement of sovereignty. 

Current views of the future of the state tend to either boldly assert its demise or 

to see its current retreat as not unprecedented. Krasner (1988, 1996) has argued that the 

state is resilient and that comprornised sovereignty is hardly a new developrnent. In the 

absence of alternative forms of political organization (which carry enormous 

implementation risks) and in the face of continuity rather than transformation in the state 

system, Krasner views the 'end of Westphalia' thesis as "historically myopic" (1996, 

state stmggle to reguIate and diminish the influence of the Catholic Church. The Peace 
of Westphalia established the supremacy of the secular state, but the timing of the 
manifestation of this institutional f o m  differed from place to place. 



115). While useh1 as an analytic point of departure, the Westphalian system is an ideal 

type which inconsistently confonns to reality. 

Cerny (1996, 617) is inclined to view recent developments ('globaiization') as 

part of a "fundamental transformation." With regard to nationalïst movements, Cerny 

(1996, 632) predicts that such rnovements will look increasingly at political 

jurisdictions other than the nation-state to satisfy their aspirations. This is already 

occurring at the European level where nationalists (including the Sm) look toward the 

European Union (EU) as a source of external security which rnay also provide 

considerable autonomy within a quasi-federal state. 

The status of the state rernains of interest precisely because the challenges to 

state autonomy are less familiar today. These include not only the presence of regional 

and global hegemons which bluntly lirnit or absorb the autonorny of their neighbors 

but, also, a dispersal of powers once central to the state. Part of this dispersal of 

sovereignty has occurred through inter-governmental treaties creatinp regional trading 

blocs. Another more arnorphous trend has emerged in the f o m  of globalization. Waters 

defmes globdization very broadly as, "a social process in which the constraints of 

g.. 3graphy on social and cultural arrangements recede and in which people are 

increasingly aware that they are receding (Waters 1995, 3)."LO 

Frequently globalization is explicitly or implicitiy treated as a unilinear process 

of Westernization in the cultural, econornic and political spheres of social life. Waters 

(1995, 62) suggests that globalization marks an end to isolation or "the systematic 

interrelationship of all the individual social ties that are established on the planet." This 

implies that there is no "source" from which globalization flows, but rather that the 

awareness of a localiry's place in the world leads to subsequent alterations of cultural, 

10 Water~(1995~2)notesthatthetem"globalization"appearedodyrecentlyin 
sociological scholarship. He found that, as of February 1994, only 34 items in the 
Library of Congress contained the term in its title, and none of these were published 
prior to 1987. 



economic and politicâl practices. The phenomenon has attracted considerable interest in 

recent years even among the public at large. We may well be on the verge of a Pax 

McDonaldica in which difference is severed fkom space. New information technology 

and a neo-liberal international regime have served to localize the global by diminishing 

the real and perceived importance of borders and rediicing the temporal and spatial 

distances of cornmunities, in tum, threatening to reduce or obliterate cultural 

distinctiveness. Barber (1 994, 6) sees a dialectical relationship between the 

hornogenizing tendencies of global commercial capitalism (with its western consumer 

ethic) and the disintegrative force he calls Jihad : those forces -- national, religious or 

othenvise -- which resist homogenization in the name of local traditions. The 

consequences of this dialectic are to be seen everywhere and need to be taken seriously, 

not least of all by social scientists-l 

The recent boom in scholarship on ail aspects of the globalization phenomenon 

provides arguments for a variety of interpretations with perhaps the most accurate one 

proposing caution. The primary unit of anaiysis in the study of international relations (the 

state) is, depending on the cornmentator, terrninally il1 (E3orsrnan and Marshall 1995) or, at 

the very least, undergoing profound transformations (h4cLellan and Richmond 1994). 

Others, like Weiss (1997, 3) reject the "rnyth of the powerless state" and argue that reports 

of the dernise of the state are "fundamentally rnisleading." This latter argument emphasizes 

the important role that states have played in establishing intergovernmental regimes of 

trade, regulation and currency valuation. It rejecü the view that the contemporary era of 

neo-liberal globalization is a manifestation of some inevitable evolution of capitalism. The 

state is not dead and economic and political integration are not new; plus ça clzcznge ? 

11 The 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games epitomized this dialectic. Every cornpetitor 
was draped in a national flag (many of which did not exist in 1992) while viewers were 
invited to share in an orgy of consurnerism which will probably set the benchmark by 
which similar phenomena will be judged in future. 



Some argue that the changes ushered in 

previous instances of societd change because 

by globalization differ in character fiom 

of their technical character. Technology 

speeds economic transactions especially as these concern finance. Kobrin (1998, 362) 

observes that: "An international systern of production (Fordism) is being repiaced by a 

cornplex web of interlaced global electronic networks." Reaching back to Hedley Bull's 

The Anarchical Society, Kobrin (1998,367) anticipates a future "neo-medievalism" whose 

borders are "diffuse, shifting and permeable." Technology enhances this arnbiguity and 

decreases the salience of states. The Internet is a signpost alerting us to the decreasing 

salience of territorial politics . O verlapping authority (much as in medieval European times 

with Pope, Emperor, lord etc.) obscures s o ~ e r e i ~ t y .  This process wilI be enhanced 

further with political integration (as with the EU) (Kobrin 1998, 370). Kobrin cautions, 

however, that these changes do not imply the dernise of the state but its metarnorphosis. 

What will ernerge from this opaque chrysalis is unclear. 

Changes in global, financial transactions are also held to present an insurnountable 

challenge to sovereignty and democracy,L2 although Helleiner (1998) takes the position that 

mobile capital and new foms  of money ("store value devices") may, in fact, enhance state 

power. No state in history has been able to successfully regulate international currency 

flows. Mercantile Europe was unsuccessful at regulating precious metals and the zenith of 

currency flow control, the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  was "rarely fuIly effective" (Helleiner 1998, 389). The 

current sense of powerlessness, however, from which states are supposedly suffering, 

reflects more the passivity of governments in an era of neo-liberal ascendancy than it does 

an empirically measurable decline in availabie policy (Helleiner 1998, 390). Such 

governments have encouraged deregulation of financial controls. Tellingly, the British 

government of Margaret Thatcher, while hostiie as a rule to European integration, 

12 This is not new. State theorists have long debated the role of the state in 
protecting or nurturing domestic capital. 1s the state a neutral arbiter (liberds)? An 
instrumental advancer of capitalist interests MiLiband)? What is different in 
globalization scholarship is the attention to rootless capital not focused on a particular 
state but promiscuously seeking favorable conditions for its own reproduction. 



wholeheartedly supported the Single European Act (1 9 86), which eliminated non-tariff 

barriers to trade, dereedated capital fiows Eurther, and allowed for more mergers in the 

financial and insurance industries.13 Helleiner concludes that States, when inclined, cm 

replate markets. 

States have driven globalization and integration but these developments cannot be 

reversed, rather they must be managed in a way consistent with the demands facing 

humanity today. CLinging to the Westphalian mode1 cm exacerbate the problems of 

environmental degradation and disproportionate market power by preventing the formation 

of international institutions empowered to regulate the activities of international markets and 

global environmental problems. Local autonomy rnight better be secured in the web of 

agreements and poLicies which reassert the political over the market. That is, political action 

--in the f o m  of international or transnational communication and agreements--might 

restrain the democracy-eroding effects of unregulated market power. New institutional 

structures at the international level could enhance the power of citizens over markets by 

channeling pluralistic, collective action to effectively combat the negative consequences of 

globalization. In recent years local resistance to economic globalization has occurred in light 

of economic dislocation in Mexico (1994 Peso crisis), Southeast Asia and elsewhere. 

Renewed interest in policy instruments for reasserting sovereignty is evident.14 

So far though, it c m  be argued that it has been the neo-liberal agenda which has 

been advanced most by supra-national organizations. This characterizes aspects of the EU, 

although this need not be a permanent condition, and is also true of the various trade and 

economic organizations (World Trade Organization, International Monetary Fund and 

13 Governments give fieedom of capital movement but they can also take it away. 
In 1988 the Base1 Accord "introduced a comrnon set of regulatory standards for 
international banks across the G-10 countries (HeIleiner 1998, 392)." 
I4 The Canadian federal parliament recently voted to examine the potential of the 
Tobin tax for reducing speculative pools of currency. This tax would take advantage of 
high technology to trace and tax flows of speculative "hot money". The motion (239) 
was introduced in ParLiament by Lorne Nystrom MP (NDP-Regina Qu'Appelle) in 
March 1999, and is now at the committee stage. 



World Bank, for example). Trade blocs further erode autonomy as witnessed with the 

North American Free Trade Agreement (at least in the cases of Canada and Mexico). The 

accountability of dispute adjudicating officials is questionable, and the dernands of the 

market conflict with cultural concerns, as we see with the Canadian concern to protect the 

country's magazine industry. Elite driven, technocratic versions of integration are 

frequently at odds with democratic values and it is this conflict which is at the heart of 

debates over European integration. Crouch and Marquand (1995, 18) argue that "in the 

clumsy, opaque, protofederal system we have now, too much power lies with the 

interlocking technocraties of the Council, the Commission and the great private sector 

corporations with an effective lobbying presence in Brussels, and too litîle with elected 

poiiticians." There is some promise in projects Like the EU, with its enormous capacity for 

good, but this promise is far from being realized.15 

I will r e m  to this subject as it affects Scotland in chapter 4. For the moment 

the key point is that both the international economic remlatory regirne and 

contemporary states (in different degrees and rates of speed) have been undergoing an 

important transition. These changes have important implications for emerging states, 

particularly s m d  ones like Scotland. It is important to analyze how nationalists intend 

to rneet these challenges and what alternatives exist. 

Democracy and its forms are also c o ~ e c t e d  intimately with state sovereignty 

and globalization. This is so fundamental as to escape the scrutiny of democratic theory 

which is usually focused upon interna1 processes of dernocracy. Held (1996, 336) 

aqpes: 

1s We must not ignore the important role that the EU has had in providing a space 
for the consolidation of demacracy in Greece, Portugal and Spain. Furthemore the EU 
might play an important role in encouraging democracy in potential members in the 
east. Recently, as reported in the Globe and Mail in a news brief on 12 July 1999, 
Slovakia's House of Deputies passed a bill to the improve language rights of 
rninorities. This bill was essential for Slovakia to attain priority status for their 
application to join the EU. 



Change is presumed to occur via mechanisrns "built in", as it were, to the very 
structure of a @en society and governing its development. The world 
putatively "out-side" the nation-state- the dynamics of the world economy, the 
rapid growth of transnational Iinks and major changes to the nature of 
international law, for example- has barely been exarnined, and its implications 
for dernocracy have not been thought out at aU by democratic theorists. 

The focus on the intemal detenninants of democratic practice must be broadened to 

include international determinants of domestic political life. In other words, both 

internai and extemal factors must be considered in any andysis of contemporary 

dernocracy. The "congruence" or "syrnmetry", as Held (1996, 338) describes it, 

between electorates and decision-making, is called into question as decisions are taken, 

or rernoved from domestic electorates and procedures of accountability. The basic 

liberal-democratic notion of consent is tested in supranational bodies like the EU where 

decisions are made without accountability and where democratic institutions are largely 

ineffective. The domine of popular sovereignty seems to lose its meaning as fewer 

areas of public policy are determined by informed, active and efficacious citizens. 

Perhaps though, this is an idealistic view. It might be objected that many 

features of British governance ( m e  those of the EU) fail to rneet even a modest version 

of democracy. Perhaps, but one cannot fault the British system of democracy with its 

unwritten constitution, quasi non-govermental organizations and archaic aristocratie 

features (Monarchy and House of Lords) and simultaneously ignore Europe's 

democratic deficit. A collective rnovernent for fundamental constitutional change, like 

the SNP, must reconcile the goals of popular sovereignty (apainst Britain's 

parliamentary version) with the institutional problems evident in the EU. Nor is 

European integration the only threat to Scottish democracy. As multiple developments 

in economic, political, military , scientific and cultural spheres rnerge international and 

dornestic politics, unforeseen problems will arise. 

Another challenge to democratic collective action on the part of a political 

cornmunity concerns the sheer diversity of contemporary societies. 1s collective action 

possible in an era of irreducible pluralism? The erosion of religious observance in the 



West and the fragmentation of the working-class has diminished, arguably, two 

formerly persistent grounds for collective identity. What we have now in the West is 

more of a cacophony of voices without the benefit of the solidaristic bonds which cân 

help a project of collective action achieve success. It might be argued that the "pastiche" 

culture which has emerged is al1 to the good and enhances individual liberty and self- 

actualization. This ar&went should be taken seriously but it is undermined by the 

tendency for fragmented societies to passively suffer the negative consequences of 

deregdated markets and the power and influence of the neo-liberai agenda. A project of 

social change capable of asserting the democratic demands of a diverse society needs to 

inculcate the kind of solidarity necessary for collective action while respecting the 

variety of identities present in contemporary society. 

It would be easy to be sornewhat skepticai about the prospects of democratic 

collective action when citizens "feel less and less comected to each other and their 

governrnents, and at the very moment when the restructuring of the global economic 

and political order is forcing crucial choices upon all societies" (Sullivan 1995, 20). 

Economic globalization produces fraamentation in societies as adaptable cosmopolitans 

f o m  tram-national links and prosper while most of society labors at the rnargins, 

insecure and resentful of the elite who have led them to their vulnerable position. 16 

Globalization leads, in Sullivan's words, to a "secession of the successful" fiorn their 

States whose declining capacity to act leaves the5 citizens increasingly vulnerable to 

market forces (1995, 22). Sullivan suggests that "the effort to uphold and sustain the 

ethics of solidarity, with its implication of equal diagnity within an indusive poiity that 

aims to equalize life-chances for a l l  citizens, will require a new ernphasis upon the 

development of forrns and understanding of politics which 1 will c d  democratic civic 

community" (1 995, 23). 

16 Greenfeld (1992,98-9) naces the terni "cosmopolitan" to the era of the French 
philosophes who sought farne beyond the confines of the nation-state in the "republic 
of letters". 



It might be argued that chic  nationalism is the discourse necessary to secure a 

democratic inclusive c o m m u n i ~  prepared to work in concert to resist the decLine of 

social welfare standards and the corrosion of democracy brought on by the challenges 

to sovereignty noted previously. Nationalist discourse, however, has been rejected as a 

counter-hegemonic s trate3 of collective action by Marxists, anarchis ts, and feminis ts, 

arnonp others and is strikingly absent from (post-structurdist) radical democratization 

theory (Mouffe 1993; Woodcock 1973). In the following section 1 examine the import 

of these critiques for civic nationalism as a political discourse aimed at restoring the 

conditions for democratic citizenship. 

Democratic Res~onses  to Neo-Iiberal GIobaIization: Civic 
Nationalism. Liberalism. Marxism, Anarchism, Feminism 

Civic nationalisrn has received considerable attention in recent years as scholars 

corne to eg5ps with the moral ambiguity of nationalism. Lacking an ideologicd core 

peculiar to itself nationalism presents a nurnber of different faces. Some argue that all 

nationalisms share the same fatal, homogenizing flaw and that the apparent democratic 

nature of civic nationalism is like the proverbial "wolf in sheep's clothing". Others 

a&e that any nationalism is a distraction from the urgent need for class-based politics 

in search of socid justice or fundamental political transformation. 

Liberalism and Civic Naiionalism 

Civic societies reject myths of comrnon descent and emphasize temtory and 

adherence to a particular set of values, as the prime criteria of national rnembership 

(Keating 1996a, 6). As such, civic rnovements may Iack a certain kind of ernotive 

appeal (i.e. based on ethnicity or blood-belonging). This absent ethnicity may limit the 

appeal of a nationalist movemenr while at the same bme avoiding exclusion within a 

multi-ethnic political community. Ultimately, nationalists seeking autonomy or outright 

separatism in liberal democracies are uniikely to have rnuch choice in choosing the civic 



route.17 Political programs based upon ascriptive racial or  ethnic bases tend to be of 

marginal sibonificance electoraly and even iUegal in some societies. Liberal societies, 

whatever their faults, have nurtured an intolerance of communal political movements. 

This is starkly evident in Scotland where any remotely ethnic reference by Scottish 

nationalists is seized upon and decried by ardent unionists. Of course, liberal societies 

also permit private vices. Racism remains strong in Scotland and elsewhere. My point 

is that at the level of politicd institutions and organizations, such views are barely 

tolerated and have never been electorally successful. 18 

Civic nationalism recoap.izes the importance of individual autonomy while also 

recognizing the contextual and social nature of human needs.19 The adoption of the 

civic mode does not occur in the absence of a national culture; cultural attributes are 

subordinate to the adherence of a political comrnunity to basic dernocratic values 

stressing the inclusion of dl. As Keating argues: "It is not the existence of language and 

culture poiicies which determine whether a nationalism is ethnic or civic, but the uses 

made of langage and culture, whether to build a civic nation or to practice ethnic 

excIusion" (1 %6a, 10). Societies which seek to protect vulnerable languages and 

cultural practices may not necessarily employ a chauvinistic, defensive posture. An 

analogy here is environmental conservation, whose motive is to protect the conditions 

17 There is a "profound ambiguity" in relations between liberalism and nationaiism 
(E3 alibar and Wallerstein 199 1,47). Liberalism is individudistic, seeking to expand the 
private sphere against the intrusions of the public. Liberal-nationalism is, on the face of 
it, a contradiction. Nationalism is a doctrine concemed with the fate of collectivities. 1 
address this more carefully in chapter 6. 
18 This may be overstated. There are racist and authoritarian political parties in 
liberal-democracies which have been electorally successful in recent years, induding 
the French National Front. In Austria, Belgiurn and Gelrnany similar parties operate. 
AIso, kistorically, political parties have often adopted 'nativist' postures. Variation in 
the eIectoral success of such parties will reflect contextual differences (electoral 
systems, party-system type, le@ proscriptions against such parties). 
19 Civic nationalism cannot clairn to monopolize this recognition of individual 
embeddedness. Arguably social democracy does this too. Civic nationalist discourse 
contains an explicit connection to territory but no obvious comrnitment to social 
dernocratic noms.  In other words, civic nationalism is not necessarily social- 
democratic in orientation, although the SNP clearly is. 



for diversity. Individuals c m  enjoy their national identity and ifs attniutes without 

politicizing it. It is when the defense of Ianguage and culture is held as a higher value 

than individual rights that a nationalism takes on a collectivist-ethnic character.20 Civic 

nationalism may contain ethnic elements, but these must be consistent with individual 

rights (that is non-exclusive). But, civic nationalism can, ideally, make a claim to 

recognize the contextuai nature of social life. R e c o m g  the embeddedness of the 

individual in one's society does not require a surrender of individuality. A k e  balance 

is required to preserve individual rights as well as to recognize the social features of life 

which make one human. However, the emphasis on liberal values of individual liberty 

remains in tension with the formation of collective solidarity/identity. Civic nationalism, 

despite its liberal character, differs fiom liberal nationalism in its emphasis on 

community and territory. Civic nationalist discourse seeks to protect permanent 

minorities f?om governments seeking to impose an agenda alien to values held by a 

co~~linunity. This is particularly obvious in the responses of Scottish and Welsh 

nationalists to the policies of consecutive Conservative UK govemments. A collective 

"we" can be harnessed in periods of crisis without relying on an ethnic consciousness. 

Moreover, the 'we' does not transcend the boundaries of the territory in question. Civic 

nationalist movernents are not pan-nationalist movements which seek to unite a 

particular cultural group (Le. pan-Slavism or pan-Geman nationalisrns). Civic 

20 There is some difficulty in characterizhg Québec's nationalist movement. 
Trudeau condemned the extension of language rights to a community (francophones in 
Québec) and supported instead individual language rights enshrined in the 1982 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Section 16). In Québec, Levesque's 
government (1976-85) had previously introduced Bill 101 which would make French 
the preerninent language in Québec. The subordinate status of English in Québec 
remains despite the Charter because of the provisions of Section 33, which perrnits 
provincial govemments to legislate "notwithstanding" the provisions of sections 2 and 7 
to 15. This dernonstrates the tension between collective and individual rights, more 
apparent in disputes between culturally distinct political communities and their leaders. 
Hence, Québec's language laws complicate the characterization of the Parti Québecois 
as either civic or ethnic in its orientation. Perhaps we shouId be cautious of dichotomous 
categories and recognize that nationalist movements w f l  occupy spaces on a contU1uum 
between the ideals of civic and ethnic. 



nationalism rests on adherence to a set of basic values and is connected to a defined 

tenitory 

Historically, liberal-nationalism has been associated with national movements 

seeking to unite territones in pursuit of a nation-building project. This was particularly 

true of Hungary in 1848-9, as well as Italy and Germany in the latter half of the 19th 

century. In Gmany, "Deutschland iiber alles" referred to the primacy of Gemany 

over Saarland or Saxony mchener 1993, xi). Nationalists wanted to pulI people fiom 

their provincial loyalties in favor of a German state. Cultural nationalism based on 

racialist ideology would ernerge eventually but, at l e s t  initiafly, German nationalism 

during and immediately fol10 wing the Napoleonic occupation was essentially liberal. It 

was pan-nationalist and irnperialist in its atternpt to incorporate all  German speakers 

fiom Austria, Germany and Pmsia. 

Keating (1996q xii) has attempted to counter the "hostile and patronizing" view 

of the recent resurgence of nationalism in the developed West. Instead, Keating 

suggests that these nationalisms may act as "a mechanism for problem solving," 

enhancing democracy and increasing social soli da ri^. Nationalist movements in 

Catalonia, Québec, and Scotland are, in this view, "nation building projects" and ones 

which do not need to fan the flarnes of ethnic exclusivity to achieve identity (Keating, 

1996% xii). Keating focuses less on particular parties Iike the SNP than on civic 

nationalist movenents in general, and does not seek to provide "a comprehensive theory 

of nationalism"; rather he seeks to explain how these rnovements have corne to represent 

a mechanism for coping with dilemmas which emerge from modernization and changes 

in social relations (1 996% 1-2 ). 

Nationalism "mediates between the individual and the collectivef' (Keating 

1996% 10). Nationalisrn does not abstract the individual fiom his or her social context 

as do libertarian models of society. On the other hand civic nationalism does not sink 

the individual into an ethnic pool which obscures and obliterates difference. Keating 



(1996% 13) sees civic nationalism as particularly weil suited to providing social 

cohesion without the cost of exclusion and resuIting societal instability. In multi-cultural 

and multi-national societies a civic nationalism is much better equipped to absorb new 

immigrants and accommodate the collective needs of minority co~lllllunities than a .  

ethnic nationalism. This is possible when etbnidnational identity is rnuted in political 

dis course and sub ordinate to a superordinate civic culture which transcends the motive 

appeals of ethnicity. Societies without a strong civic consciousness will tolerate 

extremes of economic inequality intemally and elites will not forego the benefits of 

international economic regimes even at the cost of reducing the standard of living of 

their poorer fellow-citizens. 

Laxer (1992; 1995; 1999; 2000) has pointed out that two broad perspectives on 

social Efe have shaped scholarly views of nationalism: a liberal one and a leftist one. On 

the one hand many liberals have viewed ethnic nationalism as regressive and 

reactionary- as a reaction against developrnent and modernization. Along with religion, 

ethnic nationalism would be submerged or extinguished as rational Iiberal-democratic 

worldviews came to dominate. In Eastern Europe and Açia, Marxist "hyper- 

rati~nalisrn"~~ would perform the same task of extirpahg pre-modem forms of 

political rnobilization, leaving fûnctional categories of class as the Iast expression of 

conflict in Society. Yet, this century has witnessed the opposite trend. State socialism 

failed to extinguish religious and nationalist-flavored political movements in Eastern 

Europe and Central Asia. In the West, non-class 'identity politics' is more vigorously 

assertive now than in many decades. Class remains important as a cleavage in politics, 

but class is decentred by other cleavages: gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation, 

among others. 

Schwarzmantel (1 992) has argued that the apparent opposition of nationalism 

and socialism varies according to the definition of nationalism which is employed and 

21 This term is used by Stokes (1 993). 



the way in which the concept 'nation' is understood. In the case of socialism, social 

divisions are horizontal and correspond to class divisions. In nationaikt accoimts, 

society is divided verticdy between people of different nations. The second difference 

between nationalism and sacialism concerns the social bases on which such rnovements 

rely. Sociafists have sought to defend the working classes and nationalists have sought 

to build the nation-state b y  advancing the interests of the "nation". 

It is, perhaps, an o-versimpli£ïcation to point to a dominant Manist perspective 

on nationalism. Breuilly (1 994, 407) has identified some important features of Marxist 

thought on nationalism wbïch should receive general assent. First, nationalism is viewed 

as the means by which the state legitimizes inequality in the nascent capitalist states of 

18th centuy Europe. Class hegemony is obscured via appeals to rnythical ties of blood 

or ethnicity. Imperialism--also a phenomenon of interest in Marxïst thought--semes to 

alleviate class-codïct in the imperialist state by securing wealth by exploitative means in 

other parts of the world. This subordinates nationalism in sewice of the interests of 

class-compromise. There are important exceptions to this generalization. Otto Bauer 

(1881-1938) was head of the Autrian Social Democratic Party and his observations on 

the Austro-Hungarian empire infomed his writing on nationalisrn. Bauer sought to 

reconcile the desire of small nations to acheve independence with the contrary trend 

toward large state formation under socialism. Federalisrn would secure national 

autonomy while not irnpairing the path to socialism and intemationalism. For the most 

part however, Marxist theoreticians have been anbivalent about nationalism, sornetimes 

distinguishing, as Bauer does, between bourgeois nationalism in the interest of 

imperialist jingoism and the nationalism o f  oppressed "national communities" (Bauer 

2995, 190). 

Has the Left failed to understand nationalisrn? Laxer (1992, 14-1 5) argues that 

the Left has never formdiated a coherent theory of nationalism because Marxism 

anticipated the ultirnate demise of nationalism in favor of the primacy of class codict.  



Another student of nationalism has more blmtly opined that "nationalism and Mancisrn 

are philosophically incompatible" (Connor 1984, 1). Of course, Marx and Engels did 

write about nationaIism, but their support for it was linked to a tactical goal: the rernoval 

of feudd structures of de. In keeping with the stages theory of historical materidism, 

anything which hastened the shift from feudalism to capitalism could be supported, 

hence Marx's support for the independence movements of Poland and Ireland. At the 

1864 inaugural address to the First International, Marx hirnself condemned "the 

shameless approvd, demonstrative syrnpathy or idiotic indifference with which 

Europe's upper classes observed Russia's conquest of the Caucasian fastnesses and her 

rnurder of heroic Poland" (Moynihan 1994, 1 1 1). For the most part, however, Marx 

and Engels viewed national movernents for independence as contingent on their 

articulation to class struggle. Coakley (1992,4) observes that: 

On the one hand, Marx strongly endorsed the struggles of the Irish and 
the Poles; on the other, he dismissed the nationalist dernands of the other East 
European Slav nationalities, making an exception only of those of the Ottoman 
Empire, whose progress was being held back by primitive irnperial structures. 
These inconsistencies were taken even further by Engels, who denounced the 
retrogressive role of the Slavs of Austria and who distinguished between 
such peoples as the Czechs and Ukrainians, dismissed as 'ethnic trash', and 
nations which played a progressive role, such as the Hungarians, the Poles and 
the Irish. 

For Lenin, bourgeois nationalism was necessarily irnperialist and thus he condemned 

Great-Russian nationalism, but looked more favorably upon the nationalism of the 

Ukrainian proletariat (Lenin 1995, 2 10). One detects in Lenin's wntings an insistence 

on the right to self-determination, in the context of autocratic European empires and his 

theory of impenalism. Lenin argued that: "In order to be able to fight successfuI!y 

against exploitation, the proletariat must be free of nationalisrn, must be absolutely 

neutral, so to speak, in the struggle for suprernacy that is going on among the 

bourgeoisie of the various nations" (Lenin 1995, 212).The task of revolutionaries was 

to evaluate "every national demand, every national separation, from the angIe of the 

class stmggle of the workers" (1995,Z 10). 



Other than support for certain antialonid or anti-feudal movements, the Left 

has generally opposed nationalism. Conquest (cited in Moynihan 1993, 109) observes 

that "[£']rom Lenids point of vkw, as fkom M d s ,  international proletarian interests 

were the central issue, and nationalism a temporary distraction." In practice, however, 

many Marxist-inspired movements in the developing world have taken on a nationalist 

character. Hobsbawm comments that "Marxist movements and states have tended to 

become national not only in form but in substance, Le., nationalist" (Hobsbawm quoted 

in Anderson 1991, 2). In 1937, the Chinese Communist p a .  to cite one example, 

launched a nationalist appeal to the Chinese people. 

We know that in order to transfom the glorious future into a new 
China, independent, fiee, and happy, all our fellow countrymen, every single, 
zealous descendant of Huang-ti22 m u t  detemiinedly and relentlessly participate 
in the concerted struggle (Connor 1994,37). 

For Hobsbawm, the inherent incompatibility of socialism and nationalism 

assumed by historians has achieved canonical statu. He argues, however, that the reality 

is more cornplicated. Commenting on the age of nationalism in the fifty years pnor to 

1 9 14, he argues that: 

. . . contrary to comrnon assumptions, the various p ~ c i p l e s  on which the 
political apped to the masses were based - notably the class appeal of the 
socialists, the confessional appeal of religious denominations and the appeal of 
nationality were not mutuaIly excIusive. There was not even a sharp iine 
distinguishing one fiom the other, even in the case when both sides tended to 
insist on an, as it were, ex-officio incompatibility: religion and ~ d l e s s  
socialism. Men and women did not choose collective identification as they 
choose shoes, knowing that they could only put on one pair at a time. They 
had, and still have, several attachments and loyalties sirnultaneously, including 
nationality, and are simultaneously concerned with various aspects of life, any 
of which may at any one time be foremost in their minds, as occasion suggests 
(1991, 123). 

Hobsbawm's remarks serve to remind us that the contradictions which inhabit 

the world of theory may not be at ail perceived by people. There is no prima facie case 

for denying civic nationalism a role as a progressive rnovernent which can struggle for 

equality and dernocracy. Agency is critical in utiiizing existing foms of social 

22 The first Emperor of China. 



organization withùi the structural constraïnts of time and place. In Scotiand, in the 

1990s, the S N ?  seemed to be an expression of the desire for greater democracy and 

self-determination via the vehicle of civic nationalism. Whyy though, did demands for 

greater democracy and equhty get expressed through the SM, rather than through 

some other movement? 

The expenence of social democratic practice in Britain this century may provide 

a partial answer. One critic charges that the Left has lost ground because "its earlier 

postwar nrccess took too exclusively 'realistf and technical a direction, robbing it of both 

its spinted supporters and its mord vision" (Sullivan 1995, 23). Given the Labour 

party's modemizing parliamentarist orientations, many who otherwise might have 

supported the traditional Left, moved on to forge new political movernents less 

electorally fkated and with anti-hierarchical tendencies. The European Green parties are 

clearly arr outcome of this phenomenon. The SNP appeais to an identifiable community 

and points to ways in which this commmity has been disadvantaged by the political 

status quo. Furthemore, the SNP is a very decentralized political party with ample room 

for dissent and membership control. In this sense, the party has positioned itself as a 

defender of community, but also as an organization with room for interna1 dissent and 

membership involvement. 

Now this does not Knply that defectors fiom the Left or people interested in 

social justice or social democracy need to turn to crvic nationalism to act collectively. 

But, it is undeniable that a nurnber of civic nationalist parties (Plaid Cymru, the Scottish 

National Party) attract support f?om those who could be described as left or lefi-of- 

center. On the other hanci, there are substantial limits to the ability of any nationalism, 

even civic-nationalism, to attract the support of those whose primary focus of identity is 

not exclusively, or at all, focused upon the nation. 

Must solidarity be pursued through the conception of 'the nationf? Anarchist 

George Woodcock asked this question in the early 1970s as he watched Canadian 



leftists debate economic nationalist argument. for resisting what was then viewed as US 

imperialism (perhaps an earlier version of the term globalkation). Woodcock (1973, 1- 

3) is very critical of nationalism and particularly of the Canadian Left's dalliance with 

nationalism. Unlike Laxer (1992) who refers to France's "revolutionary patriotism," 

Woodcock sees this as a revolution befrayed. The slogans of the French revolution were 

undemiined by conscription, the rise of the fonctionnaires, and the subsequent 

irnperialist turn by republican France. Leftist support for Polish independence in the 

mid-nineteenth century is questionable, in Woodcock's view, because of the "aristocratie 

reactionaries" who led the movement for Polish independence. Things worsened b y 

WW 1 when socialist parties throughout Europe supported their nations rather than 

intemationalist principles. Only the Libertarian-Left maintained a principled stand 

against nationalism and the "cult of the nation" (Woodcock 1973, 3). Instead of 

nationalism, Woodcock advocates localism and "a post-national world of CO-operation, 

consensus, and participation" (Woodcock 1973, 6). In his condemnation Woodcock is 

tme to the anarchist tradition which has consistently expressed an abhorrence of 

nationalism. As Bookchin (1993, 16-7) points ouf Left-Libertarian thinkers have long 

condemned a l l  nationalisms. Proudhon, opposed to the nationalist movements of 

Hungary, Italy and Poland, stated that: "1 will never put devotion to my country before 

the rights of Man" (Ibid.). Bakhunin argued that: "we should place human, universal 

justice above d l  national interests. And we should once and for all time abandon the 

false p ~ c i p l e  of nationality, invented of late by the despots of France, Russia, and 

Prussia for the purpose of crushing the sovereign principle of liberty" @id.). 

One c m  only wonder how Woodcock might have viewed the regional/peripheral 

movements for autonomy in Western Europe and North Amerka. It seems reasonable 

that his anarchism wodd have precluded any high praise for such movements, and yet 

there are a number of elements cornmon to his view of the ideal poiitical cornrnunity and 

that proposed by, for instance, the nationalist parties of Scotland and Wales. These 



parties seek deeper democracy, reject ethnic chauviiilisln and have a clear intemationalist 

vision of the future. Both Plaid Cymru and the S N P  embrace a combination of national 

identity (in Keane's sens&) and an emphasis on tmitoriaI autonomy which might not 

have oEended Woodcock, who rejected the politicization of culture and not cultural 

distinctiveness itseK On the other han& Woodcock maintained a deep suspicion of 

what he viaved as the centralizing tendencies of the Left and might have raised this 

concern with regard to the Welsh and Scottish movements because of their lefi-of-center 

discourses .24 

One theme which emerges fiom the above discussion is the general disdain 

to ward ethnic nationalism as expressed, generally, speaking, b y Liberalism and Marxism. 

Classic liberals-- from Hobbes (Gauthier 1969), who viewed nationalism as a threat to 

peace, to Adam Smith (2976), who saw nationalist reaction as an irnpediment to natural 

growth and the spread of capitalisrn and affluence--have predicted the demise of nations 

23 For Keane (1 994, 17 1-2) national identity is a prerequisite for the creation and 
strengthening of citizenship and democracy. National identity "infises citizens with a 
sense of purposefulness, confidence and dignity by encouraging them to feel at home". 
Furthemore: 

. . . whatever is strange is not autornaticaliy feared; whatever diversity exists 
within the nation is more or less accepted as one of its constitutive features. The 
borders between a national identity and its 'neighboring' identities (of class, 
gender, religion, race, for example) are vaguely dehed  and its security police 
and border guards are unreliable and tolerant. . . . This tolerance of différence is 
possible precisely because nationhood equips members of a nation with a sense 
of belonging and a security in themselves and in each other: they c m  Say 'we' 
and 'youf without feeling that their II', their sense of self, is slipping fiom their 
possession. 

24 On the other hand civic nationalism might be viewed as the midwife of a return 
to smaller, more democratic political structures. Political theonsts such as Aristotle saw 
the idealized, small polis as the ideal participatory democracy (albeit one restricted to 
male property holders) (Juviler and Stroschein 1999, 437). Dahl and Tufte (1 973, 1) 
suggest that:"[qo an Athenian democrat at the time of Pericles, the Netherlands--a 
"small country1'--would seem a gigantic empire, fit only for despotic emperors and 
slavish citizens." For the ancient Greeks smaller polities encouraged familiarity among 
citizens, self-sufficiency, and hence autonomy. It has been argued that smaller 
democracies provide more opportunities for citizen participation and encourage both 
greater interest in a politics that is immediate, and efficacious attitudes toward such 
politics (Dahl and Tufte 1973, 13-15). 1 will return to the strengths and weaknesses of 
these views of "smallness" in the concluding chapter. 



and nationalisms dong with the growing interdependency among states and receding 

nationally-erected barriers to commerce.25 Laxer argues that we are now witnessing the 

fruition of neo-liberal efforts to decentre the state and sever its relationship to 

cornrnunities (1992, 1). 

The Lee on the other han& has faiIed to corne to g ip s  with "the national 

question" having spent its formative years building a corpus of work largely 

condernning nationalism. Laxer (1992, 4) argues that the primary means of combating 

the agenda of the new-right is to enhance "the sovereignty of socially transforming 

democratic communities" to keep mobile capital in check and preservddeepen 

democracy. Laxer argues that some form of "revolutionary patriotism" or inclusive 

mtionalism is necessary to combat the forces of globalization. By pointïng to popular 

resistance to the Maastricht Treaty and lefi-nationalist opposition to continentalism in 

Canada, Laxer (1992, 9) is clearly identifjmg a potentidly powerful mode of collective 

action which can resist the neo-liberal erosion of democracy and sovereignty. This view 

differs f?om that of Keating (1996% 33) for whom the new economic regime and trend 

toward mobile capital and deregdation represent new challenges to which emerging 

states mut,  in essence, adapt rather than resist. 

One consequence of change in the state's capacity to resist the 

internationalization of the economy is a bifiircation of political communities between the 

highly-skilled service sector (business and high technology workers), who appreciate 

the opportunities provided b y increasingly porous national borders, and las-skilled 

workers, who push in vain for some kind of protectionism to protect vulnerable job 

sectors. Such efforts are, for Keating, in vain because "national protectionism is less and 

less available as an instrument with which to manage class conflicts and promote social 

25 In Wedth of Nations, Smith (1976, 201) discusses the "unreasonableness of 
restraints" on trade which serve to stifle weaith production and accumulation. Gauthier 
(1969, 208) points out that, for Hobbes, international relations resembles the state of 
nature of individual hurnans with "essentially subjective and selfish" nations 
endangering peace and stability in order to advance their particular interests. 



integration" (Keating 1996a, 33). States are, in Keating's words, "obliged" to "detach 

economîc management Eom broader social and political considerations" (Keating 

1996% 33). 

In an). event, the relationship between the categories of nation and class is 

discursively constnicted and may take different foms. Naîionalism's ideological 

malleability makes it easily adaptable to the specific features of a given society. As class 

identity has ceased to organize political life as it did in the 19th and early 20th centuries, 

perhaps Marxist views regarding nationalism also need to be revised. 

Laxer (1992) argues that, since nationalism is here to stay, the Left must 

reconcile with nationalism and embrace those nationalisms which are compatible wi& 

democracy, sovereignty and territorial conceptions of citizenship. Old prejudices die 

hard, however, and this reconciliation may not be easy. The Canadian case is kfmctive. 

Over the past three decades the Canadian left has "divided on issues around foreign 

ownership, economic dependency, international unions, junior partnership with 

imperialism and solidarity wZth the American lefi" (Laxer 1992, 9). Internally, Canada is 

an archetypal case of intemal fragmentation most notably evident in the Québec 

nationalist movement. A strong nationalist response to the trend toward Arnerican 

continental dominance might serve to enhance the stature and legitimacy of Québec 

nationalists. A solution for the Canadian left rernains elusive. 

Keane (1 994) offers a possible analytical bridge between nationalism and 

cosmopolitan ideals in the form of a distinction between national identity and 

nationalism. Cosmopolitanism should be coneasted with nationalism. As Keane (1 994, 

18 1) has argued, cosmopolitanism is the opposite of nationalism but not of national 

identity. In fact, a secure sense of national identity might be viewed as the prerequisite, 

not only of cosrnopo~itanism, but of democracy. Like religious belief, national identity is 

not necessarily exclusive or intolerant. National identity does not, in itself, posit a 



hierarchy of nations, but rnay foster a pluralist view of other identities. Keane defines 

this "ideal-typical" worldview as: 

a particular f o m  of collective identity in which, despite their routine lack of 
physical contact people consider themselves bound together because they speak 
a laquage or a dialect of a wmmon language; inhabit or are closely familiar 
with a defked territory and experience its ecosystem with some affection; and 
because they share a varie@ of customs, including a meaçure of mernories of 
the historical past, which is consequently experienced in the present tense as 
pride in the nation's achievements and, where necessary an obligation to feel 
ashamed of the nation's farling (1994, 17 1) . 

National identity, as opposed to nationalism, pemits, in Keane's view, vague borders 

between national and other identities (of class, gender, religion etc.) and creates the 

preconditions for disagreement and toleration. It must be emphasized that this 

conception is an ideal-type but one which permits the theoretical possïbility of a national 

conception of political comunity that stops short of the regressive tendencies of 

nationalism. 

Keane holds a less positive view of the revolutionary nationalisrn of the French 

revolution than Laxer (1992), arguing that the leaders of this revolution, in their zeal to 

make the nation the singular source of sovereignty, created the framework for the first 

"nationalist dictatorship of the modem world" (Keane 1994, 173). In this case the 

ernancipatory possibilities of national identity succumbed to the pathology of 

nationalism and in the process hanned the prospects of democracy. Democracy rnay be 

undermined by nationalism in Keane's view: "If democracy is a continuous struggle 

against simplification of the world, then nationalism is a continuous struggle to undo 

complexity, a will not to know certain matters, a chosen ignorance, not the ignorance of 

innocence" (Keane 1994, 176). Keane's thesis is that demomcy is best served by 

regarding national identity as "a legitimate but limited form of life" (1994, 178). This 

stance requires that dernands for national self-determination be constrained in favor of a 

restrained national identity which cultivates pluralisrn and respect for other identities. 

How might this goal be accomplished? In the European contexf Keane (1 994, 

178-18 1) suggests that four trends can serve to lùnit the dangerous potential of 



mtionalism while also permitting people to enjoy their national identities. These are: 1) 

dispersed or deemphasized national sovereignty in favor of dispersal of power at local, 

regional and supra-national levels; 2) legal guarantees of national identity enforced by 

treatiesl26 3) the fostering of other forms of colIdve identity to diminish the singular 

appeal and salience of nationalism; 4) the mergence of a neo-cosmopolitan society 

based on respect and cooperation. 1 will briefly discuss each of Keane's four trends in 

relation to the character ofcontemporary civic nationalist movements. 

Keating recognizes the extent to which contemporary civic nationalists 

appreciate the need for and desirabil* of the dispersal of powers (which Keane refers 

to in Ois h t  point). This is particularly evident in Catalonia, Que%ec, and Scotland 

where a portion of the electorate ''are ahead of constitutional experts in realizing the 

limitations of traditional categones and are searching for some new fornula to express 

their national identity, in a world in which those categories have lost much of their 

meaning" (1996% xi). G ~ b e r  (1 997, 128) also recognizes this tendency. Gnîber divides 

nationalism into three broad categories: pre-modem, modem and post-modern. The first 

category refers to nationalisms seeking modernization and statehood. These correspond 

to many of the nationalist movements in Eastern Europe and their struggle against the 

Ausko-Hungarian, Ottoman and Soviet empires. Premodern nationalist discourses are 

often weighted with ethnic symbolism. The second category consists of the modem 

state nationalisrn of France, the US and other established states in which nationalism is 

not ethnically rooted but rather comrnitted to the territorial conceptions of both 

26 For example, see the Geneva Conventions (1929). Another example is found in 
the Universal Declaration of the Rightç of Man (1948). Keane (1 994, 180) points to the 
Badinter (named after a former French Minister of Justice and President of France's 
Constitutional Court) proposals which would make EU recognition of Yugoslavian 
successor states dependent on the guarantees of the political rights of national 
minorities. This is an especially interesting move as it focuses on persons and not 
territories. The proposals do not seek to secure the rights of a minority by securing for 
them a state of their own but rather seeks to protect persons regardless of the temtory 
they live in. This is an especially important conception considering the complexity of 
ethnic distribution in the Balkans. 



citizeflship and sovereignty. The £inal and most recent category is the post-modern 

nationalisms which are found at the regional level withh modern states of the developed 

West. These are the movments which corrode the asnimptions of modemization 

approaches to the study of cleavages in modem politics and present scholars of 

nationalism with numerous contradictions and paradoxes. According to Gniber these 

movements "try to reorganize the modem nation-state for the sake of more substantial 

local and regional autonomies1' (1997, 144). Gniber argues m e r  that these 

movements are "well aware of the impacts of globalization on traditional f oms  of state 

sovereignty and they do not really consider the chances of total independence" (1997, 

144). Finally, while post-modem national movements contain both ethnic and civic 

elements, post-modem nationalism tends "to be more civic than ethoic" (Griiber 1997, 

145). Again, contemporary civic-nationalists reject absolutist conceptions of sovereignty 

and therefore meet Keanels first suggestion for avoiding nationalismls dangerous 

potential. Moreover, the ernphasis on civic foms of identity, as Keane recommends in 

points three and four, may reduce the likelihood of nationalism taking on an eduiic 

character. 

A number of civic-territorial movements in Europe see Europe as an attractive 

means for maintaining economic links, asserting influence and reassuring nervous 

electorates who fear the dangers of 'go-it alone' separatism. Mattei Dogan (1993) has 

found that national identity among young people has diminished alongside advances 

toward supra-national European stnictures of govemance. The attraction of supra- 

national govemance is weakened, however, by critiques of the undemocratic and market- 

driven character of European integration. Still, for the goal of limiting the destructive 

power of European nationalism (much in evidence this century) European union is a 

Iaudable project. 

Legd guarantees of the preservation of vuinerable cultures and of the exercise of 

national custorns have not been entirely effective. For example, the Badinter proposals 



have been rendered ineffective by civil war in Bosnia and Croatia. This may simply be a 

matter of inadequate enforcement by international observers. In the case of Europe, 

integration may permit the use of political leverage to consolidate newly democratizing 

states as occurred with Portugal and Spain when they entered the EC. Keane (1994, 

180) argues that recognïzing successor states on the condition that they, in tum, respect 

the rights of 'their' ethnic muiorities would reduce the destabilizing proliferation of 

demands for self-detemination while sbengthening demo cracy and pluralism in these 

societies. Protecting minority rights would reduce ethnic conflict and political instability 

by reducing unredistic demands for statehood.27 

The third trend which Keane thinks wilI retard the growth of nationalism is the 

growth of plural identities. This seems compatiMe with civic nationalism in that civic 

nationalists advocate a temtorial conception of membership alongside a basic loyalsr to 

a set of democratic principles held in esteem by civil sociew- This does not d e  out the 

CO-existence of sub-nztional identities; however, one problem with the advocacy of civic 

identification is that it rnay take the form of what Hirsch (1 997, 48) calls "welfare 

chauvinism," in which nation-state containers provide the bases for a global system of 

apartheid: communities enjo ying developed economies may j ealously guard their 

welfae states fiom the demands for global redistribution of wealth on the part of less- 

developed states. This is, arguably, a rather base form of social solidarity but perhaps a 

predictable one if the worst portraits of globalization are accurate. Again, the nature of 

the solidaristic bonds which might emerge in a new civic-nationalist orientated society 

remairs a matter for speculation, although the discourse of the actors seeking 

independence should provide sign-posts. 

The h a 1  factor constraining the growth of regressive nationalism is the 

developrnent of an international civil society. This argument is, as Keane (1994, 181) 

27 There are about 6000 extant languages in the world. Obviously, the principle of 
cultural-political congruency in the form of nation-states is impossible. 



admits, the most unconvincing of the four. Scholars have long debated the 1ikeLihood of 

the transcendeme of national borders and the creation of an international civil society. 

This is especidy evident in the case of European studies where debates have centered 

on the possibility of a European as opposed to a Portuguese or Swedish citizen. Howe 

(1995) has essentially taken the position "build the institutions and they will corne." 

That is, eventually the socialking effects of supra-nation institutions, in Europe, will alter 

public conceptions of their political identity. On the other han& Anthony S m i t h  argues 

that the basic prerequisites for such a society (a single party system, mass media) c m o t  

be acquired because of lin,pistic diversity and varying histoncal experiences. Howe 

rnay well be right, however, as fiequent contact and interchanges among Europeans-- 

especially young ones-are making a European identity more attractive and sensible. On 

the other hand this tendency rnay be ofiset in some places (Scotland, Catalonia) by 

movements for regional autonomy. Keane is probably correct in arguing that an 

international civil society would reduce the likelihood of strong nationalism, but the 

emergence of such a society must be viewed as a distant possibility. 

It is important to bear in muid that while a healthy sense of national identity 

rnight limit the appeal of nasty nationalisms in a given society the bases for effective 

popular sovereignty are subject to constant pressure by the workings of global 

capitalism. Laxer sees civic nationalis. as a potential bulwark against the democracy- 

eroding power of mobile capitalism. The defense of political decision-making against 

markets requires a strong civil society with a meaninal  degree of sovereignty. The 

extent to which this resistance to econornic globalization is possible will depend on how 

successfu1ly collective action can be mobilized and must be exarnined in more detail. 

For now, it seems plausible to suggest that strong civil societies with solidaristic bonds 

(based on shared values) are more likely to be able to act collectively to resist 

diminutions in national sovereignty. National sovereignty is linked to dernocracy in that, 

theoretically, policy is the (mediated) will of the people. Democratic legitimacy requires 



that the wiU of  the electorate not be trumped by private interests. The argument here is 

about state capacities to represent local priorities and interests by regulating the 

activities, tenns of access, etc., of foreign fkms and investors (as weU as "domestic" 

ones, of course). It is when an international trade and financial regime established by 

MNCs, hancial capital and International Financial Institutions P I S )  takes precedence 

over the democratically-expressed will of local communlties, that "popular sovereignty" 

is seen to be negated. 

The skepticism with which civic nationalism has been greeted by the left is we'rl- 

intentioned and represents a sensitive political immune system which seeks to prevent 

the atrocities of the pasf but this response curtails effective, solidarity-building 

movements which could expand the bounds of societal autonomy by acting to combat 

the erosion of  the power of politics by the market. Couture et 4 argue that liberal- 

nationalism can be both cosmopolitan and rooted: 

We, Iike Miller, Tamir and Ware, would like to make the case for a 
liberal nationalism that is f U y  compatible with a universalistic and 
internationalist cosmopolitan outlook and is, as well, compatible with a 
socialism which is a form of cosmopolitanism and internationdism. But a 
plausible cosmopolitanisrn will inescapably be a rooted cosmopolitanisrn 
(Couture et al 1998,580). 

Civic Nationalism and Irreducible PIuralism 

Most of the discussion thus far has ignored the complexity of  identity in liberal 

democratic societies. An array of social subjects exists and c m  no longer be reduced to 

socio-econornic or class position. Habermas (1992), arnong others, argues for the 

necessity of solidaristic bonds to be created in order for political cornmunities to 

hction, while avoiding the homogenization of identities. Institutional and legal 

measures s-g a balance between solidarity and pluralism will neva succeed to the 

satisfaction of all, but such efforts c m  be made and democracy irnproved. The concept 

of 'democracy' 1 employ here refers to liberal democracy and its associated noms. 

Bader (1997,787) has outlined the basic characteristics of liberal democracy. It includes 

a "disposition and cornmiment" to, respectively: civility over violence in decision- 



making, tolerance of (and equal rights for) individuals, public debate, narrowing the gap 

between democratic priuciples and practice, transparent democratic procedures, 

opportunities for political participation and political competition. These characteristics 

are incompatible with the kind of ethnic nationalism which asserts a unitary political will 

over individual or group interests, subordinating individual fieedoms. Keane (1994, 

181) observes this phenomenon in Croatia where in the words of Slavenka Drakulic: 

"Nationalism has been forced on people iïke an ill-fitting shirt. You may feel that the 

sleeves are too short and the collar too tight. You might not like the color, and the cloth 

rnay itch. But you Wear it because there is no other. No one is allowed not to be 

Croatian. " 

it may be argued that the new social movaents--particularIy those which 

emerged in the post-WWII era-have created a new sense of "peoplehood" for women, 

non-Whites and gaydlesbians malker 1 9~98,506). This is very interesting in that such 

movements, while creating bonds of solidarity and giving expression to cultural mores, 

cannot be said to have a territorial "homeland." This does not diminish the import of 

such groups but does seme to sever the i n h a t e  connection between territory and group 

identiw. The struggles for citizenship rights and autonomy on the part of these groups 

are not hdamentally different &om those of ethnic minorities seeking autonomy or 

statehood. Laws based on an assumed "universal citizen" c m  discriminate against 

minorities, especially when homophobia is a central feature of the dominant culture. 

Jhappan (1 996, 40) has argued that peopLe are constituted by multiple identities which 

shift fkom context to context fiom the foreground to the background and back again. 

Women experience oppression in patrïarchal contexts as do gays and lesbians, but may 

fuld it diEcult to pin d o m  which social iaentity is being targeted for marginalization at 

any given moment. Both identities share a characterization as "Other" by the discourses 

of nationdists or findamentalkt religious organizations and their adherents. Nationalist 

movements have the potential to threaten gaysflesbians by delegitimizing attempts to 



build non-ethnidstate centered forms of comrnunity and instead entrenching an 

"aristocracy of difference" (Walker 1998, 547)- Indeed, nationalisrn c m  deepen or 

provide legitimation for such forrns of domination as homophobia and misogyny (as 

evident in ethnic purity or religious fùndamentalist discourses). Ignoring or 

marginalizing other b d s  of identity maintains oppression. In extreme cases, hieration 

may seem like a hollow term for those not included in the project of national 

independence; that is, their life chances are unafEected by the stniggles for independence 

since the source of their oppression is çmly rooted in ttieir society. A contemporary 

example, if an extrerne one, rnight be the "liberation" of Afghanïstan, won by 

fiindamentalist guerrillas, who, in the post-Soviet penod, have ushered in an especially 

oppressive regime in which women are deprived of Wtually all meaningful rights. Post- 

colonial f i c a  has not yet succeeded in elirninating many foxms of the oppression of 

women, with the ongoing practice of fernale "circumcision" only the most obvious one. 

Numerous claims and demands for hieration exist in all societies, but often only 

privileged ones m e  national liberation) are prioritized. 

Walby (1 992, 89) correctly poses a number of challenging questions to students 

of nationalism: 

Are women as committed to nationdethnid'racial' projects as men? 1s 
their project the sarne one as men's? Do women's nationalist/ethnic/"racial' and 
other large-scale social projects have the same, or more global, or more local 
boundaries than those of men? 

Feminist students of nationalism are concemed with notions of citizenship and the 

important relatiomhip of gender to "ethnic, national and 'race' relations" (Walby, 96). 

From a post-structuralist feminist perspective, identities are multiple, intersecting and are 

deconstructed to erode cornfortable assumptions about social roles. For instance, there 

is no "woman's" experience but rather experiences. The multiple identities each person 

has makes it difficult or nearly impossible to speak authoritatively about what 

constitutes any given subject. Identities of gender, nation and class are social 



constructions and assurnptions about these subjects must be regarded as provisional and 

open to alteration (Jhappan 1996,20). . 

There are, however, nationalists who share these objectives. Plaid Cymru 

parliamentarian DaSdd Elis Thomas (1991, 62) asks fundamental questions about 

Wekh identiw: 

What 1 am saying is that the very notion of an identity, of a conceptual 
or even felt sameness of experience, is no longer, if it ever was, a useful 
category for writing about political and ethical issues, whether in the area of 
cufture or anywhere else. What is WeIsh identity? 1 am uncertain though 1 know 
there are a lot of them. What is the Welsh experience? Again there are many of 
them, and they are still going on. 

The same questions may be asked of Scottish or Canadian identity. There are in r d t y  

multiple identities. Bhavnani (1993,37) points out that she is "not simply a woman, nor 

black, nor a university academic, nor Indian." These categories overlap and can change 

in relation to each other. Identity might be preferably viewed as an activify, or constant 

process of self-creation within social ccnstructs rather than as a fked immutable feature 

of human beings. Viewed fiom this perspective one recognizes the contestable nature of 

any one identity and the fact tbat the identification of difference ofken serves political 

interests. In the case of nationafism generally, there is a clear prioritizing of the nation as 

the appropriate focus for political activity and loyalty. State institutions are, in effect, the 

agents of nationalist discourse and make policy with a national community in mind. 

This does not necessady mean brutal oppression or apartheid-like exclusion, but a 

subtle diminution of other collective claims, which c m  be heard so long as they do not 

threaten the primary identification with the nation-state. This relates to Held's 

argument about soIidarity as a necessary feature of democratically-robust, autonomous 

societies. Solidarity, in the civic-nationalist view, is secured by instilling a sense of 

national belonging amongst all members of ~ociety.~s If one group is threatened with 

28 Former Canadian Prime Minister John Turner, quoted in an article "Use 
nationalism to fight globalism, Turner says" published in the Globe and Mail on 1 April 
1999, has stressed the need for Canadians to get involved in "reviving our sense of 
nationalism" because "in a fiagmented, decentralized country like Canada, and our 



the loss of autonomy or culture then the whole co~munity will expience uncertain@ 

and mease. The society, as an old cliché goes, is only as strong as its rnost vuherable 

membm. Civic nationalism need not be domineering and exclusive. It is a question of 

forging the solidaristic links appropnate to democracy without adopting implicitly 

excIusionary practices. It is entireIy plausible moreover, for civic-nationalism to be 

compatible with the basic nonns of liberal democracy and for such a consciousness to 

accentuate the fuactioning of liberal democracy. Moreover, the development of a healthy 

political communïty characterized by the absence of extrerne social deprivation and 

inequality, oppominities for the exercise of political activity and a cod t rnen t  to the 

value of social good over market values, is enhanced by a sense of community which 

transcends the particularities of ethaic or religïous attachrnents (Juviler and Stroschein, 

1999). Civic nationalisrn rejects the implicit asnimption that a community simply has  , a 

priori, either an ethnic or a strong civic orientation. Rather, culture and instifxtiond 

practices are created over generations, but at the same time are subject to change-- 

occasionally, to fundamental change. B y channeling poïitical behavior and beliefs into a 

set of institutions and their accompanying political culture, we can see how a new state 

might make serious efforts to insM a civic, rather than an ethnic, h d a t i o n  for political 

identi& which would then be (at least potentially) fiee of the flaws of ethnic nationdiSm, 

pemiitting the consent and bonding necessary for community solidarity. This potential 

would be even stronger and more robust in circumstances where the state in question 

already has institutions (sports teams, legal system, education system, functiond 

organizations such as unions) tbrough which non-ethnic bonds of community are 

inculcated. In fact, the transition to independence in such a society might be eased with 

an explicit endorsement of the civic brand of nationalism, thereby reducing the fears of 

minorities. 

muted patriotisrn, our failure to stand up and assert ourseIves as  Canadians, 1 believe that 
we as Canadians are more vulnerable than most countries to these forces of globalism." 



Critics of nationalism as a means for building solidarity tend to focus on ethnic 

expressions of nationalism as if there were no civic variant. Vincent (1997, 286) argues 

that nationalism requires the ranking of social organizations (unions, churches, clubs, 

etc.) with the nation as paramount Further, nation-states tend to be composed of 

multiple national groups; thmefore, nationalism creates a tension between these 

groups.29 The rise of universal concepts such as human rights M e r  reduce the appeal 

of civic nationalism as we can not justify special duties to our CO-nationals and ignore 

the rights of our feilow humans. Why should we prioritize national loyalties above 

others? Should we not resist any surrender to the now defunct nation-state conception 

of political organization and embrace a more huimanist version of human organization 

however undeveloped such a system might seem? 

Considerable attention has been paid to democracy and citizenship and the 

relationship between these (B enhabib 1 992; Kymlicka 1 9 89; Young 1 996; Mouffe 

1 993) Here 1 argue that civic nationalism is compatible with both lieral-democratic and 

cornmunitarian conceptions of citizenship. In this version humans are seen not as 

atomistic creatures who have formed societies via allegorical versions of social contract 

(McComiick, 1994). Rather, members of a society forrn affective attachments to each 

other via their institutions and politid pctices. These kinds of ties can be (and have 

been) enhanced by cooperation in state-building exercises such as the welfare state. 

Collective identities and rights are recognized, contrary to neo-liberal conceptions of 

society and citizenship. 

2 9 Mayerfeid (1 998, 56 1 )  distinguishes between "defensive solidarity" where 
individuals organize to protect themselves fiom oppression (for example, the Amaian 
civil rights movernent) and assertive group identity which necessarily inculcates a sense 
of distinction, self-aggrandizement, and an irrational submergence into a pool of national 
consciousness. National identity becomes valued for its own sake for both individuals 
and the institutional vehicles which advance the cause of the 'nation'. The presence of 
assertive nationalism makes aggressive conduct more likeIy and hence it should be 
avoided, even in its civic guise. 



At the same tune, hierai-democratic vdues and institutions protect individual 

rights and pluralism. Historically, we have examples of civic nationalist discourses 

which have been cornraittecl to the protection and recognition of sub-national identities, 

and the advancernent of equality stmggles. I am thinking here of Gandhi's Indian 

National Congress which sought to refonn the Indian caste system, end child marriage 

and improve women's political and economic status, and the &can National Congress 

which eschewed any raciaVethnic component in its struggie against apartheid? 

Conclusion 

Nationalism is a socio-political phenornenon at once too diverse and too 

conceptually simple to be described as an ideology. Its numerous morphologies 

therefore preclude simplistic and mordistic judgments as to its character. This chapter 

has examined the arguments regarding the potential for civic-nationalism to act as the 

discursive basis for community solidarîty in the face of extemal threats. These threats 

can be understood as: 1) the oppressive d e  by a majority over a minority within a state, 

or; 2) the erosion of sovereignty or liberal-democratic govemance by the mobile, 

unaccountable forces of capitalism. The potential of nationalist movements to secure the 

political space necessary to rehabilitate democracy hinges most critically upon the self- 

identification of the nationalism adopted. Dernocracy will be undemiined b y reactionw 

ethnic nationalism (or its religious corollary) because etbnic nationalism violates basic 

principles of equality and individual rights in fivor of exclusive collective ones. But civic 

-- - 

30 The 1994 South Afncan constitution included constitutional protection for gays 
and lesbians. The constitution (Republic of South M c a  2000), amended May 8, 1996, 
contains Section 9 which States : 

(1) The date may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against 
anyone on one or more grounds, including race, gender, sexy 

pregnancy, marital s tatus, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual 
orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, 
language and birth. 

(4) No person may unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against 
anyone on one or more grounds in tems of subsection (3). National 
legislation m u t  be enacted to prevent or prohibit unfair discrimination. 



nationalism articdates democratic p~c ip les ,  including p h d k m ,  to conceptions of 

community. Therefore, its slogan might be expressed as: " Solidarity no t homogeneity." 

The Scottish case allows us to examine the questions ralsed above about civic 

nationalism, sovereignty, pluralisrn and dernocracy for the folIowing rasons: 

1) The SNP is a civic-nationalist movement. This case is made and explained in 

chapters 2 and 3. 

2) As a vehicle for defending the popular sovereignty of a comunity agaulst 

the depredations of a global neo-liberal institutional regime and its key players, civic 

nationalisrn's potentid and limitations may be assessed in light of the discourse of 

Scottish nationalists, on the one hand, and by an analysis of fbe global economic and 

institutiond environment in which its goals must be realized, on the other hand. 

3) Scotland is a multi-cultural society with a plethora of social movements 

concerning gender, race, regionalism, religion and sema1 orientation. This enviromnent 

pennits an examination of the strength of the SNP's civic orientation, and ability to 

incorporate and advance the struggles of various subordinated groups within Scottish 

society. 

4) Scotland will soon be enjoying a new degree of autonomy from the UK state 

(in the foxm of a new Assembly) and is also closely integrated with the European 

Union. These developments pennit an analysis and evaluation of the consequences of 

supra-national institutions for the SNP's cornmitment to fiiller, more meanin@ 

dernocracy in Scotland. 



Chapter 2 

Methodology 

In this chapter 1 propose a method for addressing several questions which 

ernerge fiom the previous chapter's discussion. The questions are: 1s civic nationalîsm a 

strategy of resistance to neo-liberal globalization? 1s the achievement of statehood the 

means by which to secure meaninfil sovereignty in an era of international and 

supranational integration? If so, can such rnovements achieve the goals of meaningfid 

sovereignty and dernocracy without recouse to exclusionary nationalism? Can local 

distuictiveneis (cultural and institutional) be protected without creating an "OtherfT ? 

Must such a movernent of collective action be constructed around a nationalist 

discourse? What factors determine in which cases civic nationalism may advance the 

goals of equaliîy, deeper democracy and self-determination? 

These questions apply to that category of nationalist movernents (usually in the 

form of political parties) generally considered civic nationalist The term 'ciGc 

nationalism' is an ideal S p e  and hence no poiitical actor wiU exempliSl this abstraction 

perfectly. The following parties are usually categorized as civic in nature: The Scottish 

National Party? Plaid Cymru (Wales), Parti Québecois (Québec) and Convergència i 

Uni6 and Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya (Catalonia). This list is not exhaustive but  

represents the better known and most prominent cases of contemporary sub-state civic 

nationalism. These Vary in some important ways. Firçf these parties ernphasize cultural 

identity to varying degrees. n ie  SNP eschews any kind of ethnic appeal, adopting 

instead a more temtonal understanding of Scottish identity . Plaid Cymm ("the Party f 

Wales") has always presented itself as one of the defenders of Welsh culture, especially 

language, but never in a reactionary or exclusionary way. Instead this is a pa&y whicb 

seeks to defend the language and to promote it via state institutions. The Parti 

Québecois (PQ) is certainly an ardent defender and promoter of the French language. 

This has led to the view popular in English Canada that the PQ is e t h n i d y  



exclusionary and chauvinistic. Certainly there are anglophones and allophones in 

Québec who would assert this. But, as in the Welsh case, protection of the language 

alone is not intended as an exclusionary policy (even though the practical consequences 

of nich policies rnay support such a characterization). Instead, the cultural element of 

the PQ's agenda is just part of a broader project designed to gain independence fiom a 

state viewed as incapable of accornmodatîng the aspirations of many Quebecers for 

cultural and political autonorny. Catalan nationalists, while keen to protect the Catalan 

language, are not fkated on this goal. Instead, the protection and promotion of Catalan 

culture is part of a larger project concemed with acquiring autonomy for effective 

policy-making and for preserving local distinctiveness. 

What differentiates these actors from ethnic-exclusionary ones is the? multi- 

faceted agenda. They are not intent on securing ethnic "purity" within their bomdaries 

(although some members rnay occasiocdly voice racist and exclusionary views). 

Instead, these parties share a basic interest in creating a space for their respective nations 

(defhed by taritoriaI membership) where they wilI be fkee to build independent states 

appropriate to their aspirations and following the institutional configurations of their 

The Scottish Case 

Small nations are like corks in the sea. They are the first indicators of the 
way currents are flowing, and that the tide is tuming. We have argued in this 
book that larger states may have more geo-political power, but they are ofien 
poor indicators of political and social change. Larger states are also creations 
and expressions of older certainties which are themselves eroding (McCrone et 
al, 1991,215). 

The Scottish case allows us to examine the central questions posed in this work. 

First, there is no question of an autarkic political project--either in the discourse of the 

SNP or in the prevailing climate of "globalization." The SNI? supports continued 

membership in the EU, wbich raises questions about the ways in which such a 

commitment will qualify the sovereign powers of an independent Scottish state. While 

Québec, too, is part of a broad continentalkt project, NAFTA rernains a primarily 



economic institution (with political implications) without the poohg of sovereignty 

implied by the extensive merging of political functions in the form of the EU (judicial, 

executive, Iegislative, etc.), European integration has sparked a vigorous debate about the 

appropriate venues for political decision-making and democratic delii erations. These 

debates &or fhose within the UK about the appropriate ways of deaIing with demands 

for greater autonomy by Scots and others. It is in the midst of these developments in 

Britah and Europe that an analysis of Scottish nationalism becomes interestkg and 

instructive heuristically for studying the phenornena of civic nationalism and 

globalization in general. For if these trends are tniIy global then we should expect d 

nationalist movements to have to address the paradoxes and contradictions which 

intrude on questions of 'independence' and the nature of political comrnunity and 

citizenship . 

The S N P  also faces important decisions regarding the future direction of 

economic development in an independent Scottish state. The dternatives-which are 

again constrained b y global economic forces--have signi ficant implications for the kind 

of social democratic values and prionties which the party has espoused since the 1 970s, 

and hence, for the equality goals of civic nationalism as a project of democratization. An 

analysis of the SNP's positions on the EU and economic development models is 

reveaiing of the party's understanding of the nature and b i t s  of sovereignv for a small, 

industrialized state in the era of globalization. At the same tirne, a political economy 

analysis of SNP policy, the Scottish economy, and EU policies, provides a context for 

assessing the likely success--as well as the Limitations--of the SNP's sovereigntist 

objectives. To some extent, the lirnits to state sovereignty created by the current global 

economic order con6ront al l  civic nationaiist movements (and may paaially explain the 

impetus behind such movements). Does the Scottish case suggest that civic nationalism 

can, nevertheless, recapture important terrain in the struggle for local self-determination? 

Under what circumstances might chic nationalism fùlfill this role? 



Second, the Scottish case allows us to examine the problematic natirre of 

nationalist identity for liberal-dernomtic, civic nationalists. ScotIand is a diverse 

co~llfnunity in which issues of identity assert themselves on the political agenda in the 

f o m  of struggles against racism, political centralization, pa~archy,  heterosexism, and 

other forms of religious and ethnic chauvinism. To what extent has the civic nationalist 

discourse of the S N P  been inclusive of such non-national identities and sfruggies? 

What stakes in the civic nationalist project has the S N P  been able to construct for such 

social subjects as women, gays and lesbians, and racial rninorïties? Again, does the 

Scottish case suggest the conditions under which tivic nationalism may be a plinalist, 

inclusive strategy of democratization for diverse subordinated groups? Does it help to 

identify unavoidable conflicts between any form of nationalism and the emancipatory 

goals of such groups? 

Third, the SNP rnakes the civic nationalist c l a h  that political independence is a 

necessary condition for the enhancernent of a particular comrnmity's participation in 

political decision-making; no other arrangement will suffice. This daim is also made by 

the Parti Québecois. Federalism is not viewed by these parties as an optimal or adequate 

arrangement for the redization of cultural or political aspirations. For the S N P ,  the case 

for independence was strengthened by the specific characteristics of the unitary British 

state and the effects of the Thatcher govemments on Scotland. In light of the reforms 

enacted by the cwent (New) Labour govemmenf has the SNPrs case for independence 

been weakened? Or do the specificities of the Bntish state and Scotland's position 

within it continue to underpin a strong--and possibly unique (among civic nationalist 

movements)--case for political independence? 

The methods used to investigate these questions are detailed below. Firsf 

however, it is necessary to establish the grounds for the characterization of the Scottish 

National Party as a civic nationalist party. 



There is generd agreement that the SNP constitutes a case of civic nationalism. 

First, it endorses a non-etbnïc conception of citizenshïp. Leader Alex Sahond (1993, 

58) is unambiguous on this point. 

The SNP's constitutional proposds are crystal clear: all those resident 
in Scotland at the time of independence will be entitled to fùll citizenship. AU 
those who were born in Scotland at the time of independence will be entitled to 
fùll citizenship. All those who were born in Scotland, but are temporarily out 
of the country, will also be entitled to füll citizenship. 

Unlike the British state, with its lack of effective legal protection for 
minorities and its blatantly racist two-tier citizenship under the British 
Nationality Act, there will be no distinctions made in the new Scotland on the 
basis of ethnic origin. hdeed, the written constitution will contain a Bill of 
Rights, superior to any 0 t h  law, specifidy outlawing any form of 
discrimination on grounds such as racial origin, religion or sex. 

No country will offer better legal protection for the rights of minorities 
than d an independent Scotland. My message to aIl those living in Scotland, 
no matter where they were bom, is this: you will be welcome in an independent 
Scotland and will be entitled to fidl citizenship as a right on an equal bais with 
ail other citizens. 

Secondly, the SNP advances no ethnic/religious/linguistic agenda which might 

exclude ce* groups in Scottish society. Thirdly, it endorses democratic procedures 

and institutions which are clearly liieral-dernocratic. This is further evident in the SNP's 

endorsement of a Bill of Rights to protect individual liberties and in constitutional 

checks on any future Scottish Parliament via judicial review. 

The discourse of the SNP is distinct fkom that of the Labour party in its 

cornmitment to Scottish statehood. The nationalism espoused by the SNP is a civîc 

nationalism which joins its Western counterparts by, as Tom Naim observed in 

"Journey into new Unionism," in the Scotsman on 24 May 1995 : 

defining their ambitions in terms of constitutions rather than blood 
myths--democratically, rather than through a suppo sed cosanguinity or cornmon 
culture. . . This more political style of nationalism ernphasizes choice, equality 
and differentiation--a future yet to be attained, the nation yet unmade. 

The literature is vimLally unanimous on this point. The SNP is clearly a civic 

nationalist rnovemenf having long ago eschewed ethnic symbolism in favor of soba  

econornic and democratic arguments for Scottish independence. 



But the SNP's committment to civic nationalism is also viewed by some as a flaw 

impeding the party's electoral ascendancy (Newman 1992). Appeals to ethnic symbols 

and ethnic Others have a track record of "success" in recent history. A recent example 

was the party's efforts to capitalize on the success of the film Braveheart, a portraya1 of 

the life of William Wallace. The nLn enjoyed remarkable success in Sc0tland.3~ 

According to Michael Paterson, in an article, "SNP picks fniits of Braveheart 

campaign," published in the HeraId (Glasgow) on 4 October 1995, the SNP capitalized 

on this success with the distribution (in movie heups as well as households) of a leaflet 

on the econornics of independence entitled Bmehearts and wise headr. The title seems 

deliberately chosen to showcase the sober nature of the SNP's discourse which 

celebrates the acbievements of a ScofAsh patriot while providing the conternporary 

argument for independence in rational, prapatic terms. The point here is that Scotland 

is as replete with historically prorninent, politically usefiil figures as any country but the 

primary party asserting a nationalist discourse has tended to avoid the exploitation of 

such syrnbols. The Braveheart campaign was a rare and brief foray into Scotland's 

histon~al heritage for the purposes of political rnobilization. 

Despite the temptation, the party has chosen to marginalize ethnicity. Part of this 

stems f?om the now dominant social democratic faction of the party, which, since 1981, 

has set the tone for the party's evolution. An examination of the '79 Group's' n e  Case 

For Le3 Wing Nationalism (Maxwell 1979, 1) readily demonstrates the party's 

cornmitment to civic nationali~rn.3~ 

- 

3 1 Braveheart was the fifth largest grossing film in the UK in 1995. Scottisà movie 
goers purchased 28 percent of tickets sold in contrast to their usual share of 8 percent 
(Edensor 1997, 135). 
3 2  The '79 group was a "ginger group" (a sub-party organization) which advocated 
ways of revitalizing the SNP following the disappointing decline in electoral support 
following the 1979 general election. There was a sense that the party had too slavishly 
devoted itself to independence hence limiting its support and relevance to Scottish 
political life. The group advocated a movement to the political le£t and the adoption of a 
class analysis alongside the party's civic nationalism. 



The case for left-wing nationalism has been asserted more than argued. 
This pamphlet seeks to correct the balance. It argues that the ody  nationalism 
with a serious chance of winning and keeping the level of electoral support 
required to cany Scotland to independence is a nationalism which, disregarding 
romantic concepts of nationhood, builds its appeal on an unsentimental view of 
the social and economic interests of the Scottish people. 

I am not suggesting that the SNI? is a party of imrnutably civic-minded, social 

democrats. This description fits the contemporary party very well, but political parties 

develop, decline and alter prograrns due to interna1 and extemal factors. It is not the 

minutiae of party policy which will determine the character of a partyls ideology, but 

rather the overall clvic ethos which has guided the party throughout its lifespan. As 

Drucker (in Ware 1996, 20) observes: "By the ethos of the party 1 have in muid what 

an earier age rnight have called the spirit of the party; itç traditions and habits, its feel." 

Whatever the utility of the term "ethos", the absence of sufficient data on rank-and-file 

SNP members' attitudes or policy preferences prevents establishing the 

depthihomogeneity of the party's ethos. Instead, what is analyzed here is the official 

discourse of the party leadership. This discourse is a lehf-center, civic nationdist one. 

Whether this will continue to be the dominant discourse of the party leadership will 

depend on the strength of the left within the SNP to influence the direction of the party, 

Policy shifi are important and must be considered when characterking the 

SNP's discourse. As Hobsbawm observes: "National identification and what it is 

believed to imply, can change and shift in time, even in the course of quite short periods. 

In my judgment this is the area of national studies in which thinking and research are 

most urgently needed today" (199 1,ll). One can see the party shifting to accommodate 

new opportunities/challenges to its civic mtionalism (the shiR in EU policy is an 

excellent example). Such a change might be interpreted as an expression of 

cosrnopolitanism, of seeking greater trade and cooperation and a shrugging off of the 

cloak of insularity with wEch the party might have been associated at the time of the 

1975 referendum on the Cornmon Market. The general goal of Scottish independence 

has always been the central goal of the SNP,  but the means by which to achieve this goal 



have changed partly in response to changing international political and economic trends 

and how the opporhmities and constraints associated with these changes have been 

interpreted by political actors. 

Research Methods and Design 

In order to address the questions raised at the begiming of the chapter 1 have 

made use of a nurnber of approaches including: discourse analysis, political economy, 

and institutional analysis. Here I discuss the focus on three key realrns of nationalist 

discourse, and the methodological approaches employed to anaIyzing these discourses. 

Each of the questions raised by the Scottish case represents three andytically 

distinct realms of particular importance to civic nationalism. The qualifier "analytically 

distinct" is important because each r e a h  can affect the others in important ways. For 

instance, democracy and sovereignty are Zinked because sovereign decision-making 

powers, ideally, reflect the pnorities of national govemments mandated by their 

respective el ectorates. As sovereignty is cornpromised, so too is democracy. Still, for 

purposes of clarity, each of the three realms is treated in separate chapters (Chapters 

Four and Five deal with sovereignty). 

Within each chapter the discourse of the SNP is anaiyzed to understand the 

portrait painted by the party of the challenges to its civic nationalism and how these 

challenges will be met. Discourse theory has become a prominent approach in many 

disciplines of the social sciences and humanities, but is less utitized in political science. 

However, some recent work illustrates the diverse ways in which discourse analysis may 

be used to investigate political phenornena. Giordano (2000) studies the Lega Nord's 

'Padanian' discourse in order to reconstnict the creation of a hitherto unheardof political 

identity ('Padanian'). Jahn and Hem (2000) examine the party manifestos and television 

debates of three socid democratic parties (British, German, Swedish) during recent 

elections. In their study, Jahn and Hem undertake a content analysis of these discourses 

in order to identifi factors which help explain changes in ideological orientation. Jensen 



(1989, 237) conducts an analysis of the policy discourses which regdate women's 

sexuality in France and the United States and argues that distinct "hegemonic social 

paradigms" explain the variations in "patterns of gender relations." These three 

examples demonstrate the variety of possible uses of discourse analysis. 

Discourse analysis is concemed not only with the structure of language use 

(especially in psychology) but also, and irnportantly here, with acts of communication 

and argumentation. In chapters Four, Five, Six, and Seven, 1 engage in an analysis of the 

discourse of the SNP to understand and explain how the party has trïed to reconcile the 

chalIenges raised by contradictions wfiich can emerge between the civic nationalist 

agenda and persistent and salient questions mounding the changing nature of state 

sovereignty, national and other identities, and the nature and organization of democratic 

institutions. 

A discourse approach is an effective way to analyze an organization's struggle 

with these issues. Discourse refers to the verbal, wntten and symbolic actions by which 

actors or subjects seek to create or impose meaning on the social world. As Van Dijk 

(1997, 3) argues, we cont indy  construct ourselves and our social reality within pnor 

social contexts and through our social roles (for instance, as party leaders or strategists). 

Each utterance is a social action, although it will differ in important ways. Some speech 

acts are spontaneous, such as exchanges in debate, others are deliberative and wefully 

structured (speeches presented to public audiences, manifestos, policy documents, and 

campaign themes and symbols). The utility of discourse analysis lies partly in its 

appreciation of the dynamic and constady shifting expressive domain. In other words, 

discourse analysis sees the political domain as one in which discourses shift over time 

in response to other discursive acts. 

In the sub-field of political theory one can see the influence of Michel Foucault. 

Foucault argued that sets of presuppositions (epistemes) "elevate perception to the level 

of objective knowledge" and hence become invisible ways of exeaing power by 



normalizing certain practices and taxonomies, and deviantizing others (Simons 1995,4). 

Discourses articulate howledge and act to govern what is intelligible, and what is 

deviant. Politics enters Foucaultls conception at a micro-social level when subjects 

attempt to resist systems of domination and the ways in which .chey are subjectified. At a 

macro-social level one can see politics operating at the level of institutions and 

establishing the boundaries of political debate. In essence, politics becornes a struggle 

over the "true"; over what rnay be spoken or expressed discursively. 

The above discussion may imply some kind of anarchic arnorphism lacking 

structure. This perception may explain the relative dearth of discourse analysis in 

comparative political science. This initial view, is, 1 think, in need of clarification. 

Discourses do operate and emerge dynamically but they do not do so in the absence of 

structures of cognition and knowledge. Discourse is the product of agency (we must 

allow for ingenuity and innovation), but it is also guided by existing hierarchies of 

discourse which we might refer to as "lcnowledges". Knowledges (or paradigms) gain 

ascendancy at least partly because of the power of those articulahg the paiticular 

discourse. Hence, in most political communities, the inter-class disparity pennits the 

wealthier and more powerful minonty largely to control much of the information- 

dispensing channels in society. Other discourses counter the assumptions of the ruling 

class, but these are relatively silent and marginalized compared to the dominant 

discourses disseminated by mass media and public institutions. In science, discourse is 

regulated by the professional status and social networks of those cornmanding assent 

fiom those who lack specialized technical knowledge. Hence, discourses abound, but 

some have more power, iduence and authority than others. 

Of course paradigms do shifi. Discourses are made, remade, and ernerge to 

challenge the status quo. In the realm of partisan politics, where essentially contested 

concepts (e.g., democracy) abound, researchers are able to witness and analyze the 

nature, content and revision of evolving discourses. Such analysis is particularly 



appropriate for the study of nationalism, as nationdisrn itself is a shape-shifting political 

project actively at work reinventing tradition, history and articulating discursive elements 

in different ways in order to strategicdy outmaneuver competing actors. Moreover, the 

ideologies of groups are reproduced discursively, not in the sense of cloning but in that 

of adapting discourse in concert with, or in resistance to, sfructural change. 

Van Dijk (1 997, 7- 1 1) argues that there are s e v d  dimensions of which the 

researcher needs to be aware. Discourse is goal oriented and purposeful. Its analysis 

requires perspective because verbal and symbolic acts must not be taken at face value. 

Moreover, discourse always needs to be interpreted withùi specific contexts. Discursive 

acts must be "read" in the context of a social or institutional environment. Findy, we 

must consider the identity of the actor(s) articulating the discourse. Attention to all of 

these features of discourse help to betm understand its meanings and analyze changes 

in its character. 

Analvzing the Discourse of the SNP 

1 have argued that discourse is a firndamental constitutive feature of politics. Not 

only does discourse constmct the political world but it does sa unceasingly via 

conversation, interviews, debates, campaign posters, and research papers and other 

f o m .  The dynamism evident here suggests that the formation of public policy is a 

relatively fluid process, responding to many elements at play in the "universe of 

discourse". Rather than seeing parties as rational actors seeking to 'seU' a standardized 

coherent product to consumers (votes), I suggest that party discourses are always in 

flux, fiequently contradictory and confusing. These discourses fiame and constmct the 

political world. For example, a given election campaign may be dominated by a single 

issue because of the agenda-setting powers of party leaders. In short, partisan discourse 

can set agendas or be captive to thern. Close attention to a partyts discourse cm help the 

researcher track the developrnent of a political party and the ways that a party attempts to 

mold its discourse to reconcile its programmatic ethos to shuctural change. This is a 



constandy occuning project. It is also a vastly complicated one. It occurs at many lmls 

within a party but does not occur ody within the party organization. Parties respond to 

mass media, emergent political events and to cornpethg political discourses. 

The sheer complexity of the processes desmbed above requires some 

deheation of the analysis constructed here. i have fïrst divided the discourse of the 

ShP into three conceptual spheres. Chapters Four and Five deal with sovereignty, 

Chapter Six deals with identity, and Chapter Seven de& wÎth democracy. 1 have already 

(Chapter One) explained the importance of these r e h s  for civic nationalist discourse. 

Here 1 descxibe how the analysis will be conducted in each of these chapters. 

The basic aim of the SNP is the achievement of political sovereignty. In 

Chapters Four and Five, 1 reconstmct and characterize the discourse of the S N P  to 

determine what the nature of the SNP's discourse regarding sovereign~r is and how has 

this changed in the penod under investigation (1970-2000). A political economy 

analysis is required to identi% the impediments which may ernerge to this quest for 

meaningfd sovereignty. Do these undermine the proposition that civic nationalism may 

act to resist the negative features of neo-liberal globalization? 

To answer the first question 1 turned to a large body of SNP 'texts' in the form 

of published speeches, reports of the S N P  's research department, p arty manifestos, 

website material, interviews with office holders within the party, and media reports fkom 

The Herdd (Glasgow), The Scotsman (Edinburgh), and The Scotsman's Sunday edition 

Scotland on Sundav. 

Some of the SN? matenal was gathered fkom the National Library of Scotland. 

This included campaign literature and research reports, primariTy fiom the 1 WOs, that 

were not available fiom the party's headquarters. The party's head oEce in Edinburgh 

was very cooperative and research reports were made available as well as the contact 

numbers of office holders within the party's Executive. More recently 1 was able to 



contact party office holders and former candidates via email. All of this material has 

been called upon in order to construct a reasonably accurate portrait of party discourse. 

To answer the questions raised above regarding the political economy of 

sovereignty 1 chose to focus on two critical features of the discourse of the SNP: oil 

and mernbership in the European Union. These are critical in my view because they have 

prominently featured in SM? carnpaign and research material dwing the period covered 

Of course, these issues have been more prominent at some times than others. Buf 

generdy speaking, these are the most relevant issues with respect to the economic bases 

for meaningfd sovereignty. The large North Sea oil discoveries of the late 1960s and 

early 1970s altered the terrain of Scottish politics by offering a solution to the viability 

(regarding economic resources) problem which had plagued Scottish nationalists. With 

a large oil supply, the argument went, independence was viable. 

The ability of a new state to make autonomous economic and social policy 

choices depends critically on the degree to which an economy c m  develop with a 

minimal amount of pressure fiom international forces. In the case of Scotland, a senous 

problem presents itself with regard to oil production. In SNP discourse oil is generaily 

portrayed as the means by which to achieve the various kinds of social policies to 

remedy S cottish social problerns and support relatively generous @y UK standards) 

social programs. In Chapter Four 1 follow SNP discourse on the subject of OS to 

determine how prominently oil revenues figure as a means to support social prograrns. 

These aspirations are critically analyzed f?om the perspectives of environmental scarcity 

(How much oil rernains?) and through comparative examination of the historical and 

conternporary experiences of a number of petro-states. This analysis permits 

conclusions regarding the wisdom of an economic mode1 predicated--at least in large 

part-- on both the supply of oil and the stability of international oil pricedmarkets. The 

Norwegian experience with oïl wealth is examined to derive possible lessons for the 

projected experience of a new Scottish state (also, the SNP have ofien suggested that 



Nonvay is a possible economic model for independent Scotiand). This political 

economy analysis calls into question the application or adoption of a Norwegian mode1 

of development for Scotland and in doing so raises questions about the SM'S seeming 

reliance on oil revenue as a central feature of future economic development. 1 also 

examine the Irish model, one more recently applauded in SNP litmature. The Irish 

model seems to imply a leap fkom an agricultrrrally-domuiated econorny to a hi&- 

technology one funded partly by European regional gants and by a cornpetitive tax 

regime designed to attract fkcns. However, the Irish model raises questions regarding 

the SNP's promised social policies, which might be hard to h c e  under the tax regime 

adopted in Ireland. 

Chapter Five deals with the questions for sovereignty which ernerge fiom the 

ongoing project of European integration. The European Union has been a central feature 

of the SNP's discourse since the 1 980s when the party tunied fkom skepticism to 

support for integration and its perceived benefits for Scotland. There are obvious 

questions which can be raised regarding sovereignty here, but 1 have focused on whether 

democratic politics and the policy autonomy desired b y the SNP can be attained within 

the fiarnework of the European Union and whether this is the only option. In order to 

do this I attempt to explain how and why the SNP altered its policies on European 

integration. 1 then consider whether integration is likely to remedy the democratic deficit 

and the absence of self-de which serve as central criticisms of the UK in SNP 

discourse. To answer the question regarding the extent to which the EU will reduce, or 

fail to address, the democratic deficit, 1 have counterposed the demands and aspirations 

of the SNP r ega rde  self-governance and democracy against the institutional anatomy 

of the EU and the treaties that bind member states. 

This analysis is balanced by an appreciation of the complexity of the European 

project It is clear that there are positive and negative aspects to integration, the relative 

balance of which m u t  be weighed by the respective electorates affected. However there 



are enough centralizing consequences associated with integration that the SNP's goals 

of democracy and independence for Scotland may be in some ways compromised. To 

address the question of integration and its consequences for sovereignty and democracy, 

1 have conducted an andysis of the treaties, laws and institutions which compose the 

EU. 1 îhen present the SNP's policies on these to show the p w ' s  perspective on the 

EU. Then, drawing on a body of literature which is critical of European-level democracy, 

I suggest reasons to be skeptical of the SNP's  generally positive discourse on the EU. 1 

have examined the recent experiences o f  advanced welfare states and the consequences 

of EU entry on their respective societies. Also, 1 have cited expert reports to the UK 

Foreign M a i r s  mmmittee which asked difficdt questions regarding the centralizing 

and democracy-threatening potential of the Maastricht Treaty and particularly the single 

currency. 

Questions were posed to office holders in the S N P  in interviews regarding the 

potential threat to sovereignty presented %y economic globalization and membership in 

the EU to understand how the party and its members reconciled these problems with 

their stated ideals. Face-to-face interviews were conducted in June 1994 with Gil 

Paterson (then Spokesperson on AIlminis-tration and Finance), Paul Scott (bistorian and 

long-time member of the Party's NationaI Executive Council), Kevin Pringle (SNP 

Research Officer), and K ~ M Y  MacAskiLl (SNP National Treasurer). IR these interviews 

1 asked whether the project of independence wodd not be unduly compromised with 

Scotland as an independent member of the EU, and whether the pressures of 

globaiization would compromise Scottish autonorny and social policy. 1 also analyzed 

relevant SNP texts, especially research reports and European election manifestos. After 

having characterized the SbT's discourse on matters related to sovereignty I was then 

able to draw some conclusions regarding the extent to which the S N P  has adequately 

addressed the threats to Scottish sovereignty posed by certain aspects of EU 

membership. 



The next realm of discourse examined was that concerning national identity. 1 

sought to characterize the party's understanding of the nature of Scottish identity and the 

extent to which this image was consistent with the characterization of civic nationalism 

as an inclusive discome free of chauvinism. To characterize the party's understanding 

of contemporary Scottish identity 1 searched for the use of ethnic 'markers' such as 

references to 'Scottish' traits such as language, religion, ethnicity in the literature of the 

party. Moreover, 1 needed to examine the extent to which the SNP's civic nationalism is 

able to incorporate or articulate the democratic stniggles of women and gaysiiesbians in 

Scotland. To do this interviews were conducted to ascertain the extent to which the SNP 

was able to incorporate other identities within the larger territorial one. 1 interviewed 

Christine Creech (then a member of the party's National executive council and now SNP 

Member of Scottish Parliament (MSP)), Abdul Khan (a Glasgow Housing oficer and 

local govemment candidate for the SNP), Roseanne cunniogharn (MP and MSP, SNP) 

and Fiona Muir (Convenor of the Aberdeen Anderson Branch of the SNP). 

To fûrther characterize and analyze the discourse of the SNP on identity, 1 

canvassed the views of other political actors. 1 sought the views of representatives of 

relevant organizations concerned with îhe democratic struggles of women, ethnic 

minorities, gaysAesbians, and connilted Intemet resources of the Highlands and Islands 

AUiance,33 ENGENDER (a Scottish feminist organization), and the Commission for 

Racial Equality (UK). 1 conducted face-to-face interviews with A. Sivanandan of the 

British Race Relations Institute and one of his research associates. Internet 

correspondence was conducted with Tim Hopkins of the Equality Network (Gays, 

Lesbians and Transgendered) and with AIice Brown (ENGENDER). These resources 

were useful in detemiining the perspective of political agents with expertise and 

infiuence in Scottish political Iife. These perspectives pennitted me to ask: How do 

33 The Highlands and Islands Alliance is a political party which contested the 1999 
Scottish Parliament elections in the Orkney and Shetland Islands. I t  seeks maximum 
autonomy for the Islands. 



these actors view the SNP discourse on identity? Was its version of ciYc nationalism 

compatible with these other struggles for democracy? What steps has the SNP bken to 

include the disparate movernents and identities which make up contemporary Scotland? 

In order to address the questions regarding S N P  policy on issues of gender, 

ethnicity/race, region etc., 1 examined policy statements by the party leadership, key 

debates on gender inclusive policies (candidate selection), and the formation of 'ginger 

groups' concerned with the unique circumstances of ''New Scots". In addition, a 

thorough search was made for published research on issues of gender, sexuality and 

race in Scotland. This analysis permitted an accurate assessment of the partyls stance on 

these issues and the ability of civic nationalism to ded \.th difference. 

In Chapter Seven 1 examined the party's discourse on the renewal of democracy 

in Scotland. My f k t  task was to contrast the institutions of contemporary British 

democracy with the SNP's proposals for democracy in an independent Sco tland. More 

specifically 1 examine the debates surrounding devolution in the 1970s and 1990s. I 

compare the devolution bills introduced by British governments in the 1970s and 1990s 

and contras t thes e proposals for institutional reform with the institutional structures the 

S N P  envisages for an independent Scotland. This analysis was supported with evidence 

of the debate in the media, party literature, and through interviews and Internet 

conespondence. 1 intemïewed Carolyn Ewart of the Scottish Campaign for Civil 

Liberties for her assessment of the constitutional consequences of independence for 

individual rights. Interviews with veterans of the 1979 referendum campaign revealed the 

basis of fhe antipathy of many in the SNP toward the proposed devolution legislation of 

1997. Christine Creech and Kemy MacAskill spoke at a forum during the SNP1s 1995 

conference at Perth (which I attended), urging members to reject any constitutional 

solution short of independence. This position, while not shared by the party leadership 

as a whole, has considerable support within the party and, while the party supported and 

worked for the Yes' side in the 1997 referendum, the critique of devolution remains a 



central pIank in the platforni of the par@ Moreover, 1 compared and contrasted the SNP 

discourse with that of the Labour Party in order to determine the nature of the 

disagreement between the discourse of refom as articulated by the Labour Party and 

that of independence as articulated by the SNP. By examinuig the debates on devolution 

1 was able to pose the question: 1s independence a prerequisite for meanin@ 

democracy in Scotland? 

Whenever possible, 1 sought to v e  c1aims by drawing on at least three 

sources. When several sources agree upon the substance of a speech act, assertion, the 

nature of an event, or a characterization, then we have reasonable evidence of the validity 

of the description. This type of research is found particularly in historical research 

where data are limited or impossible to access. In political science, triangulation ('Yin 

1993) can be used to gauge the Iegitimacy of interpretations of the actions of political 

agents. When one iriangulates, one consults multiple sources of evidence in order to see 

whether various accounts converge. In this study, organizations concerned with, for 

instance, civil lïberties, were contacted to solicit their views as to whether the SN-P's 

stated policies wouId serve to deepen democracy in an independent ScotIand, as the 

party claims. The accuracy of the description is enhanced when triangulation is possible. 

Of course, not al l  will agree with the characterization of any given text or speech act. 

Differences of interpretation are to be expected when contested issues are the subject of 

analysis. Fortunately, one can leam fkom an andysis of differences of interpretation 

also . 

Denzin (1 978,295) has identified four forms of triangulation: data, investigator, 

theory and methodological. Data and methodological trïanguiation have been employed 

in the thesis. Data triangulation involves the solicitation of the perspectives of multiple 

and different political actors. In this case, interviews with SNP members were 

complernented, where possible, with interviews with appropnate civic organizations. For 

example, in addition to correspondence with SNP MP Roseanne Cuaningham, 1 also 



solicited the views of the Equality Network, Scotland's primary Gay Rights 

organization. Rather than relying on the interpretation and perspective of one person 

regarding SNP policy, I was able to incorporate the evaluations of S N P  policy by 

attentive observers with my own interviews of S W  spokepersons (Table One). 

Table1 

Interviews 

Cynog Dafis Ini 
David Manson I 
Paul Scott 

Christine Creech 

Abdul Khan r- 
Gil Paterson 

A. Sivanandan t- 
Carole Ewart I 

Position 
MP (Plaid Cymru) 
Ceredigion and 
Pembroke North 
Research Officer 
(SNPI 
Federation of 

( S m  
Vice-Convenor 
(SNPI 
National Execirtive 
Committee, 
European Candidate 
(SNP) 1994 
Treasurer, National 
~xecutive- 
Committee, 1997 
General Election 
Candidate (Sm) 
Race and Housing 
Officer, 
Local Election SNP 
candidate 
Vice-Convenor 
Administration 
(SNPI 

Director of the 
Institute for Race 
Relations 

Researcher, Institute 
for Race Relations 

Scottish Union for 
Civil Liberties 

Date 
18 May 1994 

13 June 1994 

16 June 1994 

21 June 1994 

20 June 1994 

6 July 1 994 

4 July 1994 

16 May 1994 

16 May 1994 

6 July 1994 

Location 
London 

Edinbiirgh 

Edinburgh 

Edinburgh 

Ediriburgh 

Edinburgh 

Glasgow 

London 

London 

Glasgow 



Roseanne ICvoningham 
Tim Hopkins I 
Chas Booth 

David Stevenson 

Russell Horn 

Alice Brown I 
Fiona Muir I 

British Green Party 7 July 1994 

MP Perth 24 Febmary 1999 
SNP 

Lesbian, Bisemal 

~ransgender Group 
Edinburizh 
Scottish Green 26 January 1999 

Voluntea 

SNP Candidate 8-9 February 1999 
GIasgow-Woodside 
(1 964) 28 July 1999 
Edinburgh East 
(1 970) 
European 
Candidate, Lothians 
(1 979, 1984) 

Chair, S Ming 16 May 1998 
Universiw Scottish 
Nationalist 1 3  August 1999 
Association. 
ENGENDER 13 March 1999 

Convenor, 17 June 1999 
Aberdeen Anderson 
Branch, SNP 1 

London 

* Requested anonymity. 

I have also engaged in methodological îriangulation by incorporating a wide 

variety of sources for SNP discourse. In addition to interviews 1 have accumulated a 

wide selection of party manifestos, research documents and direct observation (Annual 

Conference 1995). These materials represent the SNP's discourse over a three decade 

period and provide sufficient material for analysis of the party's discourse. 

Those SNP members selected for interviews were, for the most part, long-tenn 

SNE' activists with lengthy periods of service in the party and similady long historicai 



mernories. When examining the changing position of the party regardïng European 

integration, for instance, 1 wanted to inquire about the nature of the 1975 Common 

Market referendum and the attitude of the party toward this issue. In this case I 

corresponded with David Stevenson who, in addition to standing as a candidate for the 

1979 and 1984 European elections for the SNP, campaigned against the Common 

Market. Again, this helped to contextualize the stated position of the S N P  regarding the 

Common lMarket referendum in order to better understand why the party tumed fiom an 

opponent to an enthusiastic supporter of integration. What accounts for the relatively 

swift turn in policy toward the EU? To be sure, political parties act pragmatically (to 

capture votes) but they also act in response to change in the structural and discursive 

environment in the process of interpreting &eir environment. Agency is cunstantly in 

contestation with social structure. 

Sources chosen for developing this portrait of the SNP were also selected for 

several pragmatic reasons.34 Higher officiais of the SNP were selected for face-to-face 

interviews as these persons are likely to be best acquainted with the scope and detail of 

S N P  policy and are also more likely to have considerable influence over the direction of 

the party. Such persons represent the public face of the SM; their importance is 

magnified by their considerable media attention This is a somewhat elitist perspective, 

but 1 think a fair and plausible one. The leadership of the party fiequently articulates the 

discourse of the par@ This is not to dimuiish the import of the rank-and-fde party 

membership, but reflects the fact that the majority of party literafure, research and 

speeches is composed and constnicted by the organizational elite of the Party. An 

-- 

34 Face to face interviews were conducted in the summer of 1994. Overtures were 
made to many members of the SNP but a by-election in East MonkIands meant that 
many of those contacted were busy with this campa@. In adaiton, certain members 
contacted were on vacation. The goal of the field work was to interview as many 
members of the pxty  (at the leadership level) as possible within îhe above constraints. 
Other organizations were contacted and some of these responded and were willing to be 
intervieweci. Further attempts to solicit the views of SNP leaders and other organizations 
were carried out over the Internet. Again, not ail of those contacted responded. 



obvious methodological problem emerges when one asserts that the ethos of a political 

party is eqirivalent to the views of a party's leadership because important différences 

o v a  policy are obscured by focussing on the leadership. The SNP7s organizationai 

structure f iords oppomuities for member/constituency branch input most notably at 

the party's annual conference. The National Council (NC) reff ects branch interests in so 

far as these branches nominate candidates for the NC (Levy 1990, 11). The fact that 

members and local branches have opportunities to idluence the composition of 

executive may reduce the gap which might be expected between eiite and the party 

membership. Still, changes in the electoral fortunes of the party in 1974 created another 

gap between party officers and the influentid and somewhat independent Parliamentary 

group. As the party's electoral success grew, so too, did differences between elite 

factions within the pariy. 

The SNP is a broad church and the history of the party attests to the diversity of 

perspectives among the organizational elite of the party. There have also been pericds 

where leadership positions seemed at odds with those of the membership. The point 

here is to caution against conflating the policy preferences of the leadership of the party 

with those of member/supporters generally. 

Conclusion 

The thesis is both descriptive and interpretive. It descnbes the content of SNP 

chic nationalist discourse in three distinct realms of politics and subjects these to 

smtiny based on ernpirical data as well as the perspectives of other relevant political 

actors. n i e  SNP is interpreted as representing a democratizing and potentially 

autonomy-enhancing politicd project Civic nationalism is not the only tool available to 

achieve these ends, but, in the case of Scotland, it is the most salient alternative to the 

statu quo. Red limitations constrain the SNP's discourse of renewal, but no more so 

than other political projects. 



Mitchell and Bemaua (1998, 25) argue that an important task for those who 

undertake m e  shrdies is in achieving a degree of extemal validity: Are the propositions 

of the case under investigation relevant for the study of sirnilar cases? It rnight be argued 

that Scotland is in the vanguard of those sub-state nationalirmç which are adopting 

discourses of interdependence and constitutional citizenship appropriate to the era of the 

seeming transformation of the Westphalian state. In this sense Scottish nationalism may 

signal a future of ma& vigorous democracies combining where necessary with others 

to enhance economic and other policy. This case study draws attention to the important 

challenges which face small States seeking to estabiish their own space in the worId. 



Chapter 3 

The Development of Political NationaIisrn in Scotland 

The purpose of this chapter is to establish the nvic nature of Scottish 

nationalism generally and that of the S N P  in particular. This account will also explain 

the development of the party and the nature of its civic appeal. Scotland is unique among 

European countries in that it did not experience a mas-based nationalist movement in 

the 'age of European nationalism' fiom 1789 to 1914. According to Paterson (1994), 

Scottish nationalism failed to thnve at this tirne in part because of the unique 

constitutional history of the United Kingdom as a whole. Scodand was united (not 

absorbed) with England and gradually the Parliarnents were joined. Following a 

transition period marked by the last land battle in British history (1745) Scotland witliin 

the UK entered a period of unprecedented proçperity.35 

This particular instance of Scottish exceptionalism is worth examining M e r  

because this exceptionalism has made the SNP the kind of political Party that it is today. 

The Act of Union (1707) occurred in the context of the War of the Spanish Succession 

(1701-13). This war saw a titanic sfmggle between the two superpowers of the day: 

England and France. This war made Union especially Unportant for England as it would 

reduce the likelihood of invasion fiom the North, by either the French or French- 

supported Jacobite supporters of the Stuart dynasty (Devine 1999, 17).36 Devine states 

that, by the early 18th century "rnany Suential @nglish] politicians and the Monarch 

herself, Queen Anne, now regarded a parliamentary union with the Scots as essentiai for 

the future stability of the revolutionary settlement of 1688 and the security of the two 

- 

35 The history of relations between England and Scotland is rather like that 
behireen Russia and Ukraine. From the establishment of the House of Canmore (which 
d e d  Scotland £kom 1057 to 1290) the countries were closely intertwined in war and 
peace. In the late 13th century Edward the First was the de facto d e r  of Scotland until 
1297 with the uprising led by William Wailace. This uprising pennitted Robert the 
Bruce to be crowned King who led a successful campaign for Scottish independence 
fFom 1307 to 1328. Nationalists cornmernorate these events to this day. 
36 Jacobite cornes fiom the Latin (Jacobus) name for James and designates those 
who supported James VII's (of the Stuart dynasty) claim to the throne. 



kingdoms" (1999,3). On the opposite side supporters of Scottish independence realized 

that Union would ensure the consolidation of the Revolutionary settlement of 1688-9 

and therefore extinguish the Stuart cause. Sorne Scottish Protestants viewed union with 

England as a potent step toward resolving the religious question in Scottish affaix-S." In 

England, Union was viewed as an issue of security, but dso one which would forestdl 

the possibility that Queen Anne's Catholic half-brother might become the claimant to the 

Scottish throne instead of the Hanoverian Protestant dynasty that was to be adopted by 

England and Wales (Colley 1992,ll). 

The Act of Union was made atîractive by providing Scottish entrepreneurs with 

access to Engiish markets. Devine (1 999, 24) observes that Scotland enjoyed great 

increases in exports of cattle, linen and tobacco in the period fiom 1741-52. Freedom of 

kade with the colonies and with England increased these exports as did British ta rB 

walls. The expariding British empire benefited Scots enormously through political 

patronage and career opportunities. By the 1750s one in four regimental officers in the 

British army were Scots (Devine 1999, 25). This represents another continuity of 

Scottish history. Just as 'Europe' today represents an attractive source of external 

security for Scottish nationalists; so, too, did Britain in 1707 for the Scottish elite. 

International relations scholars refer from t h e  to tirne to the "binding principle" where 

mal1 States dign themselves with major powers to exert influence and protect their 

interests. Scotland is an example of this par exceZZence, in that Scottish elites identifid 

their ùiterests with those of the Empire. 

The Act of Union, its motivations and consequences, remah controversial. For 

nationalists today it represents the seIlout by the Scottish nobility of Scottish national 

interests. Despite the varied perspectives on this it is clear that union provided the 

3' Initially the Scottish Kirk opposed union for fear that Bishops wodd be 
imposed on the Church fiom England. In response to these fears, and to silence dissent 
against the proposed Union, the Scottish parliament passed the Act of Securify of the 
Church of Scotland in November 1706 to protect the histone rights of the Church 
(Devine, 1999, 12). 



Scottish economy with substantial benefits. Fir% Scottish manufacturers who survived 

the transition brought about by the Act of Union benefited enormously fiom access to 

the UK economy. In addition, Scotiand and Scots enjoyed the benefits of the empire. 

From political patronage to participation in mercantilist ventures abroad, Scots were weIl 

represented. The economic effects of Union served to dampen potential bases for 

nationalist expression. This is not intended to suggest that nationahsm cannot a ise  fi-orn 

non-economic sources but rather that the economic benefits of Union were d c i e n t l y  

attractive to blunt nationalkt inclinations. Negative and positive inducements made 

Union attractive and necessary for the Scottish elite. Scott (1995, 56-57), no reluctant 

d c  of the Ad, points out that the 1705 Aliens Act enacted by the Enghsh Parliament 

promised to shut out Scottish labor and goods fiom England. The nobility, many of 

whom had inherited land in England through mariage, would have lost these properties. 

Elites had plenty of incentive to acquiesce to Union. 

It is of no small import that the Union merged two predominantly Protestant 

nations. The Catholic church went into steep decline in Scotland fiom the early 18th 

century onwards. By 1755 it was estimated that there were only 16,500 practising 

Roman Catholics in Scotland scattered over the shires of Banffy Aberdeen, Inverness, 

and Argyll (Mackie 1964, 294). An 1891 survey estimated that only 8.1 percent of the 

population of Scotland was Catholic (McCrone 1992, 10 1). These figures do not deny 

the importance of religious cleavage in Scottish society, particularly following the anival 

of thousands of Catholic Irish immigrants in Scotland in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

Yet the reformation was successful in Britain in a way not seen in Continental Europe. 

Even today, 'Lutherad Germany rem& steadfastly Catholic in the South. Presbyterian 

Scotland merged weii with Protestant England, and with Protestantism's valorization of 

the ethic of capitalism, fiee trade, thrift and entrepreneurialism. There was also a 

lingering threat posed by the counter-Reformation evident in the late 17th century in 

Ireland, and in 1746 with the defeat of the Jacobite uprising at Culloden. The defeat of 



Bonnie Prince Charlie (Charles Edward Stuart, son of James III) was followed, in 1815, 

b y the Highland clearances and this process, dong with emigration, M e r  undermined 

the Catholic Church in Scotland. The ascendancy of Protestantism in Scotland was 

aided by nationalist mobilization in opposition to an 'other'. For Colley (1996), 

Britishness was made possible by the presence of an extemal threat (French, Catholic, 

despotic). Afler the faIl of the ancien regime the threat became radical republicanism, 

which was contrasted with the class compromise that had preserved the British 

establishment. With remarkable speed the Scots became British (North Britons) by 

virtue of a shared siege mentality against ContinentaI radicalism. As would occur so 

many &es, Scottish nationalism's growth was preempted by seemingly graver 

concem. 

After Union 

Hanham (1 969, 17-1 8) observes that in the 18th century two trends emerged to 

change Scottish society. One was a population sbifi fiom rural to urban areas. The 

second was a transformation of a cultural nature in which the traditional enmity between 

lowland and highland was replaced by a 'cu2t of the highIandsl. The literature of this era 

was dominated by the figure of Sir Walter Scott, whose books celebrated the idylIic and 

romantic in Scottish culture. 

M e r  the Act of Union, Scottish intellectuals and writers sought to fulfill their 

artistic ambitions in London. AS Brand (1978, 92) points out, Gaelic and Scots quickly 

declined as the literati of the nation abandoned their native tongues to gain access to the 

opportu~ities availabIe in Engfish. For Naim (1 98 2 )  this slow reorientation of the native 

Scottish intelligentsia to English habit and custom prevented Scotland fkom developing a 

vibrant nationalism in the 19th century as had so many of its European neighbors. The 

dominant literature of the day instead acted as a comforting, dull and nostalgie 

alternative to social criticism (Brand 1978, 94-5). With the defeat of the last Jacobite 

uprising at Culloden in 1745, British hegemony was assured. The Kilt, banned fiom 



1747 to 1782, reappeared in a tamer fashion dong with other symbols of North Bntainr 

(Levin 1995). Scoîtish wrîters embraced the Kailyard (cabbage garda), that literary 

genre fostered by Scott, which took on a provincial and parochial character. The 

Kailyard reinvented Scottish society by avoiding attention to social problems and the life 

experiences of the majonty of urban Scots, focusing instead on the charming and the 

timeless. The extent and success of this reinvention of tradition is astonishing. The Kilt 

took its pIace in the regiments of the British amies, Kings and Queens came fiom 

London to experience the quaint charms of rural Scotland, and Scottish writers moved 

south to attract the patronage of the Royal court. 

Why did culture fail to serve as the template for the development of political 

nationalism in Scotland, when it might be argued that in fact it is folk-culture, adopted 

by nationalist elites, which serves as the basis for nationalist movernents? Hroch (1993, 

16) argues that in Central and Eastern Europe, members of non-dominant ethnic groups 

had no political education and could not appeal to concepts of nghts. Much more 

tangiile and immediate are the ethnic markers available to al1 as a ba i s  of comrnon 

purpose. The vemacular of the oppressed becomes the language of hieration and serves 

to distinguish the oppressed from the alien oppressors. This phenornenon did not occur 

in Scotland &er 1707. Why not? 

The answer to the above lies in the motive of the Scottish elite for seeking 

Union. Scotland was poor and lost trading opportunities in Europe d e r  the 

Reformation (Paterson 1994, 28). Pragmatic arguments won the day because of the 

ecunomic integration which had been going on between England and Scotland for some 

the .  In addition, Presbyterians sought Union to protect Protestant Scotland, especialiy 

since Scots had suffered a great deal of religious persecution during the reign of 

Charles 1 (1629-40). The Union's guarantees for the preservation of Scottish institutions 

reduced opposition to Union, and, it must be pointed out, we are discussing union, in a 

strictly legal sense, and not conquest. The preconditions which made cultural 



distinctiveness an available template for nationalist revolt were largely absent in 

Scotland. Even the often celebrated Jacobite rebellion of 1745 was Led by Charles, raised 

in Italy, with scarce knowledge of Scottish custom and unable to speak Gaelic (Kennedy 

1995, 37-52). Moreover, Charles' ambitions were hardly Scottish, as he wanted to take 

tbe throne in London and restore Catholicism to a united Britain. 

Stephen Maxwell (1979, 5), a leading member of the SNP's '79 Group, has 

addressed the idiosyncratic nationalist experience in Scotland. 

The history of 19th century Europe supplied many examples of societies, 
politically and culturally dependent, seîiing out to reconstnict a national identity 
fiom a cultural and linguistic base. In some cases, Norway and Czechoslovakia 
for example, the linguistic base had itself to be reconstructed by the labours of 
philologists and antiquarians. In different histoncal circumstances S cotland, 
herself one of the principal sources of the literary romanticism which fed 19th 
century cultural nationalism, might have followed a similar road to national 
revival. But Scotland, unlike no other of Europe's "sub-merged' nations, had to 
face a double ordeal. Its status as a juoior partner in The Empire exposed the 
already attenuated sense of Scottish nation* to the full glamour of the British 
Ideal at the zenith of its prestige. Simultaneously, the massive dislocation 
caused by industrialization smck at the social base of Scottish cultural identity. 
It is not surprishg that under such a battering Scottish nationality rebeated to 
the twilight regions of the imagination where subsequent mutations bred the 
deformities of the Kailyard and the Great Tartan Monster. Thus Scotland's 
cultural i den t i~  had been devastated even before its exposure in the 20th 
century to the standardizing impact of the mass media. 

Few events in Scottish history stir contemporary passions quite so vigorously as 

the 1707 Act of Union. This treaty united the parliaments of England and Scotland 

much as the Union of the Crowns brought both counbies under the sarne monarch in 

1603. For nationalist historians (Scott 1 999,  1707 marks the subordination of the 

Scottish people, the loss of independence and the beginning of centuries of foreign 

domination. Other observers point out that class collusion between Scottish and English 

elites preserved Scottish elite pnvilege and institutions while disinherÏting the population 

at large.3s Nairn (1999) bluntiy describes post-1707 national identity as "half 

lobotomized, half in deep fieeze." The differing positions on this event notwithstanding, 

38 Attention to 'comrnon foW among historians is a relatively new phenornenon. 
Unfortunately little is known of the state of Scottish public opinion regarding the Act of 
Union. 



the Act did have consequences for Scotland which remain important features of Scottish 

politics today. 

The Act of Union preserved three distinctive elernents of Scottish society, 

sometimes called the "Three pilIars". The first of these is the Kirk--the Scottish national 

church. The Presbyterian church, in the absence of an interventionist welfare state, was 

the foundation of Scotrish society. The Church's importance accounted for the ease with 

which the effective annexation of Scotland proceeded. 

The legal system is "based on the Roman law of continental Europe rather than 

the case law of the English system: Scots lawyers like to think of the law as being based 

on first principles as much as on legal precedent" (Brown et al 1996, 2). English law, 

consolidated with parliarnentary sovereignty, prevailed, but had to be 'translated' into 

Scots law. This remains the case today. 

Finally, the Scottish education system remains a source of distinctiveness and a 

powerful segment of Scottish civil society. Scottish education is typically broader in 

scope than that of England and an undergraduate degree takes longer to complete.39 

The preservation of these central institutions provided the foundation for a 

strong civil society. McCrone (1992) has argued thai, despite the merger with England, 

Scotland retained its distinctiveness. This is very simiIar to the situation which occurred 

in Québec. The church and Iegal system were permitted to survive and preserved 

elements of Québecois culture. UnWe Québec, however, Scotland does not enjoy a 

federal relationship with the rest of the United Kingdom. The survivl of the three pillars 

of Scottish civil society tends to lirnit nationalist appeals since the unitary state has not 

eroded these central institutions. 

39 It may be a legacy of the Scottish enlightenment that Scottish undergraduate 
degrees requûe a broader scope of subjects than the more specialized English degree. 
Also, the typicd Scottish University degree takes four years to complete rather than the 
standard three years in England and Wales. Scottish education is also said to be more 
egalitarian with a broader social mix entering universities each year cumpared with 
England and Wdes. 



Sharpe (1985, 93) points out that the UK state has undertaken to preempt 

nationalist mobilization in ScotIand via "unobtrusive" devolution. The Union Jack is an 

amalgam of the flags of England, Scotland and Wales. Scotland is overrepresented in 

Westminster (72 seats) despite years of net population loss. The Scottish Office, which 

now constitutes the largest department in the goveniment, was established in 1872. 

More symbolically, Scottish sports teams compete separately fiom the UK's.40 Also, 

there are many Scottish militaxy units in the British armed forces. 

Net emigration in the 18th and 19th centuries also served as a safety valve, 

acting as an avenue for the economically disadvantaged. This helped to moderate 

unernployrnent and bhmt discontent which rnight have been exploited by nationalists. 

National-- as opposed to provincial- identity, was retarded by other factors as well. 

British history and historians portrayed the Scots as a kind of 'rescued people'. 

McCreadie (1991, 40-1) argues tbat this history portrayed Scots as a backward and 

poor people whose salvation was the Act of Union and the benefits of empire. As so 

fkequently happe- a dominant power promoted its own hegemony by nurturing a sense 

of inferior@ amongst the subject people. The active discouragement and repression of 

native languages s m e d  to limit the use of Scots and Gaelic to isolated regions and as a 

vernacula. rather than as a medium for either education or artistic expression. Cultural 

matters suffered after the Union of the Crowns (1 603) when the patronage of the court 

for the arts (in Scotland) ceased, and artists, poets, and musicians moved south to 

London @aiches 1964, 11). More importantly for the development of political 

mtionalism, no nationdist intelligentsia articulated an independence vision for 

Scotland.41 Without such political actors and by depending on the British Empire for 

40 The four constituent nations of the ' C .  compete separately in World Cup soccer 
and at the Commonwealth garnes where each tearn cornpetes under its own flag and 
national anthem. 
41  According to Paterson (1 994, 65) Scottish nationalkt expressions differed kom 
those of Continental Europe in the 19th century in several important ways. First, cultural 
distinctiveness, found especially in romantic literature of Scott and others, was viewed 
by most politicians as a private matter, unrelated to the forrn of the state. Also, the 



economic growth it is litîle wonder that Scotland lacked any serious nationalist 

expression until the end of the 19th century and even then this movement was primarily 

concerned with seeking home nile and not independence. From the 1880s to the 1920s 

'nationalism' was c o f i e d  to Home Rule movements taking their cue fi-om Ireland. 

Taken together these meaSuTes have helped to preserve a sense of Scottish identity whiIe 

discotraging Scottish nationalism, and, in a limited fashion, instilling a sense of 

Bntishness. In one view: "Becmse England was regarded as the fount of reason and a 

bulwark of Protestantism, emulating the country became the major preoccupation of 

Scottish politicians, whether local or national" (Brown 1996,6). 

There had always been a core of intellectuals and cultural figures supporting 

cultural renaissance in Scotland and a r e m  to statehood. However these voices were 

rarely heard by the public at large. Nationalism remained off the political agenda in 

Scotland because it served no pressing need. The primary concerns in Scottish politics 

in the h t  halfof the 20th century were the economic stmggle of the working class and 

the fight to extend the £i-anchise. These battles were interpreted not by nationalist, but by 

class discourses. 

The twentieth century mi& in a legislative history, one day be cded the 

devolution century. There have been close to two dozen bills proposing home d e  for 

Scotland; none of these has passed. Frustrated aspirations combined with a sense of a 

declining empire slowly made nationalist politics more tenable to some Scots (still a 

minority of course). The conclusion of the First World war saw the ernergence of new 

military powers in the new Soviet Union, Japan and the United States. Britain began to 

recognize the self-determination of many of its colonies, including Canada (Dominion 

Act, 193 1). These dispensations of autonomy and independence would serve to rnake 

the message of Scottish nationalists even more palatable in decades to corne. 

Enlightenment tradition stressed universality and progress. nius, the adoption of 
superior English n o m  was viewed as a natural social developrnent. Official nationalism 
found room for a strong Scottish identity compatible with Union and empire building. 



Home nile ha4 between 1880 and 2920, been the subject of considerable debate 

@rand 1978, 39). It is generally agreed that Horne Rule would have been granted to 

Scotland and Wales had not war and depression pushed conslitutional refom fiom the 

agenda. Home Rule as a policy had emerged fkom the Irish experience and renected the 

political clout of the then thriving Liberal party. Gladstone had endorsed Home Rule as 

a means to sohe the 'Irish question' and advocated it 'dl round' for the various nations of 

Bntain. The Liberal party introduced legislation in 1884 to establish the Scottish Ofnce. 

Despite this, the lukewarm enthusiasrn with which Smttish Home Rule was met by 

successive British govemmmts encouraged the genesis of a number of organizations. 

From 1885 to 1906 the ruling Corservative party's opposition to Insh Home rule 

extended to opposition to similar katment of  Scotland. By 1 9 1 8 the Liberal party was 

effectively destroyed from within and hopes for Home Rule temporarily dashed. 

Labour had never placed a high priority on Home Rule although prominent 

Scottish rnembers had endorsed it (Keir Hardie). English Labourites were largely 

indifferent and the straio of socialism dominant at the beginning of this century focused 

keenly on societal transformation and the reduction o f  disparity. Some Scottish 

socialists, like Glasgow-Gorbals MP, George Buchanan, introduced Home Rule bills, 

but the govemments of the day viewed it as a low pnorify and such bills died of neglect 

rather than outrïght hodity.  42 

Home Rule then suffered fiom the dernise of the Liberal party and from the 

ascension of the Labour party, which for the rnost part viewed devolutionary proposals 

as a distraction. Brand (1978,461 argues that the tenor of British politics changed with a 

steady diminution in Britain's statu as a world power f?om the beginning of the 

century. This change had important implications for Scotland's position in the Union. 

The Boer war demonstratecl the extent to which the Empire had declined. Later, the First 

42 Between 1889 and 1927 there were 14 Home Rule Bills and Motions introduced 
into parliament. Al1 were defeated (Brand 1978,43). 



World war weakened Britain but more importantly changed British political culture. As 

in Gemiany, a new generation of wxiters and artists reflected the ennui of a society 

demoralized by war and frustrated by their political elites.43 The First World war was 

intendd, at Ieast partly, to resolve the political statu of smaller nations. The & m a t h  

of the Great war served to make more palatable other f o m  of political organization. 

The primary beneficiary of the discontent outlined above was the Labour p w .  

The primary political cleavage became that of class. Union struggles and the talent of the 

Labour partyls politicians served to rnarguialize Scottish nationalism as a political force 

in Scotland. Brand (1978, 171) observes that Labour had not only the talents of 

politicians like Ramsay MacDonald and Keir Hardie but also could rely on the 

organizational resources of the trade unions. Only when the dominance of class 

cleavage seemed to fade during the 1960's could the SNP hope to becorne a force in 

Scottish politics. 

The Scottish National Party and Its Antecedents 

Complementing the nse of formal political organizations seeking Home Rule 

was a kind of cultural renaissance in Scottish literary circles. The two spheres fiequently 

overlapped and a number of writers of this era were actively involved in politics. Part of 

the blame for the factional and fkagmented nature of the Scottish national movements 

may be attrïbuted in some part to these intellectuals. Webb (1977,47) observes that: 

The skill of the intellectual is his ability to categonse, remange and manipulate 
concepts Ïnto a coherent and ofken persuasive format. A political party needs 
such persons for they provide a creative element. But the dominance of 
intellectuals usudy  means that there is no "party line," the love of debate and 
dispute taking precedence over the need to present a united front. 44 

43 AlmOnd and Verba (1965) found that Bntons shared a political culture of 
deference which fostered a "civic culture". Bntish political history suggests that this 
culture of deference has been less prevalent than behavioralist political scientists 
contend. 
44 W. Oliver Brown, a founding member of the National Party of Scotland 
rernarked, "1 bitterly regret the day when 1 compromised the uni@ of my party by 
admitting a second member" (Webb 1977,54). 



Perhaps it was the legacy of the Kailyard which encouraged the reactionary tum 

taken by writers and activists in the late 18th and eariy 19th centuries. The k t  chair of 

the Scottish Home Rule Association ( S m ) ,  John Stuart Blackie, was iduenced by 

German nationalists like Herder (Hanham 1969, 40). Blackie argued for Scots 

pronunciation, admired Highland culture and criticized English influences in education. 

The SHRA's objective was to "Foster the National sentiment of Scotland, and to 

maintain her national rights and honour" (Hanham 1969, 120). In addition to the SHRA 

a number of publications promoted Scottish culture- Thomas Wannliss was the anti- 

English publisher of The l'?zi.de fkom 1909 to 1918, joined by Scottish Pat>iot, a 

culturally oriented journal, and Stuart Erskine's Gyth na Bliadhna (Hanham 1969, 122- 

123). Erskine spent much of his life attempting to revive Gaelic and usher in a Celtic 

revival. In 1 9 14 he wrote: 

The Celtic culture takes its rise fkom the soiI of Scotland, and bears the 
indelible impress of the collective genius of the nation- To the angliciang 
tendencies of the new feudalism it opposes a body of beliefs and aspirations 
which are drawn fiom the purest native sources. . . Hitherto, what is called the 
Celtic renaissance has been confined to the Gaelic-speaking parts of the 
Kingdom. It is now time for that movement to descend fiom the hills, and to 
endeavor to interest the English-speaking Celt of the plains in the manuers of 
his pre-feudalized forefathers (Hanham 1969, 125). 

Erskine was not alone in his conceni for language, custom, and nation. Suiular 

voices were heard on the left. Keir Hardie, founder of the Scottish Parliamentary Labour 

Party, agreed that national custorns were "part of our very being" and as such needed 

protection through the existence of a national parliament (Hanhm 1969,83). 

The SHRA was an important organization but shared the fate of the British 

Liberal party (ali Liberal MPs were members) as the SHRA had always been closely 

linked with it prior to 1914. Mer  the £kt world war the organization relied more on the 

Labour party and trade union support.45 The SHRA's modus operandi was to organize 

and stir public opinion with the hope of innuencing Scottish members of Parliament to 

45 Such was the link to organized labour that some Conservative supporters of 
Home Rule refused to speak at SHRA meetings (Brand 1 978, 178). 



sponsor Home Rule bills. The SHRA's leadership was eager to represent the full 

spectnun of Scottish society and carefully avoided appeals to partisan politics. 

For al1 of its efforts the SHRA was a relatively consmative organization seeking 

control over Scottish affairs by a Scottish assembly. As 1 will argue, there is continuity 

in this elernent of Scottish history; the patience and reasonableness of autonomy- 

seeking organizations made it possible for successive governments to ignore their 

demands. Time and tirne again MPs sponsored bills which languished at the cornmittee 

stage. By the end of the 1920s R. E. Muirhead, leader of SHRA, despaired of the 

Iobbying approach and in 1925 encouraged the mernbership of SHRA to approve the 

creation of a national party. The mernbership rejected this motion and by the end of the 

1920's Muirhead lef? the SW2.A to stand as a candidate in a g e n d  election. In the 

absence of his leadership, the organization collapsed. 

The Great Depression stimulatecl considerable discontent in Scotland and 

created an atmosphere conducive for the growth of honalism. The SNP was not, for 

the rnost part, the beneficiary of this political discontent. Webb (1 977,77) comments: 

It was not apparent to most people that nationalism had any ready solution for 
the troubles that beset Scotland, while the Labour party had a coherent policy 
and promised to aid the most disadvantaged in society. Many of the early 
nationalists, although perturbed by the economic state of Scotland, were in the 
main motivated by a fear for Scottish culture which they saw as being 
increasingly anglicized. But the survival of a Scottish dialect means little to an 
wemployed factory worker when others are promising more work or 
unemployment benefits. It is noticeable that since its early days as a political 
party the cultural content of the SNP progam has become less obvious, and the 
emphasis upon economic and social matters p a t e r .  The nationalist political 
party, which began by stressing on every occasion the unique cultural identity 
of the Scottish people, now assumes it. No longer does it need to be stressed, 
but rnerely mobilized fiom tirne to time. 

The Depression marks the end of cultural nationalism as a politicalIy salient force. 

Webb (2977,115) argues that the party deemphasized culture in order to shrug off any 

idealist or romantic image, preferring to present the nationalist argument as a sober 

political and economic one. Ethnic or cultural content was not rooted out; cultural 

symbols and myths are employed for motive effect; but in matters of policy, cultural 



matters have been minimized In a sense then, this shift represents a transition f?om 

cultural nationalism to a more deliberate political nationalism. Scotüsh nationalism 

would now assert an alternative constitutional fùîure, and cease nrminating on a 

rnythical, idealized past. 

From 1942-- d e r  the party split over conscription and WWII--until 1960, the 

party's fortunes fell considerably. The party entered a period of isolation. After having 

purged the party of those, like John MacComÏck, who supported cross-party alliances 

for the goal of an elected Assembly, the S N P  enjoyed intemal unity in the midst of 

popular neglect This status can be accounted for by two post-1945 developments. Fi&, 

the Atlee govemment brought great changes to the organization and administration of 

public life. Administrative devolution and new govement/pnvate initiatives created a 

clirnate of economic expectation. Second, the Sconish Covenant Movement had attracted 

2 million signatures on behalf of its campaign to acquire a Scottish Assembly. Although 

this movement would dtimately fail in the early 1950s, its initial effect was to Sap 

support fiom the ShT and marginalize its political presence.46 At a time when neither 

the Labour nor the Cornervative parties were interested in devolution, the Covenant 

movement served as a lightening rod for those inclined toward constitutional change. 

Nor have appeals to linguistic based ethnic identity been very successful in 

Scotland in the 20th century. First, unlike Wales, Scotland lacks a widely-used separate 

language. Gaelic survives in isolated parts of Scotland and is probably spoken by no 

more than 65,000 people (McLeod 1997, 106).47 For the vast majorïty of the 

population, language lacks salience as a political issue. Similarly the cornmon tradition 

46 Levitt (1 998,34) argues that the Covenant was unable to change the landscape of 
Scottish politics because it was nin by 'outsiders' who had little electoral impact. It was 
unsuccessful at long-term mobilization for specific policy goals. If there had been no 
Covenant movement there might have been greater support for the only political party 
advocating change to the constitutional status quo. 
47 Beresford (1985, 52) argues that d e  SNP was slow to develop policy io support 
Gaelic. The party set up a Gaelic secretariat in 1968 and only in 1974 was a policy 
adopted which would see Gaelic offered in al l  Scottish schools. For cornparison, there 
are 500,000 speakers of Welsh (McLeod 1997, 106). 



of Protestantism between Scotiand and England hinders the use of religion as a resource 

for mobilizing national sentiment 

A recent court case in the UK, reported in a column by JeBey Simpson, "The 

Scots know how to tangle ethnic identity with nationhood," published in the Globe and 

Mail on 4 March 1997, concemed the charge by three discharged Scottish fight 

attendants that they had been fired because they were Scots. The industrial tribunal 

dismissed the case, arguing that Scots could not be viewed as a separate ethnic group 

and thereby quafi@ for protection under the 1976 Race Relations Act The ûibunal 

presiding over the case argued that Scots and English are of the same racial stock and 

therefore discrimination could not be based on ethnicity. This case clearly demonstrates 

the contestable nature of ethnic identity. For most Scots, however, distinct ethnic identity 

is a non-issue, with over 90 percent expressing vaqing degrees of Scottishness (see 

Table 2). This may not have a political expression, but the sense of Scottish 

distinctiveness is ovenvhelming. This does little to i d o m  academic disputes as to the 

sources of group distinctiveness but does confirm the presence of something 

approxirnating an ethnic consciousness among Scots. 

Table 2 
National Identity In Scofland, 1992 (Percent) 

Scottish not British 19 

Scottish more than British 40 

E P ~ Y  33 

British more than Scottish 3 

British not Scottish 3 

None, don't know 1 

Source: J. Brand et al (1993) cited in Keating (1 996,237). 



The popdar culture of the Kailyard is at least mildly embmassing to most Scots 

and, as discussed above, was quite useless in fomenting a nationalist, or any other, 

critical discourse in Scotland. The Scottish histonan, T. C.  Srnout (1994, 109) argues: 

"The point to be made here is thaf in popdar culture, Scottish history today appears as 

the stuff of heritage industry, colourful and episodic, but basicdy not serious. It is a 

poor foundation on which to identiQ a Scottish Nation with a confident and empowered 

State. '' 

The SN? has chosen to emphasize the incornpetence and neglect of the British 

state in its literature, but has not appealed to anti-Engtishness.48 Naim (1981) and 

others have expressed the view that the absence of an explicit concern with culture on 

the part of the public and the lack of a threat of cultural submergence can be traced to a 

well-understood and widely-heId sense of Scottish identity in Scotland. This is an 

example of what Billig (1995) refers to as "banal nationalism"; this nationalism is 

implicit, inarticulate and second-nature. Its power, for McCrone, lies in its capaciw to 

routinize political orientations. In Scotland, football, the d t a r y ,  and the three pillars of 

Scottish sociew--the Church of Scotland, the legal and education systems--have served 

to remind Scots that they are Scots. Naim ( 2  98 1) traces the genesis of nationalism in 

Scottish politics to the discovery of oil, the rapaciousness of international finance and oil 

companies, and the concomitant 'uneven development'. Nationalisrn, for Naim, was 

mobilized by activists in response to the inbuion of international capital. 

The SNP's electoral history following the second world war may be 

characterized as: sporadic successes up to 1970; the explosive growth of the early 

1970s; and the subsequent return to modest and sporadic success in the 1980s. 

May 1945 marked the party's first electoral victory, in the Motherwell by- 

election. Dr. Robert McIntyre, d l  an active figure in the party, had held this seat for 

48 This does not imply that anti-English sentiment is not found in Scottish sociew 
as a whole (see Chapter 6).  



o d y  two rnonths when Labour swept into power in June of 1945. StÏll, this victory in 

the Labour heartland helped sustain hope for electoral success and provided the party 

with a great deal of attention. 

Despite the pars's modest resources and political profile it rnanaged to grow 

considerably in the 1960s and 1970s. The party had more branch organïzations than 

either Labour or the Conservative party in the mid-1970s (Brand 1978, 269).49 In the 

Conservative and Labour parties, memberships have been organized dong electoral 

boundarïes. SNP branches exist whereva 20 paid members of the parfy gather to 

represent a community (whether a village or a city).so This reflects a cornmitment to 

grassroots organizing by the pariy. This is also a pragmatic response to a highly 

heterogeneous membership which, in the 1 960s-70s, occupied a broad ideological 

spectrum and contained those interested in independence alone as well as those 

(primarily of a social dernocratic hue) who placed independence within a broader set of 

political objectives viewed as unachievable in the UK. 

In 1970 the party won its fïrst seat in a general election. Cooler heads might 

have reacted with concem that the party's £üst seat was the isolated constituency of 

Western Isles, connrming perhaps, that the S N P  was a pariy of highland rornanticism. 

In fact the party becarne increasingly technomtic, with patriotic songs contined to the 

pubs during party conferences. The SNP began and continues to conduct itself as the 

party of pragmatists. The battle for independence, it seerns, will be won with charts, 

diagrams and analysis supporting the practical and prudent case for independence. 

49 The Conservative and Unionist Party in Scotland is really a cadre party rather 
than a mass one meaning that the organization is primarily evident during election 
carnpaigns and is hierarchical and elite driven. 
50 In May of 1962 the SNP had 18 branches with 867 members (Brand 1978, 
269). In 1 97 1 the party had 5 18 branches and approxirnately 125,000 members(Brand 
1978,270). By cornparison, the British Labour overall has experienced a steady decline 
in membership. In the early 1950s the party had one million members in the UK overall, 
by the end of the 1980s this figure had declined to 3 00,000 (Ware l996,8 8) 



As h e  hm gone on, the S N P  electorate has changed considaably. A  fa^ 

general rernarks wi be made. First the party's support has shifted to the left since the 

1 970s. Secondly, the party has tended to attract younger mernbers of the new-middle 

class.S1 The party has tended to walk an electoral tightrope, avoiding appealing to any 

particular segment of Scottish society exclusively. In the 1960s and 1970s SNP gains at 

the ballot box tended to corne at the expense of the Conservatives, but in recent years the 

prîmary source of defectors to the SNP has been the Labour party. This trend should 

not be exaggerated, however; Labour currently holds 56 seats of 72 in Scotland and 

remains the dominant party in polls. Levy (1 995,296) observes that the S N P  has shified 

between a social-democratic plafonn and a more centrist position on the political 

spectrum. The 1970s saw the most public and acrirnonious manifestation of the left- 

right debate, when the centrist majority in the leadership expelled the more socialist 

elernents. Yet, commenting on the SNP and Plaid Cymn~ Levy (1995, 296) observes 

that: "In 1992, both the S N P  and Plaid Cymnr (hereafter Plaid) could be described as 

socialist parties which also happened to be nationalist. It would have been difficult to 

make the same judgment in 1979." 

The socialist positioning of the SNP today cm be attributed to the shift in 

ideological positions by the two main political parties to the right and the subsequent 

ascendancy to the leadership of socialists within the SNP. The post-1970s move to the 

lefi on the part of tbe S N P  is part of a strategic attempt to gain needed support in the 

central belt of Scotland and has yielded results. An ICM p o l  taken in February 1998 

showed the SNP to be the second most popular choice among Glasgow voters (29 

-- 

5 1 This might also reflect the general phenornenon of dealignment (Beer 1982; Alt 
1984); new voters are much less Iikely to hold durable partisan attachments in an era of 
declining union membership and sociai mobility . 

Younger Scots seem more cornfortable with radical constitutional change. A 
Systern 3 poll undertaken in May 1998, reported in an article by Iain Martin, "Young 
voters shift to SNP," and published in Scotland on Sundav on 15 June 1998, showed 
that 73% of 18-24 year olds and 61% of 25 to 34 years olds (sarnple size 1,045) 
favored independence in Europe. 



percent of respondents) for an upcomuig local election (McCrone 1998, 149). This a r a  

has traditionally supported Labour but is one in which the SNP has made inroads in by- 

elections and local elections. Table 3 indicates that the party has managed to maintain 

the support of a substantial portion of manual workers. These figures remain lower than 

those of Labour but manual workers support the SNP in higher numbers than they do 

the Consmatives or Liberal Democrats. 

Table 3 

Support for party by class (percent) 

EZLEY CIass 1974 1979 1984 1989 1992 
1 Conserva- Non- 3 1 46 45 34 34 1 
I tive manual I 

Manual 20 28 19 15 18 
Labour Non- 26 24 22 32 29 

manual 
Manual 44 47 61 54 

Liber&+ Non- 9 11 23 9 14 
manuai 
Manual 7 8 9 5 8 

SNP Non- 29 18 9 22 21 

1 1 

Source: Brown et al 1996, 15 1. By voting intention. 
+ Liberals include Liberal, Lïberal/SDP Alliance, Liberal- 
Democrat. 

October 1974 represents the high water mark of SNP support since its founding 

in 1932. Haviug captured eleven seats, the party was viewed as a force to be reckoned 

with. Its presence forced the Labour government to pass a devolution bill (subject to 

refkrendum) in 1978. This bill ultimately failed to meet the threshold criterion necessary 

for adoption but managed to bring constitutional politics to the foreground in the 1970s. 

However, the 1970s ended on a Sour note for the SNP. The party proceeded to tear itself 

apart both ideologically and through nasty personal attacks blarning various leaders for 

the referendum result and the failure to capitalize on this result in the 1979 general 

election. With Thatcher's victory the constitution faded as an issue, and the struggle 

against neo-conservative fiindamentalism began. 



Only in the mid-eighties did the party factions manage to reconcile. Expelled 

rnembers of the '79 group retumed and now effectively nui the party. Jim Sillars, a 

Labour defector, won Glasgow-Govan in a 1988 by-election. (Following the defeat of 

the 1976 Devolution Bill, Jim Sillars (Labour MP, South Ayrshire) had resigned from 

the Labour Party.) He embarked upon a remarkable political journey which took him 

from the Labour party to the Scottish Labour Party (SLP) and fjnally to the SNP 

(eventually Sillars would leave party politics altogether). What is fascinating is how 

Sillars' evolving political career convergd with the development of the SNP. Sillars was 

convinced, in Eght of the centraliziDg tendencies inherent in UK govemance as well as 

the EEC, that a Scottish Assembly was an essential political cuuntemeight (1 986, 59). 

His newly created SLP favored maximum devolution withh the UK- 

For Sillars the defection fkom the Labour party brought a great deal of personal 

grief and essentially ended a promising political career. However, his defection also 

brought benefits. In his own words, upon "escaphg fkom the party's taboos and the 

limitations on thought imposed by trying to fit into what the English majority would 

accept, the intellect became fiee to roam, question, probe and consider all options on 

every issue" (Sillars 198 6,60). For Sillars the options became increasingly clear. How, 

he asked, could Scotland be nd of nuclear bases when the final decision lay with the 

English majority (1986, 62)? The best option available was maximal autonomy, a 

divorce in which oil sharing would be viewed as "civilized and prudent" (1986, 63). The 

devolution debacle entrenched SiUars in this position. The 40 percent amendment to the 

Scotland and Wales Bill was especially insulting in IÏght of the 1975 EEC Referendurn 

which, while also involving a transfer of sovereignty, required only a simple majority. 

The ensuing campaigo in 1979 and the defeat of the Bill causeci Sillars M e r  anguish 

until the electoral annihilation of his SLP in the 1979 General Election led him to again 

reconsider his political options. 



Sillars had regarded the SNP with suspicion as "much of what the SNP 

leadership said was a denial of the validity of a socialist reading of Scottish history and 

the need for Socialist solutionsf1 (1986, 76). Happily for Sillars, the '79 ginger group 

had formed by this time and promised to tackle the divide between class and nationalist 

politics. In April 1980, Sillars joined the SNP and much of the party's serious 

intellectual maturation and electoral consolidation can be traced to the force of his ideas 

and personality. It would be Sillars who wouId rejuvenate the party, introducing the 

'Independence in Europe' policy which would prove so successful. The party's 

expectations for the 1992 election were dashed, yet polls have indicated unprecedented 

support for constitutional change in Scotland.52 

Lmy (1995: 304) argues that support for the S N P  is "now quite diffuse both 

geographically and demographically." With few exceptions it has tended to receive at 

least 10 percent of the vote in each constituency. Table 4 shows the performance of the 

party at General elections. Map 2 provides a detailed constituency profile of the SNP 's 

1997 General election performance. Data from the early seventies to the early nineties 

(Table 3) indicate that the SNP has spanned class distinctions. This is consistent with 

the tendency for Scots to view themselves as distinct fiom other Bntons. Support for the 

party transcended class distinctions with no clear class orientation to supporters. 

- -- 

52 The SNP conducted the 1992 carnpaign under the premature slogan "Free by 
'93". This goal was not achieved but subsequent performances at by-elections provided 
hope in the period before the 1997 election. Currently the SNP has 6 seats in Angus, 
Banff & Buchan, Galloway and Upper Nithsdale, Moray, Perth, and Tayside (see Map 
Two). 



Scotland 

Liberal Dernocrai 
Scattish National HP,, 
~abour Party 

Voting Constituencies 

S.Cimibernairld& Kilsyth 
6. Falkirk West 
7.Pniilcy No& 
8. Glasgow 
9. Hamilton Noah & BellshiIl 
10.Airdic & Shom 
I l .  Hamilmu South 
12. East K W &  
13. Kilmamock & Loudaun 
14. Eastwood 
15. C M I n n m  Noah 
16.Paisfcy South 
17.Cunninghamc South 
18.Ayr 
I9.FaIlark East 
U) . Linlithgow 
21. Livingston 
22. Edinburgh West 
23. Coatbridgc 8t Chryston 
2.4. Edinburgh Pentlands 
LS.Edinburghcenwl 
26. Edinburgh South 
Li. Edinbrirgh No& & Lcith 
!K Edinburgù East & Mrissclbrpg 
W - Kirkcaldy 
iO-Fife Central 
)l.hmfcrmline Ean. 
12. Dunfamliac wcst 
13. D t m h t o n  
M. Midlo<hiap 
1S.EaStLoth 
16 - Dundee East 
17. Dundec West 
l8.Angus 
19 .Abe- 
K).Canick, Cumnodc & 

Doon Valley 
11 . Uydesddc 

Source: (The Times May 4,1997) 



Table 4 

Electoral Performance of the Scotosh National Party 

r Year Seats fought Percentage of vote Percentage of total 
in seats fought Scottish vote (seats 

won) 

1 974 (Feb.) 70 22.1 21.9 (7) 

1974 (Oct.) 71 30.4 30.4 (1 1) 

1997 72 21.9 21.9 (6) 
Sources: McCrone 1992, 152; Brown et al 1996, 8. 

Conciusion 

The SNP is clearly a civic nationalist party in that the conception of Scottishness 

is clearly a territorial and voIuntaristic one rather than one based on some combination 

of "race," language, religion and the like. It has attempted to appeal to aU segments of 



Scottish society in its efforts to secure independence. Many obsemers have noted the 

absence of a politically salient Scottish culture. Breuilly (1994,323) argues that: 

Even if there was a sense of cultural identity it appears to have had no 
political relevance until the 1960s and has had only an implicit reference in SNP 
propaganda It is in any case difficult to specify the content of this silent culture. 
Many cultural features, for example dialect, exist elsewhere, including English 
regions. Gaelic has played no role in modern Scottish nationalism, where 
English was established as the principal language through much of the country 
in the medieval period, unlike the Welsh language in Welsh nationahm. The 
absence of a powerfid cultural nationalist movement since the nineteenth century 
has meant that there is no diçtulcctively Scottish iiterature or art. Hugh 
McDiamiid stands out as much because of his isolation as because of his 
ability. Most of the Scottish 'traditions' in which tourists delight are the product 
of the of the first 'tourists', English Victorians; they were kept sentimental and 
harmless and were celebrated only after the societies of the Highlands which 
inspired them had been safely destroyed. 

The SNP has persisted despite lengthy periods of electoral failure and has only 

been able to exert a salient presence in Scottish politics since the 1970s. The goal of 

independence now seems redistic, and hence the question of whether independence can 

ameliorate the problems associated with the status quo is more relevant than ever. The 

historical and social context of Scotland's political system has provided fertile ground 

for a civic rather than an ethnic nationalism. The task now huns to analyzing the SNP's 

responses to the challenge of independence. Whether the party can create the kind of 

solidarity necessary for a united stance in favor of a kind of constitutional patriotisn or 

rooted cosrnopolitanism in the face of mobile capital and supra-national integration 

remain important questions to which I now tum. 



Chapter 4 

The PoLitical Economy of Scottish Nationalisrn 

Nationalists seek their own polis and consider sovereignty the pinnacle of 

collective citizenship within the community of nations. Nationalists take, as natural, 

the view that al1 identifiable cormnunities have a self-evident right to 'fieedom'; 

'independence'; or 'sovereignty'. In t h i s  chapter, I critically examine the Scottish 

National Party's conceptions of sovereignty as well as challenges to this project. In an 

era of globalization (economic, cultural and political), one cannot take for granted 

pIatitudes about the freedom of nations or states. Articles of faith regarding the 

sanctity o f  state autonomy persist uncomfortably alongside mobile financial capital, 

increasing awareness of the interdependence of economies and ecosystems, and 

declking state competence in relation to vexing socio-economic problems. Today, 

sovereignty is marked by serious limitations with which the SNP must grapple. The 

civic nationalism of the SNP is a flexible doctrine detenmined to make the case for the 

independence of Scotland within the limits imposed b y the obligations of membership 

in the European Union (EU). The SNP's case for independence is based on two 

themes: the greater effectiveness of policy making in smaller states, and the enhanced 

economic oppominities available to a self-goveming Scotland. 

Few, if any, political jurisdictions, currently or historically, can be seen to 

have held complete autarchic and unfettered sovereignty. 1 am not clairning that the 

SNP holds this view either. Rather, there are, in my view, novel and weighty 

irnpediments to political autonomy brought on by market forces (that is, private and 

unaccountable forces) sheltered by their power and fluid structure. The debate over 

independence in Scotland has been conducted primarily at the level of emotion, 

grievance and a sense that independence will provide a speedy solution to a long-term 

problem. My aim is to broaden the debate in order to weigh often ignored realities. 



Nationalism, however defined, must contain two central elements. First, 

nationalists must claim to speak for an identifiable community upon which they wish 

to confer citizenship. Citizenship here refers to that bundle of rights and privileges 

enjoyed by the rnembers of a particular comrnunity. The other element dealt with here 

is that of sovereignty, that is, the rights and privileges conferred upon a political 

comrnunity within the existing state systern. This status permits states to enter into 

treaîies with other state 'actorsl and, among other things, maintain a monopoly over 

the legitimate use of force within a particular temtory. 

In the case of the SNP, the cornmitment to independence must be reconciled 

with the challenges facing the Westphalian state. Any civic nationalist rnovement 

faces the task of making its sovereigntist program realizable within a given (though 

not immutable) international framework of rules and institutions. My intention is to 

analyze SNP policy and discourse regarding iovereignty in order to evaluate the 

ability of such a program to serve as a solidarity-building form of community 

defense, and template for democratic renewal in the 21st century. Two obvious but 

essential questions are posed: What is sovereignty for? Can a degree of sovereignty 

necessary for meaningful autonomy be had by small states at the end of the 20th 

century? 

The chapter examines the evolution of the discourse of the SM regarding the 

political economy of sovereignty as manifested in oil politics. On the basis of this 

analysis, 1 will argue that the S N P  has had some difficulty in confionting the 

challenges to sovereignty which may reduce the scope of decision-making in an 

independent Scottish state and therefore reduce the civic-nationalist projectls ability 

to provide democratic renewai and self-determination. The past is indeed a prison: the 

party's fundamental demand for sovereignty is both a strength and a weakness. It is a 

strength in that appeals based on historical precedent and grievance have a great deal 

of political influence (particularly when history appears to repeat itself) but it is a 



weakness in that the imagined nation-state of Scotland belongs to an era in which 

sovereign states enjoyed a greater measure of self-determination. Here 1 cast doubt on 

the simplistic equation which sees oil revenues bankrolling an extensive Scottish 

welfare state. Instead, the extent to which SNP economic goals c m  be attained in an 

independent state will depend on the ability of Scotland to diversi@ the economy and 

encourage a national consensus on the proper mode1 for economic development. 

McLean (1970, 370) has called nationalism "flexible and protean." The 

Scottish National Party to which McLean refers has exemplified these very 

characteristics. While the period fYom 1945 to 1959 represented a hiatus for the party 

in terms of policy innovation, one sees substantive changes arising as events salient to 

Scotland emerged. The evolution of the SNP can be traced through its responses to 

emergent issues such as oil discovery or European integration. The task, then, is to 

examine the party's positions on these matters in relation to the content of 

sovereignty. 

The party was founded in April of 1934 in response to the failure of Scotland 

to achieve Home Rule as Ireland had done. The party had numerous antecedents, 

primarily cultural ones, emphasizing a Gaelic renaissance (Scots National League) 

and other groups concerned with the promotion of Scottish literature (Scottish 

National Movement). The SNP Constitution states that the Party's objective is: "The 

restoration of Scottish national sovereignty by the estabIishment of a democratic 

Scottish government whose authority will be limited only by such agreements as will 

be fieely entered into with other nations in order to further international cooperation 

and world peace" (Quoted in Brand 1978, 305). This formal, rather general, statement 

of principle has, in the authorfs view, obscured potentially serious obstacles to 

secming such a level of sovereignty. This c m  be seen quite readily in the debates and 

campaigns surrounding oil resources. 



Sovereionty and Economic Nationaiîsm: SNP Oïl Pollcv 

Ln October 1970, British Petroleum made a commercial petroleum strike in the 

North Sea 110 miles northeast of Aberdeen. This helped deflate a p o w d  and long- 

standing arament of the unionist parties: that Scotland was too poor to go it done. 

This was particularly important psychologically because the following year Upper 

Clyde Shipbuilders went bankmpt at a cost of 6000 jobs (Baur 1988, 1348). More 

than a shutdown, this event signaled the end of the era of shipbuilding. 

Five giant oil fields were found in dl, accounting for 3 1 per cent of UK oil 

reserves, and these were expected to ernploy as many as 40,000 people (Baur 1988, 

1348). The S N P  was presented with an enormous political oppominity. Rather than 

pressing on with a campaign against British membership in the EEC, the party 

immediately put oil at the top of the agenda. The National Council approved then- 

leader Gordon Wilson's three steps to iodependence (Mm 1992, 132). These were: 1) 

attain a devolved Scottish assembly; 2) take control of the newly found oil reserves 

and; 3) achieve 'fkeedom' for Scotland. By September 1972, the party had adopted 

two slogans: 'It's Scotland's Oil' and 'Rich Scots or Poor Britons'. The party could now 

point to an issue of vital importance to Scotland and claim to be the legitimate 

defender of the interests of the nation. As Levy argues, the SNPrs position changed 

the politics of oil (Levy 1990). Whereas the Conservative and Labour parties fought 

over the pnvate/public ownership dimension, the SNP claimed the nationalist one. 

The emphasis upon Scottish sovereignty distinguishes the SNP position from that of 

the mainstream parties. The Conservatives viewed oii as a magnet for investment; 

Labour viewed it as a vehicle for enhancement of the welfare state; while the SET 

viewed oil as the currency with which the prize, statehood, could be purchased. In the 

period between the elections of 1970 and February 1974, oil preoccupied the SNP. 



However, events outside the UK and political concems within confkoonted the 

nationalists and forced a reappraisal of the 'oil campaign'. 

It is interesting to note how much the oil issue changed the discourse o f  the 

S m .  A substantive economic study, commissioned by the SNP in 2969, identified 

the problems with Scotland's econorny, as well as potential solutions to these 

problems. Economist David Simpson argued that the case for independence was not 

subordinate to economic arguments, but that this case was made easier b y  the 

misrnanagement of the Scottish economy by the UK govemment. Interestingly, not 

one comment is made about oil (even the potential of oil resources which might have 

been assumed at that time). The case for independence was based on three primary 

types of economic mismanagement on the part of the UK: demand mismanagernent in 

the form of deflationary measures, which may have been appropriate to South-east 

England, but which had a negative effect on employment in Scotland; secondly, long- 

term neglect of the Scottish economy in the form of the absence of long-term 

planning; thirdly, the mismanagement of the public sector and the absence of 

democratic control of nationalized industry (Simpson 1969,5-8). 

To some degree then, an economic argument for independence had already 

been made before the oil campaign. But there c m  be no doubt that the oil campaign 

strengthened the economic case for independence as well as popular support for 

independence generdly. By the 1970s, oil was a standard feature in SNP literature. In 

It's Time. . . , the S W s  supplement to October 1974 eIection manifesta, oil takes 

center stage. The party clearly identifies the dangers of remaining within the UK as 

long as management of the oil resource remains in the hands of the Westminster 

govemment (Sm 1974,3). 

London Govemments, whether Labour or Tory, or  a coalition of 
English parties, need to exploit Scotland's oil with the greatest possible speed 
in order to reduce the United Kingdom's balance of payments deficit. But the 
London "smash and grab" of Scotland's oil is causing the maximum of social 
and environmental damage while brhging the minimum of economic benefit. 
Scottish industry is not being given time to equip itself to take advantage of 



the industrial opportunities: the jobs generated by the construction boom will 
be short-lived, Ieaving Scotland's unemployment problem as bad d e r  the oil 
has been exhausted as before its discovery. 

Rather than take its place as one of the most "prosperous places in the world" 

Sco tland must stand by and watch the UK government use the resource to stabilize its 

own faltering economy at the expense of the long-term development of Scotland. This 

situation would be remedied by independence (SNP 1974,3). 

A Scottish Government, by contrast, would control the oil companies' 
operations, to insure the development of the oil at a rate which suits Scotland's 
interests, not those of London, the Common Market or the USA. A production 
rate of 50 million tons annually would meet Scotland's own need for oil-- 
some twelve million tons per year-- while leaving a generous surplus for 
export to England and elsewhere. Scottish b s  would have t h e  to establish 
a stake in the oil industry, thereby providing secure long-term employment. 

The revenues provided by oil would also finance investrnent in Scottish 

in.f?astructure, pay for higher pensions, and fund development projects in the Third 

One can forgive the SN? its preoccupation with oil when one looks at the 

value of oil production in the North sea. h British fields, the Department of Energy 

estimated the value of production to be £6.75 million daily (Sm 1977, 72). Another 

pamphlet (SNP 1977b, 2) wams that: 

The choice for Scotland has become even more urgent. The discovery of 
massive oil-fields in the Scottish sector of the Continental Shelf has given us a 
unique opportunity. If we fail to grasp this, then future generations of Scots 
will look back in despair and anger at the great chance which was missed. If 
this present generation of Scots have [sic] the spirit to take control of what by 
right is theirs, we c m  rapidly overcome the bitter legacy of poverty, 
inequality, unemplo yment, ernigration and cultural neglect. S cotland can face 
a new future with renewed dignity and confidence. 

According to the SNP, nationalist pressure in Scotland did secure the siting of 

the British National Oil Corporation (BNOC) headquarters in Glasgow. But, these 

were considered to be "trivial, token gestures" (SNP 1978, 6). The SNP's minimum 

demand for the period fiom 1980-83 was a third of annual revenues (estirnated at 

£1,000 nuilion) from the Scottish sector of the North Sea, to be invested in Scotland. 



With t h i s  share, Scotland could address "the back-log of vital investment in schools, 

hospitals, housing and welfare" (SNP 1978, 7). The replation o f  the oil industry 

would be increased, and the Petroleum Revenue Tax raised fiom 45 percent to 75 

percent (SNP 1978, 7). In addition, the rate of oil extraction would be reduced to 

maxiinize oil and gas revenues and extend the life of the resource. Work permits 

would also be introduced to decrease the number of non-Scottish personnel to 20 

percent of  the total workforce. A Scottish National Oil Company would be 

established to take over the Scottish share of the BNOC. 

Developments outside Scotland contnbuted to ambivalence within the SNP 

regarding the oil carnpaign. Levy (1 990,49-53) observes that the production cuts and 

price rises implemented by OPEC actually hurt the nationalists as their policy on oil 

became linked to that of the unpopular oil cartel. The party was viewed as appealing 

to the greed of voters." The oil campaign, referred to by Levy as "this autarchic neo- 

OPEC position," ended after the February 1974 election. SNP MPs requested that this 

provocative s l o g a n e e ~ g  stop with the advent of rather dose ties between Labour and 

S N P  MPs at Westminster. In any event, oil would soon fade sornewhat from the 

agenda of the SNP as the promise of devolution attracted its earnest attention. 

The oil carnpaign presented an enormous opportunity for the SNP. The 

campaign for statehood had rested on arguments regarding the right of Scots to 

reassurne self-detemination, as well as an assemblage of economic arguments as 

outlined above. With oil, the SNP was able to present a convincing case to Scottish 

voters regarding the economic viability of a Scottish state. On the other hand, new 

" The SNP seemed out of touch with the public at large. Despite the SNP's 
determination to own outright the lion's share of the North Sea finds the public 
seemed to view the issue quite differently. Five polis conducted by the Scotsman in 
1975 indicated that a majority of Scots thought the oil shouId be used to benefit al1 of 
Britain. A December 1975 pou showed that a majority did not even think that the oil 
belonged to Scotland. In fact, close to half of self-identified SNP voters supported 
sharing the oil with the rest of Britain (Lee 1 976, 3 14). 



problems associated with oil booms and primary commodity dependence entered the 

debate and cast a shadow over the crude oil windfall, 

The vigor with which îhe S N P  had grasped oil reflects the persistence of the 

viability problem: Could an independent Scotland survive economically? Oil was 

viewed as the answer to the SNP's rnost vociferous critics.54 On the surface, the 

argument is compelling: enormous oil deposits in a Scottish sector of the North Sea 

might be expected to provide the necessary resources for the rehabilitation of the 

Scottish economy as a whole. Just as oil had e ~ c h e d  the producer states of the 

Middle East, the North Sea deposits would enrich Scotland. As the table below 

shows, North Sea production is less than UK liquid fuel consumption. The S N P  

argument is based on the massive export possibilities which would arise with the 

massive difference between Scottish domestic consumption and total liquid fuel 

production. 

Table 5 

Liquid Fuel Production and Consumption in Petajoules* (1995) 

Production Domestic Consum~tion 
I I 1 Norway 5,99 1 905 I 
UK 5,181 9,080 1 
* Petajoule= 163,400 "UN Standard" barrels of oil. 
Liquid fuels refer to both oil and gas. 
Source: The World Resources Institute et al 1998, 332. 

The argument that North Sea oil would bankroll a prosperous and rejuvenated 

Scottish economy was shadowed by basic elements of the political economy of oil, 

particularly in the early 1970s and later. An oil-dependent Scotland would be 

Oil would do more than improve living standards and infrastructure. The 
Party's manifesto for the February 1974 election suggested that, "an independent 
Scotland, with visibly improving living standards and fairer shares for al1 c m  expect a 
hi& degree of industrial harmony" (Burnett 1975,116)- 



different fiom other single-commodity, dependent states in degree rather than in kind. 

Oil prices have fluctuated considerably in the Zast two decades. Kubursi and Mansur 

(1994, 320) point out that oil was pnced at $5 (US) a barrel in 1970, peaked at $50 

during the Iranian revolution, and plummeted to $22 following the Gulf War. On 25 

April 1998, the Toronto Star reported that oil prices fell to their lowest level, US$ 

13.75 per barrel, since 1965, in March of 1998. According to a report in the 

Economist, published on 5 March 1999, oil remains cheaper today, in real terms, than 

it was in 1973. 

These fluctuations have been the nile, rather than the exception, historically. 

From the First World War until 1960, the "seven sisters" exerted considerable control 

over the oil market (S arnpson 1975)." Initially these companies purchased unlirnited 

concessions from relatively weak governments and, at whim, unilaterally altered 

purchase pnces with scant regard for the national interests of their supplier states. 

With the creation of OPEC in 1960, this omnipotence was substantially reduced, 

while the oil-producing coutries maintained solidarity. But, as Kubursi and Mansur 

(1994, 320) point out, OPEC is a political, rather than an economic, association, and 

as such its rivalries and differing paths to development led to serious disputes over 

pricing policy. The critical importance and economic value of oil is belied by its 

instability as a marketable resource. R i s b  to fïnd, expensive to extract, and ultra- 

sensitive to political instability, oil is less a blessing than it initially appears. Even the 

supply of North Sea oil is not assured. Harvie (1994, 2) argues that "Annual 

production nsing to a second peak in the mid-1990s at around 1 IO million tons (one 

ton of oil equals 7.5 barrels) will eat into about 1900 million tons in reserves; this 

would give around 17 years life to the North Sea, with supply dwindling away in the 

second decade of the new millennium." 

55 The name "seven sisters" refers 
Mobil, Gulf, Texaco, Standard Oil, 
(Burgess 1975). 

to the seven dominant oil companies: Exxon, 
British Petroleum and Royal Dutch/Shell 



Oil certainly had a lucrative promise. By 1984, total revenues peaked at 

£20,000 million (Pike 1996, 56). Direct and spin-off employment reached close to 

100,000 in the UK. From oil ng construction yards to the hospitality industry, 

Northeast Scotland experienced an economic boom. As Pike (1996, 56) argues 

persuasively, however, "this prosperity was tenuous." Two factors served to make 

North Sea oil production a precarious enterprise. The h t  was the political volatility 

which emerged as oïl states began to flex their new-found muscle in order to maintain 

maximum oil prices by nationalizing oil concessions. Furthermore, the Organization 

of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) cut production to punish the West for its 

support of Israel in the Arab-Israeli war of 1973. Oil pnces went up 600 percent in 

the wake of this decision (Pike 2996, 57). Further price rises occurred with the Iran- 

Iraq war. 

Table 6 

Oil Prices SUSharrel(1990 constant) 

Source: The World Resources Institute et al 1998, 332. 

The result of this pnce leap was that oil cornpanies took on nsks that 

othenvise would not have been considered. The North Sea with its hostile 

environment, and the inherent risks associated with oil exploration had made it an 

unattractive prospect for the oil companies. By the early seventies, the fuiancial nsks 

were comparatively reduced. As is so often the case however, unintended 

consequences emerged fiom this decision. Oil markets becarne more, rather than less, 



volatile with the declinkg ability of OPEC to regulate production and, hence, prices. 

Total OPEC exports in 1973 were 30 million barrels/day but fell to 15 million 

barrels/day by 1985 (Pike 59, 1993). Non-OPEC sources exported 1.4 million 

barreldday in 1973 and as much as 5.66 million barrels/day by 1985 (Ibid., 59).56 

The North Sea helped make up the shortfdl in exports caused by OPEC regdation. 

Volatility in the oil market increased in 1985 when OPEC aborted the quota system 

which had been an integral part of the OPEC agreement. Production in the mid- 1 980s 

rose and oil prices fell to $8/barrel. Prices recovered ($18/barrel) with a renewed 

atternpt at quotas in December 19%. The impact of deregdation on oil production 

and prices hurt al1 involved in oil production globally. Hard-hit were the producers 

and communities dependent on oil revenues in the North Sea. In one year (1985-86) 

oil revenues fell 50 percent fkom £20 billion to £9.295 billion (Pike 1996, 61). 

Revenue shortfalis had a spin-off effect on all areas of the oil economy of Scotland. 

Boomtowns experienced waves of bankruptcies and platform yards closed. 

Unemployment increased and housing prices collapsed? In tandem with lower oil 

prices came the depletion of the fields themselves. Pike (1996, 65) argues that North 

Sea oil did not decline because of prices, but because of depletion of the concessions 

themselves. 

At this point, it may be instructive to briefly examine the impact of oii 

discovery on Nonvay, a state which SNP literature fiequently compares with 

Scotland. In the early sixties, oil companies secured exploration nghts in the North 

Sea fiom both Norway and the UK (Nelsen 1992, 3 14-5). Neither state was prepared 

to expend the resources necessary for exploration themselves, and turned to various 

56 Of this total, 2 million barrels a day came f?om the North Sea. 
Northeast Scotland did indeed e&rience rapid development but that was 

followed by rapid decline in the late 1980s. In Grampian region oil-related 
employrnent fell £kom 52,000 in mid-1985 to under 42,000 in 1987 (Pike 1996, 67). 
Over this same penod Scottish bankruptcies increased by over 270 percent, much of 
this in the Northeast. 



oil companies for this purpose.58 The two states differed, however, in the manner in 

which the resource was subsequently developed. As the two states were cornpetitors 

for offshore investment, there was an incentive for the respective govemments to 

avoid overregulation of the companies. In addition, Britain, unlike Norway, had 

reasons to develop the resource quickly in order to secure cheap petroleum, and 

address a chronic balance of payments crisis. Cntically, the British governent was 

unwilling to create an "onerous licensing system" in the North Sea, as this woufd set a 

precedent for British peixoleum interests abroad (Nelsen 1992, 3 15). Norway had no 

such concems, and was prepared to bargain with societal interests fully in mind. 

Furthemore, there was a consensus in Noway regarding state involvement (via a 

national oïl company) and on the regulation of production, a consensus which was 

absent in Bntain. In the 1970s, domestic pressures led to greater and greater 

involvement of the Norwegian state in the production and regulation of petroleum 

resources. This was also tme in the UK when the Labour government was elected in 

October 1974. In 1975 the BNOC was created to manage the resource. Norwegian 

and British policies diverged in the 1980s. As oil prices dropped, Norway reduced the 

number of licenses for exploration and reduced production.59 Norway could do this 

because domestic h e l  demand was a tiny proportion of production. On the other 

hand, Bntain could not halt production in the face of lower prices because of 

58 Harvie (1994, 134) notes that it was estimated that it would cost £300-350 
million to devilop the ~ o t i e s  field. The actual cost (with inflation) was £800 by 
1976. 
59 Three of the cornpanies exploiting Norway's oil resources are Norwegian: 
Statoil (est. 1972) is a public corporation while Hydro and Saga are private 
enterprises. Statoil is 100 percent publicly owned and produces revenues of 
approximateiy SUS 950 million per year. The revenue accruhg fkom oil is staggering. 
In 1995 the govenunent eamed S3.85 billion fi-orn taxes and duties on oil production 
and export (Nonvay Online Information SeMce 1999). Statoii accounted for 41.86 % 
of Norway's total oil production ui 1995 (International Petroleurn Encyclopedia 1997, 
293). 

For comparison's sake, OPEC produced an average of 25.8 billion barrels per 
day in 1 996 compared with Europe's 6.8 (International Petroleum Encyclopedia 1997, 
329). 



domestic demand (Nelsen 1992, 322). Under Thatcher, Britain refused to intentene in 

the oil sector, even in the interest of increasing world oil prices by reducing supply. 

Nelsen (1992, 322) argues that this decision was sensible in Iight of Britain's small 

export to domestic consumption ratio. UnIike Nonvay, which exports most of its 

production, most British production is consurned domestically. Ako, Britain feared 

alienating allies by cooperating with OPEC production strategies. By 1986, BNOC 

was sold as part of the Conservative government's privatization policy . Regulation 

was M e r  diluted to attract greater investment in the British North Sea. 

The British case serves to underline the initial conditions which might limit 

the scope of a Scottish state to enjoy the benefits of oil revenues. These are discussed 

fûrther on, but for now we consider the impact of oil on Norway which has faced far 

less pressure for hasty exploitation of its oil resources, and which has used the 

resources much more carefülly than has the UK. The argument here is that viewing 

Scotland and Norway as similar cases is tempting on the surface, but the underlying 

and important difference is that Scotland would inhent a depleted oil province. In 

addition, we c m  see that even Norway, so fortuitously blessed by nature, has 

experienced econornic troubles of its own after the oïl-boom. 

Miljan (198 1, 16-20) points out several structural problems encountered by 

Norway. Like Scotland, it has an open economy closely integrated with Western 

Europe.60 With this cornes dep endency on the O il-sensitive economies of Western 

Europe for markets for Nonvegian goods. Such sensitivity places Norway in a 

difficult position vis à-vis oil prices. As a srnall producer aiming to maxirnize profits 

According to an article "When Asia sneezes can Scotland avoid catching a 
cold?," by Stephen Boyle and published in Scotland on Sunday on 1 1 January 1998, 
Scotland exports proportionately more goods and services than the rest of the UK, 
accounting for 11.9 percent of UK rnanufactured exports in 1996. Recent economic 
dislocation in Asia may have a disproportionately negative effect on Scotland. 
Devalued Asian currencies have put a Hyundai semi-conductor plant, scheduled to 
open in Dumferline, on indefinite hold. Indeed, a report by the Scottish Office (2000) 
blames the seemingly permanent delay of the plant on over capacity in the semi- 
conductor market. 



to underwrite development, Norway is extremely sensitive to fluctuations in the world 

oil market. Secondly, as an OECD member, Norway is always under pressure to join 

the International Energy Agency (IEA) in which Norway's oil policies would corne 

under pressure to increase production to lower prices and alleviate shortages.61 The 

IEA emerged in response to the oïl shocks of the early seventies. Ausland (1979, 35) 

argues that the aim of the IEA was to flatten OPEC and secure 02 supplies for the 

West. To do so, the IEA set the following goals: 1) Accumulate oil supplies; 2) 

Gather information on oil; and 3) Increase production and total share of petroleurn in 

the event of emergency (Ausland 1979, 34). The IEA wanted to subsume the 

independent energy policies of allies to the overall aims of US foreign policy. A 1977 

joint report by the OECD and IEA commented on Norwegian ambivalence to the 

aims of the IEA. According to Ausland (1979,46) the report argued that the "deferral 

of the production of a cost-competitive reserve creates a requirement for another 

consumer country to develop a more costly reserve or to import additional oil, which 

not only 'beggars thy neighbor' but fails to contribute to the lowering of a common 

economic and political risk." 

In short, Nonvay's energy policies would be constrained by closer 

international ties to allies. As an associate member, rather than a full member of the 

IEA, Norway has managed to maintain a degree of autonomous control over oil 

policy, but other problems have also become evident.62 Since WWII, the Norwegian 

economy has been characterized by its extensive dependence on a few economic 

6 1 It should probably be noted that OPEC membership was never considered by 
Norway ("impossible" in the words of one Nonvegian officia1 (Ausland 1979, 30). 
Also, OPEC reguiations l e t  membership to 'developing' countnes. 
62 Further constraint cornes fiom EEC regulations. A staff article, "Rules on 
offshore oil supply market 'threaten new jobs'," published in the Times (London) on 
3 1 May 1975, reported that, "Although the govemment had made it clear that Britain 
would control the supply of her energy resources, such as North Sea oil, part of the 
pnce of remaining in the EEC was that she would not be able to sell the oil more 
cheaply in Britain than in the other EEC countries." Preferential oil pncing to favor 
induslry in a newly independent Scotland would presumably be similarly re-dated. 



sectors (percent in brackets): mining and manufacturing (40), oil (33), services (25) 

(Nonvegian Ministry of Trade and Industry 2000).63 This mirrors the Scottish 

situation very well, although, in recent years, electronics and whiskey have become 

important exports for Scotland (Brown 1996, 74).G4 Miljan (1981,20) points out that: 

"It may be argued that by 1980 Nonvay had become something of a prisoner of its 

pekoleurn industry; to service its capital invatment debt and the inkastructure of the 

petroleum industry it must discover more oil and produce it." 

Norway, of course, is an independent and sovereign state but is otherwise very 

similar to Scotland in population, economics, and natural endowments.65 The 

Nonvegian case is instructive because it shows, to some extent, the realities of 

resource dependence.66 Like Canada, Norway is described as an "export enclave 

economy" relying mainly upon the export of raw materials and semi-finished 

products for export (Fagerberg et al 1990, 70). The political and economic instability 

fostered by OPEC helped raise the share of oil in Nonvegian exports fiom 0.1 percent 

to 35 percent befxeen 1972 and 1980 (Fagerberg et al 1990, 7 1). The explosion in oil 

exports had important economic consequences in the 1970s with rises in disposable 

a 50 percent of exports fiom services is composed of shipbuilding. 
04 Scotland's economy has diversified somewhat in recent years. Still, 50 percent 
of the UK's exports of agricultural, fishing and forestry products corne fiom Scotland 
(Scottish Office 2000). Most Scottish exports (63 percent) go to EU states. Finns in 
Scotland now produce 28 percent of the European Union's persona1 cornputers and 65 
percent of Automated Teller Machines (Scottish Office 2000). 
6 Comparing Scotland's economy to other countnes is complicated by the fact 
that revenue from the United Kingdom Continental Shelf is calculated separately 
from Scottish economic statistics. Hence, al1 considerations of Scotland's post- 
independence economy depend on important assumptions about the share of the 
UKCS which will go to Scotland, the assumed price of oil, tax rates, and the rate of 
extraction. One respected profile (assuming 1996 oil prices with an 80 percent share 
of the continental shelf) found that Scotland tvould have a GDP per capita of E12, 
996. This figure is slightly higher than the rest of the UK's but well below Norway's 
£2 1,964 (Scottish Office 2000). 
66 Norway is the seventh largest oil-producer in the world. In 1997 it was the 
world's second largest exporter. Petroleum and gas compose 15 percent of GDP 
cornpared with industrial production's 11 percent (Norway Online Information 
Service 1999). Norwegian exports in the 19 80s are said to be partly responsible for 
world market price declines (Karl 1997, 3 1). 



incorne and an expansion in public services. However, the high value of the krone 

stagnated manufacturing, and, by the late 1970s, currency devduation and a full wage 

fieeze were the Labour government's response to this structural crisis. 

Through the 1980s, the growth of both oil production, and of oil's share of 

Norwegian exports (3 6.2 percent in I98S), continued unabated (Fagerberg et al, 76). 

Oil altered the political landscape in Norway and, in 1983, the center-right 

government sought to deregulate the economy and abandon Keynesian management 

strategies. In 1984-85 the government deregulated banking and insurance, lifted 

foreign exchange controls and abolished govemment control of interest rates. 

Fagerberg et al argue that Norwegian economic autonomy was compromised by the 

problem of overproduction of oil(1990, 8 1). Unlike OPEC members who attempted 

to regulate and restrict production in the interest of long-term national interests, 

Nonvay was caught in webs of obligation to allies and could not restrict production 

without antagonizing the US, the International Energy Agency or pro-Israeii elements 

within the government . 

Deregulation of the economy and volatile oil markets in 1986 led to the Ioss of 

Norway's current account surplus. In addition, settlements with workers involving 

shorter working hourç and pay increases reduced international confidence when these 

measures were accompanied by failing oil prices. In essence, the Nonvegian economy 

has increasingly been subject less to the political priorities of Nonvegians than to 

those of outsiders. A recent study comments that: "Since the early 1970's the size and 

velocity of short-tenn capital flows in the world economy have exploded beyond al1 

recognition, making it very difficult for any country with a mixed economy to 

insulaie iiself fiom their impact (Fagerberg et al 1990, 82). These commentators 

argue that increased integration into the post-Fordist world economy effectively led to 

the dismantling of the 'Nonvegian model': a Keynesian welfare state dependent on 

resource extraction. 



The Nonvegian case is unique among oil-producing states. It is frue that it has 

had to deal with the peculiar problems which beset commodity nch economies, but a 

number of factors will determine the nature of the impact of oil booms on a given 

economy. In The Paradox of Plenty, Terry Lynn Karl examines the impact of oil 

booms on petro-states, and concludes that oil-booms can have an extremely negative, 

destructive impact on an economy. Luitialiy oil-booms are viewed as an opportunity 

to "sow the petroleum"; redirect capital into public spending and infrastructure (Karl 

1997, 3). In fact, many petroleum exporting states found themselves woefully 

unprepared for the negative externdities associated with oil-booms. Countries like 

Mexico and Venezuela found themselves more indebted and dependent than before 

oil was discovered. "Dutch disease", the terni c o v e ~ g  the distorting effects of 

commodity booms on other sectors of the economy is partly to blame for the paradox 

of oil producers with ever worsening economic circumstances. Karl argues that oil- 

booms overheat economies because the first reaction of govemments is to spend oil 

revenue, which, in hm, drives demand and consumption in the private sphere with a 

subsequent rïse in inflation and a decline in exporhg sectors of the economy (Karl 

1997, 27-29). These problems worsened when oil dependent economies borrowed on 

the assurnption that oil revenues would remain stable (which they have not), thereby 

increasing debt. In 1987, Venezuela's debt to GNP ratio was 65.3 percent, while 

Nigeria's was 1 12.8 percent (Karl 1997,29). 

Norway's experience differed in important ways from the expenences of 

developing oïl economies. Still, it expenenced ecooomic problems as a result of the 

oil-boom. By 1975, Nonvay had the largest extemal debt of any OECD mernber state 

(Karl 1997,214). This debt was repaid by 1983 but does show how quickly distortion 

and commodity-price instability cm affect an economy. A clear symptom of "Dutch 

disease" was the rnarked decline in the agricultural sector which fell fiom 6 to 4 

percent of GDP, as well as the decline in manufacturing fkom 20 to 15 percent of 



GDP (Karl 1997, 214). The pressures of inflation, wage increases and public 

spending pushed the Krone value up thereby hurting the export of agricultural and 

manufactured goods. However, Norway has been able to reduce the negative 

consequences of its oïl-boom. It has controlled production to mstximize the life of the 

resource, and its wealth before oil penmitted the Norwegian state to negotiate with 

foreign companies in a slow, deliberate and well-informed manner in order to reach 

terms favorable to N0rway.~7The near absence of corruption has also ensured that the 

terms of agreement with the oil companies were equitable and served the interests of 

Norwegians. 

The current economic status of Norway and its highly developed welfare state 

have made oiI revenues less disruptive to the Nonvegian economy than we might 

anticipate being the case in Scotland.68 Scotland's declining shipbuilding, heavy 

industry and rnanufacturing sectors are indicators of an economy undergoing 

structural change. Had al1 oil revenues been channeled into this economy in the 

1970s, matters might be different. Now it seems unrealistic to expect oil revenue to 

miraculously transform Scotland. This is especially so in light of the fact that oil 

reserves are already in decline. Unlike Nonvay, an independent Scotland would not 

be negotiating (over licensing, extraction rates etc.) with oil companies fiom a 

position of strength; rather, it would deal with these companies urgently, needing 

access to revenue to build the institutions of an independent state. Furthemore, with 

each passing year, the attractiveness of the North Sea deposits is reduced by the 

added expense which is incurred in exploiting depleted fields. 

There are also serious economic concerns. According to Harvie (1994, 185), 

an independent Scotland would see the value of its currency rise with the huge oil- 

67 At the tirne of the discovery of oil at Ekofisk in 1969, Norway had the seventh 
highest per-capita GNP among the OECD countries (Galenson 1986, 1). 

In 1970 Norway had the lowest income inequality (Gini index .307) of any 
other OECD country (Galenson 1986,5). 



induced balance of payments. This, in tum, would price Scottish exports out of world 

markets. In response to these concerns, the SNP promised to slow oil extraction, but 

this would lead to unemployment within the oil sector. In 1978 Perthshire East S N 7  

MP Douglas Crawford argued that an independent Scotland would not have "to 

overemphasize production for export" or, in other words, S CO tland's export revenues 

would corne mainly fiom oil and this wodd mediate the impact of an overvalued 

Scottish currency on other exports (Harvie 1994, 194). Since the 1970s nationalists 

envisioned a Swiss or Austrian model in which oil would instead underwrite the 

expansion of a technical tertiary sector and support a viable economy.69 Yet Harvie 

(1994, 124) wondered: "Would a post-industrial world have much need of 

Switzerlands? And what if, before Scotland's Detroit were tidied away, the price of 

oïl were to fall? The notion of a cosy little autarlq living by international trade was 

less tfian beguiling." Indeed, Mercer (1978, 124) estimated in 1978 that the Scottish 

share of the North Sea oil fields had a production life of about thirty years in total. In 

addition, the environmental conditions of the North Sea make oil very expensive to 

extract. This expense requires a minimum barre1 pnce and a sufficient scale of 

production in order to maintain profits. Scottish Office (2000) forecasts suggest that 

capital expenditure by oil companies and exploration fkms will decline fiom 6 billion 

pounds (1 999/2OOO) to half of this by 2003-2004. 

An independent Scotland might find itself uncomfortably dependent on a 

volatile oil market, and the foreign investment necessary to extract oil. In its rush to 

69 The model referred to here is that elaborated by Peter Katzenstein: srna11 
European states with an agressive export sector, a state "back-the-winners" policy on 
fhns  and a primarily senrice-sector econorny. See (Katzenstein 1985). 

Alex Salmond, quoted in article "Scottish nationalist insists hefs not a 
separatist" published in the Globe and Mail on 5 May 1999 argued that: 

By far, the most successful formula for growth and success is a small 
country within a large trading block. Twenty five of the world's top 
economies per head are in that position. The arguments for it include 
flexibility, rapid decision making, quick on the feet social consensus, when it 
can be got. Al1 of these Scotland has. 



prove the benefits of independence a Scottish govemment might not exercise the 

patience witnessed in the Norwegian case." As the price of oil continues to decline 

there may also be fewer companies eager to develop potential fields as others deche.  

The SNP has recognized the power of these corporations. In April of 1974, leader 

William Wolfe stated that the SNP had "recognized the valuable skills and functions 

of the oïl companies and are prepared to allow them to eam post-tax capital profits 

appropriate to capital" (Bmnett 1975, 115). By the mid-seventies, 60 percent of 

capital investment in North Sea oil extraction was North American. More than half of 

the output (56 percent) was controlled by foreign corporations. 

Whatever the economic implications of oil dependency in an independent 

Scottish state, there is a more compelling and limiting condition to which al1 states 

relying on non-renewable resource revenues must attend. Recent predictions of the 

sustainability of oil resources suggest that radical change in energy use will be forced 

upon the planet before too long. Geologist Craig Bond Hatfield has predicted 

conservatively that oil reserves will be completely depleted by 2057 (1 997, 121). In 

the ten year period between 1985 and 1995, world oif consurnption increased f h m  

59.7 million barrels per day to 69 million barrels per day. Increasing demand fiom 

newly-industriafizing economies71 and declines in Russian and US fields have been 

met by increases in production in the Gulf states and slight increases in North Sea and 

Latin American oiI production. The exhaustion of the resource may even occur 

sooner if consumption rates continue to clirnb and if, as Hatfield suspects, estimates 

70 Nelsen (1992, 3 15) argues that the British state sacnficed long-tem interests 
in order to attrzct foreign investment and exploit newly discovered oil resources. 
Plagued by a longstanding balance-of-payments crisis and a need for petroleum, the 
UK lured private companies with the promise of low levels of regulation. Nelsen 
argues that "these interests--which were not present in Norway--made British officials 
far more eager to speed up the exploration process--implying less governrnent 
interference--than Norwegian policy-makers. " 
7 1 Since 1985 petroleum use has grown by 30 percent in Latin Arnerica, 40 
percent in AEca  and 50 percent in Asia (Hatfield 1997, 12 1). 



of reserves are exaggerated; OPEC nations exaggerate reserves in order to boost 

permitt ed production (Campbell and Laherrere 1 998, 79). 

Geologists Colin Campbell and Jean Laherrere argue that Hatfield's estimates 

are, in fact, conservative. Their analysis indicates that global oil reserves wiIl decline 

by 20 1 O (1 998, 79). Eighty percent of oïl fields currently exploited were found before 

1 973. The annual average oil discovered in the 1990s is only one-third of the annual 

total drained Corn fields. More money spent on oil discovery will be in vain: "there is 

only so much crude oil in the world, and the industry has found about 90 percent of 

it" (1998, 81). These projections are based upon a technique developed by SheIl 

geologist M. King Hubbert which accurately predicted the production peak (1 970) 

which occurred in the US 'lower 48'. The peak of North sea production in Norwegian 

and ScottisM3ritish waters will occur in 2000-2001. Oil extraction will decline after 

this, until exhaustion, by 20 15. 

Some nationalists rnight prefer to 'go it alone' regardless of the reliability of 

oil revenues. What of Scots as a whole? Are they prepared to accept the potential 

economic instability brought on by the dreaded 'Dutch disease'? Even if they are, 

what would the SNP propose to float the Scottish welfare state with after the 

projected exhaustion of the oil fields? Nonvay has already accumulated a substantial 

'rainy day' fund but successive British govemments have used North Sea oil to mask 

structural economic decline? Through no fault of its own, a Scottish state would 

inherit a resouce near the end of its life span. 

72 Norway created the State Petroleum Fund in 2990. It is heavily invested in 
foreign markets. Prior to the creation of the h d ,  oil revenues ended up in general 
revenues (Europa World Yearbook 1998, Vol.II). 

An article, "SNP backs oil fund to protect revenue," published in Scotland on 
Sunday on 7 February 1999, reported that the SNI? would also set up an oil fund 
based on the Norwegian model. This would reduce immediate fimding for social 
programs because the money would be treated as a long-term asset stabilizing the 
impact of oil and gas price fluctuations. 



The SNP appealed to the nation with promises of wealth and 'fieedom' and, in 

the end, it seems that oil might not secure either. In the 1970s, oil served as a 

convenient tool to assuage the fears of the majority of Scots not supportive of 

independence? There is a danger, however, in using such claims about resource 

extraction for political advantage, as Watennan (1 974, 13) commented: 

Now it might be supposed that little harm is done by permitting the 
inhabitants of politically sovereign states to indulge in the illusion of 
economic sovereignty. Apart fi-om the moral objection to falsehood, however, 
there are at least two other reasons why it may be better to face the truth. In 
the fïrst place, it may be politically dangerous for a govenunent to adopt a 
policy it is unable to irnplement. In the second, a refusal to achowledge 
explicitly that certain fashionable policy prescriptions are inappropriate rnay 
darken counsel possibilities. 

It seems counter-intuitive to regret or fear the revenue windfall that comes 

with resource wealth. Norway experienced economic dislocation in the fonn of the 

"Dutch disease" but this distortion was muted by the developed, competent and 

othenvise wealthy Nonvegian state. Unlike the developing states mentioned 

previously, Nonvay had a less urgent need to develop oïl resources according to the 

needs of oil companies. Rather, Norway carefully planned oil extraction and 

production to serve the interests of Nonvegians. 

Any conclusions about the consequences of oil-production for the Scottish 

economy are necessarily speculative. Oil remains central to the SNP1s political 

economy of sovereignty, since oil revenues, at least partly, underpin the SNP's 

economic predictions. There are reasons, however, to question whether the 

Norwegian mode1 can be reproduced in Scotland. On the positive side we should note 

that states and govements learn. Norway leamed what not to do from watching 

developing oil economies. Scotland could also avoid the mistakes of the past in its oil 

development. 

73 A poll in The Scotsman (Edinburgh) and published on 13 May 1974 hdicated 
that only 18 percent of respondents supported the independence position of the SNP. 



The SNP has proposed continuity in taxation regimes following the 

independence of Scotland. That is, the party proposes "a basically unchanged taxation 

system for the North Sea industry" (Sm 1992c, 8)? In addition, the party would 

enhance "incentives for the development of ancillary hydrocarbon deposits, in order 

to maximize recovery fkom the North Sea province" (SNP 1 9 9 2 ~ ~  8). The party's 

argument remains that oil and gas revenues will "give Scottish industry access to one 

of the cheapest energy bases in Europe, with al1 the competitive benefits that would 

followl' (Sm 1 995d, iii)? The cost of remaining in the UK is the use of oil and gas 

revenues for British interests, rather than Scottish ones.76 Adding insult to injury for 

the S N P  is that many refining plants, such as those for gas, are located in England, 

denying Scots employment opportunities (SN7 19956, iii).n Scottish resources 

generate job opportunities outside of Scotland. The SNP has accused successive 

Westminster governments of mismanagement in the fonn of burdensome taxes on 

exploration and appraisal activities under Chancellor of the Exchequer, Norman 

Lamont (SNP 1993c, 2). These taxes will reduce the number of wells drilled, as well 

as the employment opportunities associated with such activity. The 1997 election 

74 The curent taxation regime is designed to "secure an appropnate share of 
profits for the nation while o f f e ~ g  stable, attractive and economically sound 
investment conditions to the oil industry" (UK 2000). There are three principle 
transfers fkom oil producers to the UK govenunent. The first are royalties which are 
levied as a conditions of license. Royalties constitute 12.5 percent of the landed value 
of offshore oil. Royalties were waived aRer 3 1 March 1982. The Petroleum Revenue 
Tax (PRT) was introduced by the 1975 Oil Taxation Act and was designed to apply to 
the most profitable fields. The 1993 Finance Act reformed the PRT to  encourage 
investment reducing taxes on existing fields and abolishing the PRT for fields 
licensed after March 1993. Fields exploited afier 1993 are subject only to the 
Corporation Tax, one of the lowest in the world at 30 percent (UK 2000). 
75 Certain S N P  oïl policies are sirnila. to those implemented by Venezuela and 
other developing petro-states. The party advocates the reduction of VAT on fuel to 5 
percent fkom 8 percent ( S N P  1 995d, 1 1). 
76 ~abour ' i  Chancellor of the ~ x c h e ~ u e r ,  Dennis Healy, has stated that "It would 
have been impossible for Britain to have s u ~ v e d  without North Sea oil. Without it, 
Bntain would have been banknipt before 1983 " (Healy quoted in S N P  1993c, 2). - - 
77 Even worse, in 1993 ga&line was more expe&e in Scotland than anywhere 
else in the UK. In Aberdeen, dubbed the Houston of Europe because of its proxunity 
to the North Sea oil province, unleaded gasoline cost £2.35/gallon. In faraway 
Portsmouth (England), it was £2.18 (SNP t 993194, 8). 



manifesto, What Scotland Needs Now!, commits the party to maintaining "al1 existing 

obligations to oil and gas operators, and [despite its criticisms of UK government 

policy] the SNP envisages no substantive change in the taxation regime so that there 

can be a clear, stable and continuing climate for the oil industry" (1 997% 19). There is 

no intention on the part of the SNP to nationalize either the gas or oil industries. The 

1997 General election manifesto suggests that the gas network be jointly owned b y al1 

companies with interests in gas production and supply. Alternative energy sources 

will be invested in and nuclear power plants will be decommissioned at the end of 

their lives (Sh'P 1999, 2 1 5). For the moment, oil and gas reserves remain integral to 

the SNP's independence project and the S N P  will press "for an oil and gas taxation 

regime which encourages the industry" @id.). 

In the event of independence, Scotland's would be a vulnerabie economy. It is 

relatively heavily export dependent, and has experienced a painfil and incomplete 

transition fkom a heavy industrial economy to a tertiary one. The problem is that the 

timing of independence is not necessarily going to occur when the economy is robust 

enough to sus tain the so cial-democratic state envisioned by SNP policy-makers. 

There is no question that Scotland could be an independent state. The question is the 

extent to which the autoncmy of Scottish policy-makers will be constrained by the 

agenda of foreign corporations, and faceless capital flows. On a more positive note 

we might view Scottish statehood as an important step toward taking a community 

out of an inequitable, structurally injurious, and nanagerially-inept post-Imperia1 UK. 

This is the SNP's argument: that Scotland could not be any worse off than it is today. 

As argued previously, conclusions regarding the Scottish economy must necessarily 

be speculative and, in any event, the decision will not be made by social scientists but 

by the Scottish electorate. There are, in my view, substantial concems about the 

desirability of an export-dependent economy but these concerns must b e tempered b y 

the consequences the stahcî quo. as well as the aspirations of the Scottish electorate. 



Post-Independence Economic Policv 

Oil remains a critical lynchpin of the SNPrs vision of the economy of an 

independent ScotIand. The party's 1995 document Towards a Better Scotland, 

outlines the economic case for independence and the aims of the party on matters of 

public spending and taxation. The prionties outlined in this document include: full 

employment, investment in education, public and public-private partnership 

investment to develop a high-quality Scottish infiastructure, an export focused 

economic strategy, and "providing reasszuance to the public and business community 

that the SNP will create a stable and prosperous economy, cornmitting the S N P  to a 

more cornpetitive corporate tax regime than that prevailing south of the Border [sic], 

which is a major market and competitor for Scottish business" (SM? 1995e, 3). These 

pnorities suggest the Celtic Tiger mode1 exemplified by Eire. 

Full employment 78 would be partly achieved by the creation of 116,500 jobs 

in the four years following independence (Ibid. 4). This increase would be achieved 

with skills training for youth and the unemployed, infrastructure investment, 

increased funding for the Scottish Tourist Board, and structural support for the fishing 

industry. Social spending would be increased in many areas of life. Pensions would 

be increased incrernentally to match European noms. Moreover, Cold Climate 

Allowances would subsidize energy expenses for the elderly. The responsibility for 

financing public housing would be trazlsferred to the central government fiom the 

local ievel. An SNP govenunent would build 11,200 new homes and refurbish 10,000 

others @id. 4). 

The SNP's spending program wiU be paid for in five key ways @id. 14). The 

largest share of revenue will corne fiom taxation derived fiom income taxes and 

78 This document defines h l 1  employment as at or under 5 percent 
unemployment. .At the tirne of the document's release, unemployment in Scotland was 
approximately 7.9 percent. 



sawlgs fiom reduced demand on unemployment benefits with the full-employrnent 

policy. North Sea revenues will compose the next iargest portion (about 25 percent of 

the total budget). These are followed by corporate taxes, defense savingsB and the 

assumed positive impact of independence on the economy. Moreover, the SNP, in the 

1999 Scottish Parliament campaign, resisted the temptation to maintain curent tax 

rates. The Scotland Act (1 998) pemits the Parliament to Vary incorne tax by 3 pence 

on the pound without Westminster's consent. The S N P  vowed to increase the basic 

tax rate by 1 pence, while Labour promised no additional taxes. One Labour 

advertisement, published in Scotland on Sunday on 28 March 1999, warned that "the 

SNP's divorce means more tax." The SNP's response was that the penny tax would be 

"for Scotland," demonstrating the party's commitment to income redistribution via 

public spending. Promised in the Party's 1999 Scottish parfiament election manifesto, 

Scotland's Party, is a variety of spending commitments. The manifesto proclaims that 

"we will devote this penny--Scotlandfs penny--to education, health and housing" 

(SNP 1999, 2). Forecasted revenues fkom Scotland's penny would permit f 690 

million in additional funding for health care, the abolition of student fees, computer 

access for al1 children, and the abolition of tolls on bridges, arnong other things (SNP 

1999,4). 

Social development in an SNP govemed Scotland will first require "full 

control over economic, fiscal and monetary policy" (Ibid. 11). The SNP claims that 

an independent Scotland would be the 7th nchest country in the world (GDPkapita) 

(Ibid. 11). The SNP's plan for economic and social development is predicated on a 

combination of investment in high-growth industry, industrial and export 

diversification, and investment in education and skills developrnent. 

79 For example, at least f 125 million would be saved by Scotland's exit corn the 
Trident missile program (SN? 1995, 14). 



Given these policy objectives, the temptation to increase public spending and 

increase oil exploration and production would be great. If this occurs, the 

consequences for other sectors of the Scottish economy, especidly the export market, 

could be negative, as a rising Scottish pound priced other Scottish exports out of their 

markets. But, as the Norwegian case instnicts us, the economic problems generated 

by oil-booms are not insoluble nor are they inevitable. It is therefore difficult to 

predetermine the consequences of independence for the Scottish economy with 

respect to petroleum production. 

Certainiy though, one must express some caution, as the fate of the civic- 

nationalist project hinges partly on the extent to which Scotland can secure an 

economy capab Ie of providing the kuids of equality-enhancing policy instruments 

advocated by the party. There can be no doubt that a number of factors make the 

SNP's oil optimism suspect: First, the resource is past its half-life and remahhg oil 

will be more, rather than less, expensive to extract and therefore less attractive for 

foreign tram-national corporations (TNCs) to exploit. Would Scottish voters support 

a nse in taxes necessary to finance a Scottish equivaleat of Statoil in light of the 

turmoil associated with oil prices? If the answer to this question is no, then we might 

expect that Scotland would have to bargain fkom a position of relative weakness 

compared with Nonvay in the mid-sixties because a Scottish govemment would have 

to rely on negotiating good terrns with TNCs who alone possess the capital and 

technology to exploit the resource. We should not disrniss the potential importance of 

oil for underwriting a future Scottish state, but neither should we be blind to potential 

problems. As argued in Chapter One, the civic nationalist project in Scotland is 

vulnerable to potential irnbalance between the power of a Scottish state and the 

TNCs. The democratic renewal promised by the SNP is dependent first of al1 upon 

the ability of a Scottish state to make policy in the interests of al1 Scots. To some 

extent, the Nonvegians have been able to do this but it is questionable to insist that 



Scotland wifl enjoy similarly fortuitous circumstances. The oil issue has served the 

SNP electorally in that it has assuaged the feus  of those who feared that 

independence would lead to penury, and a reduced standard of living. 

Economic Models: Eire? Norwav? 

The discussion above indicates that the ShT has been influenced by models of  

economic development found in several European states. In the early 1990s the party 

seemed to look to the social-democratic models rnanifested in the "top shelf' 

Scandinavian states. More recently, S N P  literature has begun to refer to the "Celtic 

Tiger" mode1 of Eire. The Irish econorny boomed in the 1990s. From 1993-98 

Ireland's economy was the fastest growing one in the OECD (Allen 1999, 3 1). 

Accompanying this growth, however, is an evident Yack of social solidarity reflected 

in, and exacerbated by, increasing income inequality" (Rrain 2000, 285)Y In an 

article published in Scotland on Sundav on 24 October 1999, Rob Stokes notes that: 

"BMWs and holiday villas have been among the h i t s  of higher pay and bonuses 

enjoyed b y bosses who have simultaneously preached wage restraint. Rapidly 

inflating asset prices for houses have created a wealthy new elite, at least on paper, 

but have started to put properties out of reach for those left behind." In a pattern 

undergone by sirnilar advanced industriai societies, Ireland has seen the growth of a 

sizable service sector and with this a sizable middle class. But, accompanying this 

transition is the persistent presence of an underclass which has yet to benefit fiom the 

1990s boom. Inequality has been obscured by the Irish state's corporatist character 

which purports to address inequality and marginalization by bringing social partners 

together. In practice, Irish productivity gains have been achieved without concomitant 

wage gains for the workforce. Between 1980 and 1995 industrial productivity 

80 Riain (2000, 181) notes that the average wage for the top ten percent in 
Ireland was 195 percent of the median income in 1987, but rose to 224 percent of 
median incorne by 1994. 



increased by 402 percent while wages increased only 128 percent (Allen 1999, 43). 

Overall econornic growth in Ireland has not increased capital intensity, that is, net 

capital stock per employee, indicating an outflow of domestic capital (Ibid. 44). 

Taxes are lower than in the rest of Europe but the proportion of tax revenue paid by 

employees is about 90 percent (roid. 47). The pnce of competitive corporate taxes to 

Iure investment to Ireland has been paid by the working people of Ireland. 

There is no doubt that the transformation of the Irish economy is nothing short 

of remarkable. In response to a devastating recession during the mid-1980s the Irish 

govermnent drew up policies of fiscal restraint and wage demand moderation. 

O'Hearn (2000,73) observes that these policies bore bit by 1994. Since 1995 growth 

rates have averaged 7 to 8 percent annually. Officia1 unemployment figures fell f?om 

17 percent in 1993 to 7.5 percent in 1998 @id, 75). 

Ireland joined the European Economic Community in 1973. It had been part 

of the Anglo-Irish Free Trade Agreement (1965) but the EEC held out the promise 

(one delivered) of higher agricultural prices for Irish f i e r s  through the Common 

Agricultural Policy (CAP) (Lee 1995, 462). Policy papers produced by civil servants 

in 1972 encouraged joining the EEC based partly on an interpretation of national 

interest consistent with the pooling or sharing of sovereignty entailed b y memb ership 

@id. 463). Membership was enthusiastically supported in a referendum (83 percent 

in favor), but joining the EEC marked a watershed in Irish socio-economic 

development. The pattern described above--competing via tax regime for extemal 

investment--began in earnest as traditional industries began to fail in the face of 

European competition. Successive Irish governments have since searched for external 

investment to increase employment. Even farrners, whose incomes doubled between 

1970-1978 saw income declines following CAP mandated reductions in agricultural 

pnces in 1979 (Ibid. 491). Membership "exposed" the Irish economy to extemal 

cornpetition which in tum ushered in structural changes to the Irish economy. These 



changes are now touted as a "miracle" by those neglecting to consider the massive 

flow of profits fiom Ireland by foreign enterprises, and the widening inequalities 

within Irish sociev. Among the costs incurred by the Celtic tiger have been falling 

incomes for the poorest decile of Irish society and relatively small growth in incomes 

for the second, third and fourth poorest deciles of the population (1 percent annually 

between 1987 and 1995) (O'Heam 2000, 78). Prior to the most recent boom, Ireland 

had the highest level of wage inequality in the EU and this gap has widened over the 

1990s. Ireland's success at creating/attracting new jobs hides the fact that half of the 

jobs are in the non-unionized, casual service sector (Ibid. 79). Part time and 

contractual jobs have increased considerably distorting the impact of lower 

unemployrnent figures (Ibid. 80). The Celtic tiger is dso remarkably dependent upon 

foreign corporations for investment. In the late 1990s 80 to 85 percent of fixed capital 

investment was owned b y foreign (mauily American) f3ms @id. 73). 

Despite its social-democratic political orientation the S N P  has viewed the 

apparent Irish success story with envy. The party's manifesto for the 1999 European 

elections links Irish economic success to European integration. "Through membership 

of the European Union, and the access to the European market and to European 

Structural funds which it brings, Ireland has become the 'tiger' economy of Europe, 

outstripping Scotland--under the Union--in tems of growth, attracting more than half 

of al1 software investrnent coming fiom Europe in 1994 and 40 percent of US total 

foreign hi-tech investment over the past two decades" (SNP 1999, 2). Other 

commentators point out that it is less independence that brought prosperity to Ireland 

than conformity to the noms of market capitalism. In an article, "Tartan cub must 

heed Celtic Tiger," by columnist Magnus Linklater and published in Scotland on 

Sunda~ on 25 May 1999, the argument is made that: 

It was only when Ireland conformed to the disciplines imposed on it by 
outside competition and the demands of the EU that it managed to lick its 
economy into shape. It used the funding to help its industries compete in the 
Single Market and depend less on the state. It built a strong education system. 



It drew on the knowledge and skills of the multinationals and thek inward 
investment to develop its own indigenous industries. And it encouraged a new 
consensus within Irish society, a confidence that everyone, at last, knew more 
or less where they were going. 

The tenor of Lkklater's piece belies the real sociai polarities created by the "social 

partnership" model of Irish economic development, which renders class conflict 

invisible or reduces it by national consensus-building. National level economic 

statistics mask inequality and this model is at odds with a project designed to irnprove 

the lot of al1 Scots. Competing with the "Celtic Tiger", not to mention other poorer 

member states of the EU, for foreign investment seems incompatible with d e  social 

policy aims of the SNP*' Already, representatives of the business sector in Scotland 

wam of the dangers of independence, fearing policies hostile to capital accumulation. 

Lord Simpson of Dunkeld, head of GECU (General Electric Company), and quoted 

in an article by Eain Martin and Rob Stokes, "GEC boss joins atîack against 

independence," published in Scotland on Sunday on 24 January 1999, argued that 

"what businesses in Scotland need is economic strength and stability. A devolved 

parliament gives us a much better chance of creating the environment we need to 

succeed. Thatfs why 1 oppose plans for independence." Financial institutions have 

also weighed in on the subject of tax increases. Clydesdale Bank issued a press 

release, quoted in an article "Financial chiefs Say no to SNP1s Tartan T a .  policy," by 

Rob Stokes and published in Scotland on Sunday 2 1 March 1999, stating that the 

Scottish Parliament "should not, by implementing its tax raising powers, place an 

additional burden on businesses." The need to attract investment and the policy 

priorities of indigenous business interests will put pressure on the SNP to join in the 

cornpetition to reduce corporate taxes. 

8 1 O' H e m  cites a 1999 study by the United W o n s  Development Programme 
which "found Ireland to have the second worst relative poverty rate in the developed 
world and the worst absolute poverty rates" (2000, 92). 
82 The GEC is not related to the Arnerican firm of the same name. 



Despite the strides toward greater integration in Europe since the mid-2980s 

especially, the problem of tax competition remaÎns and could threaten the ability of an 

independent Scotland to build the kind of welfare state envisioned by the SNP. 

Dehejia and Genschel (1999,403) argue that international cooperation on tax policy 

is conspicuously absent, even in the EU. Despite statements of intent by EU members 

in 1988 and 1989, no progress has been made to prevent tax competition, leading to 

varying rates among member states. Attempts by individual states, like Germany, to 

maintain a national withholding tax on capital led to capital fl ight in 1989 (afier 

which the tax was abolished) and again in 1993 (abolished again). Even the advent of 

the single currency has not increased progress on tax competition. In December 1997 

a non-binding "code of conduct" was signed but no serious intervention on this matter 

has been entertained (Ibid. 414). Part of the problem among member states is the 

divergent interests between those in favor of regdation of capital flows within the EU 

(Italy) and those (Iike the UK) which fear that a common withholding tax would see 

capital flight fiom the EU to North America and Japan (Xbid- 413). 83 

One component of the "Irish model" is the need for small states to lure 

investment with tax rates favorable to business. This in hun cm, as it does in Eire (no 

withholding tax, decreasing tax rate on bonds), increase the tax burden on working 

citizens who, in effect, subsidize industry (Dehejia and Genschel 1 999, 41 5). On the 

other hand, an independent Scotland might find itself regulating itself out of extemai 

investment which, of course, is needed for economic diversification and to achieve 

the goal of full employment. 

Could a Scottish state cornpensate for this Darwinian state of affairs by 

intemening in the economy via nationalization? This seerns unlikely for two reasons. 

83 Neither Eire nor the UK levies withholding taxes on non-resident interest 
incorne (savings). Both tax interest accrued on bonds with the Irish rate at 27 percent 
and the UK rate at 25 percent. These rates are subject to a variety of exemptions 
(Dehejia and Genschel 1999,415). 



First, the British (Scottish?) oil province is now quite mature havirig been under 

exploitation for over thirty years. Private industry is well-entrenched, especially d e r  

the 1980s era of retrenchment and privatization.~ The province is well explored, and 

as mentioned previously, is the most expensive and inhospitable oil province in the 

world. 85 If oil prices are high, then the oil companies will be inclined to accept 

greater regulation and taxation. However, in the event of downtums in the oil market, 

as was the case in 1986 especially, an independent Scottish state will find its 

bargaining powers reduced. 

Norway has coped with the power of private corporations and the economic 

dislocation of oil in key ways. It fias insisted on a slow rate of extraction, both to 

minimize the effects on the currency and to maintain the life of the resource. Norway 

has also enjoyed a societal consensus on the rnanner of oil exploitation by bringing 

together the interests of industry, environmentalists and the fishing sector (Nelsen 

1992, 321). Since Norway had developed hydroelectric power after WWI there was 

less urgency to oil negotiations with private industry and less demand for rapid 

extraction limiting the extemalities which arose flom oil development elsewhere.86 In 

the UK economic concems and the desire for energy self-sufficiency pushed policy- 

makers to relinquish state intervention in the industry, especially in the 1980s. The 

result of these divergent positions is that much of Norway's oïl province remains 

unexplored, especially in the far North. The UK, and by implication the Scottish 

g4 The British National Oil Corporation was established in 1972 and dismantled 
in 1986 (Harvie 1994, 5). 
8s In 1983, with oil prices at 30$ a barrel, the North Sea oil production cost was 
US$ 1.50 per barrel, while the Saudi Arabian cost was 5 cents a barrel (Harvie 1994, 
134). 
86 The slow versus rapid extraction debate is more complicated than it seems. 
The enormous cost of exploration and material investrnent pressures producers to 
recoup these costs via rapid extraction to secure short term financial objectives at the 
risk of exhausting a non-renewable energy source and keepuig pnces artificially low. 
On the other hand, slow extraction means less revenue for social spending and 
earnings are outstripped by the depreciation of oil ngs and other equipment (not to 
forget maintenance costs and ultimate replacement of equipment). 



province, is well explored and most of the resource has been extracted with little 

long-term benefit to Scotland. This is not, of course, the fault of the SNP, but it alters 

the equations with regard to long term revenues. Without intervention in the form of a 

national oi1 corporation, Scotland will have to deal with well-entrenched private 

corporations which may be inclined to move their rigs to more hospitable venues in 

the event of an mfrïendly Scottish government's "intrusion" into the oil business- 

Civic nationalism may play a role in creating a social consensus about the best 

interests of Scottish society and in including the segments of society which have clear 

interests in the pattern of resource extraction. If the SNP wishes to follow a 

Norwegian rather than an Irish economic mode1 it wiil need to encourage those 

democratizing institutional changes (discussed in Chapter Seven) which encourage 

the greatest arnount of societal deliberation and consensus. If a balance can be struck 

between a Scottish government and oil companies on the extraction of oil, and if the 

revenues fkom this resource can be streamed toward the goals of the S N P  (including 

full employment) then perhaps the negative features of the Irish mode1 c m  be 

avoided. The outcorne--that is, the economic mode1 pursued--will also be determined 

by other factors such as the character of the EU'S economic development and the 

extent to which interna1 democracy and external sovereignty (used to pursue the 

national interest) are nurtured and protected. Civic nationalism may act as a means to 

inculcate the value of sacrifice so that some elements of Scottish society do not leave 

the rest behind to pursue economic prosperity at the expense of the society as a 

whole. This is the kind of solidarity that a civic nationalism can encourage and which 

will be necessary if srnall states are going to pursue economic policies out of step 

with the ethos of contemporary capitalism. 



Cha~ter 5 

The Turn Towards Europe 

The current enthusiasm with which the S N F  regards the European Union is a 

relatively new phenornenon. It is instructive to analyze the reasons for the party's 

reversa1 on Europe from its initial opposition to integration in the 1975 referendum, to 

the Sillars-inspired ernbrace of Europe in the mid-1980s. This development has 

important implications for the ShT's independence project, as well as the civic- 

nationalist intent to enhance democracy and autonomy. This chapter will examine the 

changing view of Europe on the part of the SNP and critically assess the claims of the 

Party. 1 also compare the SNP's position on Europe to that of its arch-rival, the Labour 

Party, in order to assess the claims of civic-nationalists regarding popular 

sovereignty . 

As with the S N P  and the Conservative party, Labour's view on Europeari 

integration has undergone substantial change in the last decade. Daniels (1998) argues 

that domestic considerations, the integration process and intra-party factionalisrn al1 

contrïbuted to this reevaluation. From the early 1950s to 1966, the party opposed 

entrance into the EC. After 1966, the party decided to apply for membership, but was 

blocked by President de Gaulle.87 It would be the Conservatives under Ted Heath 

who would lead Britain into Europe in 197 1. 

Labour then took the position that it would, upon election to government, 

renegotiate the terms of entry to the EC. After winning the February 1974 election, 

Harold Wilson renegotiated terms of entry, and submitted the terms of rnembership to 

referendum. A large majority of the public favored membership, and confirmed 

Britain's place in Europe. 

87 De Gaulle thought that Britain was too closeIy linked to the US to be a 
suitable EC rnember. This perspective was likely cemented by the Nassau Agreement 
of 1962 in which the American governrnent agreed to provide the UK, but not France, 
with Polaris rnissiles (Hearl 1994, 5 19). 



The Labour party itself was seriously divided on Europe. With the election of 

Michael Foot to the leadership of the party in 1980, the party took on a reversa1 in 

policy and advocated exit from the EC. Such were the divisions within the party that a 

pro-European faction formed the Social Democratic Party in 198 1. The party became 

further solidified in its opposition to Europe and, in 1983, adopted a strong, anti-EC 

poIicy that w o d d  see a future Labour government withdraw from the EC. 

In fairness, al1 British parties have had difficulty reconciIing EC membership, 

coming--as it does--alongside Britain's reduced international presence. Early 

opposition to Europe in the major parties was concerned with the diminution of Iinks 

to the Commonwealth, and to the United States. For Labour, there was the additional 

fear that the EC would be dorninated by govemments of the center-right and, hence, 

be hostile to the Keynesian economic policies favored by Labour @miels 1998, 74). 

Labour's later turn to Europe was a consequence--at least partly--of disastrous 

election defeats in the 1980s which Ied to dernands for p o k y  change. 

After the election of Neil Kinnock in 1983, Labour reevaluated a swath of 

party policy. The cument 'New Labour' was born at this time. The Party's European 

policy shifted to one of reforming the institutions of Europe (Daniels 1998, 75). 

Fortuitously, the late 1980s saw the emergence of senous divisions within the 

Conservative party on Europe--between the 'wets', who supported European 

integration in a11 dimensions, and the Euroskeptics, who appreciated the tariff 

dismantling consequences of the SEA more than the political and social elements of 

the Maastricht treaty.88 Labour could now claim to have the constructive policy on 

Europe and used the European elections to hammer the government on domestic and 

European issues (see Map 3 for 1994 European election results).gg 

88 Thatcher's speech at Bruges in 1988 s i ~ a l e d  the emergence of a serious gap 
in European policy between the Conservative party and the other parties of Bnta~n. 
The speech also served to isolate Thatcher, and Bntain, from Europe. 
89 In the 1999 Scottish European Parliament elections, the SNP received 27.17 
percent of the vote (two seats). Scotland has eight seats in the European Parliament. 
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Labour's position on European integration seems quite similar to that of the S N P .  

There are, however, some important distinctions to be made. First. Labour, despite its 

cnticism of Conservative Euroskeptics, has its own cohort of Euroskeptics eager to 

protect British Parliamentary sovereignty.90 Both major parties guard sovereignty 

zealously, specifically because of the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty. 

Parliament is not subordinate to any constitutiona1 safeguards and, hence, the 

wholesale adoption of European Ie,oislation since 1972 is viewed with some alarm.91 

Integration in Europe suits Labour for the econonzic benefits which could accrue to 

Britain, and in the late 1990s, Europe's prudent and cautious econornic policies fall 

very much in line with "fiscally-responsible" 'New Labour1. The Blair govemment has 

opted out of Stage III of Economic and Monetary Union (EIMU) but has closely 

conformed to the economic criteria for entry? The emphasis on BrÏtish autonomy 

has enabled Labour to outflank the Conservative party which has attempted to present 

itself as the defender of British sovereignty. Clearly, this emphasis on maintaining 

both British unity, and European integration is the starkest distinction between 

Labour and the S N P  on Europe. 

The implications of Labour's British orientation are that North Sea oil and 

fishing grounds might be used as Ieverage at the EU. This leaves the SNP able to 

clairn that the absence of independence reduces crucial national resources to 

90 Gamble and Kelly (2000, 3) analyze survey data showing the extent of this 
Europscepticism arnong Labour MPs. Data from 1996 show that 29 percent of Labour 
M P S  agreed that "A single currency as set out in the Maastricht Treaty will 
institutionalize neo-liberal economic policy in Britain." Moreover, 42 percent agreed 
that "Britain should never permit its monetary poiicy to be determined by a European 
Central Bank." 
91 In a variety of areas, European law takes precedence over British law. The 
doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty is preserved by having European law passed as 
British legislation by Parliament. 
92 Economic and Monetary Union is part of the TEU as an addition to Article 
109 of the Treaty of Rome. The criteria are: inflation rates within 1.5 percent and 
interest rates within 2 percent of the three best performing members; budget deficits 
no more than 3 percent of GDP per year and debt of no more than 60 percent of GDP; - - 
no devaluation within the exchange rate rnechanism for at least two (Bainbridge 
1998,91; 253). 



bargaining chips for the UK as a whole. Since the SNP views Scottish interests as 

fundamentally at odds with those of British unionism, we  have an important political 

divide. Labour can correctly argue that Britain has the power to bnng Scottish 

interests to the table, but this requires the political will to dc so. It is by no means 

assured that the UK govemment would put Scottish interests above pressing "British" 

ones. 

Labour's ideological shift over the course of the last decade has led to 

abandonment of the Alternative Econornic Suategy of the early 1980s Daniels 1998, 

83). This shift mirrors the party's reappraisal of European integration. As European 

parties abandoned Keynesian policies so, too, has British Labour, and a new 

commitment to economic integration and convergence is clear. The TUC has also 

abancioned much of its Euro-skepticism folIowing Delors' 1998 address to the TUC in 

which a commitment to 'social Europe' was made. When cornpared with the state of 

union strength in Conservative Britain, Europe appeared to hold promise for the 

protection of trade union interests. 

Since 1984, the SNP has advocated 'Independence In Europe'. Gallagher 

(1991, 14) observes that this slogan serves as a compromise between 'go it alone' 

separatism and ties to the centralized state. It serves as an interesting contrast to 

Labour Shadow Scottish Secretary Donald Dewar's slogan 'Independence in the W. 

Both slogans are sensitive to sustained scrutiny but it is the SNP's stance that will be 

examined here. To do so, we begin with the SNP's earliest position on the EEC. 

Douglas (1995, 95), in his biography of the first SNP member of Parliament 

(Dr. Robert McIntyre, who was elected in Hamilton in a May 1945 by-election), 

observes that, in the late 1950s to the mid-60s- the SNP had paid little attention to 

European integration. In May 1967, the SNP drafted a letter and sent it out to 

members of the EEC, waming member States that an independent Scotland might not 

honor British treaty obligations. While it is not clear how such action might have 



been undertaken, it demonstrates the suspicion and hostility with which the 

Cornrnunity was regarded. The hostility arose from two pnmaq bgievances. The first 

was that Scotland had not been consulted and had not consented to such an important 

step. With the current SNP view on European integration in mind, it is remarkable 

that then leader William Wolfe (1973, 139) could make statements like this one at a 

meeting in Paisley in 1970. 

The SNP deIegation which went to Brussels has confirrned Our 
view that it is the aim of the Comrnon Market to establish political domination 
of the whole of Western Europe and to tolerate no deviation from this line. 
The Cornmon Marketeers of today are as much doctrinaire centralists as their 
opposite numbers in the Kremlin in Moscow. 

Wolfe's description makes perfect sense in light of the SNP's hostility to the 

domination of Scotland within the British state. That the party would adopt the anti- 

centraEst rhetoric employed by Wolfe seems consistent with the aim of national 

independence and self-detennination. That the party would, within a decade and a 

half, reverse this strong opposition seems curïous unless we consider the sensitivity of 

the party's elites, and the Scottish public, to new political possibilities which have 

emerged with globalization. 

With de Gaulle's resignation in 1969, the path to British entry was now open 

and, following lengthy negotiations, Britain entered the Common Market in 1973. 

The Labour govemment elected in October 1974 wanted a mandate to renegotiate 

terms with the Common Market and called a referendum. During the 1975 

referendum campaign, the SNP slogan was 'No--On Anyone Else's Terrns' (Harvie 

1994, 190). 

The SNP's second objection to membership revealed an appeal to class 

interests. Wolfe argued that the Common Market (as it was refered to in the UK) was 

"encouraging the exploitation of labour, forcing hundreds of thousands of people to 

lose their identity and rnigrate for the sake of a form of so-called progress, which has 

its roots in inequality and greed" (Man 1992, 133). The SNP resolved that, whatever 



the outcorne of the 1975 referendum, another referendum would be heId following 

independence to detemine Scotland's position in the EEC. 

Opposition to the European integration shouId not be constnied as stemming 

from some kind of isolationist stance, but rather from the manner in which the 

European project was developing In correspondence with the author, David 

Stevenson, S N P  candidate in both the 1979 and 1984 European campaigns recalIed: 

1 used aIways to give my letterheading address as "... Scotland, 
Europe". To emphasise that ScotIand is a European country rather than a 
region of England or Britain. 

This becarne awkward dunng the EEC entry debate. 1 took part in the 
'against' campaign, working alon0 with a similar Nonvegian campaign, in the 
1970's debate, but on the basis o f S ' ~ o  Voice, No Entry". 1 had long favoured 
and argued for some form of European Union, but one with Scotland as such 
as a member (and 1 hoped that Brittany, Catalonia, etc. would also be 
members). 

On June 5, 1975, the UK voted on whether to remain within the EEC (See 

Map 4). A majority (67.2 percent) voted yes, and a majonty in both Wales and 

Scotland supported remaining in the EEC (King 1977, 130). From the vantage point 

of 1994, the alliance campaigning for exit from the EEC was a curious one. Labour 

was senously split, with seven cabinet ministers expressing difficulties with an 

integrated Europe, among them Tony Benn and MichaeI Foot. They were joined on 

the right by Enoch Powell, who was concemed with the consequences of membership 

for British sovereignty. Of the coalition, King (1977, 138) observes that: "Al1 of the 

anti-Europeans suffered a severe loss of political credibility. Enoch Powell faded 

even further into the political background. The Scottish and Welsh nationalists were 

seen to have been rebuffed by the Scottish and Welsh people". 

In 1976, the Sh'P's National Assembly adopted the proposals of a draft entitled 

The Coiztext of Independence. The document ambitiously recornmends coufiing the 

Cornrnon Market, England, Nordic Europe and North America in order to expand 

trade opportunities, as well as to strengthen the autonomy of a Scottish 
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state. The document aIso endorsed an Association of States of the British Ides which 

would serve as a consultative forum for matters of mutual concern. An Assembly 

made up of delegates frorn the respective parliarnents would meet twice a year. The 

aim of this body would be tc, enhance national interest through cooperation and to 

preserve socio-economic Iinks throughout the UK. The dominant mood within the 

party was not isolationist but rather struck a pragmatic balance between the demand 

for trade opportunities for Scottish exports, and the desire for meaningfu1 autonomy- 

A resolution passed at the 1975 Annual Conference of the party confirmed 

this perspective (Scottish National Party, Annual National Conference, May 1975 

Agenda, quoted in Baxter-Moore 1992, 8). 

While welcoming international rnoves to reduce tariff barriers, the 
SNP opposes membership of the EEC for political and econornic reasons. The 
SNP would favor an independent Scotland negotiating an agreement with the 
EEC similar to that negotiated by Norway, encouraging trade but rnaintaining 
genuine sovereignty . 

The party's ambivalence toward Europe was aiso evident in the Parliamentary group's 

behavior. SNP MPs consistently voted against further integration, voting against 

British membership in the European monetary system, and against direct elections to 

the European Parliament (Baxter-Moore 1992, 9).9î 

The reconsideration of the Common Market was completed with the amval of 

Jim Sillars as a member of the SNP-g4 Jim Sillars (quoted in Marr 1992, 190) 

attacked "the myth that the Scots can be led to independence in some sort of Tartan 

trance, which makes them conveniently blind to economic and social realities". 

93 A 1982 survey suggested that only a minority (28 percent) of party activists 
favored an independent ScotIand remaining part of the EC. Compare this to 42 
percent who wanted to retain membership in NATO, and 65 percent who favored 
continued membership in the Commonwealth (Baxter-Moore 1992,9). 
94 Sillars' defection to the SNP from Labour was a remarkable turning point for 
the party. In addition to steering the party toward a pro-European policy, he is also 
credited with shifting the party to the Left. Kenny MacAskilI States that the formation 
of the left-of-center '79 group and the amval of SiiIms were pivotal in malung the 
SNP more palatable to socialists, as the party had previously been seen as "not left 
wing enough" (Interview, Edinbursh 1994). 



Moderates like Sillars viewed the European opportunity as one which would allow 

Scotland to "rediscover its old Europeanism from the pre-union centuries". In 

addition, "Europe also enabled the SNP to produce that mysterious mixture, an 

internationalist nationalism" (Man 1992, 190). Marr (Ibid. 190) recognizes the 

importance that Europe holds for SNP moderates: "As with the old British empire, 

the new Europe oflered the prospects of a self-governed Scotland that was aIso 

securely inside a bigger entity. So, even if independence no longer rneant what it used 

to mean, it did not mean isolation either." 

After the 1983 election in which the party's share of the Scottish vote fell to L2 

percent, S N P  Chair Gordon Wilson delivered a paper proposing three changes in 

policy. One of these was the adoption of a pro-EEC policy with Scotland as a full 

member (Baxter-Moore 1992, IO)?5 Reaction to Wilson's paper was mixed but a 

po1icy review ensued. The 1983 Conference of the SNP ovenvhelmingly supported 

the resolution that: "An SNP government would approach negotiations with the 

Common market in a positive manner, willing to recornrnend membership unless Our 

negotiating team were [sic] unable to secure . . . guarantees of protection of vital 

Scottish interests " (Baxter-Moore 1992, 1 1). 

The party fought the 1984 European Elections on a pro-European platform, 

emphasizing the benefits (veto on the Council of Ministers, doubled representation in 

the European Parliament) which would corne from independent Scottish membership 

in the E C -  The S M ' S  1984 European Election manifesto presented the S N P  as 

"Scotland's Voice in Europe." Still, lingering wariness remained about the Common 

95 The other two proposed changes were a reversa1 of the party's anti-NATO 
stance and a less doctrinaire approach to independence (or, open-rnindedness to 
devolutionary stepping Stones to independence). 
9G The assurance of a veto no longer holds water, however, as subsequent treaties 
moved more areas of policy into qualified-majority voting procedures at the expense 
of unanirnity ones (especially the SEA, Maastricht and the Treaty of Amsterdam). 
The SNP notes that: "As the qualified majonty system illustrates, the very structure 
of the EU gives disproportionate power to the srnall nations (SNP 1996c, 2). 



Market. In March 1984, Gordon Wilson, then MP and Chair of the SNP, recognized 

common concems about the EC but, like the party itself, seemed resigned to these 

(SNP 1984, ii). 

The Cornmon Market has many critics--but it is here to stay, and it is 
making more and more of the decisions which affect al1 Our lives. We have to 
live with it--and improve it. It is a body which seeks cooperation rather than 
conflict amongst European States, unquestionably a desirable airn in itself. 

Many of the fears that the Common Market would become a 
superstate have been eased by experïence. Far from becorning a new 
European despotism where bureaucracy triumphed over national rights, the 
enlarging of the Community in recent years has diluted some of the dangers of 
centralism. The bigger it gets, the looser it becomes. 

In other words, the SNP's evaluation of integration was not quite free of reservations, 

but in the messy forum of electoral politics the party had chosen to work for the 

benefits of integration, rather than focus on Europe's deficiencies. The benefits of 

Europe now became an important part of the discourse of the party. Self-government 

within the EEC was essential because: 

Without self-government, Scotland's bargain in the Common 
Market is not nearly as good as it could be. Throughout the United Kingdom's 
negotiations to join, Scotland's national interests were flagrantly igrtoredby 
London politicians. No attempt was made to ensure that Scotland's position on 
the perimeter of Europe was alleviated by the provision of subsidies which 
would have allowed Our goods to reach mass markets without penalty of high 
transport costs. The fact is, Scotland does get more from the EEC than it pays 
in--but it could get so much more (SNP 1984, 1). 

The S N P  also comrnitted itself to the advancement of accountable and democratic 

govemance, rejecting the creation of a "unitary European state" ( S N P  1984 3). 

In 1988, 'Independence in Europe' became a central feature of the SNP's 

political discourse. At the party's conference that year the party voted 8: 1 in favor of 

the policy (Mm, 193). An independent Scotland f imly  grounded in the EC was 

looked upon with great expectation. 

In June 1989, Jim Sillars, by this time MP for Glasgow-Govan and Vice- 

President of the SNI?, circulated a document entitled Independence in Ezrrope. In 

contrast to Labour charges that the SNP's tum to Europe was merely cynical 



opportunism, Sillars (1989, 2) points out tracts from the 1972 Hansard where, as a 

Labour MP, he argued that 

I am convinced that as time develops and the full importance of the 
EEC decision cornes to be realized, the Scottish people will ultimately 
demand and get their just entitlement--independent representation in the EEC. 
It wouId be to the benefit of al1 if the Scottish Labour movement led thern to 
that goal. 

By 1988, the party pulled "away the bits and pieces of doubt from the policy" of 

'Independence in Europe' and adopted permanent membership in the EU, inseparable 

€rom the goal of independence (Sillars 1986)- The resuit, for the SN?, has been a 

iairly coherent and persuasive counter-argument to the charge that the SNP is a party 

committed to isolationism.97 

The Labour Party has had to argue that the SNP is trading power for status 

(Sillars 1989, 44). It argues that Scotland would lack the clout of the UK in 

negotiations with the EU, and that the LJK is best able to protect Scottish interests in 

the areas of oil production, fisheries and agriculture. The SNP response has been that 

any constitutional arrangement short of independence makes Scotland a province, 

unable to assert its influence as do Ireland or Denmark.98 

Independence presents serious diffxculties also. Sillars argues that Scotland, as 

a region of the UK, has been unable to withstand the corporate and governmental 

centralizing tendencies of the UK free-marke t but, European centralization will be yet 

more powerful and difficult to manage for an independent Scottish state. The Single 

European Act (SEA) will enhance the centralization of econornic power and decision- 

making with more mergers and takeovers. The balance is provided by the 

97 Small States can benefit from integration or alliance with powerful neighbors. 
They tend, in these circumstances, to spend Iess on defense as a proportion of GDP. 
For example, consider the relationship between Japan and the United States after 
1945 (Lind 1994,93). 
9s The current Secretary of State for Scotland, Donald Dewar, when in 
opposition, spoke of a 'Bavarian' solution to the Scottish question (1989, 26). For 
Sillars this would merely confirrn Scotland's provincial status and further isolate it 
from European concerns. 



transformation of Scots from lobbyists to decision-makers within the institutions of 

the EC. In addition, member states maintain the right to veto legislation which assails 

their vital national interests. That this is done infrequently does not terminate the 

iight. The Luxembourg compromise99 of 1966 secured the principle of veto where 

vital interests are at stake. The Treaty on European Union requires unanirnity on a 

range of issues such as asylum, immigration, tax harmonization, social security, land 

use and the EU budget system (SNP 1992d, 25). Small state status may also be 

enhanced by the brokerage politics of the EU; members wiII sacrifice certain interests 

in order to gain cooperation on other matters. 

In Britain, Section 13 of the Industry Act of 1975 provides an interesting 

example of the need for member veto (Sillars 1989, 13). This section gives the British 

Secretary of State for Industry and Trade exclusive authority to veto any merger or 

takeover of manufacturing viewed as contrary to the interest of the UK. The SEA 

does not affect the status of this legislation. More importantly, such a provision 

provides a Scottish government (indeed, any member state) with the means to protect 

the economy from unwanted centralization. For example, Sillars suggests that if the 

EC decided to reduce steel production, then a Scottish government could use the veto 

citing Scottish dependence on steel production (1989, 18). 

In Sillars' view, Europe is valuable for more than its economic and political 

benefits. Aside from the tangible benefits of independence, there is a deeper core 

issue: self-respect. One gets the clear impression that this is central for the SNP. 

Sillars argues that independence in Europe would "lift us into a different league, 

calling for the production and use of skills long buricd in our provincial soil" (1989, 

2 1). 

- - -  

9 This precedent was inspired by the "empty chair" crisis of 1965-66 when de 
Gaulle pulled his minister from the Council of Ministers after EEC President 
Hallstein proposed increasing revenues transferred from member states to the EEC. 
This was viewed as an unwarranted intrusion into French sovereignty. 



However, dissent remained within the party throughout the 1990s on the 

question of Europe. One critique (made by the nicknamed "Albanian faction") was 

based on a rather "rigid and absolutist conception of sovereignty" which feared the 

imposition of rule from Brussels and the desire to protect Scottish independence 

(Baxter-Moore 1992, 14). The other critique, elaborated further on, was a Ieftist- 

informed concern about the concentration of capital and economic power in the EC, 

without corresponding democratic accountability. 

SNP literature now stresses that independence within Europe would still gïve 

Scotland power over domestic areas denied it within the UK, in particular, control 

over the raising of revenue, expenditure, public ownership and social security (SNP 

1993c, 1). In contrast to its current status, t he  party seeks recognition of Scotland's 

'national' rather than 'regional' status, proclaiming that the "establishment of new, 

independent states is at the very forefront of progressive developments in Europe" 

(Sm 1993c, 2). Membership in Europe ("pooled sovereignty") is seen to enhance 

small state sovereignty while constraining that of .large states. This leveling effect 

would assure Scotland of the optimal benefits of European integration. It argues that: 

"Scotland has zero sovereignty at the present tirne. Whatever the implications for the 

UK, European integration cannot diminish Scottish sovereignty! With independence 

in Europe, Scottish sovereignty will be infinitely increased" (Italics mine) (SNP 

1993d, 6). 

The literature of the S N 7  depicts Scotland as a small nation not unlike the "top 

shelf" European states of Scandinavia. One background paper argues that: "small 

Mernber States have influence way out of proportion to their size or economic 

importance" (SNP 1992d, 1)- Furthemore: 

Small states also benefit from the six-monthly rotating Presidency of 
the Community. Member States use the Presidency to set the agenda for EC 
development during their six-month period. i n  1991, one of the most 
important years in the Comrnunity's history, two small member states-- 
Luxembourg in the first six rnonths, and then the Netherlands--held the 
Presidency of the Community. In this capacity, they were responsible for 



preparing the Draft Treaties on Economic and monetary Union and political 
Union--a position of enormous influence (SNP E93c,  6). 

The S N P  articulates a position charactenzed curiously as 'internationalist 

nationalism'. This tradition is viewed as consistent with Scotland's once close ties to 

Europe, particularly France, and the optimal position for a small state. Party leader 

Alex Salmond (Salmond 1993) characterized the SNP1s EU stance as, "in keeping 

with the Scots intemationalist traditions to see this new European stage as one on 

which we can express Our individual talents and hopefully our national and collective 

talents." 

Similar views were expressed by party members in interviews. Gil Paterson, 

the party's spokesperson on finance and administration, holds that one, "can't be an 

internationalist until you have become a nationalist. We  Scots are basically non- 

people, we dont  exist."l* The solution to this predicarnent is for Scotland to gain 

independent s tatu.  Longtime party member and historian Paul Scott sees historical 

consistency in the shared sovereignty of the EU. The Scottish notion of popular 

sovereignty resembles the principle of subsidiarity, enshrined in the Maastricht treaty. 

The principk States that decisions ought, whenever possible, to be made at the most 

irnmediate level: local, regional, national or European. In an interview (June 1994 

Edinburgh) Scott recognized this development. 

In the modem world, as you say, with the development of multi-national 
corporations of enormous wealth and power, international treaties and 
organizations, there is the sense that no country is sovereign and that's al1 
right., a kind of return to history and we're quite happy with that. A return to 
our historical roots. 

For Scott, as with many in the SNP, the regaining of sovereignty is merely restoration 

of that which should never have been bargained away. At the same tirne however 

there is an understanding that sovereignty cannot be absolute. Scott (Interview June 

1" Gil Paterson, SNP spokesperson on Administration and Finance, interviewed 
by author, July 1, 1994, BonnyBriggs. 



1994, Edinburgh) suggests that the SNP's nuanced view of sovereignty is a reflection 

of the Scottish historical experience. 

The Scottish experience accounts for this. Until the 1600s, when Scotland was 
an independent state, Scotland had a rather complicated idea of sovereignty; it 
lay with people. But, the practice was divided sovereignty between the state 
and church. That sovereignty is divided has been central to the Scottish 
expenence for centuries. Since union sovereignty was Iost completeIy. We 
have no recent experience with complete sovereignty. Also, as part of Our 
historical experience we have no problem associating with other European 
countnes. We have had the experience of pooling sovereignty to resist a 
powerful neighbor. 

Scott is quite confident that the EU can muster the power and authonty 

necessary to curb the anti-social consequences of centralized, mobile, anonymous 

capital. This view was echoed by Kenny MacAskill, SNP treasurer and general 

election candidate (Interview, Edinburgh June 1994). 

The S N P  in the early 80s saw Europe as an econornic union and so the more 
traditional view of sovereignty prevailed. Since 1984 the party has looked to 
the new rnillennium. The SNP now accepts that shared sovereignty is a fact of 
Iife. We've got nothing to lose. MNCs do rule the roost in Europe as in the 
North American situation but Scotland is a relatively wealthy country with 
North Sea oïl--more gas than oil now that oil's running down. 1 don? deny 
difficulties, but wefll work with European Social Democrats to enhance the 
Social Chapter of Maastricht. 

Another SNP member, research officer Kevin Pringle, described his 

conversion to the nationalist terms of independence from the UK (Interview 

Edinburgh June 1994). In 1986, a number of African States boycotted the 

Commonwealth garnes in Edinburgh to protest the British govemrnent's policies 

regarding sanctions against South Africa. Pnngle recalls: "It occurred to me that 

Scotland had a very different political culture from that which reigned, and reigns, in 

London. With our own identity in the world we wouldnft have pursued the same kind 

of policy as Thatcher". Pringle observed that sovereignty had an instrumental, as well 

as a symbolic, value. Not only could a Scottish government support sanctions against 

South Africa but the Scottish tradition of sovereignty made Scotland, unlike England, 

open to European integration. Without a tradition of parliamentary supremacy to lose, 

Scotland could more easily adapt to a confedera1 EU. 



In SNP literatue the argument is clear that Scotland would not only adapt to 

the EU, but flourish, On the other hand, "Labour and the Liberal Dernocrats are fully 

committed to the old, discredited state structures- Both would relegate Scotland to a 

region of Europe, with no power to shape Our future". As an independent member 

state, Scotland would enjoy a number of advantages such as a currency independent 

of the British pound. This would be true with either a separate Scottish currency or, 

more likely, the adoption of the Euro. SNP Iiterature cites numerous economic and 

political advantages to be had with independence in Europe. For example, as the EU 

purchases 61 percent of Scottish manufactured exports, a Scottish government would 

use its seat on the Council of Ministers to lobby on behalf of Scottish industry, and 

seek out further trading opportunities ( S m  1993c, 3). The status quo injures Scotland 

in many ways as this passage shows (SNP 1993c, 6): 

Fishing is a clear example of the neglect of Scottish interests in 
Europe. The fishing industry is ten times more important to the Scottish 
economy than to the UK as a whole, supportin,o 30,000 jobs in Scotland. But 
because fishing is marginal to the British economy, UK rninisters do not press 
the industry' interests dunng meetings of EC fisheries rninisters. Scotland's 
fishing industry suffers badly from a lack of a direct Scottish voice within the 
community. 

Scottish waters are central to the Communityfs Common Fisheries 
Policy. Yet Luxembourg, with a srnaller population than Edinburgh and 
without a coastline, has a greater say over this vital Scottish industry than the 
Scottish people. 

The above passage, alongside Scott's earlier remarks, is evidence of a 

substantial compromise on the part of the SNP--an impressive one in light of the 

party's previous opposition to the Common Market. The post-1984 SNP has "turned" 

to Europe for a nurnber of reasons. One cannot deny the powerful counter argument 

that Europe provides against the so-often wielded "separatist" charge. The 

scaremongering indulged in by the Conservative and Labour parties continues 

unabated, '01 and intensified in the lead-up to the Scottish Parliament elections on 

101 There could be no starker distinction than that between the SNP's current 
stance on Europe, and that of the Conservative Party. Against suspicion and 
xenophobia, the SNP presents hope and a determination to cooperate with Europe. 



May 6 ,  1999. The Independence in Europe platform is a strategic response to the 

charge of separatism. More importantly, however, the adoption of a pro-European 

policy is an important landmark in the development of the SNP. The turn to Europe 

implicitly and explicitly recognizes the changing state system and the emergence of 

new loci of political activity and influence. However sophisticated the party's 

thinking on these matters is, though, one rnay reasonably question whether European 

integration will serve the interests of Scottish autonorny and democracy. 

Inde~endence in Europe: Myth and Reality 

The SNP appears to have made substantial gains with the 'Independence in 

Europe' campaign. The party has been able to utilize this to fend off the old charge of 

'autarky,' and has made great use of Europe to assure Scots of a solid, and prosperous 

The Conservative party had argued, in the late 1980s, that Scotland would be ejected 
from the EU in the event of separation, and would then have to reapply for entry 
behind other states. This clairn has been laid to rest. As Paul Scott (1992, 42) has 
pointed out, a number of experts have denied the Conservative claim. Eamonn 
Gallagher, a former Director General of the European Commission, has stated that: 
"In my view, there could be no sustainable legal or political objection to separate 
Scottish membership of the European Comrnunity (Scott 1992, 43)." Furthemore, the 
1978 Vienna Convention on successor states in respect of Treaties has some bearing 
on this matter. Section 34 (1) (a) clearly states that successor states must abide by 
treaties in force at the time of succession. 

Both Conservative and Labour arguments against the 'Independence in 
Europe' position are, for Sillars, based on rnanipulative fear-mongering. He writes: 

The whole thrust of their propaganda effort against Scottish independence has 
been to Iower Scottish aspirations and procIaim the impossibility of Scotland 
getting any recognition of any vote for self-determination. It is a process 
deliberately designed to undermine self-confidence, to create a fear laden 
people open to easy manipuIation (1989, 37). 

In fact, the best that the Conservatives had been able to do, aside from counting on 
the complacency of the electorate, was to issue dire predictions regarding the 
inevitable chaos that would result from independence. That, and sentimental 
attachrnent to Union, is al1 that rernains of the Conservative party's rationale for the 
status quo. 
1" In an April 30 speech, reported in an article, "Scottish nationalists have Blair 
womed," published in the Globe and Mai1 on 1 May 1999, Prime Minister BIair 
warned the Scottish electorate that, "Their [SNFI divorce plans mean higher taxes, 
job Iosses and businesses chased away." 



economic future. This strategy has the veneer of paradox, but is actually not an 

unconmon one arnong other nationalist movements in the West. In Québec and 

Catalonia particularly, support for continental integration is quite high among 

nationalists and non-nationaiists alike.103 Martin (1995, 22) argues that whae he calls 

"free trade nationalism" bypasses the choice between "zero-sum nationalism and 

impassive cosmopolitanism". Québecois nationalists supported a carefully negotiated 

Free Trade Agreement (FïA) and North Arnerican Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 

seeing these agreements as enhancing Québec economic autonomy from the Canadian 

state. Both the federalist Liberals and the sovereigntist Parti Québecois (PQ) 

supported (excepting interna1 dissent in each party) free trade. 

Why does support for free trade seem paradoxical when espoused by a 

regionai-nationalist movement for independence? In the case of Québec, free trade 

was, and is, supported by the PQ even though the agreement was negotiated, and 

signed by the Canadian federal government (sirnilarly, Scotland's entry into the EEC 

was a result of British intentions and negotiations). The PQ's support for free trade 

was linked to the Meech Lake Accord (Merrett 1996, 250-255). The Meech Lake 

Accord was designed to decentralize the Canadian federation by providing greater 

autonomy to the provinces. This document was accompanied by negotiations on free 

trade which would enhance decentralization, for example, by cuts in transfer 

payments, and "offloading" or devolving powers to the provinces. This suited the 

agenda of the PQ leadership who saw Québec's power enhanced at the expense of the 

federal government. The PQ of Parïzeau was no longer the social democratic party of 

103 Fifty-eight percent of Quebecers supported the NAFTA compared with only 
46 percent in Canada overall (Martin 1995, 4). Some care is required here. It is 
among the elite of the nationalist movement that one finds greatest support for 
continentalisrn. One study indicates that mass level data show sirnilar levels of public 
opposition to free trade in Québec as found in the rest of Canada (Bashevkin 1991, 
172-173). 



Levesque; the new leadership was quite eager to accept the neo-liberal agenda 

implernented by the Free Trade Agreement (Merrett 1996, 253). 104 

The FTA and the NAFTA have further compromised already vulnerable and 

tenuous Canadian sovereignty. Canada has passed Iaws to accommodate the interests 

of the Arnerican pharmaceutical industry (Bill C-22 in 1988)105 and faces threats to 

the cultural industries (Bi11 C-58, for exarnple, permits Canadian firrns to advertise in 

magazines printed outside of Canada, though sold in Canada, draining revenue from 

the Canadian magazine industry). These compromises are not explicitly political but 

Iegal; Canada has entered into an agreement and must fulfill its treaty obligations. We 

do not have, as yet, the North American equivalent of a Court of Justice or Council of 

Ministers but the consequences of FTA and NAFTA have real consequences for the 

autonomy of Canadian policy-rnaking.1" Nationalism is typically associated with 

protectionism, and yet we see nationalists in Québec endorsing frec-trade--despite 

higher unemployment than its neighbor, Ontano, and a higher proportion of workers 

in vulnerable economic sectors like textiles (Martin 7, 1995). Part of the explanation 

for the advocacy of free-trade on the part of the PQ is its view that continentalism will 

provide markets for Québec exports. As FTA and NAFTA do not constitute a formal 

I@I One observer, wnting in the early 1970s, commented on  the distinction 
between the Liberals and PQ. The characterization seems dubious now. 

As we al1 know man does not live by equalization payments and 
capital investment alone. There is the sou1 which must be nurtured and up to 
now the PQ more than any other party has managed to distill into a political 
expression the spiritual meaning of what it is to be Québecois. The Liberal 
answer to this is the concept of 'cultural sovereignty,' a sort of bastard son of 
martre chez nous and a distant relative of égaliré ou indépendance. It means 
Maria Chapdelaine can Live forever so long as we render to David Rockefeller 
the things that are Chase Manhattan's (Hubert Blauch quoted in Cameron 
1974, 136). 

105 Bill C-22 extended the monopoly held by pharmaceutical firrns over patents 
from four to ten years. 
1" The Anglo-Left in Canada, while sympathetic to economic/civic nationalism, 
m u t ,  by now, be very ambivalent about nationalism when prescriptions to 
accommodate nationalist dernands in Québec have resulted in the weakening of the 
federal government and the reduction of welfare and service standards throughout the 
federation. 



political union, these are seen as autonomy-enhancing agreements which have the 

effect of reducing Québec's dependence on investment and trade within Canada. 

In the Scottish case however, the European Union is very clearly a political 

project. It initially had the function of reducing the production of war matenals (coal 

and steel) but is now a fulIy deveIoped quasi-state. The SNI? supports this European 

integration project (with the usual interna1 dissent). The view of SNP President and 

MEP (Western Isles and Highlands), Winnie Ewing, quoted in an article by Robbie 

Dinwoodie, "Salmond plea for open party," published in the Herald on 25 September 

1995, is typical: "We are bound in a partnership which has opted out from European 

social policy. The UK is a banana monarchy where Our cheap labour is meant to 

attract industry, which still seems to prefer setting up in Ireland." Full national 

representation in Europe is seen as the means to escape from economic 

mismanagement in Britain, and an opportunity for greater economic self-direction 

and development. Further, Europe's institutions promise influence at the highest 

levels of policy making. 

One former European candidate for the SNP, David Stevenson, recently 

expressed the ambivalence which characterizes many Scots' view of European 

integration: 

I have always favoured a European union, provided it was based on 
those nations which identify themselves as such, including Scotland, with 
membership being voluntaxy- everyone wanting to be in. Also I have always 
wished it to be CO-operative with the rest of the world. It shouId not be seeking 
prosperity or domInance at the expense of other parts of the world. 

The European Union which we got seemed to me more centralist and 
more based on existing imperial powers than 1 wished, but it does appear, 
perhaps more than 1 originally thought, to offer at least chances of change and 
progress towards what 1 would wish. 

Winnie Ewing, a friend whom I admire, but do not always agree with, 
has emphasised in the European Parliament it is worth arguing a case, peopIe 
are open to persuasion, a good case can be heard and acted on-- unlike the 
London Parliament where party leaders decide how their followers will vote, 
and argument and discussion serve only to let off steadgive a false 



impression of democracy (not her words, but rny understanding of what she 
meant) -107 

The above quotation demonstrates the cornmitment on the part of the SNP to 

enhancing Scottish influence and democracy through available political institutions. 

This determination reflects the experimental, flexible and innovative approaches that 

civic-nationalists can utilize to achieve their goals. There are, however, worrying 

s i g s  that the EU may fail to provide an independent Scottish state with the autonomy 

the SNP desires. 

Sociologist, and former S N P  member (now Labour), Isobel Lindsay has 

argued that the party's EU policy is, in fact, "an escape into a utopia in which strong 

influence could be wieIded and generous regional g a n t s  received, where great 

changes could be achieved without rnuch being changed" (quoted in Marr 1992, 192- 

3). Lindsay (1992, 84-101) has articulated a rather damning indictment of the party's 

European policy, and her insights are worth sorne consideration- She is cntical of the 

SNPrs criticisms of the UK's democratic deficit while it simultaneously welcomes 

European integration, despite its accompanying democratic deficit. The European 

Union represents an acceleration of both bureaucratic and economic centralization. 

Gavin McCrone (1993, 16) concurs, pointing out that the Single European Act (SEA) 

permits the trans-national movernent of financial capital. McCrone argues that one 

must expect rnergers in the financial service sectors within Europe and that this will 

certainly negatively affect Scotiand's financial industry. Furthering the economic 

integration of the EU is the European Exchange Rate Mechanism and proposals for 

monetary union contained within the Maastricht Treaty. McCrone observes that: 

"Monetary union is however a very major step, since it involves a more substantial 

transfer of economic sovereignty from the national to the European Ievel than any of 

the other common policies which have been introduced since the Community was 

Io7 Internet correspondence, February 1999. 



founded" (1993, 16). Such centralization will require the services of a central bank to 

coordinate the money supply, and by implication, control over member states' fiscal 

policies. McCrone (Ibid. 19) further points out that member states would be forced to 

conform to the same "monetary and fiscal disciplines". There is Iittle reason to view 

this particular centralizing trend as either benevolent or  sensitive to minority peoples' 

distinctiveness, or democratic aspirations. 

Lindsay (1992,91) argues that the 'Independence in Europe' slogan is rather 

superficial. Lindsay argues that in its enthusiasm for Europe, the SNP is, in fact, 

following "a political agenda dictated by the interests of multi-national capital" (Ibid.. 

94). Party activists protest this perspective, arguing that "things couldn't be worse 

than they are now" and that Europe will be an improvement both democratically and 

econornically. Lindsay (Ibid.. 95) is not appeased: 

Independent membership of an increasingly integrationist EC is more 
striking for its continuity than as a radical departure. Once the ment of 
independence as opposed to a domestic Iegislature is seen as prirnarily a better 
way of exerting influence on the EC, then the argument becornes a balance- 
sheet, not a principle, not part of a broader democratic ideology. 

Lindsay points to a critical point. The ment of the Independence in Europe 

policy is its relative improvernent upon current Scottish influence in Europe, but, this 

assumes that Westminster will be run by a government insensitive to Scottish needs 

and aspirations. In the event of a UK government eager to incorporate Scottish 

interests in some kind of federal structure, the 'Independence in Europe' argument 

loses its default attraction. The 1979-97 era made European integration a more 

attractive option when a mandateless govemment seemed determined to ignore 

Scottish interests. Europe's deficiencies were less visible in contrast to those of 

successive Conservative govemments. On the other hand, one cannot help but wonder 

if Scotland's voice will echo more loudly in Brussels than it does now in London. The 

SNP case for Europe pivots on the argument that Scotland will be able to choose the 

areas in which it cooperates with the EU, and pools or surrenders sovereignty. 



Lindsay argues that: "Even in the areas in which the veto technically continues, it has 

now become obviously a rnythical power" (Lindsay 1991, 95). How could the SNP 

spend 15 years criticizing the Conservative governrnent's two-track Europe, and then 

tum and demand to either veto or opt out of some area of European aRairs? In the 

brokerage politics of the EU, Scotland wiIl have to sacrifice in some areas in order to 

benefit from others. 

Bateman (1994) discusses jurisdictiona2 concerns over Scottish fishing zones 

which are said to contain 80 percent of EU fish stocks.108 Over the last several years, 

Spain and PortugaI have lobbied for access to Scottish waters for their fishing fleets. 

These waters had been barred to their fIeets by the EU as a conservation measure. The 

two countries Iobbied for access by 1996. Such an 'adjustrnent' required only a 

majority vote in the Council of Ministers and, having far less influence than the 

Iberians, Scotland suffered a serious setback on a matter of critical importance for 

local fishing communities (particularly in Iight of the Ibenans' conservation record). 

First of all, Scotland has no vote on the Council of Ministers; Britain does. The 

Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) is detennined by the Council of LMinisters on 

recommendations from the European C o r n m i s ~ i o n . ~ ~  The Council of Ministers 

represents the executives of the rnember states while the Commission is appointed by 

each of the rnember states. There is no direct link between the interests of the fishing 

comunities and policy makers. Lobbyists for Scottish fishing interests are countered 

by the presence of multi-national organizations in Europe who control the continental 

fishing industry. As fishing is relatively unimportant to the UK as a whole the 

1% Fishing policy in the EU is predicated on two principles: the single market in 
agricultural products and the nature of fisheïy ecology; fish may spawn in one 
temtory, mature in another and migrate seasonally. It is difficult then to assert 
national ownership (Wright 1996,27). 

The "original six" members of the EEC adopted a Common Fisheries Policy at 
the tirne of application by Denmark, Ireland, and the UK in the knowledge that these 
applicants had nch fishing grounds. To enter the Comrnunity the applicants had to 
accept the primacy of European law over fisheries (Wright 1996,29). 



governrnent was willing to concede to the access demands of the EU. This (the vote 

on fishing) has notfiing to do with the European parliament; it is an executive decision 

of the British government and the other members on the Council of Ministers. 

However, even if ScotIand had been an independent member of the EU, the outcome 

may not have been different. Since the day-to-day management of the CFF is subject 

to Qualified Majority Voting (QMV), it seems unlikely that an independent 

Scotland's vote would be able to strictly exclude a degree of access to the Scottish 

fishery (Wright 1996, 37).110 The only options would be to renegotiate the CFP (a 

move not likely to be in the interest of other members states), a European court 

challenge, or, exit the EU altogether--an option contrary to the basic ethos evident in 

the contemporary discourse of the SNP.111 The party's 1992 booklet, Scotland: A 

European Nation, declares that, upon entry to the EU: "Al1 Our existing legal, 

economic and sociaI agreements will remain in place, with no disruption whatsoever" 

Gray (1997) observes that the new Multi-annual Guidance Program (MAGP) 

does little to reduce the &evances of British and Irish fishing cornrnunities. Quota 

Ilo Neither the Labour party nor the Liberal-Democrats would repatnate the CFP. 
The SNP promises not to abandon fishing interests. This wodd be diE~cult. Veto is 
not an option in the CFP. The only options are legal challenges to the European Court 
of Justice (ECJ), or, influencing other members to overturn CFP policies in the 
Council of Ministers (See Wright 1996, 37). 

The S N P  is cornrnitted to maintaining the nght of veto in the Council of 
Ministers ( S m ,  1996). From 1966--aiter the Luxembourg compromise which created 
an informal precedent recognizing the threat of veto in defense of vital national 
interests--to the mid-1980s, the threat of veto forced compromise in decision making 
in the Council of Ministers. By the time of the SEA (1984), and ever since, more 
areas of decision rnaking have been undertaken with simple and qualified majority 
procedures. Nugent (1991, 122) argues that members increasingly feared that 
progress on integration would be retarded by the procrastination and delay wrought 
by frequent vetoes. Unanimity procedures, subject to veto, would become 
increasingly difficult as the union came to expand frorn the 'orig?nal six' to the current 
15, and likely twenty within the next decade. Governments insisting on delaying 
legislation viewed as compromising 'national interests' may find themselves isolated 
and lose Ieverage on other policy areas. Resistance to proposed legislation is more 
likely to be manifested in brokerage politics than in vetoes. Politically, Scotland could 
not enjoy the benefits of integration while simultaneously interminably 'opting out' of 
European policy. 



hopping, when other member states' nationals buy out British licenses (from British 

fishing boat owners) and quotas, has also posed a serious problem as these boats tend 

not to hire local fishers, and their owners do not live and spend in the locaIity, or 

inject money into the local economy.1'2 Also, British (presurnably Scottish) decisions 

on fishing quotas are taken on a supra-national level and limit the scope of dornestic 

policy-makers to determine sustainabIe quotas and fishing methods. Organizations 

such as the Scottish Fishermen's Federation (SFF) are very concerned with 

destructive methods of fishing, such as industrial fishing (which catches and wastes 

non-target species), conducted by the Danes particularly, and beam trawling, a Dutch 

practice where the ocean floor is raked by weighted nets destroying the ocean floor 

(Gray 1997, 152). In 2002, existing fishing agreements will be renegotiated and will 

almost certainly open British waters entirely to the fleets of other member states. If 

Scotland wants the benefits of regional development funding, free access to European . 

markets, the security of membership in the EU, and use of the single currency it will 

need to cooperate. In the case of fishing, cooperation and acceptance of the basic 

treaty obligations will require some reciprocity. Scotland will not be able to 'use' the 

EU at its convenience if it expects to enjoy the benefits of membership. 

What this example demonstrates is that Scots can suffer inside or outside the 

UK in relation to the EU. As fishing is such an unimportant concem for the rest of the 

UK, Scotland can expect little active concern on the part of most of the UK's 

European representatives (on the Council, the Commission, and the Parliament).lL3 

LI2 A strict system of vesse1 registration and licensing, to prevent quota hopping, 
could be challenged as a vioIation of the Treaty of Rome's elimination of 
discrimination of the basis of nationality. Fish products are (considered agricultural 
products) subject to cornmon market rules under Article 38 EEC (Bainbridge 1998, 
416) 
Il3 In 1972 prospective applicants to the EC were presented with the Common 
Fisheries Policy (CFP). Nonvay's referendum result that year (53.5 percent opposed) 
was partly determined by opposition to the CFP. Wright (1996) argues that rising 
discontent on the part of the Scottish fishing sector helped sway undecided 
Norwegians to the 'No' side in the 1994 referendum on Nonvegian rnembership in the 
EU (52.2 percent opposed). 



On the other hand, as an independent member, it would wield only three of the 79 

weighted votes on the Council of Ministers and only 3 percent of the seats (sixteen, 

up from its current eight) in the European parliament. Il4 

Furthennore, influence in European affairs will only be as effective as the 

institutions of the EU. Delegates to the SNP's 1995 conference in Perth raised serious 

doubts regarding the EU, particuIarly the single currency administered by a central 

bank- The S N ?  is clearly not--as it has criticized the Conservatives for being-in favor 

of Europe à la carte, but as integration proceeds, and more policy domains are 

surrendered to Europe, the shortcomlngs of integration rnay seem more salient than 

the benefits.115 The SNP would argue that the current status of Scotland is 

intolerable, but one might argue that a refonned British constitution would have the 

added benefit of strengthening the voice of Scotland (as well as Wales) in the EU. 

Some kind of asyrnrnetrical federalism, in which Scotland has more autonomy than 

other regions of the UK, would permit Scotland to have a greater voice in European 

affairs. Bateman (1994, 14) points out that it has been suggested that responsibility 

for fishing (a peripheral interest for the UK generally) could be transferred to the 

Scottish Off~ce, although, with a Scottish Parliament, this might be easily devolved 

and permit Scottish representatives to meet and negotiate fishing (and other Scottish 

concerns) in Brussels, perhaps following consultations with Westminster. 

Asymmetrical federalism would also have the salutary benefit of not requinng 

unneeded and unwanted regional devolution within England itself. A written 

114 Since 1979, MEPs have been elected directly by the electorates of the mernber 
states. Despite representation in the European Parliament (EP) the interests of 
Scotland are hampered by the prior probiem of the "democratic deficit" resulting from 
the generaI weakness of the EP compared with the Council of Ministers and the 
Cornmission. 
115 The Tindemans report on European institutions observed that the number of 
regulations ( according to the Treaty of Rome regulations are binding in their entirety 
and applicable in al1 member states) have increased from 1,517 in 1973 to 7, 367 in 
1993 (Van Tuyll van Serookerken 1996,49-50). 



constitution would further structure the ri@ of Scottish govemments to make their 

interests known at the UK and European levels. 

The issue of national vetoes over areas of critical national interests deserves 

some consideration. The argument presented by Sillars in the late 1980s, and by the 

S N P  over the last decade, has been that: "Many decisions in the Council of 

Ministers--the EC's ultimate Iawmaking body--have to be taken by unanimous 

agreement of al1 the member states. Thus every country effectively has the right of 

veto on many matters. An independent ScotIand, wishing to rnake a positive 

contribution towards Europe would want to make use of that power only very rarely-- 

but we wouId have the right to do so if Our vital national interests were at stake" (SNP 

1992e, 7). The provisions within the EU for the use of veto are limited (especially 

when compared to the two-tier system employed by the UN where secunty council 

members enjoy a right of veto over all areas of decision-making) (Bainbridge 1998). 

In fact, the variable geometry model, where member states opt out of spheres of EU 

activity (for example, the Major government and the Social Contract of the Treaty on 

European Union) seems the more Iikely course, especially with expansion of the EU 

(Bainbridge 1998, 508). The threat of veto in the past has often served to discourage 

the use of vetoes and has encouraged consensus forrns of decision-making since the 

Luxembourg Compromise of 1966. Since that time, more and more areas of policy 

have been subject to QMV procedures. essentially eliminating the use of the veto.116 

The SNP has expressed support for QMV arguing that it provides small states with 

"6 Under Qualified Majority Voting member states' votes are weighted by 
population as follows: Austria 4, Belgium 5, UK 10, Denmark 3, Finland 3, France 
10, Gemany 10, Greece 5, Ireland 3, Italy 10, Luxembourg 2,  Netherlands 5, 
Portugal 5, Spain 8, Sweden 4. A qualified majority, with the current member state 
complement of 15, is 62 of 87 total votes rneaning that 26 votes can block proposed 
legislation. 

Legislative acts related to the single market are voted on by QMV. The 
following areas are now decided by QMV: free movement of workers, recognition of 
credentials, the intemal market, public health, consumer protection, cornpetition, 
transport, environment, development cooperation, the European Social Fund, and the 
Regional Development Fund (George 1996,23). 



considerable influence, and yet this assumes that a group of small member States will 

share common policy positions. The S N P  pledges to "treat fishing as a top priority" 

and "safeguard the future of our fishing communities" (SNP 1996). The SNP wants to 

fundarnentaIIy reform the CFP, and replace it with "the basis of a new agreement 

being the implementation of the subsidiarity principle in fishing policy" (Ibid.). These 

are commitments which an independent S-cottish state may have to compromise upon 

in order to exert influence in other areas mf European policy. This is the case because 

for al1 its federalist pretensions the EU retains a strong intergovernmental element 

which implies that brokerage politics will continue to influence policy making. 

There remain, within the SNP, serious concerns about the European project. 

At the SNP's annual conference in Perth in 1995, doubts about Europe were voiced. 

John Mason, a party delegate from Glasgow, articulated this latent ambivalence in an 

article by Peter MacMahon, "Doubts emer -e  over policy on Europe," published in the 

Scotsman on 22 September 1995: 

We're in the S N P  because we do not want other countries making 
decisions for us, whether [these decisions are made] in London or Brussels 
would suggest that going into the single currency is going too far. One of the 
key things about sovereignty is having control over your own currency. 

Nevertheless, Alex Neil (Policy vice-convenor) reflected the view of the leadership 

and the rnajority of delegates, stating that the party would continue to support the 

single currency. The party's stance on Europe prompted its Energy spokesperson, 

Nicola Sturgeon, quoted in an article, " h u b t s  emerge over policy on Europe," by 

Peter MacMahon in the Scotsman on 22 September 1995, to admonish the 1995 

conference and warn that: "Europe is our Elagship policy. It is far too important to be 

dealt with by a mish-mash of statements which leave us facing different directions at 

once. Euro-skeptics also haunt the SNP quite publicly, with prominent members Iike 

Stephen Maxwell observing, in a Ietter to the Scotsman on 3 October 1995, "Swing 

away from Maastricht," that SLW Euro-skeptics have "challenged the consistency of 

the SNP's support for European economic union with the SNP's desire for a strong 



Scottish govemment capable of using Scotland's asset base to support national 

reconstruction." 

The European Union is often criticized for its "dernocratic deficit" 

(Chryssochoou 1999; Martin and Ross 1999; WeiIer, Haltern and Mayer 1995; 

ECiernan 1997; Davidson 1997)."7 Despite reforms in the late 1970s and mid- 

eighties, the European Parliament has a k o  been widely criticized as an ineffective 

talking shop, impotent against the agenda of the Council of Ministers, and the 

European Commission (Boyce 1993; Wallace and Smith 1995). In July 1993, the UK 

National Council for Civil Liberties (Liberty), in its memorandum to the UK's 

European Communities Cornmittee, called for a transparent and accountable 

European Union. It concluded that: 

There is a democratic deficit at both the community and national levels 
which is particularly serious in the field of intergovemmental cooperation; the 
European Parliament cannot control the Council, while most national 
parliaments have so far failed to devise means of making their govemments 
more accountable for actions agreed at the Community level (Liberty, 576). 

Liberty's report argued that the 1988 Toussaint report on the 'democratic deficit' has 

inspired only lirnited efforts in the Treaty on European Union to address the trend 

whereby member states lose powers without analogous powers being given to the 

European Parliament (Liberty, 573). More recent attempts at reform to the democratic 

deficit have enhanced the powers of the EP. Most notabiy, the Treaty of Amsterdam 

has strengthened the EP's power by extending the codecision procedure (Dinan 1999, 

40). Moreover, in September 1998, Wim Duisenberg and other rnembers of the 

European Central Bank's (ECB) executive board appeared before the EP monetary 

subcommittee to address questions regarding the transparency and Iegitimacy of the 

117 The perception that the EU is undernocratic undermines the prospects of 
enhancine that democracy because the perception that the European Parliament is too 
weak is cited by 25 percent of non-voters as reason for abstaining from EU elections 
(European Commission 1999, 82). Eurobarometer conducts regular surveys of public 
opinion and polls 1000 people per country (except Luxembourg where 500 are 
surveyed, and the UK where 300 Northem Ireland residents are included with the rest 
of the UK's 1000). 



ECB policy making. Dinan describes the exchange as cordial, but also notes that 

Duisenberg's determination to restrict access to ECB policy discussions clashes with 

the EP's demands for greater accountability and public scrutiny (Dinan 1999, 58).  

While progess has been achieved with the Treaty of Amsterdam in improving the 

EU's democratic practice, critics remain unappeased. Toulemon observes that: 

The increasing involvement of the European Parliament in the EU's 
legislative work and the publication of the Council's voting records (though 
not its deliberations) incontestabiy represent progress. But Europe remains 
largely the privileged reserve of politicians, diplomats, high-ranking oficials, 
top management and experts of al1 Som who, al1 taken together, fa11 badly 
short of meeting the expectations of the ordinary man and woman on the 
'Clapham omnibus' or, for that matter, the Brussels tram (1998, 116). 

The Treaty of Amsterdam was signed in October 1997. It is not readily 

associated with any great project as previous treaties have been (for instance, the SEA 

with the Single European Market, or the Maastricht Traety with the common 

currency) (Nugent 1999, 80-81)- The Treaty of Amsterdam was ratified with far less 

controversy than the Maastricht Treaty, and arguably with less public debate (only 

Denmark and Ireland held referenda on it). The Treaty came into force in May 1999 

and enhances the strength of the European Parliament by providing the EP with 

greater input into legislation and greater independence from the Commission and the 

CounciI of Ministers. Where proposals are sent to conciliation committees for 

amendment, both Parliament and the Commission must approve. In the past onIy 

qualified majority votes by Parliament could thwart the will of the Commission 

(Nugent 1999. 88). Moreover, a nurnber of other institutional changes were agreed to. 

The EP has now been capped at 700 members regardless of the number of member 

States. Also, the Commission President must be approved by Parliament. 

Important changes have also been made with regard to decision-making 

procedures. Twelve new areas of policy will now be governed by QMV. Among 

these are: employment puidelines, social exclusion, free movement persons, public 

health, equal opportunities, customs cooperation and research and technological 



development (European Commission 1997, 22). While the changes to strengthen the 

role of Parliament are to be welcorned there is still the concem that national 

sovereignty and hence, policy development and nationd government le,aitimacy will 

be further diminished with QW. QMV may, as the SNI? argues, enhance small state 

power and influence but this is Iikely only where issues are shared in common with 

many small member states. In matters where one or two small states try to stem the 

tide, or stake out an independent position, there rnay be Iess advantage to QMV. The 

changes brought about by the Treaty of Amsterdam contribute to a reduction in the 

democratic deficit while others effectively reduce national sovereignty further, and by 

implication undennine nationaI-Ievel democracy. 

European integation has been the subject of considerable criticism. Galtung 

(1994) has pointed out the historical continuity of the EU with previous European 

empires. The doctrine acquis cornrnztnautaire requires new members to accede to the 

treaty obligations existing at the moment of entry.I18 This lirnits an independent 

Scottish state's room to maneuver, a tolerabk development, perhaps, if the onIy 

options considered are the statzls quo, or integration with the curent structure of 

European govemance. 

The SNP, citing Ireland's apparent transformation over the Iast two decades, 

may consider political subordination an acceptable price to pay for economic 

rejuvenation via EU regional funding. The reality may be at odds with this judgment. 

One comrnentator suggests that: "To the extent that regional and social policies 

continue to be subordinated to the needs of capital and so to competition and 

industnal objectives, the European Union will fail to reduce regional disparities 

IlS Article 8 of the recent Treaty of Amsterdam stipulates that the Schengen 
agreement "must be accepted in full by all States candidates for admission." If a 
member is found to be in violation of a treaty the Council may "suspend certain of the 
rights deriving from the application of this treaty to the Member state in question, 
including the voting rights of the representative of that Member state in the council" 
(Treaty of Amsterdam, Article F. 1.2). 



across the continent and may exacerbate patterns of uneven development" (Danson 

1997, 15). Baxter-Moore (1992, 27) suggests that "the party wiIl have to recognize, to 

a greater extent than has hitherto been the case, that there may well be a fundamental 

tension between the kind of nationalism espoused by the SNP and the kind of 

European Cornmunity envisaged by the progenitors of the Single European Act" (that 

is, the vision led by the interests of large corporations and finance capital). Dyson 

(1999, 198) argues that recently elected social democratic governrnents in France and 

Germany have had to conform to "a reigning economic policy paradigrn that 

privileged central bankers. EMU European Monetary Union] had itself played a key 

role in institutionalizing that paradigm." The paradigm referred to emphasizes the 

importance of pice stability and central bank independence. This is important for the 

Scottish case as the SNP is determined to prepare for Scottish adoption of the single 

currency. The party's policy paper, Towards the Scottish Parliament, states that: 

Irrespective of whether the UK joins the European Single Currency in 
the near future, there will be a need to ensure that Scotland's businesses are 
prepared for it being introduced by I l  member states of the EU. In particular 
Scotland's exporters and financial service industries will have to be geared up 
for dealing with the EURO (SNP 1998b, 3). 

The SNP seems to regard the single currency as a potential problem of 

adjustment for industry and commerce; it is insufficiently concemed with the 

consequences of meeting the convergence criteria for entering Stage III EMU in the 

first place. The document furîher states that: 

We wilI set up a Currency Advisory Board, comprising economists, 
trades unionist [sic], industrialists, financiers and MSPs of al1 parties. The 
Commission will research in detail the implications of a European Single 
Currency for each major sector of commerce and industry in Scotland. It will 
rnake recommendations on what actions should be taken to prepare Scotland 
for possibIe entry into the Euro, either as an independent country or as part of 
the UK (Ibid.). 

The nsk entailed with the adoption of the single currency is that the social agenda of 

the SNP will be at odds with the neo-liberal ethos of the EU,l19 

119 Dyson (1999, 200) argues that the neo-liberal paradigm of the EU became 



Moreover, the 'bidding war' for external investment has intensified with the 

opening up of East European econornies. Unûl the early 1970s, Scotland (and Wales) 

benefited from industrial policies in the f o m  of nationalization which took the place 

of external investment and absent indigenous capital. The ascendancy of neo-liberal 

policies since the 1979 General election and the dismantiing of anti-cornpetitive trade 

bamers by the EU have served to devastate Scottish industry (Danson 1997, 17). 

Employment in manufacturing has decreased substantidly (see Map 7) and service 

sector employment is generally non-unionized and often part-time. Also, Map 6 

shows considerable ernployment volatility in the oil sector. Danson (1997, 16-17) 

argues that the rnuch lauded European funding--via the European Regional 

Development Fund and the European Social Fund, intended to arneliorate the 

adjustment costs of integration--actually does Iittle to alleviate underdevelopment. 

These funds are designed to improve infrastructure to attract investment, rather than 

to transform the peripheral economy. Nationalists argue that an independent 

government will be able to attract investment on its own t e m s  and use oil revenues 

for structural transformation (see Map 5 for gas and oïl fields). This would be a happy 

result indeed, but one dependent on sustainable, dependable oil revenues and the 

ability to resist the temptation to accept externa1 investment at any cost. 

1s subsidiarity the key to protecting national and regional autonomy within the 

EU? Article 3b of the TEU enshrines the principle of subsidiarity: 

In areas which do not fa11 within its exclusive cornpetence, the 
community shall take action, in accordance with the pnnciple of subsidiarity, 
only if and so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be 
sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the 
scde or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Comrnunity 
( E U ,  3 b, paragraph 2 ) .  

especially evident following the Delors report of 1989. The report itself was drafted 
by a cornmittee composed of the heads of central banks of the member States. The 
document clearly stresses the issues of European Central Bank independence and 
price stability. 
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In 1992 and 1993 expert witnesses called before the UKs Foreign Affairs Committee 

and the Committee on the European Communities disparaged the efficacy of 

subsidiarity and warned that the Maastricht Treaty (TEU) was a centralizing 

document replete with implications for member state autonomy and democratic 

accountability. 

Trevor Hartley, Professor of Law at the London School of Econornics, 

suggests that the subsidiarity principle (as described in the TEU) has no 'bite'--that, in 

fact, there are no institutional means for adjudicating Comrnunity/subcommunity 

jurisdictional disagreements (1992, 49). The Iack of any proposed institutional 

remedies, Say, a conmittee like the French Conseil constitutiorznel, indicates a lack of 

commitment to the oft-cited subsidiarity principle. Even if such a measure were 

considered, the body would be "vigorously opposed by the European Court", which, 

Hartley argues, is determined to maintain judicial monopoly (1992, 214).120 Martin 

Howe also doubts the cornmitment of the Cornmunityfs goveming institutions to 

subsidiarity. He wonders if it is merely lip-service designed to reduce the difficulties 

of ratification in certain member States (notably, France and Denmark) (Howe 1992, 

218). The principle is so vague as to defy predictable and dependable judicial 

interpretation. As a legal bamer it is "virtually ineffective as a limitation on future 

overcentralizing rneasures of the Community institutions" (Howe 1992,223). 

Phillip Allot, in his written memorandum to the Foreign Affairs Committee, 

made the following point: 

Such things (federalisrn, fïked-exchange rates, social policy) would be 
a matter for intense debate within the intemal political system of each member 
state. The fact that they now have to be dealt with at the EC Ievel does not 
mean that they have suddenly become technical matters, or matters to be 
resolved by diplornatic bargaining. No executive branch of government, least 
of al1 the British govemment, can claim that whatever view of such matters 
that it chooses to cal1 a British interest' has been sufficiently authorized, or 

120 The European Court of Justice is composed of 15 judges (one from each 
member state). There is no appeal to the court's judgments and dissenting judgments 
are not recorded (Bainbridge l998,lO7). 



will be sufficiently validated, by national eIections or by executive- 
orchestrated simple-rnajority votes in the national parliament (1992, 217). 

Allot proceeded to condemn the EC's Council of Ministers for its secrecy and lack of 

political legitimacy, calling it "more of a cabal than a cabinet" (1992, 217). 

In his appearance at the Foreign Affairs Cornmittee (UK) heanngs on 

Maastricht, Peter Ludlow, Director of the Centre of European Policy Studies, stated 

that Maastricht was a document which pushed Europe closer to federalism. This 

tendency is strengthened by the centralization of certain, heretofore 

intergovernmental matters such as foreign policy, in which the EU would formdate 

an EU-wide foreign policy binding members of the European Council of Ministers 

(the primary intergovernmental branch of European govemment). 

Centralization is apparent in other areas of integration as well. Ludlow's 

response to a question on the single currency and centralization is revealing. 

Do yozt see the sening zlp of rhe Central Bank and a single cztrrency as 
puslting rlze Commzmiîy towards becorning a centralised United States of 
Europe ? 

(Mr. Ludlow) Karl-Otto Pohl, the president of the Bundesbank, made 
no secret of the fact that, if you were going to have monetary union4 think I 
quote exactly--federalisrn in this case wouId be of a highly centralised 
character; in other words, you cannot divide monetary policy if you are going 
to have as the most important aim of this monetary union, price stability. The 
short answer to your question is, yes, if we have a centrd bank there is one 
centra. authority and nobody else will get a look in, which does not rnean to 
Say we cannot through our participation as the UK, as France, or whatever, 
have influence on its poiïcy. But it is bound to be a central single decision- 
making body. . . So the short answer is yes (Ludlow 1992,92). 

If European integration served the purpose of consolidating and preserving 

European democracy in the decades following WWTI, it now seems to be 

undermining democracy (Martin and Ross 1999). The E m s  Central Banking system 

is independent of the political institutions of Europe and is committed, first and 

foremost, to price stability. The convergence criteria for entry into EMU were so 

stringent that member States aiming to enter the first round of EMU had to abandon 

these objectives in order to combat the unemployment associated with the recession 

of the mid-nineties (Martin and Ross 1999, 174). In short, the "social market model" 



pursued by many states over the last few decades will no longer be a policy option. 

Fear of inflation will lead the Central bank to accept a "natural" level of 

unemployment and restrict the capacities of member states to use monetary policies to 

reduce unemployment (primady, via Iower interest rates which stimulate growth), 

The image of the EU as a benign, if imtating, technocratic regulatory 

institution is increasin~ly beIied by the important areas of policy over which it will 

eventually exercise cornpetence. In the decades to corne the EU will certainly have a 

comrnon foreign policy and a standing army. These developments have outstripped 

the EU'S democratic legitimacy as it rernains criticized for its lack of democracy and 

opaque decision-rnaking procedures. '21 

ScotIand in Post-Maastricht Euro~e 

The ongoing process of European integration demonstrates the contradictions 

of civic nationalism in the Iate 20th century. The EU is electoral 'gold' in the sense 

that it serves, at first glance, as a powerful argument in support of the economic 

viability of a Scottish state and the improvements in living standards which would 

result from fundamental constitutional change. A more critical analysis, however, 

raises serious questions about the limits inherent in the "Independence In Europe" 

policy. If the British political system has prevented Scotland from developing as 

prosperously as it should, or excluded Scots from decision-making (discussed in 

Chapter 7) then the SNP's policies should provide a remedy to these problems. 

However, SNPfs claims about independence within the EU can be challenged. This 

121 The sheer apathy of European publics toward the EU is evidence of the lack of 
societaI penetration of "European-ness." Of 265 million eligible voters, only 145 
million Europeans voted in the 1994 elections to the European Parliament 
(Bainbridge 1998, 207). In Britain, turnout has been very low: 32 percent in 1979, 
32.6 percent in 1954, 36.3 percent in 1989, 6.4 percent in 1994 and 24 percent in 
1999 (Bainbridge 1998, 209). In fact, turnout in some countries exaggerates interest 
in European-level politics because countries like Belgium have compulsory voting 
laws. 



does not imply that the current constitutional arrangement should be accepted 

uncritically; nor does îhis conclusion imply that independence is impossible or 

undesirable. Rather, it suggests that a11 options must be evaluated skeptically and 

soberly . 

Fundamental changes in the organization of political and economic life have 

changed the debate over Scottish sovereignty. Scotland exists in a web of 

associations, treaties and organizations. AI1 features of sovereign states once 

considered fundamental are now challenged. These changes rnay be welcomed by 

internationalists who celebrate cross-border cooperation in research, cultural projects, 

and environmental regulation. There is even the promise that such interdependence 

may reduce the risk of war. Another, darker perspective emphasizes the centralizing 

tendencies of the European Union which are designed to improve the environment for 

capital mobility and accumulation. The provisions of the Single European Act, 

Maastricht's monetary union, and fiscal policy hannonization, may reduce the Iatitude 

afforded any social democratic administration in an independent Scotland. 1s it 

possible that social welfare spending will approach the lowest comrnon denominator 

as states are forced to confom to the fiscal aspirations of a central European bank 

cornmitted to neo-liberal economics? 

Characterizing the socio-economic nature of the EU is the subject of great 

debate. Neill Nugent (1999, 44) observes that the nature of the Treaties of Rome 

(1957) has led many to conclude that European integration has been guided by an 

ideology of "free-market, liberal, non-interventionist capitalism." Nugent cautions 

against easy acceptance of this view in light of the enormous centralized 

infrastructure required to coordinate intervention and management of cornpetition 

policy. Moreover, the Common Agricultural Policy, social policy, and the common 

transport policies were al1 designed to prevent the dislocation which was expected if 

these areas of European life were exposed to free-market forces. Finally, Nugent 



points out that few Christian Democratic and Social Democratic governments of 

member states would have acquiesced to the unrestrained law of the free-market 

Beanng Nugent's caution in mind, it is still lesitirnate to question the extent to 

which the contemporary EU is driven by neo-liberal goals. 122 The recent experiences 

of srnall social-democratic states which joined the EU are instructive for predicting 

the consequences of Scottish independence within the EU. Austria and Sweden joined 

the EU in 1995. Austria was among the first 11 member states to adopt the euro. In 

Austria, it was anticipated that accession would improve the economy generally, but 

also strengthen the hands of employers' associations as social welfare policies were 

restricted and realigned (Talos and Badelt 1999, 351). Post-accession developrnents 

show that the consequences for Austria and its social policies are far from cIear-cut. 

Part of the reason for the muted impact of the EU on Austrian social policy was the 

fact that Austria had, for years, been altering elements of legislation to conform to EU 

norms. Measuring u p  to EU standards in a variety of areas of policy was easy as 

Austria already had substantial regulation and policy in labour relations and social 

security and these tended to exceed EU norms. 

The negative relative consequences of integration were felt with the 

introduction of "austerity packages" with the 1995 and 1996 Austrian budgets (Tilos 

and Badelt 1999, 353). In order to qualify for the first round of EMU, debt and deficit 

reductions were targeted. External scrutiny pushed the Austrian government to 

lE  The difficulty of characterizing the EU is made more difficult by the presence, 
within EU treaties, of Articles expressinp possibly conflicting goals. For instance, 
Hardy and Adnett point out that Article 127 of the Treaty of Amsterdam requires 
Cornrnunity policies to consider the objective of high levels of employment when 
developing policy. Later, Article 137 requires that social policy not hinder the 
development of small and medium-sized businesses. These authors conclude: "How 
the continued comrnitment to strengthening the social rights of EU employees is to be 
reconciled with the increased entrepreneunal freedom implied by this apparent 
championing of more flexible labor markets remains to be resolved (Hardy and 
Adnett 1999, 127). 



undertake serious budget cuts. ApproximateIy two-thirds of the savings required to 

meet EMU debt/deficit targets were achieved in spending cuts (rather than tax nses). 

Among the areas targeted for cuts were unemployment benefits, family and maternity 

allowances, and reforrn to early retirement rules. Talos and Badelt (1999, 355) 

observe that, despite these cuts, there has been no change in the strategic aims of 

social policy. Still, for those who lost income support, considerable sacrifice was 

required to adjust to EU demands. The elderly, single-mothers and the unemployed 

clearly paid a disproportionate share of the price of acquiring the single currency. 

Why then did Austria undertake sacrifices to enter the EU? Bieler (2000, 224) 

argues that the main advocate for membership was the powerful Austrian Federation 

of Industrialists. This organization, concemed with bamiers to exports in the form of 

EU tariff barriers, actively lobbied the government to apply for membership. Bieler 

further suggests that the "neo-liberal restructunng of Austria's production system was 

the social purpose behind EU rnembership" (2000,223). 

Sweden's expenence in adapting to membership in the EU is also instructive. 

Budget cuts and rising unemployment -frorn under 2 percent in 1990 to 8 percent in 

1995--have inspired a debate on the degree to which EU entry is responsible (Gould 

1999, 166). Gould suggests that a number of key features of the Swedish mode1 are 

disappearing: gender equality, progressive drug policy, and full employment.123 The 

degree to which these changes have been the result of EU membership is uncertain. 

Gender equality, found in Sweden more than in most other rnember states, has been 

cornpromised as budget cuts designed to ease Sweden's entry to EMU (in anticipation 

of joining Eh4XJ) have affected the public sector--a source of well-paying jobs for 

123 Entry into the European Union also compromises the Scandinavian tradition 
of open governrnent. In Scandinavian states citizens typically have greater access to 
policy-making and administration than do citizens of most states. This is especially 
tme in cornparison to the opaque nature of EU decisionmaking, especially in the 
Council of Ministers. As huge areas of public policy are shifted to the European level 
this openness is threatened (GrBnbech-Jensen 1998). 



many women (Gould 1999, 166). Social welfare spending has been reduced with the 

government's efforts to meet the EMU convergence criteria- Accompanying this 

effort has been privatization, user fees for medical services, and layoffs among 

medical personnel (Gould 1999, 166). 

Economic and Monetary union is not rnereiy an economic policy unrelated to 

issues of democratic govemance. Martin and Ross (1999) argue that EMU will 

deepen the democratic deficit of the EU. It will also have immediate and painful 

consequences for Eur0peans.12~ It is argued that: "As is now clear, EMU was 

constructed to have severely restrictive economic effects. If EMU operates as 

designed, it condemns Europe to continuing high levels of unemployment, which are 

currently around 11 percent" (Martin and Ross 1999, 171). This trend operates 

alongside, or in conflict with, other visions of European integration, principally that 

articulated by Jacques Delors, who frequently spoke during his tenure as President of 

the Commission of a "socid market" where economic decisions would not be made 

solely on the basis of market instruments (Ibid. 172). In short, the European social 

dernocratic model, one broadly sirnilar to that endorsed by the SNP, is threatened by 

another model, one in which the market is ascendant. This model, according to Martin 

and Ross (1999), emerged in the 1970s with new efforts to further and deepen 

integration. So, while social democratic ,oovernments used national policy 

instruments to ameliorate the consequences of recession in the 1970s, European level 

policy rnakers moved toward the construction of a single market. Two contradictory 

trends in the integration process can now be discerned, One is the Europe of 

Who supports EMU? According to Jabko, "Commission officials 
progressively realized that, while the political constituency liable to support EMU per 
se remained elusive, there was a clear constituency for monetary orthodoxy. It was 
made up of national politicians who favored a Ieaner state and/or a leaner public 
budget, national central banks and finance ministry officials, members of the business 
community, especially in the financial sector, and, more generally, al1 actors or social 
groups who conceived a political, bureaucratic, or economic interest in the provision 
of fiscally conservative policies (1999,486). 



unfettered trade--the Europe of the Single European Act. The other, the Europe of the 

Social Charter (1989) and of regional development funding-lu Oniy in the wake of 

EMU does the first, market-onentated mode1 seem poised to erode the social Europe 

envisioned by Delors. Martin and Ross (Ibid. 173) argue that the European Central 

Bank will have pnce stability as its prirnary goal and therefore a11 other economic 

goals will be secondary. 

In their rush to meet the convergence criteria, member states cut budgets 

during the recessionary 1990s. Such cuts reflected Iong-term economic and monetary 

policy because these budgetary targets were made "quasi-permanent" by member 

states at the 1996 Dublin summit and subsequently enshrined in the Treaty of 

Amsterdam (Ibid. 174). Ominously, Martin and Ross conclude that: 

If EMU operates as the rules Say it should, it institutionalizes a 
macroeconomic policy regime that locks Europe into a hiph unernployment 
trap. This will, in tum, remove the fundamental condition for a sustainable 
relationship between the European model's welfare state cornmitments and 
the tax base for meeting them: near to full employment. 

Whether European welfare states are changing due to forces external to the EU or 

whether domestic factors have played an important role, the convergence cntena have 

played a role in reorienting domestic economic and social policy. At the very least 

one may argue that the EU presents very different future possibilities depending on 

the cornplex interaction of sociaI forces in the European political arena. 

The SNP is comrnitted to Scottish entry into Economic and Monetary Union 

(ELMU). On 9 October 1999 the National Executive of the S N P  voted to participate in 

an event supporting the adoption of the single currency, alongside Labour's Donald 

Dewar. Alex Salmond, quoted in an article "Salrnond and Dewar in secret talks over 

euro," by Iain Martin and published in Scotland on Sundav on 10 October 1999, 

explained that: "We're taking part because we're pro-European and pro-single 

1 5  Kluth (1998, 69) points out that the Community Charter of Fundamental 
Social Rights of Workers (the Social Chapter) has "no binding effect" and this 
"seriously constrains" its ability to protect workers. 



currency. But it's disappointing that it's [the event] not a more positive staternent in 

favor of the single currency from Britain in Europe" [the umbrella group organizing 

the rally]. 

Entrance into stage three of EMLT will require a Scottish govemment tu match 

the minimal convergence criteria, effectively limiting the use of Keynesian economic 

policies (particularly deficit spendins) for rnoderating recessionary trends. EMU will 

require, of course, a central bank which wiIl maintain exclusive control over 

rnonetary policy, including interest rates and borrowing Iimits (McCrone 1993, 18- 

19). The S N P  opposes the current narrow band of discretionary tax-raising powers 

ceded to the new Scottish parliament by the UK, but an independent Scotland would 

also find itself beholden to an extemal authority on Scottish monetary policy. As Bell 

and Dow argue, with regard to the convergence criteria: "The same conditions would 

also face an independent Scotland and it wouId have to choose whether it was willing 

to accept them. It is unlikely that Scotland would be permitted a special deal in which 

it could choose which of the conditions to accept. To the extent that the Maastricht 

plan is acted upon, therefore, a 'Scotland in Europe' scenario would involve 

constraints on fiscal policy, exchange rate poIicy and monetary probity" (Bel! and 

Dow 1995, 49). In essence, we are seeing the Europeanization of politics and poticy 

among al1 the EU member states.126 

126 The public seems indifferent to this Europeanization of daily life. A poll taken 
by The Scotsman just before the June 1994 European Elections indicated that 52 
percent of the public would cast their vote on the basis of Scottish issues and 24 
percent on the basis of British ones (Lynch 1994,49). The idea of European politics 
remains elusive as the EU Iacks a party system or supranational media. The Scottish 
public, at the tirne of the June 1994 European election seemed ambivalent about the 
intepation process. One poli found 39 percent support for the single currency (up 
from 12 percent in a 1992 poll) and 83 percent support for a referendum on the single 
currency, and support for increased power for national parliaments within the EU 
(Lynch 1994, 50). Eurobarometer polling conducted in the spring of 1999 showed 
that Britons, Danes, and Swedes were the least satisfied with democracy in the EU 
(European Commission 1999, 7). Respondents were asked if they were satisfied with 
the functioning of democracy in the EU. Only 19 percent of Swedes, 30 percent of 
Danes and 32 percent of Bntons expressed satisfaction. 



In law the EU has an important impact upon the domestic legislation of 

member states. J.M. Thomson (1995, 32), Glasgow University Professor of Law, 

concludes that: 

It will be clear, therefore, that EC law can have an important 
impact on the dornestic Iaws of mernber states. It is a new source of 
domestic law which is either directly effective or must be incorporated into 
the law of a rnember state- Moreover, reform of domestic law must take into 
account the EC dimension, in order that existing Iaw conforms to EC law or 
that any proposed reform does not impinge upon principles of EC law. 

For example, European regulations have reduced the "flexibility, informality and 

discretion" in t h e  application of regulatory regimes, which have characterized British 

environmental policy (Macleod 1997, 138). Even if European policy is seen as more 

progressive or appropriate by environmentalists it can alienate member states if 

applied as a dictat. It seems reasonable to assume that European-level regulation will 

exercise similar constraints on any future Scottish govemment. 

What is Sovereignty for? 

This chapter argues that for al1 the sIogans of 'independence', 'freedom', and 

'sovereignty', two critical issues have been lost. What kind of political sovereignty is 

possible in the 21st century? The nation-state is undergoing transformation. Few now 

believe that the nation-state, alone, can remedy the most senous problems besetting 

its temtory and population. While pronouncements of the end of the nation-state are 

premature, it is getting harder to argue that govemments can make policy without 

regard either to treaties, monetary institutions or trans-national corporations. The SNP 

is right to point out the defects of union with Great Britain, but seems relatively 

unconcerned about similar democratic deficits present in the European Union. At 

present, the EU lacks democratic accountability and the treaty privileges EU law over 

dornestic law where these confict in areas of EU cornpetence. 

A second and perhaps more critical question is of a political nature. 1s 

sovereignty or self-determination for individuals, communities or states? One 

commentator captured the essence of this concern: 



1 consider the debate (on devolution) to have been undertaken 
overwhelmingly in self-interested, narrow, cosmetic terrns that mask the heart 
of the matter: who shall control the lives of the people, who shall exercise 
power and who shdI run the economy? There has been liîtle o r  no attempt, 
even within the Labour party, far less within other parties of a non-socialist 
nature Iike the SNP, to discuss this crucial issue in terrns of socialist 
perspective and principle (Gow 1975,60). 

For Gow, an Edinburgh-based assembly or even a separate Scottish state would do 

little to bring real democracy to a Scotland dorninated by indigenous and foreign 

capital. Independence might benefit the Scottish capitalist class, but little would 

change for the Scottish public as a whole. Gow (1975, 109) starkly contrasts 

meaningful devolution involving "full financiaI control vested in the people and 

managed for them by their representatives" with "a huge, agglomerated world of 

intersecting state, international and corporate interests." It is true that the SNP has 

tended to identify social and economic problems arising from the mismanagement of 

the autocratic British state, while failing to address the inequities and structural 

problems emerging from capitalist relations and the of the market. This 

stems from the pariy's social democratic ideological orientation. Capitalism is viewed 

as a legitimate economic system which must be regulated and channeled to alleviate 

negative extemalities. This orientation is particularly evident in the party's attitude 

toward Europe which is very uncritical about the contradictory nature of the 

integration project, particularly with Stage III of EMU. The party intends to improve 

upon the governmental provision of public services and social investment but only 

insofar as such measures are not opposed by private capitalist interests. The SNP is 

not an anti-capitalist party and this basic orientation limits the extent to which the 

party can endorse radical alterations of the capitalist nature of Scottish society. While 

acknowledging the potent powers of the global market and supra-national political 

institutions, it is clear that governments can and do make choices. In the case of the 

S N P  it could be argued that the party has chosen cooperation and influence over the 



terms of European integration and the globalized economy as the strategy for securing 

and maintaining Scottish "interests". 

The civic-nationalist project of the SNP makes an explicitly class-based 

discourse untenable. The party is cornmitted to representing the interests of al1 Scots. 

Instead of a class-based discourse, the party uses the terminology of nationalism, 

assuring potential votas that it will assertjprotect 'Scottishr interests in negotiating 

with international oil companies and in the political structures of the EU. In this way, 

civic-nationalism certainly aspires to act as the protector of the nation. UnforiunateIy, 

the political comrnunity of Scotland may not be sufficiently powerful to combat 

already evident trends, which see a steady shift of power from national govemrnents 

to international regimes and extemal market forces. If civic nationalism is to realize 

the potential suggested in chapter one (for enhancing democracy and standards of 

living) the elements within the ShT which support equality in the face of market 

forces and sovereignty in the face of European integration must more assertively 

make their case within the party. Earlier, there was at least sustained debate within the 

S N P  about the ments of EU membership. The opposition to the Comrnon Market 

reflected, partly, the SNP's view that Scotland should not be brought into the Market 

without the consent of the Scottish public. The party was also cnncerned with the 

negative consequences of European centralization. By the early 1980rs, the party had 

become an enthusiastic supporter of the EU, foreseeing a place for an independent 

Scotland within a vigorous and occasionally beneficent Europe. Like oïl, Europe has 

become a fixture of political campaigns, prornising economic development with 

increased influence on the political institutions of the Union. Yet, the oil campaign 

and European Union also reveal the tenuous nature of sovereignty as 1 have argued in 

this chapter. The SNP is not alone in confronting the contradictions of sovereignty, 

but the nature of nationalist ideology makes it more vulnerable than most parties to 

criticisms of sovereigntist daims. 



The SNP's European probIem is essentialiy this: While it tries to extricate 

Scotland from the UK and into the European Union, events change the political 

equation. Europe is changing rapidly and soon it will have twenty members and 

undergo further deepening integration. There is also the difficulty of appeasing those 

sectors of Scottish society which may welcorne further integration (financial services) 

and those which fear it (fishing). Rejecti on of the EU could be darnaging electordly 

as the SNP would seem to confirm the view of those who charge that the ShT is a 

separatist and isolationist Party. Euroscepticism (particularly among the 

Conservatives) has been the subject of ridicule by the S N P  and there seems to be a 

reluctance to adopt a more critical posturc. Indeed, one searches in vain for any 

cntical perspectives on Europe in SNP literature and research. 

The options for Scotland are thxee: Status quo, and either independence 

within or without Europe. Independence outside the EU seems not to be an option, as 

so much of Scottish exports go to Western Europe. One option which I have not 

- explored lies in the potential of new rnember States to steer the EU in a more 

democratic and socially concerned direction. Some argue that the accession of new 

members in the 1990s provides an opportunity to change institutional procedures to 

bring these more in line with democratic practices in Scandinavia.127 Also, the 

127 Laursen and Olesen (2000, 88) observe that Scandinavian politicians have, 
perhaps idealistically, seen an opportunity to influence Europe ideologically. At the 
Nordic Council's Europe Conference in 1996, Gro Harlem Brundtland argued that: 

Within this field [of ideological debate] Europe recognizes the Nordic 
priorities given to job creason, environmentai issues; transparency, 
equal riphts. Therefore, when it is possible this mutual Nordic approach 
should translate into specific propmals and initiatives. When possible 
Norden-and here 1 include EFTA countries Iike Nonvay and Iceland--should 
forward their views jointIy. 

Pnor to the recent debacle of the conservative-far right coalition, Austria has had a 
modest impact on the direction of the E U  also. It has joined France and Sweden in 
stressing the importance of employment, employee rights and during Austria's 
presidency it held informa1 ministerial conferences on social policy and "women's 
issues" (Talos and Badelt 1999, 353). 



adoption of the single currency is not compulsory and states which fear the potential 

for monetarist orthodoxy by the ECB can avoid this constraint on poIicy by staying 

out of Stage III EMU. However, whatever potensa1 lies in this middle course it is not 

one heard in the discourse of the SNP. The SNP has not publicly proposed the 

strategy of pushing the "social Europe" mode1 in cooperation with those states in 

favor of strong social welfare policies and transparent democratic institutions 

(Austria, Denmark, Sweden, Finland). Independence in Europe but outside the euro is 

not the "Europe a la carte" version of Europe advanced by British Consematives who 

seek a free-market Europe without the social policies associated with the modem 

weIfare state. In this "socid" version of integration, Scotland would accept (as it 

must) the acquis communautaire (this does not apply to stage three EMU) but would 

seek to shape, in concert with allies, the nature of the EU itself- 

Conclusion 

There is no doubt that the S N P  has eschewed absoIutist notions of state 

sovereignty. The party endorses the sharing or pooling of sovereignty within the 

European Union. The Party also endorses moves toward a Cornmon Foreign and 

Security policy, and the adoption of the single currency and the huge body of 

European law and regdation. These are not the decisions of a party committed to an 

absolutist version of national sovereignty based on 19th century assumptions 

regarding the sanctity of the state-based international system. The S N P  is an excellent 

example of a neo-nationalism which is cornfortable at the local, regional, national and 

supranational levels of govemance, ready to act to protect and promote national 

interests within the complex webs of authority and power Scotland will find itself in. 

Within contemporary constraints and iimits, the SNI' has attempted to 'solve' the 

problem of subordination in the UK and the periodic economic stagnation which has 

resulted from an inability to apply avaiIable policy instruments to Scotiish needs. The 

integration of Scotland into the EU is viewed, by the SNP, as the means to accept the 



inevitable integration process while at the same time Iobbying (via European 

institutions) for Scottish interests. SrnaIIer States can wield some influence over these 

affairs and share in the economic benefits which accrue from this supranational 

project ( They view Eire as an exempIary case). 

My argument is that the costs or benefits of independence (compared to the 

status quo) cannot be predicted by deductive calculation. Rather, values will 

determine what sacrifices will be acceptable in the process of achieving 

independence. Lt is certain, however, that the S N P  is determined to adapt and take 

advantage of European integration to enhance Scottish influence and economic 

benefit in an era of change and uncertainty. But if the party's positions commit 

Scotland to a broader European capitalist project, while dirninishing Scottish policy 

independence, then the argument examined in Chapter one--that civic-nationalism 

might act as a temtorially-based project to resist the  neo-conservative, market- 

orientated economic agenda--has to be treated with skepticism. 



Chapter 6 

Scottish Identities and the SNP 

The definitian of a nation is when people believe themselves n 
nation, and by that test Scotland is clear-ly a nation. But it is quite 
reasonable to have a rnulti-lqered identity. 

-Alex Salmond 26 ApriI 1999 

Students of Scottish politics frequently express surprise at the dearth of ethnic 

consciousness exhibited by the Scottish National Party (SNP). There is no doubt that 

Scots have a sense of Scottish identity but it is a moderate, measured confidence in a 

distinct society with institutional and historical comrnonalities. It is a nationalisrn, in the 

words of Andrew Welsh, MP and Vice-President of the SNP, which, "tempered by a 

belief in humanity and the worth of every human being allows us to reform society at 

home and share our nation's wealth and vision with the wider world" (Welsh 1994). 

Scottish nationalisrn is found in a variety of forms throughout Scottish society, al1 of 

which share a certain degree of vagueness. This nationalism is an excellent example of 

a "banal nationdism" where the elements of nationalism are so taken for ganted that 

they may be hard to articulate Pillig 1995). Unlike other nationalisms such as that of 

Wales, where language (and, by implication, culture) is the primary focus of nationalist 

discourse and distinctiveness, Scottish nationalists make do with a much more subtle 

and slippery self-portrait based on an amalgam of distinct institutions and shared sense 

of history. 

This chapter examines the implications of this absent ethnic element. This 

absence is critical to explaining the party's civic nationalist discourse. The SNP must 

avoid appeds to any particular societal cleavage, both for electoral reasons and because 

of the nature of the civic nationalist project itself. Despite the presence in Scotland of 

gender discrimination, racism, and religious sectarianism, the SNP has quite admirably 

avoided capitalizing on ethnic identity, and party members and leaders frequently speak 

out against exclusionary practices. As Hague points out (1994, 147), the SNP's 



electoral advertising projects a modem, vibrant society and avoids appeals to kitsch or 

cultural caricatures: "Their broadcasts disregard the past and concentrate on the freedom 

and glory of future separatism". Author Joy Hendry (1992, 6-7) cornplains that the 

SNP has, indeed, paid too IittIe attention to cultural identity: 

The SNP as an organ h a  at times adopted a very anti-cultural mood, 
putting on the blinkers and saying that what rnatters is professiond politics and 
economics. Faced with the Thatcher phenornenon, 1 understand that there is 
considerabIe pressure for the S N P  to be recognized as a mature, efficient, 
credible, politicd party. But you don't need, in doing that, to reject d l  culturaI 
input or concern as romantic or pie-in-the-sky, when it is in fact the genuine 
fundamental of not only Scottish but al1 true nationdism. At one point the Scots 
Independent [SI]published an audience survey which insisted that there was too 
much kulchur in SI, and in the party, and whit was needed wis mair politics. I 
remember with some fondness a vitriolically aggressive article in said paper 
which castigated me and Alan Bold and others as East Coastie Cult Nats [Sic]! 

In fact, such strenuous objections to exclusionary poiitics f o m s  a fundamental 

element of civic nationdism. In chapter one, 1 argued that soIidaristic bonds of 

comrnunity are essential for resistance against undemocratic, market forces. These 

bonds, however, can be oppressive to individuals when they are based on ethnic 

exclusionary ties. The balance which civic nationalists seek to strike is one which 

nurtures a sense of community without homogenizing the whole community. The 

challenge is to recoag6ze difference while at the same time building a comrnunity of 

basic, shared values. Extreme individualism Ieads to community breakdown and 

isolation, but an appropriate set of values which anchors democratic institutions and 

mutual respect may create the civic bonds necessary for democracy and autonomy. The 

problem is, how do civic nationalists deal with difference? Do different identities 

become absorbed by, or become subordinate to, a national identity? 1s it possible to 

forge a common identity without erasing differences? 

Scottish Identitv and The SNP 

Before examining the S m ' s  perspectives on identity it is necessary to examine 

the evolution of Scottish identity as seen in the literature and politics of Scotland. This 

contextualizes the current menu of identity choices available to the SNP. The SNP 



employs symbols from time to t h e ,  emphasizing their "Scottishness". The best 

example is the party logo, the Thistle, a symbol reminiscent of the Scottish countryside. 

Another was prominent during the 1997 election campai$, when the party capitalized 

on the popularity of the film Braveheart, with volunteers passing out SNP literature at 

theater queues. Generally speaking though, the party is better known for its econornic 

and political analysis than for appeaIs to cultural romanticism. As 1 shall show, the 

relative dearth of cultural appeals is due to the history and development of Scottish 

society and its cleavages of class, ethnicity, gender, lifestyle, region, and reli,'  on. 

Scottish history is one of invasion, settlement and assimilation. Mackie (1970) 

and PrebbIe (1981) speak of the "four peoples thesis". Scotland is the result of the 

interaction between the Picts, Angles, Scots and Britons. The Picts were the first 

inhabitants cornmented upon by historians of Roman carnpaigns in Scotland. The Picts 

were so called because of their extensive tattoos and body art. "Bntons" refers to the 

large group of Celtic speaking tribes inhabiting the island at the time of Roman 

conquest. The Angles an-ived from central Europe and occupied southern Scotland and 

northem England. Finally, the Scots (or Scotti) came from Ireland. 

Rome did not completely conquer Scotland. This was partly due to a decided 

lack of interest in northern Bntain wiîh its rocky, barren soil. Mackie (1970) suggests 

that the first important factor in the separate development of Scotland and Britain was a 

result of the Romanization of Britain and the Iack of this influence in Scotland. Mackie 

(1970, 20) compares the decision of Rome not to occupy Scotland but to pacify the 

southern part of the country with the British Raj's reluctant decision to merely subdue 

restive peoples in Pakistan, viewing the country as not worth the effort or expense. 

The dark ages which followed the disintegration of the Roman empire 

witnessed the spread of Christianity and the birth of a united Scotland. In 1034, 

Duncan was crowned king of Scotland which was a merger of the temtories held by the 

Picts and the Scots. Centuries of raids from the Norse also served to unify the country 



with the Picts and Scots uniting to defend against Danes and others. The raids of the 

Norse also distracted the Britons and prevented them from absorbing Scotland as they 

would Wdes in 1536. The 1266 Treaty of Perth shaped the conternporary borders of 

Scotland. With this treaty, Nonvay ceded control over ail of Scotland Save the Orkney 

and Shetland IsIands. Many Norse remained and added their cultural distinctiveness to 

these islands.128 

The complexity of Scottish cultural history has not always been acknowledged 

by its historians. History has often been the servant of ideological vision. Mason 

(1992, 50) argues that "neither nationalism as an ideology nor nations as a focus of 

culture were created ex nilzilo." Instead, the national mythomoteur explains and 

le$tirnizes a sense of uniqueness and distinction (Mason 1992, 51). Unlike most 

contemporary histonans who date the existence of a Scottish Kingdom from 1034, the 

Scottish historian Fordun traced Scottish descent back to the Greek prince Gathelus, 

md dated the founding of the Scottish kingdom to the ye2r 330 BC by Fergus. In his 

view, Scotland had an independent and continuous existence afier this date. Such 

myths provided Scots with genealogy as well as a racial/royaI history (Mason 1992, 

54) but ignored the discontinuity and ethnic diversity which marked Scotland. 

Kidd (1995,46) argues that the lack of a widespread nationalist ideology in t9th 

century Scotland stems not only from the absorption of Scottish elites within the 

political-administrative structure of the British Empire, but also from the sheer diversity 

of national visions: 

Nineteenth-century Scotland did nurture a fringe of nationalist 
subcultures, but these were mutually incoherent-a Babel of romantic neo- 
Jacobitism, die-hard Presbyterian orthodoxy, legalistic vindications of Scottish 
rights within the Union and . . . a renewed pride in Gaelic Scotland, inspired by 
the insights of Aryan philology. 

128 Mackie (1970, 55) points out that there is no clan system in Orkney or 
Shetland. This is one of a number of distinctive features which mark these islands 
today. 



The emphasis on the institutional and political features of 'Scottishness' makes 

the civic nationalism of the SNI? capable of acting as an inclusive movement. Gaelic is a 

language in decline; recent attempts to revive it in popular media and a recent resurgence 

in Gaelic literature and culture have failed to halt the steady, century-long decline in the 

nurnber of Gaelic speakers. At the tum of the century, 6.76 percent of Scots spoke 

Gaelic but, by the 199 1 Census, only 1-78 percent did (Rogerson and Gloyer, 1995, 

47). The trend is hastened by the age of this population (32.1 percent over 60 years of 

age) and by the far smaller number of thûse who c m  read and wnte the language (0.6 

percent of the population). GaeIic has been a primady oral language and therefore its 

economic and politicd 'power' is limited- 

Without a dominant cultural basis (for example, in the form of a separate 

language or religion), Scotland's national identity has tended to be expressed in an 

affmation of the three pillars of Scottish society: The Church of Scotland and the legal 

and educational systems. The Union of 1707 was lauded by the Scottish press on the 

occasion of its centenary (Forsyth, 1997, 6) but, at the same time, Scotland's politicd 

and social elite (prirnarily in the church, educational and legai professions) debated 

rernedies for what was viewed as a creeping process of Anglicization. There was 

nothing inherently contradictory about maintaïning both an Imperia1 and Scottish 

identity so long as the two supported each other. But, with attempts to homogenize the 

institutions of the UK, a process which has continued we l  into this century, Scottish 

elites questioned the assimilationist cost of participation in empire.129 Also, support for 

the empire and, presumably, imperid identification, declined by the First World War. 

As Finlay (1997, 19) has pointed out, Scottish enthusiasm for empire was a middle- 

class phenomenon linked to the militaryEjO and economic expansionism. The former 

129 Scotland experimented with its own imperial adventure in 1698. A colony was 
founded in Darien (in what is now Panama) by the Company of Scotland, but was 
quickly abandoned due to natural disaster and Spanish hostility. The eagerness with 
which elites embraced Union is partly attributed to this failure. 
130 Scottish regiments have achieved considerable fame over the last two centuries. 



British empire is replete with the legacy of Scots, who, through their miIitary, 

administrative or politicai activity, enjoyed considerable influence as part of the British 

imperid project. Change came with the Reform Act of 1918 which brought the 

working-cIass into the electorate, The Liberal party was replaced in Scotland by the 

Labour party whose interests were more domestic than Imperial. A discourse of cIass 

sought to detach the loyalty of the working class from British imperialism. Still, until 

the formation of the S N P  in 1932, Scottish nationalism was devolutionist and unionist 

at heart. As Forsyth has observed, "Proto-nationaIists were always scrupulous in 

maintaining their unionist credentials" (Forsyth 1997, 10). 

Table 7 
NationaI Identity by party preference (June 1994) (Percent) 

x First Con. Lab. Lib-Dem. SNP Al1 
1 Scottish 21 44 20 46 40 1 
Scot/ Brit. 43 32 43 27 33 
Scot/Euro. 5 9 7 18 10 
Brit./Euro. 11 4 13 I 5 
Scot/Brit./ 18 10 14 8 I l  
Euro. 

Sample 78 360 89 240 1001 I Size  I 
Source: Brown et al (1996): 211. 

Today Scots stiIl express ambivalence about their British identity even though 

the benefits of Empire have largely. disappeared. The results of an ICM/Scotsman poll 

frorn June 1994 (Table 7) show remarkable diversity arnong Scots in their self-reported 

national identity, with a third still identiQing themselves as equally British and 

Scottish. This does not imply, necessarily, a lack of Scottish national identity but, 

rather, that this identity is not necessarily viewed as incompatible with others. Also 

The regiments are: Black Warch, Gordon Higlzlanders, Argyll and Szrtherlond 
Wighlanders, Queen's Own Canzeron Highlanders, Higlzland Light Infnntry, Royal 
Scots, King's Own Scottish Borderers, Cameroninns, Royal Scots Fusiliers, Royal 
Scots Greys, Scots Grt ards, Coldstrearn Guards. 



clear from Table 7 is that national identity is not the exclusive property of the SNP. A 

plurality of self-identified Labour voters identify themselves as Scottish first. 

It is interesting to note the propensity of supporters of the Left (Labour and the 

SNP) to express a Scottish first identity. This may be a product of recent political 

history. Britain was electoralIy polarized in the 1980s, and for most of the 1990s, as 

EngIand elected successive Tory govemments, while Scotland (and Wales) tended to 

vote for other parties (especially Labour). This polarity was further evident in the 

tendency for Conservative govemments to use Scotland as a kind of policy laboratory; 

the pou tax was implemented first in Scotland. It is frequently argued that Scotland is a 

different place with a unique political culture in which values of cornmunalism and 

social justice find greater support. 13 We might explain the propensity of Left voters to 

express a Scottish identity as a product of a sense that these values are under threat by a 

government elected by a non-Scottish majority. In the British context, a left political 

orientation and a Scottish identity act as mutually reinforcing cleavages. 

Christine Creech, member of the SNP's National Executive Council and iMSP, 

argues that, in Scotland, d l  politicd parties are influenced by a political culture that is 

more socialist in orientation than it is in England: 

The Labour party in Scotland is a different animal. It's a different animai 
that can't behave like a different animal. There's more of the old socialism in 
them than in the English Labour party. They're definitely different. The Tory 
party in Scotland is different from the Tory Party in England. We're [Scots] 
much more left. The whole country is to the Ieft. . - 1  think its because of the 

131 1s ScotIand different? This question implies that Scottish political culture is 
distinct from others in the UK. Brown et al (1996, 144) suggest that the anti- 
Conservative orientation said to charactenze Scottish politicd culture is evident in "a 
fairly unbroken tradition of Scottish radicalism" evident in the activities of the Highland 
Land League, Red Clydcside, Upper Clyde Shipbuilders and opposition to the poll tax. 
In addition the Communist party has tended to do better in Scotland than most of 
Britain. Scottish Conservatism has tended to be much more cornmunitarian ihan that of 
England, especially in the 1980s (McCrone 1992, 158). The decline of the Scottish 
Conservative and Unionist party since WWII, and its annihilation in 1997, has led 
many to conclude that its Scottish political culture is distinctive. This cornmunitarian 
ethos also contains a nationalist element as the attacks on Scottish institutions in the 
1980s were viewed, to some extent, as an attack on Scotland itseff (iMcCrone 1992, 
172). 



way Our society has developed. [Because ofl our Ianciscape, people had to rely 
on each other. More of a sense of cornrnunity spirit which makes for more 
social democracy (Interview, Edinburgh June 1994). 

If Creech's evaluation is correct, then we rnight expect that the solidaristic 

bonds necessary for a vital democratic polity capable of resisting extemai threats to 

autonomy are well rooted in Scottish society. Its synthesis with a socialist poIiticd 

culture may explain why nationalism is viewed as an acceptable means of achieving a 

left vision of politics. Nationalism is viewed by many on the Ieft as a prerequisite for 

exiting the UK and thereby etecting govemments capable of implementing a 'Scottish' 

agenda. 

Oxford tutor and former Convenor of the London Branch of the SNP, Dr. Bob 

Purdie (1998,2), elaborates the argument that socidism must riecessarily be expressed, 

in the Scottish case at any rate, via nationalism. 

In today's L K  the principal democratic task is the elirnination of the 
absolutist core of the British constitution. That constitution hands a government 
which has won the support of a minonty of the electorate, al1 of the powers 
once held by an absolutist monarch. We need full political democracy--a bill of 
nghts, a fair electoral system, and as much self-government at the level of 
comrnunities as can be achieved. All of this underpinned and guaranteed by a 
written constitution. 

So an immediate, and therefore socialist, task is to gain for cornmunities 
the right to govern themselves. We can best pursue socialism within 
communities, because the bonds of mutual support will best develop within that 
context. The idea of class has only ever become concrete for working people 
within a working class cornrnunity. The South Wales valleys, the east end of 
London, the tenements of Clydeside, have produced socialists because they are 
strong, close knit, caring communities, And internationalism is most effective 
when it is rooted in strong communities which reach out to each other. 
That is why 1 am a Scottish Nationalist as well as a socialist. My socialism 
began with the radical democratic ideas 1 learned from Burns, and the ethical 
values of the gospels, which 1 learned within a nation deeply imbued with 
Christianity. In democratic struggle socialisrn ceases to be abstract. It cornes 
dive in the minds and hearts of human beings who are striving to create a truly 
human society. 

Purdie's version of Scottish socialism emphasizes the importance of community 

bonds for the purpose of enhancing democracy and intemationalism. The argument for 

Scottish nationalism, in this view, is that the smaller the polity, the greater the potential 

for direct democracy. 



The S N P ,  until recently, seemed to accept the myth of a homogeneous Scotland 

in that it had little to Say about the non-class cleavages which have marked Scottish 

society. The party has largely ignored, to the extent it can, issues of racism, religÏous 

sectarianism and the increasing salience of gender politics. The party has always k e n  

wary of being linked to any particular group at the expense of support from other ones. 

Electorally, it is prudent to avoid linking Scottishness with Protestantism or a particular 

region. At the level of political doctrine, opportunistic appeals to any single cleavage 

would violate the spirit of the civic nationalist project which seeks to build solidarity on 

the basis of values and not ethnic or religious markers. Unfortunately, party 

competition has, on occasion, been inescapably aligned with religious sectarianism as 

the East-Monklands by-election of 1994 showed (discussed further on). Confronting 

the problems of exclusionary politics has helped the party shed the image of 

chauvinistic separatists placed upon them by their Labour and Tory opponents. 

Scholars of nationalism have often viewed nationalist projects as inherently 

hornogenizing and exclusive. In considenng the struggle for nation, Richard Handler 

(1995, 29) observes that: "Interna1 diversity of rezion, gender, ethnicity and cIass may 

be recognized--even celebrated as indicative of the nation's complexity and rich 

heritage. However, in nationalist ideology interna1 diversity is always encompassed by 

national homogeneity ." 

But is this necessarily so? An SNP publication from 1968 argues that a 

"cornmon purpose" exists which transcends any sub-national conflicts or identities: 

"The National Party stands for the nation; al1 sections, all people in it, welded in a 

cornmon purpose, devoted, dedicated to the social and economic improvement of dl" 

(1968, 25). But does this national c o m o n  purpose subsume or obscure hierarchies 

and interests within the Scottish nation"? To evaluate the ability of the SNPts civic 

nationalism to adopt or include the strug-gles of other politicai agents, we must examine, 

in more detail, other cleavages and identities in Scottish society and the degree to which 



these can be addressed by the SNP in a non-reductionist manner. The 

identities/struggles to be addressed-in relation to the national project-include those of 

feminists, gays and lesbians, racial/ethnic minorities, regional minoritics and religious 

rninorities. 

Feminism and Nationalism 

A recent and welcorne addition to scholarship on nationalist politics has sought 

to understand the relationships between gender and nationalisrn. Much of the work on 

Scottish nationalism has failed to consider the differing interests and societal positions 

of women and how these relate to the nationalist movement as a whole. Part of the 

reason for this is that, as Walby (1992, 90) argues, men have been the main articulators 

of nationalist discourse and, as such, have falsely universalized the citizenship 

expenences of women and men. Not surprisingly, then, neither the possibility nor the 

evidence that wornen may have less interest or stake in nationalism has often k e n  

addressed by nationalist rnovements. And ye t, it is precisely these differences which 

have helped create and sustain the nation-state. True argues that: "Unequal gender 

relations were created by historical and cultural practices that constitute male-masculine 

and female-feminine as mutually exclusive pndered iden tities, that, in part, sus tain the 

nation-state system. Despite the critical participaùon of women in nationalist projects, 

their contributions are rendered invisible, or are selectively recognized (as in the bearing 

of sons to fight for the nation)" (1993, 76). Gillis argues that, for example, while 

citizenship has been constructed as gender-neutral, many syrnbols of the nation (war 

mernorials etc .) are gendered. 

Recent scholarship has examined the absence (and invisibility) of women in 

both historical narrative generally and in nationalist texts more specifically. In the 

Scottish case, this is important, as the exclusion of women further mystifies history, 

and progressive nationalist movements risk reproducing established social forms while 

altering the forrnal political apparatus of the UK. Easer to demonstrate the 



distinctiveness of the female experience, Brown (1997) argues that in rnany areas of 

policy relevant to the nationalist struggle, Scottisb men and women differ considerably 

in their political preferences (Table 8).132 Women seem to be more conservative about 

the independence option. This rnay reflect the different life experiences of women who 

may stand to lose more than men in an environment of economic and political 

insecurity. 

Women in Scotland achieved economic and political citizenship later than did 

men and therefore may be suspicious of the potential to lose some of the hard won 

gains of the struggle for citizenship rights. Fundamental political change--such as that 

which comes with temtorial dismemberment- can radically alter social and political life 

and women must be vigilant to maintain their citizenship rights. Brown (1996, 176-7) 

argues that the women's organizations took a very different approach to constitutional 

change in the 1980s and 1990s, than they did in the 1970s devolution debates. Some in 

the women's movement saw the devolution debate as irrelevant to the daily struggles of 

women, while others saw in devolution the opportunity to increase women's 

representation in formal political structures (Brown 1996, 177). More recently 

wornen's organizations have been rnuch more attentive to the constitutiond debates of 

the 1980s and 1990s. This shift of focus occurred for a number of reasons. Brown 

(1996 177-80) argues that Thatcherism, debates on the representativeness of leadership 

in unions and locaI govemment, frustration with the Westminster political system and a 

sense of urgency brought on by negotiations in civic organizations about the structure 

of a Scottish Parliament, drew the attention of women to constitutional issues. 

132 An article in the Globe and Mail, "Québec voters divided alonp gender lines," 
by Richard Mackie and published on 20 June 1997, reported the results of a Que%ec 
poll (conducted by Léger and Léger, Journal de Montréal and the Globe and Mail), 
which indicated that women were less likely to support independence than men (43 
percent of women compared to 52 percent of men). One pollster suggested that women 
are more concerned about the stability of the economy and more cautious about radical 
changes. 



The deregdation of the labor market and cuts in services presided over by 

Thatcher proved that it was mot enough to have women in hi& office for gender 

equality to be advanced. Ferninists could not afford to Ieave the political field to 

reactionary polïticians regardless of their sex. At the same tirne, extra-padiamentary 

action alone could not protect women's interests; hence, a vigorous effort to secure 

places for feminist women in civic institutions, and in the embryonic Scottish 

pârliament began. The combination of fmstration with the British statu qzlo and the 

representative possibiIities inherent in the proposed Scottish parliament led to a much 

greater organized women's presence in constitutional issues in the 1980s-1990s than in 

the past. 

Still, overall, women seem more supportive of reform of the UK constitution 

than they do for outright separation. More than half of women surveyed in 1997 (52.5 

percent) supported a Scottish Assembly within the UK, but men tended to favor both 

"Independence in Europe" and "Total independence" more than women (Table 8). 1s 

this because wornen identify Iess with "Scottishness" than men? Not so, argues Brown 

(1997, 42), who suggests instead that while women tend to view themselves as 

"Scottish" more than British, in greater proportions than men do, women interpret their 

"Scottishness" differently, that is, distinctive from masculinist conceptions of national 

identity. 13 3 

133 Scots are often thought to be more conservative on issues of gender compared 
to their Enplish counterparts (MacInnes 1998, 108). The imagery and iconography of 
Scottish history is very 'male' with images of tartanry and war, and later, working- 
class images of strikes. 



Table 8 

Support for Constitutional Options by Gender (percent) 

Option Men Women 

Scottish assembly 46.1 52.5 

Independence in Europe 20.7 14.1 

TotaI independence 7.2 4.3 

Source: Brown 1997,42. 

Scholarship needs to take S ~ ~ O U S I ~  the different life expenences and relations to 

power experienced by the genders. The problem for scholars to explain is the exclusion 

of gender differences in rnost treatrnents of the 'national' question. Why do women 

express different preferences on constitutional reform? Do these differences emerge 

from deeply-rooted poIitical practices which have submerged the female within the male 

poIitical experience? And, if so, what consequences for politics (nationalist, in this 

case) emerge? 

Recent investigations relating gender to nationalist struggles in the British Mes 

provide some insights into the submergence of gender issues within nationaiist ones. 

Galligan (1997, 46) points out that after 1922, Ireland was, for women, no different 

than before, Save for the accent of the male power holders. In addition to the 

masculinized nationaiist struggle, a conservative Catholic church hierarchy served to 

confine women to the pnvate world of the home. The tacit acceptance of the principle of 

subsidiarity granted the church a great deal of latitude to oversee the functioning of 

private and social life. 

The leadership of the Irish nationalists was aiso very conservative and 

cornmitted to a maintenance of the patriarchal status quo in the Free State. Women faced 

exclusion from the public sector by nationalists who viewed public service empIoyment 

as the perks of veterans of the stmggle against the UK (Galligan 1997, 47). Political 



activity on the part of women was also viewed dimly by the leadership who felt that 

such activity would lead to the neglect of home and family- Indeed, the 1937 Irish 

constitution stated that the home was the proper place for women and in turn the home 

was viewed as the bedrock of Irish s0ciety.'3~ Drawing on Benedict Anderson, 

GalIigan (1997, 52) observes that "Feminist imagination was repressed in the early 

years of the state in favour of a Catholic, nationdist male view". 

Nationalisrn and violence remain central features of Northern Ireland's unhappy 

political environment. Ferninist stniggles are ongoing but are also inextrïcably Iinked to 

other struggles and, as a result, a r ~  complicated by these. Roulston (1997) points out 

that the nationalist struggle tends to occupy the energy of most people in Northern 

IreIand and this struggle tends to color al1 others. Feminists in Northern IreIand have 

been involved in a varïety of ways, particularly in trying--with limited success--to 

include issues of class and gender in discussions about the future of the territory. 

The case of Ulster is useful for illustrating the complexity which emerges from 

multiple, politically salient identities. According to Roulston (1997, 57), when the 

suffragette movement in Ireland suggested that 'votes for women' be attached to any 

Home Rde  bill, "Many nationdist women--and men--0pposed this demand because 

they rejected the Iegitimacy of the state that which could gant  it"(roid. 1997, 57). 

Thus, there is no necessary convergence between such political struggles as nationalism 

and gender equality. 

Followin; the division of Ireland, important differences ernerged in the political 

relationship of women within nationalist movements. In Northern Ireland the national 

question remained unresolved and this served to hinder the development of ferninist 

organization (among others, like class). As in the southem state, UIster was dorninated 

See articles 41.1.1 and 41.2.1 of the 1937 Irish Constitution. 41.2.2 States that: 
"The state shall, therefore, endeavor to ensure that mothers shall not be obliged by 
economic necessity to engage in labour to the neglect of their duties in the home" 
(Galligan 1997,SO). 



by conservatives and only in the Iate 1960s was this challenged by new extra- 

padiarnentary movernents built upon feminist and socialist principles. Such 

organizations blossorned but were also fragmented by the constitutionai question. 

Women's groups have been divided by communalism, with LoyaIist and Republican 

groups active on similar issues (prisoner's rights) but divided by the dominant cleavage 

(Roulston 1997, 63). In the r e a b  of electoral politics, Irish women rernain woefully 

undemepresented at the local, UK and EU Ievels. Even by the meager standards set by 

the rest of the UK and Ireland, Ulster stands apart. The argument is that women's 

progress, as persons and as political agents, has suffered as a result of the dominant 

nationalist conflict. 

The history of Scottish nationalism shares much in cornrnon with its Irish 

counterparts in its marginalization of women. Breitenbach (1997, 83) points out that 

Hugh MacDiarrnid, an early romantic Scottish nationalist, consigned women to the 

extrerne rnargins of history. Women of histoncal irnport, for MacDiamiid, were rare in 

Scottish history.135 Feminist scholarship has sought to uncover the silent sisters of 

Scottish history and recast the male-constnicted narratives which have, to now, 

dorninated the field- As in the rest of the British Isles, complex webs of culture, 

institutions and power kept women out of sight politically. Scottish histories, as a 

result, tend to focus on the military struggles against the English in earlier times and by 

male workers against capital in more recent periods. These histories are, for 

Breitenbach, "partial, incomplete, distorted" and in need of reappraisal. 

'35 The offending poem is also MacDiarmid's best known, A Dmnk man Looks a 
the ThistEe. English scholar Aileen Christianson remarks that while she finds the poem 
entertaining and powerful she is also "initated by a sense of exclusion; by its 
unshakable assumption that to be Scottish is to be male" (Christianson 1993, 126). 

In a 1980 interview, MacDiamiid complained That: "Scottish women of any 
historical interest are histoncally rare. . . Our leading Scotswornen have been . . . 
alrnost entirely destitute of exceptional endowments of any sort" (Breitenbach 1997, 
83). 



Cultural institutions like the Scottish Protestant churches also served to push 

women to the rnargins. The founder of the Presbyterian Church, John Knox, was 

bddly rnisogynist, castigating wornen as naturally "weak, irail, impatient, feeble and 

ioolish" ( 1Macdonald 1991,78). The Kirk, the Church of Scotland, was formally more 

democratic than its CathoIic counterpart because of local congregational control over 

Church affairs and elections to the hierarchy of the church. However, it was blatantly 

sexist and exclusionary in that women could not ascend to positions of authonty or to 

the clergy. The Church legislated over the private lives of women and children in the 

absence of a welfare state, particuIarly in the realms of sexual rnisconduct and 

iIlegitimacy . In effect, the Church complemented and reinforced the gender division 

enforced in other spheres of Scottish society. In 1990, 70 percent of Church members 

were fernale while most of the positions of authority continued to be occupied by men 

(Orr Macdonald 1991,93).136 

Breitenbach (1997, 89) argues that women in Scotland are, in fact, mice 

insulted. They are marginalized in relation to men in ScotIand and, again, in relation to 

English women (in the sense that English women do not suffer from their status as 

members of a permanent minonty within the UK); the national question is ignored by 

mainstrearn British feminism. Again, as in the Insh cases, divided loyalties complicate 

ferninist politics. Women share much in the way of experience and yet are very 

heterogeneous. Both feminism and nationalism offer certain things to women but are 

frequently incompatible. Nationalisms often iconize women and their bodies in the 

service of the 'nation' and nationdists are concerned with the proliferation of the group 

and, hence, control over the fernale body emerges as a poiiticd priority exercised 

136 These figures need to be kept in perspective though, as the Church seems to be 
waning in influence. The Church of Scotland lost 19,000 mernbers last year, and one 
journalist has forecast that the Church will become socially extinct by 2030 (Bell 1998, 
9 )  - 



through the use of "indigenous cultural" practices (say, inheritance and rnaniage 

practices) or via religion (rules regarding sex, bans on abortion).l37 

Entrenched socio-cultural practices at least partially account for the dearth of 

women involved in formal politics- It must be pointed out, however, that new social 

movements with thrir less hierarchical and flexible nature have tended to be the sites of 

more fernale participation. Galloway and Robertson (1991, 5 )  argue that: "while 

women are seriously under-represented in representative democracy, they are 

enormously engazed in participative democracy". While this is not the forum to discuss 

the debates surrounding essentialist views which argue that women, by nature, favor 

particular political styles, 1 would suggest that Scottish women, like their counterparts 

elsewhere, experience similar constraints on their political activism which are less 

imposing in extra-parliarnentary organizations. In the Scottis h case, A Woman 's Claim 

of Right for Scorland was organized in 1990 to participate in the Scottish Constitutional 

Convention (SCC). This organization emerged in response to the pneral impression 

among feminists that the evoIutionax-y progress, expected after the 1928 extension of 

the franchise, had failed to occur (Lindsay 1991, 7)-138 

Women are poorly represented in decision-making bodies. Only 12 MPs ( 16 -6 

percent) of the 72 sitting Scottish iMPs were women, following the 1997 election. This 

compares quite poorly with legislatues in Western Europe (Roddick in Brown 199 1, 

137 It is women who must bear the lion's share of the burden of raising more 
children for the sake of the nation. According to an article, "Chill Out and Have More 
Children" by Tim Hunter and published in Scotland on Sundav on 22 February 1998, 
the Scottish Office sees no possibility of emulating a ment Icelandic policy which 
would provide generous benefits in the hope of reversing the low birthrate in that 
country. Such benefits, combined offset total tax payments. This kind of policy would 
be ultra vires for the Scottish Assembly as Westminster controls benefit expenditure. 
However, an independent Scottish state could introduce other policies designed to raise 
the birthrate. 

The discourse of France's National Front is replete with references to women's 
role in preserving the nation. Women are "essential" and "noble." Their primary role is 
that of reproduction (Simmons 1996,246). 
'38 Women over 30 were enfranchised in 19 18, those over 2 1 in 1928. 



4). l39 There is more than just the vagaries of individual electoral systems at work here. 

The Canadian situation may be instructive; as Bashevkin (1993) has persuasively 

argued, political parties systematically discriminate against female candidates, a 

phenornenon evident in Putnam's law of increasing disproportion: the higher one goes 

in political elites the fewer women are represented. Women predominate at lower Ievels 

of party organizahon (such as constituency secretaries) but face barriers to moving up 

within politicai party organizations. As of 1998, 5 of the 32 Scottish local authonties 

had female leaders and only 22.4 percent of councilors were women (Webb 1997, 

140). While the figures for local governrnent are somewhat encouraging, Sharp (199 1) 

States that Scotland has one of the worst records in Western Europe for women's 

participation in governrnent. 

The SCC was established to discuss the institutional rnakeup of an expected 

Scottish assembly. The SCC is composed of representatives of trade unions, the 

business community, Churches, and local authonties as well as the Liberal democrats, 

Labour, Communists and the Greens. Wornen were represented through the Scottish 

Convention of Women. Many have argued that the sorry state of women's participation 

in Scottish politics would be remedied through the Iocalizing effect of a Scottish 

assembly which would lessen the obstacles to Scottish women's participation in politics 

by reducing the magnitude of the problem of bdancing famiIy commitments with the 

demands of travel and frequent absences. A ParIiament in Edinburgh reduces these 

burdens considerably. In addition a proposal by the Scottish Trades Union Congress 

would assure women 50 percent representation in a Scottish parliament. This motion 

was also accepted by the 1990 Labour party conference. Despite this, Lindsay (1991, 

139 According to an article by Alice Brown, "New Parliament Offers hope of equal 
representation," published in Scotland on Sundav on 16 ApnI 1995, the proportion of 
women MPs from Scotland is among the worst in Western Europe. In 1995 8.3 percent 
of Scottish MPs were women compared with: Scandinavia (40 percent), Netherlands 
(30 percent), Gerrnany (26 percent) and UK (9.5 percent). Only 23 wornen have 
served as Scottish MPs since 19 18. 



10) comments that "No rnatter what lip service is paid on the surface, significant traces 

of chauvinism have not disappeared from Scottish politicai life". S U ,  Lindsay is 

confident that a Scottish Assembly may yet produce a body most radical in the world as 

regards wornen's representation. 

In 1994 the Scottish Constitutional Convention proposed a voluntary scheme 

for the anticipated Scottish Parliament in which 40 percent of representatives would be 

fernale. The goal was a non-binding cornmitment by the main political parties to actively 

seek to reach this representative threshold. Further discussion produced an electoral 

contract which cornmitted the Liberal-democrats and Labour parties to the principle of 

gender equality arnong representatives to the Scottish Parliament. The means by which 

this goal was reached was to be determined by the parties (Judge 1999,19 1). In the 

months prior to the May 1999 election to the Scottish Parliament the Scottish Secretary, 

Donald Dewar, was advised that selection processes for candidates which favored 

women would be subject to legal challenge, specifically under the 1975 Sex 

Discrimination Act and the 1976 European Directive on equality (Ibid. 192).'40 In 

anticipation of legal challenge the Labour government introduced legislation to exempt 

the selection procedures for the first Scottish election from the 1975 Sex Equality Act. 

This attempt was defeated and parties were left to find other means to address gender 

equality. The SNP, not involved in the Scottish Constitutional Convention, eschewed 

formal means to ensure equal representation. In 1998 the party convened and narrowIy 

rejected a proposal to introduce "zipping" (alternating men and women on the regional 

list of candidates). One delegate, Fiona Muir (internet correspondence, 28 June 1999), 

convenor of the Aberdeen-Anderson Branch, described the debate as "acrimonious", 

and while the Ieadership of the party supported the resolution, the delegates ovedl 

140 These concems were based on the Jepson decision of January 1996 which mled 
that Labour's selection procedures for the 1997 General election were illega1. Peter 
Jepson had sought and seIection in a constituency with an ali-female short Iist and 
Iaunched legal action (Judge 1999, 192). 



(especidly the group Young Scots for Independence) rejected any forrn of "positive 

discrimination". On reflection, Muir (who opposed the resolution) states that: "1 can 

state that from the point of view of the S N P  now, the issue [of zipping] has been put 

behind us, with no lasting splits or recrirninations. We have an excellent tearn of men 

AND [Sic] women representing the party and their constituents". 

Of course, wornen face difficulties outside of the issue of representation. In the 

UK in general and Scotland in particular, considerable disparity exists between men 

and women. Brown (1994) argues that despite legislation to achieve equal pay and 

prevent discrimination, women in Scotland still suffer from political, economic and 

social disadvantage. Women make up the majority of those living in poverty in 

Scotland : 96 percent of single parents on income support and 67 percent of people on 

retirement pensions. In 1993, women earned 71 percent of the male average wage. The 

majority of the female workforce is found in the lower-paid non-unionized service 

sector of the economy. In education, housing and responsibility for children, women 

dso  experience considerable disadvantage. Domestic violence against women 

represents at Ieast 25 percent of dl violent crime in Scotland (Engender, 1997). 

The SNP, like rnost (ail?) politicai parties in the UK, has been dominated by 

masculine noms. Of the 71 candidates in the 1987 general election, 66 were male and 

five female. In the 1989 European parliament elections, only one of the eight candidates 

was a woman. This situation had improved somewhat by the 1999 European elections 

where four of the eight candidates were women (two men won seats). Wornen's 

representation improves somewhat as one moves from the European and national level 

to Regional and District Ievels. In the 1988 District council elections, 23.3 percent of 

candidates were women and in the 1990 Regional CounciI elections 21 percent were 

women (al1 figures Brown 1991, 1-2) 



Table 9 
Women Candidates in GeneraI Elections (Scotland) 
(Percent in brac ket) 

Sources: B umess (1994); SNP (1 977) 
* The SNP did not field a candidate in Orkney & Shetland due to an electoral 
pact with Shetland and Orkney Movernents. 

Conservative Labour Lib.-Dem. S N P  

The SNP has had a reputation as a party with strong female electoral 

I 

representation. In fact, from 1931-1967 only one woman, Mary Dott, ran for the party 

1970 2 (2.7) 3 (4.1) --- IO (13.8) 

Feb. 1974 5 (6.9) 5 (6.9) -- 8 (11.1) 

Oct. 1974 5 (6.9) 7 (9.7) --- 8 (11.1) 

1979 4 (5.5) 4 (5.5) -- 6 (8.3) 

1983 7 (9.7) 3 (4.1) --- 9 (12.5) 

1987 12 (16.6) 3 (4.1) --- 6 (9.7)" 

1992 11 (15.2) 6 (8.3) 22 (30.5) 15 (20.8) 

(in the 1947 Edinburgh-east by-election). As Table 9 shows though, great strides were 

made between 1967-1970 with the party fielding more female candidates in 1970 than 

the other parties combined. 141 Despite appearances however, the SNP seems to feature 

many of the characteristics of other male-dorninated political parties. Prominent women 

members tend to be professionals without families, rein forcing the reality that political 

life excludes women by viaue of their parental roles (Bumess 1994, 144). In 1994 

women in SNP positions were represented in the following proportions: National 

Council (44 percent), Senior Office bearers (17 percent) (Burness 1994, 146). As of 

141 Of the twenty most winnable constituencies for the S N P  in the 1997 general 
election, women were candidates in 5. 



1998, 9 of the 20 members of the SNP's "Scottish Cabinet" were women. Generally 

speaking, the party has tended to oppose gender quotas for elections, and has viewed 

women's rights as part of human rights (Burness 1994, 145). The formation of 

Wonzerz's Fonm within the S N P  encountered resistance when it was proposed in the 

1980s and still has a lirnited role. The Forum, unIike the trade union group, sends no 

delegates to the party's annual conference, National Council or NationaI executive 

meetings. According to Fiona Hyslop (now MSP-Lothians Iist) the Women's Forum 

met only once a year as of 199 1, but the intention was to have more frequent meetings 

in future. Regarding the position of women in the party Hyslop (1991, 34) had this to 

Say: 

In the SNP we have a lot of women at the bottom and we have 
significant numbers of women at the top. What we are looking for is 
more women in 'rniddle management'. 1 think it [women's 
underrepresentation] is changing, because we are getting new women coming 
into the Party. The interesting point for us is that it [pressure for change] is not 
necessarily corning from the top down, but rather it is corning from demand. 
People are wanting more women involved and constituencies are wanting 
women to stand. We have a situation where we do not have a formal rule of one 
woman for every sekction meeting, but it is tending to happen in practice. It is 
something that is coming from the constituencies themselves iristead of being 
irnposed. 

There is iittIe difference between S N P  voters and Labour supporters on the 

issue of remedying gender inequality. In a recent survey, 65 percent of Labour voters, 

and 68 percent of S - W  voters, believed that equd opportunities for women had not 

gone far enough (Brand et al 1994, 623).The Party leadership has professed concem 

about the statu of women in its ranks. Burness cites a 1992 report to the party's 

National Council which warned that: "If the SNP continues to present far more men 

than women as its elected representatives . . . we ourselves are adding to the 

presentation of poIitics as a man's world (sic)" (1994, 146). 

If the SNP project is to be truly emancipatory and an improvement for Scots, 

fundamental changes are necessary to address the patriarchal nature of Scottish society. 

Sharp (1991, 42) argues: "It would appear that before we cm have greater democracy 



in our politicaI institutions we rnay need greater democracy in the home." 

Responsibility for care of the elderly, and of children too, ofien falls on the shoulders 

of women whife housework, too, rernains the preserve of women. Formd political 

change is a necessary but insuficient condition for irnprovement of the lives of Scottish 

women. As Scots, they are often denied the political voice which male elites demand 

from the UK. 

In rny conversations with women members of the SNP, there were wry 

comments about the domineering and 'old-fashioned' ways of older men within the 

p r ~ y  but this fact tended not to tarnish the national question which was viewed 

distinctly from that of the gender divide.142 Author Joy Hendry draws a connection 

between the male experience of subordination (as part of the British state) and the 

doubIe subordination experienced by women in Scotland. 

Scotland has been a very male country, especially since the 
Reformation. John Knox's distrust of the "monstrous regiment' has 
done much to shape attitudes to women . . . We are a strong breed, and have 
always been, but we have been confined. 

My theory is al1 about the aspiration to power, a public voice or 
platform. If Scotsnien are disadvantaged by being held at arms lensth from 
political and social power, and bearing in mind the compensatory devices 
brought into play by such situations, Scotswomen are doubly inhibited --first of 
al1 by al1 the inhibitions which operate on women everywhere in the world, and 
secondy by all the inhibitions which corne from being Scottish, with al1 the 
personal and psychological probIems that brings. 

The seeming urgency of certain causes can lead to hidden, unquestioned 

subordinations. Hendry draws Our attention to the danger in an earnest, hierarchy- 

producing national identity which obscures non-national identities and their concerns. 

Recent improvements in both representation and policy-making important for wornen 

suggest that this is not the case with the SNP. 'ln interviews male and female leaders of 

the party defended the party against charges of sexism and insisted that women had 

142 Cohen (1997, 101) has summarized this attitude as follows: "1 have so strong!y 
vested my personal interests in those of the nation that it would be a contradiction in 
tems to suggest that the national interest could be at odds with my personal self- 
interest." Thxs might account for the puzzled looks with which my interview questions 
about genderlnation tensions were greeted by nationalists. 



every opportunity that men had to rise within the ranks of the Party. One prorninent 

member of the SNP's Nationd Executive Council (and now rnember of the Scottish 

Parliament), Christine Creech took the liberal position that the existing rules do not 

discriminate against women at dl: 

If they practised bias it was in favour of women. 1 have never 
been disadvantaged; if anything I've been unfairly advantaged. I Say 
unfairly because 1 think you should progress as individuals. I've never 
campaigned for women's nghts. There are a lot of other disadvantaged groups; 
I want to see disadvantage ironed out period. 

This idea of the Labour party-to give so many seats to wornen-- 
does the women no favors. In east-Monklands [June 1994 by-election] three 
women are running [Conservative, Labour and SNP] because they're good--not 
because they're women (Interview with author, June 1994). 

This protestation rings somewhat hollow, however, when one considers the 

variety of barriers to full participation by women in a political system marked by 

hostility and cornpetition- a system indifferent to the demands of family life and child 

care and to the redity that it is women who predominantIy undertake these roles. In 

short, the political system, not to mention society generally, as one academic observer 

remarked, is charactenzed by "things that put wornen off' (Brown, June 1994, 

Edinburgh). 

Recent political developments need to be considered in relation to female 

representation in Scottish politics. There is a case for optimism for ferninists in the 

aftennath of the Scottish Parliarnent elections. Scotland now ranks third among the 

world's national legislatures in the percentage of wornen members of the legislature. 

According to Enge11der,14~ Scotland ranks behind Sweden (42.7 percent) and Denmark 

(37.4 percent), with a total of 37.2 percent (Engender 1999). This increase in female 

represeiitation can be attributed to the determination of certain political parties to achieve 

gender balance in the Parliament. The Labour party has formally moved to accentuate 

143 Engender is a non-govemmental organization which advances the interests of 
women through education and political action. It produces research and maintains a 
website for networking. It has active local branches in Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Fife, and 
Glasgow. 



fernale representation while the SNP has relied more upon local constituency branches 

to take the initiative to secure female candidates. The gender breakdown of the Scottish 

padiarnent by party is as follows (male: female): Labour (28:28), Liberal-Democrats 

(14:3), SNP (19:16), Conservatives (16:2). The single Green, Scottish Socialist, and 

independent MSPs are male. 

The high proportion of female members is cause for optimism because of the 

substantial powers wielded by the Scottish Parliament, especially with regard to the 

interests of women. Engender (1999) sees great potential for the Parliament. Scotland 

has one of the lowest IeveIs of preschool childcare provision in Europe and this keeps 

wornen from participating in education and the workplace to the extent that they 

migl1t.14~ With power over this area of education policy, the Scottish Parliament will 

be able to increase the nurnber of places for children. With power over the 

irnplementation of the NationaI Health service in Scotland the Parliament will have the 

discretion to enhance the level of family planning and funding to combat heart disease 

and breast cancer (Engender 1997, 33). At the SNP's 1998 Conference in Inverness 

(September 1998) Kay Ullrich argued that women have suffered from the imposition of 

prescription charges. The anti-breast cancer cirug, Tarnoxifen, for exarnple, must be 

taken for 5 years at substantial expense. This is an exarnple of the practical impact of 

Westminster centralism on Scottish women. Ullrich points out that: 

It is not as if the govemment is not aware of this, after al1 for yean in 
opposition the Labour party has called for a review of prescription charges. But 
in spite of this and in spite of the evidence presented by the BMA (British 
Medicd Association), and many other organizations New Labour sirnply claims 
that prescription charges were considered part of the 'comprehensive spending 
review' and, you've guessed it, no change is going to be made. . . . As this 
party's Health and Social Policy spokesperson 1 can assure you that our health 

144 In 1990 a study by the European Commission (1990) presented data fiom the 
late 1980s showing that the UK (along with Ireland and Luxembourg) had the fewest 
publicly funded places for children under three. The UK (tied with Portugal) had the 
fewest places for children aged three to school age. Data from 1996 presented by 
Engender (1997) suggest that only 2 percent of children under three in the UK have 
access to publicly funded childcare. In Scotland, just under 3 percent of children a g d  
five to nine had access to quality childcare. 



policy wilI include an urgent review of prescription charges. We have to ensure 
that no one's health is put at nsk through an inability to pay for a prescription 
(sic) ('Engender 1999).145 

The Parliament will also have power over Farnily law which may help wornen who 

have been abandoned by a spouse. P.diament will also be able to enact measures to 

improve women's access to affordable housing, shelters, irnprove public safety and 

provide job training. In short, the Parliament will be empowered to bnng many 

practical improvements to women's dail y lives. 

This potential is contingent on the extent of ferninist representation which would 

push the new parliament to use its powers to legislate for matters of particular concern 

to women. Alice Brown, in an article, "New Parliament offers hope of equai 

representation," published in Scotland on Sunday on 16 April 1995, sums up this hope 

for a different kind of legislahm arguing that: 

The vision of a Scottish parliament, radically different from 
Westminster, has acted as a mobilising force for women in Scotland who have 
seized the opportunity to rnake their own contribution to the constitutional 
debate. They have argued for a new type of parliament which is open and 
accessible, has hours compatible with family life, has procedures and rules that 
encoura- participation and debate, which acknowledges the expenence and 
contribution of women, and is responsive and accountable to the needs of 
Scottish society. 

Women have argued for equal representation in the belief that, with an 
equai number of men and women, a different kind of democracy will be 
fostered. Equal representation, therefore, is not an end in itself, but a means to 
achieving a better democratic system which is representative of, and accountable 
to, al1 the people of Scotland. 

The establishment of the Scottish parliament should be viewed as an 

improvement in the practice of politics and democracy for women in Scotland. Of 

course, this potential may or may not be realized, depending on the actual priorities of 

the Parliament's governments. Engender sees devolution as a positive step which will 

enhance the quality of women's lives because Holyrood will be accessible, maintain 

sensible hours (avoiding late nights), sensitive to the family obIigations of members, 

-p -- 

145 Ullrich was speaking before the 1999 Scottish Parliament election. Still, little 
has changed regarding prescription charges. I n  April2000 prescription charges 
increased again by 10 pence to £6 (National Health Service 2000). 



and because of efforts to secure more women in the assembly, making it more Iikely to 

address women's concerns (Engender 1999).146 However, Kay Ullrich of the SNP 

fears that the powers of the parliament are still too limited to effectively deal with issues 

of importance to women (as the issue of Prescription charges shows). At the same 

time, Labour has benefited elertorally from the introduction of the ParIiament, and its 

concerted effort to achieve equal gender representation may have attracted more women 

to the Party- 

In correspondence (Intemet, Febmary 1999), f asked MSP Roseanna 

Cunningham (Sm-Perth) whether Labour was the electoral vehicle for Scottish 

fernini sts: 

Well, it is certainly the way Labour would like to portray it although 
frankly they are up against reality on this one. They made great play of the fact 
that they introduced a gender balance mechanism for candidate selection for the 
Scottish Parliament and the S N P  chose not to do so. In the view of the majority 
of S-NP activists it was unnecessary to do so, since we had a hstory of judging 
people on merit not sex unlike the Labour Party. In the event, it turned out to be 
an accurate assessrnent and the likely make-up of the S W  Parliamentary will be 
about 40 percent women-which is about what the Labour will achieve too. 

Because the main part of the constitutional debate centres around the 
economic strengths andor weaknesses of Scotland's position vis-à-vis the 
Union, it has to be said that much of the argument can veer off into pretty 
abstruse statistical arpments. It is the area the media want to cover rnost; it is 
obviously one of major importance and it is an argument we want to win. So 1 
suppose in that sense, it may sometimes seem as if we are only focused on the 
bigger picture and not on the reality of people's lives. 

It is not a charge I would accept. At present February 19991, the ShT 
controls three of Scotland's councils, with responsibility for education and 
social work, housing, environmental health, etc.; and our three Councils 
consistently appear in the top ten on any performance levels, when assessed by 
the Audit Commission. Women in those areas have direct experience of how 
good SNP control can be for them. 

As mentioned previously, the SNP itself voted at its 1998 Conference against 

"zipping" (whereby lists would alternate in descending order between male and fernale 

146 Engender strongly supported the 50/50 carnpaign to secure equal representation 
for men and wornen. As discussed before, this goal could not pass le@ challenges and 
parties were left to determine their own levels of femaie representation. Brown (1999, 
49) notes that the new Assembly's Standing Orders and Procedures recognize Scottish 
school holidays and require that Parliamentary business be conducted to accommodate 
family obligations. 



candidates), Like Cunningham, delegate Fiona Muir (who opposed the motion), took a 

liberal view, arguing that other means of ensunng acceptable levels of femaIe 

representation must be pursued. 

What would zipping have done to promote the many able women in the 
party who did NOT put their narnes forward (for the list) in the first place? Is 
anyone Iooking at how we can get more women to put their narnes forward in 
the first place? 1s anyone looking at how we can get more women to put 
themselves forward as local candidates next year? Are branches doing ail they 
can to put themselves forward as local government candidates next year? Are 
branches doing al1 they c m  to make rneetings/worknights farnily friendly? 
These are issues which need to be addressed in order to increase the political 
activity of wornen at a grass roots leve1, something which 1 think is an 
important step in persuading more wornen to put themselves forward as 
parliamentary candidates. 

1 don't look forward to the day when we pass policies based on 
whether the Labour party is going to approve or note At the end of the day, the 
SNP wiIl select candidates of calibre, and a good proportion of these wilI be 
women. This 1 believe, based on conversations with family and workmates as 
weIl as other SNP members, will prove more popular with the voting public 
than imposed quotaslgender balance measures (Internet correspondence, 17 
June 1999). 

Thus the SIN?, while professing support for gender equality, has essentially, 

adopted the view that positive discrimination contradicts liberal-individualist principles. 

Its preference for non-mandatory types of "encouragement" for female candidates 

parallels the policy adopted by the Conservative party. Still, the party managed to elect 

16 women to Holyrood; 43 percent of its MSPs. 

Can natio~ldisrn be sufficiently inclusive to improve the daily lives of women 

while dealing with the seemingly more exciting business of nation-building? There is 

no cIear answer to the question. University of Edinburgh political scientist Alice Brown 

(Intemet correspondence, March 1999) argues that the Scottish Wornen's movements 

have different perspectives on the constitutional question, and no fruitful 

generalizations are available. 

There has been broad support within the women's movement for 
constitutional change and the possibility that this offers for the representation of 
women as MSPs in the new Scottish parliament and the representation of 
women's interests through other mechanisms of engaging with the new 
legislature. E.g., there is a Women in Scotland Forum which was established in 
1997 which is making input into policy at the Scottish Office and hopes to 
continue such a roIe in the new parliament. 



The point X am making is that there has been IittIe focus on the 
independence versus home mle (devolved parliament) options from a gender 
perspective, Woinen across the political divide see a Scottish Parliament - 
independent of Westminster or devolved from Westminster- as an opportunity 
for them. 

Of course, if you speak to women in the SNP or those who vote 
nationalist, then they will aIso argue that an independent parliament in Scotland 
would be even better for women and others than a devolved one. However, it is 
not an issue that has been hotly debated in the Scottish women's movernent. We 
have tended to focus on things on which we agree and which unite as wide a 
range of women as possible while respecting and recognizing that there wiil be 
di fferen t perspectives on independence/devolution. 

Brown is correct to point out the great diversity within Scottish politicai parties 

on the appropriate means to address gender imbdances in representation. The picture 

which emerges from the above discussion is a diversity of approaches to enhancing the 

citizenship experiences of women. The SNI? does seem to have the potentid to act as a 

vehicle for Scottish women to improve their lives via greater participation in a "closer" 

govemment. The question of whether or not women see the SNP as a vehicIe for their 

liberation is complicated by the absence of a single perspective on the question. The 

diversity among women makes the question difficuit to answer. However, feminists' 

ambivalence may be partialIy explained by the fact that the S N P  has not gone beyond 

liberal approaches to remedying women's absence from political institutions and their 

general experience of inequality. These fundamental differences of experience (between 

men and women) have not yet been addressed set-iously as evident in the absence of 

deliberate attempts to ensure women's equal participation in the structures of the party 

and as candidates for public office. 

Gav and Lesbian Scotland 

Scholarly analysis of the relationship between national and 'queer' cultural 

identities is relatively new. Attention to this particular subculture is important because 

sexual identity has been viewed as a poor cousin to "more pnmary" identities such as 

national ones, and, because as a non-spatial, culturally shifting identity, sexual 

orientation provides a fundamental challenje to homogenizing nationalist self- 



construction by existing outside the basic framework of the nation-state (Stychin 1997). 

S uc h identi ties undermine claims that either temtory or ethnicity are necessary 

prerequisites to building political community. Stychin's analysis of the discourse of 

Que'becois nationalism suggests that, while gays and lesbians achieved protection from 

discrimination in 1977 with Parti Q~iébecois (PQ) enacted legislation, there is still a 

tension between the amorphous and evolving identity in 'queer culture' and the more 

forma1 temtoriaUlinguistic conception of citizenship on the part of the PQ.147 Québec's 

new modemizing nationalism, freed of church domination, is much more inclusive of 

other identities and is therefore able to permit a space for non-spatial identities, albeit 

encapsulated within an overarching national identity. 

In 1990, as reported on 5 Novernber 1990 in Gay Scoùand "News," the SNP, 

under curent leader Alex Salmond, adopted a "comprehensive policy in favour of 

Iesbians and gays." T h  Hopkins of the Equality Network14s (one of Scotland's two 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgendered equality organizations) has had 

considerable experience dealing with the main Scottish political parties. Hopkins 

(Internet correspondence, January 1999) stated that: 

The SNP have been very helpful to us at Westminster in supporting our 
pro-equaiity amendments to a couple of govemment Bills over the past two 
years. We hope that they wilI be equally helpful at Holyrood (The Scottish 
Parliament). It remains to be seen however. Although they mostly seem to be 
pro-equality, they have a minority of high-profile members who are not helpful, 
ranging from the somewhat unhelpful joumalist, Dorothy Grace-Elder, to the 

147 Stychin (1997, 15) also points out the remarkable pluralism arnong Québec's 
gayfiesbian cornrnunities: "There is no single lesbian or gay "stance" on Queôec 
separatism. After all, lesbians and gays corne from al l  of the linguistic, class, political, 
and cultural cornrnunities of Québec, and no doubt those identities in large measure 
infom views on the separatist aspirations of the PQ." 

An article, "Queôec gays, lesbians celebrate status recognition," by Campbell 
Clark, and published in the National Post on 12 June 1999, reports that Québec's 
National Assembly, on 10 June 1999, passed a law giving same-sex couples the same 
status as heterosexual common-law marriages. Québec is the first province to do this. 
L48 The Eqrcali~ Neîwork was founded in January 1997. Its primaiy concem was 
to lobby for an amendment to the Scotland Act to extend the definition of equai 
opportunities in that Act to include sexual orientation. 



downnght hornophobic Jim Sillars, who writes homophobic articles in the 
tabloid press. ' 4 9  

On the whole, most people wouId probably rate them second of the four 
parties for support for LGBT equality. First would be the Liberal-Democrats, 
then the SNP, then Labour and Iast the Conservatives-'50 

Hopkins' rather high opinion of the SNI? was influenced, in part, by the active work of 

one MP in particular: 

Their likely Home Affairs shadow rninister, Roseanna Cunningham, is 
a strong supporter of equality and has pledged, if the SNP are elected to power 
in May, to ensure an equal age of consent, repeal the homophobic section 28 of 
the Local Govemrnent Act 1988, and start a review to look at sarne-gender 
partnership recoagition in Scotland.1si 

Cunningham (Internet correspondence February 1999) herself had this to Say about 

her, and the SNP's, support for the equalization of the age of consent:Is2 

149 Even if this characterization of SiIIars is accurate, his current influence on the 
SNP is negligible. Indeed, he has been a vociferous critic of the SNP's positions on 
both devolution and European integration. 
lS0 To the best of my knowledge, Siilars is no longer a member of the S M ?  having 
made a career out of criticizing the party on various aspects of policy. Hopkins is 
probably assurning that Sillars is still a mernber based on his high profile position in the 
party in the 1980s. 
lS1 Section 28/2A of the Local Govemment Act (1988) prohibits the "promotion" 
of hornosexuality via publicly funded festivals, helplines, advertising, or educational 
progams (Clark and Dunphy 1995, 86-87). The opening paragaph of the Local 
Govemrnent Act 1988 proclaims that one of the purposes of the legislation is to 
"prohibit the promotion of homosexuality by local authorities" (Scottish Office 2000). 
Section 28/2A, which elaborates upon the above intention, States: 

Section 28/2 A- (1) A locd authority shall not : 

a) intentionally promote hornosexuality or publish material with the 
intention of promoting hornosexuality . 

b) promote the teaching in any maintained school of the acceptability of 
homosexuality as a pretended farnily relationship (Equality Network 
2000). 

The age of consent issue for gay men has been the pnmary focus of gay 
political activity in the 1990s. Persistent lobbying persuaded the House of Cornrnons to 
vote to reduce the age of consent from 21 to 18 in February 1994 (Clark and Dunphy 
1995, 84). As reported in an article "Govemment pledges to win fight with Lords on 
gay age of consent," published in The Scotsman on 15 April 1999, the Blair 
govemment, in June of 1998, introduced a bill which reduced the age of consent to 16. 
This bill failed in the House of Lords. The Government has responded by employing 
the Parliament Act, which would force the legislation through the House of Lords. The 
House of Lords is granted a 12 month delaying period, and so the Sexual Offences 
(Arnendrnent) Act should be passed in early 2000. Cumently, a bill is being reviewed in 



It has been longstanding S N P  policy to support the equalisation of the 
age of consent (since about 1989,I think). We didn't pass the policy in 
isolation--it was part of a policy for youth which included a cornmitment to 
lowering the voting age to 16 as well. 1 suppose it cornes out of the basically 
civil rights orientated approach of the party to a number of relatively emotive 
issues--race, gender, gay rights, transsexual rights etc. The SNP is the only 
party to have had a transsexual candidate standing for election-without 
comment internaily I may add, aIthough needless to Say the tabIoids did 
themselves no favour . 

How does the SNE% commitrnent to equaiity on the ba is  of sexuai orientation 

compare with that of other political parties? Hopkins (Correspondence May 1999) 

descnbes the Conservatives' record on LGBT equality as "dismal." The Equality 

Network mailed copies of the LGBT manifesto, Equalir>t at Holyrood to candidates 

standing for election to Scottish Parliament. '53 No Conservative candidate responded 

to the document. Labour is broadly in favor of equality, with speculation that the 

current Labour goventment will also remove the ban on gays and lesbians in the 

military.lS4 According to Hopkins, 90 percent of Scottish Labour MPs support an 

equal age of consent and the Labour party explicitly endorses equality on the basis of 

sexual orientation in its Holyrood manifesto (Internet interview, 4 May 1999). 

The Liberd-Democratic party endorses equality on the b a i s  of sexual 

orientation. As for the SNP (Holyrood Manifesta, 1999): 

The SNP wiil put equality at the heart of govemment. There will be a 
Parliamentary Cornmittee on Equality supported by Commissioners with 
responsibility for particular groups in Society, such as women, eîhnic 
rninorities, children and young people, disabled people, elderly people, gays 
and lesbians. A key role will be to consult with cornmunities. 

parliament to eliminate the voting rights of the hereditary peers of the House of Lords, 
and a Royal Commission is studying further reforms to that body. 
'53 This manifesto was prepared for the Scottish Parliament election held 6 May 
1999. 
154 According to an article, "Britain quietly says it's tirne to adopt a bill of rights," 
by Sarah Lyall and published in the New York Times on 3 October 1999, four Britons 
dismissed from the British military because they are gay had to appeal to the European 
Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg for redress. The  COU^ agreed that the four 
plaintiffs had suffered the UK govemment's violation of their right to privacy. In 
October 2000 Bntain wiU incorporate the European Convention on Human Rights into 
domestic law making appeals to the European court unnecessary in future. Citizens 
have been able to apped to this court since 1966 but legal aid was not available. 



The SNP, uninvited, requested details of the Equality Network's Holyrood manifesto. 

Only the SNP issued a public statement on the issue of sexual equality. T h e  SNP 

issued party policy guides on the subject to all candidates. The SNP, as yet, has no 

policy on same-sex marria,oe but is prepaxing to address this. 

What emerges frorn the above discussion is that the S N P  is senous about 

including the most marginalized elements of Scottish society. This is - especially 

impressive in light of the fact that it is electordly risky to take on, in an assertive 

manner, the interests of a cornmunity which has endured a kind of approved bigotry for 

so long. What is strikinp about the cornments by Cunningham is the casual a d  self- 

evident connection she makes between civil rights struggles as a whole, and those of 

the Scottish gay community. This is a clear example of the SNP's sincere effoms to act 

in the interests of al1 Scots. 

Regional Cleavaee 

Proponents of both separate Scottish statehood and even modest devolutionary 

proposais have had to confront a persistent degree of regionalism within Scotland. This 

regional diversity is compounded by reinforcing characteristics ranging from economic 

land-use (oil in the North-west, agriculture in the South) to cultural-histoncal 

distinctiveness (the northem islands). This cleavage is typically manifested in su spicion 

of the potentially centralizing aims of an autonomous Scottish Assembly or 

go~ernrnent.15~ At least 50 percent of the population of Scotland live either alongside 

or at either end of the 40 kilometer stretch of highway connecting Edinburgh and 

155 Scottish elections surveys show relatively little difference between "owtlying 
rural" Scotland and the rest of the country on attitudes toward Scottish independence or 
devolution. However, these surveys mask regionalism in the Orkney and Shetland 
Islands because "outlying rural" includes the Western Isles, the rural Highlands a n d  the 
rural areas bordering England, thus homogenizing rather distinctive areas (Brown et al 
1996, 158-9). Shetland and Orkney have, for the last century, voted for various 
incarnations of the Liberal Party, in effect, excluding them from government throaighout 
this century. 



Glasgow. This would seriously irnbalance any assembly in favor of urbanites in the 

central belt. Charles Kennedy (1989, 90) LiberaI-Democrat MP for Ross, Cromarty 

and Skye bluntly expressed this fear of those living outside central Scotland in 

1989.156 

Indeed this fear can be expressed in even more barbed political fashion: What is 
the point, such a Scot may enquire, of swapping an apparently remote Tory 
dominated Westminster system for socialist control dominated through the 
Labour party of the central belt?' 57 

The prospect of a "socialist" administration is cause for fear arnong fishing 

communities in northern Scotland. John Goodland (1993, 53), Secretary of the 

Shetland Fishermen's Association, argues that fishing communities are the least likely 

to support the Labour party and that if it were not for the middle-class vote, Labour 

would get no votes at al1 in these cornrnunities. The explanation for the hostility toward 

centralization, and the Labour party generally, is the perception that working-class 

fishers can only suffer from further regulation of their industry. Shetland is the most 

fisheries dependent place in the EU with 80 percent of al1 non-oil exports composed of 

either fish or fish products (Goodland 1995, 49). Much of the support for the Orkney 

and Shetland Movements in the L987 General eIection came from the fishing industry 

(Goodland 1995, 53). 

In recent history there existed a Highland-Lowland divide which was reinforced 

not only by geogaphy, but also cultural and political distinctiveness. Lowland Scots 
-- - -- -- 

156 Russell Hom of the Stirling University Scottish Nationalist Association 
(Intemet correspondence with author, 16 May 1998) confessed his concern that the 
proportional representation system proposed by the SM' for an independent Scotland 
would not help the idanders since they would fail (even if supporting the same 
autonomist candidate) to rise above even a tiny electoral threshold (the popuIation of 
Orkney and Shetland constitute about 1.5 percent of the Scortish population). This 
would also be true under the half constituency/half list system of the Scottish 
Parliament. The inability to elect an autonomist party candidate couId exacerbate 
regional tensions. 
157 It might be objected that Kennedy's rernarks are coloured by partisan purposes. 
This is a valid point but must also be tempered by the fact that the Liberal-Democrats 
have held a virtual electord monopoly over Orkney and Shetland. For the May 1999 
Scottish Parliamentary election the Orkneys and Shetlands were split into separate 
constituencies, both of which were easiIy won by the LiberaLDemocrats. 



feIt more in common with their English neighbors and were deeply influenced by the 

Reforrnation.ls8 In contrast, the highlands remained insulated from the Reformation 

untiI the catastrophe of the clearances. The 17t! century saw the gradual penetration of 

an Anglo-Lowland state into highland life, threatening the clan system and its leaders. 

The ferocious destruction of Highland society in the aftermath of the failed 1745 

rebellion was undertaken by both EngIand and Lowland Scotland. Once the clearances 

ended highland resistance, the tokens of Highland culture could safely be revived as 

Scottish. With urbanization and modernization, Highland Scotland's population has 

dwindled. In 1800, half of all Scots lived in the Highlands and Islands but, by 19 14, 

only 9 percent of Scots resided here (Férnandez-Armesto 1997, 44). From 1745 the 

highlands were "saturated with vast amounts of sustained Presbyterian propaganda" 

and "incorporated into an imperid master-cIass by university education and enrollment 

in the service of the state (Férnandez-hesto 1997, 45). Ir It was only later that safe 

national syrnbols (that is, depoliticized for the English-dominated state) were revived in 

the form of bagpipes, kilts, and tartans.159 

The northern islands of Orkney, Shetland and the Western Isles are home to 

about 64,000 people (just over 1 percent of the Scottish population). Since the early 

1960s support has mounted for greater autonomy for these islands and their inhabitants 

have zealously guarded their autonomy from governent centralization (Macartney, 

1984). For exarnple, in 1962, a Royal Commission recomended a merger of the 

Police forces of Orkney and Shetland with two mainland forces. A 1963 White paper 

suggested the arndgamation of a number of distinct, local authorities. In 1967, the 

1% The 19th century witnessed the rise of peculiar "teutonist" ethnologies which 
viewed the Highlands and their inhabitants as backward, inferior Celts in contrast to the 
"Germanie" lowlanders with their corresponding industriousness and civility (Kidd 
1995). The twentieth century, however, has witnessed the explicitly civic nationalism 
characterized by the SNP. 
159 The tartan was, in fact, banned from 1747 to 1782 by the Act of Indemnity. 
Those who dared Wear a tartan pattern were liable to 6 months imprisonment for their 
first offence and second time violators received transportation to a colony for 7 years. 



Water board recomrnended a merger of several separate smaller boards. Ai1 of these 

attempts were resisted by the local governments with considerable support from the 

public. Regardless, the Water boards were arnalgamated in 1967 and the subsequent 

visit of the then Secretary of State, Willie Ross, generated protests. At one point, 

protesters demanded to see Ross' passport and Viking-costume cIad protesters canied 

signs saying "Back to Denmark" (Macartney 1984, 10).'60 

Orcadian novelist George Mackay Brown (1988, 3 10) testifies to the strength 

and persistence of historical grievance in his reflections on Orkney and Shetland's 

historical relationship with ScotIand: 

Those who think of poor old Scotland and the oppressions it had to 
suffer through, might pause for a littIe to think how the lands and peoples of 
Orkney and Shetland suffered under the predatory Scots who sat in al1 the high 
seats of the islands since 1468. The ancient laws, speech, coinage, and Iand 
usage were perverted. The independent farmers were quickly reduced to little 
more than serfdom. Two illegitimate royal Stewarts, Robert and Patrick, 
squeezed the vintage to the uttermat &op. In a very short time one of the great 
medieval earldoms of Europe becarne a small poor country on the outer 
northem fringe of Scotland. 

Nor has the SNP been immune from the criticisms and suspicions of Idanders. 

Cohen (1997,97) describes an exchange between Islanders and two SNP candidates in 

Whalsay, Shetland on 28 June 1975 at which the prospective SNP candidate for the 

next general election, Howie Firth (an Orcadian), with then sitting M P  George Reid 

(Clackrnannan and East Stirlingshire) were jeered by an unreceptive gathering. At this 

tirne the SNP was experiencing its greatest electoral success, partly on the s t r ena~  of 

its oil campaign. Shetland was undergoing profound social and economic 

transformation as the frenzied activities of foreign oil and construction companies 

inundated the islands. The S N P  meeting convened and George Reid expressed the view 

that it could only be in Scotland's best interests to become independent and control its 

own destiny. The crowd seemed to see things differently and the position that the oil of 

160 "Back to Denmark" reflects the sense of ethnic distinctiveness of Islanders 
many of whom have Nordic surnames and do not see themselves as Scots. The sIogan 
is a humorous way of underlining the Orcadian histoncal links to Scandinavia. 



the North sea was Scotland's (and not ShetIand's) met with indignant frustration. A 

woman from a fishing family asked, "If dere wis a SNP government in Eedinbur, what 

proportion o'da oil revenue wid we get fae da oil i'da East Shetland basin?" Reid 

replied, "One percent." At this point the crowd "hooted with derision." Reid faiIed to 

recognize that his commonsense and unexamined view, that the SNP was best suited to 

represent the interests of Scots, was in need of revision in Iight of the legitimate 

concerns of the Islanders for their future in an independent Scotland. In other words, 

ShetIand could be viewed as a distinctive political comrnunity with interests and 

aspirations independent of those of either Scotland or the S N P .  Reid's reckoning that 1 

percent of oil revenues should go to Shetland is no more defensible, perhaps less so, 

than the UK's claims on North Sea oil. Since the isIands are bearing the social and 

economic dislocation associated with the oil economy why should they not get a greater 

share of the revenues? 

It is not only the boom economy of oil that has made salient the regional 

dimension in Scottish politics. Shetland and the Western Ides  voted against the 

Comrnon market and, in 1997, Shetland and Orkney (dong with Ayr and Upper 

Nithsdale in the south) showed the weakest support for a Scottish assernbly with tax- 

raising powers.lG1 In 1977, the Shetland Movement was formed, followed by the 

Orkney movement- in their submissions to the Royal Commission on the Islands (the 

Montgomery Cornmission) in 198 1, both dernanded vertical (an assembly) and 

horizontal (control over services W<e hydro) expansions of jurisdiction.16' These 

161 An article, "The birth of a nation," published in Scotland on Sundav on 14 
Septernber 1997 reported turnout figures for regions of Scotland. Voter turnout was 
lower in the Islands than in Scotland overall (60.4 percent overall compared to 
Orkney's 53.5 percent, and Shetland with 51.5 percent). Only 57.3 percent of 
Orcadians voted for a Scottish Parliament compared with the Scottish averaEe of 74.3 
percent. In Shetland, 62.4 percent voted for the assembly. On the quesuon of tax 
raising powers for the assembly, fewer than half of Orcadians voted to permit this 
(47.4 percent) while just over half of Shetlanders approved (51.6 percent). Overall, 
63.5 percent of Scots voted for tax raising powers. 
162 The Montgomery commission was prornised by the Conservatives during the 
1979 devolution carnpaign to the Islanders to detemiine their status vis-a-vis any 



movements remained neutral on the question of either devolution or independence for 

ScotIand Save for when either possibility would compromise Islanders' autonomy. 

However, fo1Iowing overtures from the SNP after the 1987 General election, the 

autonomy movements of both Shetland and Orkney disbanded, with many members 

joining the SNP (Cohen 1997, 98). 

A sIight renaissance of poIiticaI regionalism was witnessed in the elections for 

the Scottish parliament on 6 May 1999. According to an article, "Wallace's secure 

kingdom" published in the Herald on 8 May 1999, The EiIighIands and Islands Alliance 

WA), while faring poorly with only 1-29 percent of the second ballot list vote, 

demonstrated that a smaU core of alienated regionalists remain. The HIA (HIA, 1999) 

claims to be "a new, radical, community driven party focusing on the issues which 

matter to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland". The Charter of the HIA clearly 

expresses a local, populist @evance against political centdization: "We have a vision 

of the Highlands and Islands where it is comrnunities that control the way land is used, 

communities that tell politicians what they need-not the other way round. A society 

where heaIthcare, transport, and other basic necessities dont cost an arrn or a leg and 

don't get scarcer and poorer the further you travel from Edinburgh" (HM 1999). 

Further: W e  have a vision where the once silenced Highlands and Islands pioneer a 

new democracy for the whole of Scotland. Rule by QUANGO is unacceptable,  le by 

Westminster or Edinburgh is inadequate, having a Say every 5 years is not enough" 

(HIA 1999). 

Whatever electoral support the HIA enjoys, the distinctively unenthusiastic 

response of Islanders to recent referendums seems to confixm a distinct set of attitudes 

towards constitutional questions. In the three referenda (Comrnon Market, and the 1979 

and 1997 devolution campaips) the northem Islands resisted the tide voting against the 
- -~ 

proposed or created assembly. This commission was promised whatever the outcome 
of the referendurn. Labour also promised a commission. The Commission rejected the 
proposals of the Island Movements which included an elected assembly for the islands 
(Macartney 1984, 19). 



Cornmon market, in 1997 the Islands showed the least enthusiasm for the establishment 

of a Scottish parliament. An independent Scotland will need to take into account the 

unique position of remote Islands and will need to entertain institutional means of 

securing the active and efficacious participation of residents. The HIA has advocated an 

assernbly of counciIors, MPs, MSPs, and MEPs from the remote regions, who will put 

aside partisan attachrnents for regular meetings to discuss issues of importance to these 

regions (HfA 1999). Such meetings would also appoint a watchdog cornmittee to 

advocate on behalf of Highland and Island residents. There are other models available 

for granting a degree of autonomy to distinct regions. The relationship of the Faroe 

Islands to Denmark might be a model. Since 1948 these islands have enjoyed Home 

Rule within the Kingdom of Denmark (Olafsson 1984). 

The Highlands and Islands Alliance is not an especially important force in 

Scottish politics. Arguably, the cause of autonomyhndependence is shared by a 

minority of island residents, and yet, the regional cleavage again provides an 

opportunity to examine the civic nationalism of the SNP. Tyranny of the majority is a 

serious problem to be avoided by democracies. The islanders constitute about the sarne 

proportion of the Scottish population as ethnidracial minorities and their particular 

interests must be considered in independence scenarios. 

Ethnicitv, Religion and National Identitv 

Prior to the beginning of the 18th century most migants to Scotland were 

invaders or adventurers (Mann 1992, 10). The first major wave of econornic migrants 

arrived from Ireland in the early 18th century. Spurred by opportunity in Scotland and 

naturai disasters such as the Potato Blight, the number of Irish immigrants and their 

descendants had increased to 300,000, or 11 percent of the population, by 185 1 (Maan 

1992, 17). These newcomers settled pnmarily in the area of Glasgow and were met 

with widespread bigotry by an ovenvhelrningIy Protestant population. This bigotry was 



encouraged partiy by the Church of Scotland, which saw the influx of Cathoiics as a 

threat. 

Other irnmia~nts amved from Europe, notably Jews, Italians and East 

Europeans. These groups have been readily assimilated for the most part. Immigration 

from the New CommonweaIth countries was relatively srndl until after 1945. 

According to Maan (1992), these new settlers (and their descendants) now number 

approximately 50,000 (about 1 percent of the population). For the most part, this wave 

of immigrants has corne from the Indian subcontinent. More recent data indicate the 

presence of about 62,000 Asians and their British-born descendants in Scotland 

(Bailey, Bowes and Sim 1995). Of these, the largest singIe group (21,192) are 

Pakistanis from the Lyallpur region of Pakistan. 

Before WWII, most Asians arrived as part of the crews of Glasgow-based 

shipping lines and settled in Glasgow. Others arrived to work in the jute mills of 

Dundee while another signifrcant number were students at Scottish universities. Asian 

Scots have repeated a settlernent pattern undergone by previous immigrant 

cornmunities. Like their Jewish and Chinese predecessors, Asians initidy took the 

least desirable work and were economicaily margindised. More recently, trends show a 

move toward self-employment and professionalism @ d e y  et al 1995, 37). As a 

whole, Pakistani Scots tend to have a greater number of residents per household (at 

4.75 they are double the Scottish average). They are also younger, with alrnost 40 

percent of Pakistanis between the ages of 1-15 years of age. These statistics are 

important because they portray a cornmunity which is gowing both in numbers and 

econornic clout. 

In addition to their economic clout, Pakistani Scots add a wxïnkle to the 

complex fabnc of Scottish identity. Saeed et ai (1999) provide data that show that in the 

midst of the crisis of identity which has occurred in Scotland over the last few decades 

an interestin; and important assertion of Pakistani identity has b e n  complicating 



questions of Scottish identity generally. In a survey of 14-17 year old Scottish- 

Pakistani students, Saeed et al (1999, 830) found that when respondents ranked 

identities and their individual relevance, a robust sense of religious and ethnic identity 

was evident.163 Given the choice among Muslim, Pakistani, Black, Scottish, British 

and Asian, almost d l  (97 percent) identified themselves as Muslim and about half (46 

percent) selected Pakistani. Lower figures were found for Scottish (22 percent) and 

British (9 percent). When permitted to identib ethnicity using bicultural t e m  a less 

stark picture emerges. The top two categories into which respondents grouped 

themselves were Scottish Pakistani and Scottish-Muslirn (22 and 19 percent 

respectively) (Tbid., 836). The relevance of these findings is that there is a sense among 

a sizable percentage of Pakistani Scots that dual identities are possible. That almost half 

the sample could quaiify their religious and ethnic heritage with their place of 

birthkesidency implies that there is already an ongoing movernent towards a pluraIishc 

society in which identity is not part of a zero surn game of mutually exclusive loyalties. 

That these Scots can mix their various identities is also important for the civic 

nationalist project of the S N P .  The SNP has constructed a Scottish national identity 

which reco,gnizes interna1 diversity in the temtory of Scotland while also clairning a 

European identity. This is precisely what civic nationalism must do: create solidarïty 

without demanding exclusive cultural fidelity. Part of the SNP's role over the 1 s t  few 

decades has been to articulate a more fluid, explicitly temtorial sense of identity to fil1 a 

vacuum left by the erosion of Britishness and imperial identities in Scotland, a process 

which accelerated during the prolonged period of Conservative governance between 

1979 and 1997. This period witnessed a drift between the political aspirations and self- 

consciousness of Scots as England seemed to move toward a neo-liberal ethos. 

63 However, such identities do not translate into marked political identifications. 
An analysis of the 1999 Scottish election could find no statistically s i=~ficant  
correlation between ethnic rninority and party support/constituency because of the 
relatively small numbers of ethnic rninorities in individual constituencies. 



For some time, Scots have taken pride in the apparent invisibility of racism in 

Scotland. Miles and Dunlop (1986, 25) point out that the urban race rio& which 

afflicted Bntain in the 1980s had no counterparts in Scotland, leading the Scoctish 

media to view these disturbances as an Englislz problem. However, accordinz to an 

article by Kamal Ahmed, "Housing and jobs set minorities apart," published in 

Scotland on Sundav on 16 October 1994, a 1994 report of the Scottish Ethnic 

Minorities Research Unit concluded that non-whites suffered from higher 

unemployment rates (14 percent) than whites (10 percent) and live in more 

overcrowded housing; 10 percent of Pakistani and Bangladeshi homes are described as 

overcrowded compared with 1 percent in the white comrnunity. A study of Scotland's 

f6,OOO strong Chinese community (Bailey, Bowes, and Sim 1994) also found higher 

than average rates of overcrowding compared to the Scottish average. 

Scotland has long been viewed as less racist than the rest of the UK, partly 

because racism tends to be more low key. The racism found in Scotland is the story of 

thousands of less obvious, but equally injurïous affronts to the dignity of mernbers of 

minorities in ScotIand. For instance, an article, "Scots' firms' race bias," published in 

the Dai- Record on 2 June 1994 pointed out that black and Asian women earn less than 

their white colleagues and have a jobless rate double that of white women. In an article 

entitled "Lang faces race law row," published in the Scotsman on 30 June 1994, the 

Commission for Racial Equality estimated that, in 1993, there were at least 14,000 

unreported incidents of racial harassrnent in Scotland, an increase of 9 percent since 

1992. 

"Lizzy", researcher and writer with the Institute For Race Relations (IRR),lGa 

in London, suggesu that Scotland is rnerely lagging behind England in the political 

salience of race reIations. 

Interview with a subject who preferred to remain anonyrnous, May 16, 1994, 
London. The Institute for Race Relations (IRR), the first of its kind in Western Europe, 
was founded in 1956, and is a non-partisan institue mandated to conduct research on 



You're going into a debate that you had here [En,oland] 20 or 30 years ago. The 
tendency is to think that there isn't a problem with racism. They [the Scots] see 
themselves as victims of English racism. They donft Iike to believe that they 
can be racist as well. 

On the first of these points, it is evident that there is a degee of anti-English 

sentiment lingering in the collective consciousness, if only in jokes and folklore. Naim 

(1998, 7) comments that: 

There is of course antagonism towards "England" among Scots 
(though far less towards English individuals). It has been there since long 
before the Union, after which it settled down into a sort of steady-state 
grumbling, a "chip on the shoulderr' due to the structural inequality which 
opposes 80 percent of "Great Britain" to (now) less than 10 percent. What they 
(Scots) most wanted was the one thing that (Great Britain) could never supply-- 
collective recognition and equality. They needed some kind of federalism, but 
found that they had signed up to an intemiQing unitarism-to a historical over- 
centralism which attained its climax only in the Thatcher years. How could 
some ill-feeling fail to arise from that? But the England being blamed here is the 
British state, and the individuals who get its rough edge are dmost invariably 
those identifiable with the ruling moeurs--i.e., "upper class," "snooty," and so 
on. 

This depiction of Scottish anti-Anglo sentiment rnight be crïticized in light of 

some recent events. One recent incident was recounted in an article entitled "A very 

Scottish death," by Katie Grant and published in the Spectator on 30 May 1998. On 22 

November 1997 in Balerno (outside of Edinburgh), a 19 year old student was beaten to 

death by three youths, apparently because they had mistakenly assumed he was 

English. Grant argues that anti-Englishness, never entirely absent from Scottish 

nationalist consciousness, is behind a variety of trends frorn job discrimination against 

English-accented Scottish residents as well as attacks upon English-owned holiday 

homes in Highland Scotland. Grant accuses both Scottish Labour and the SNP of 

exploiting anti-English sentiments in the guise of class antagonism. Hatred of Margaret 

Thatcher has devolved into bigotry against England and the English in general. 

However, there is littie evidence for widespread anti-English bigotry in 

Scotland. Naim has described histrionic reports of the rise of anti-Englishness as 

race and racism. 



"twaddle". Indeed, sociologist David McCrone conctudes from survey data that 83 

percent of Scots (arnong al1 ages, social classes, and gender) have no dislike of the 

English (quoted in Naim 1998, 6)- The S W ' s  Alex Salrnond has stressed that: "The 

SNP has a huge responsibility to articulate Scottish independence in a way that is pro- 

Scottish and not anti-English" (Salrnond 1998, 15). 

Kenny MacAskill, SNP Treasurer, when asked about anti-Englishness within 

the S N P  responded that "most people 1 know in the SNP don? have a problem with 

EngIish people, but with Scottish people. The problem isn't Basildon or Birmingham, 

it's right here" (Xnterview with author). This exemplifies the self-reproach which is so 

often exhibited by SNP members. It is a fmstration b o n  of a sense of opportunities 

Iost, not of a sense of superiority or hatred. MacAskill's point is that Scotland has not 

achieved independence because of Scots. There have been plenty of opportunities to 

vote for greater independence, but Scots have not done so. 

"Lizzy " expressed three main concerns about the nationalism of the SNP. While 

acknowledging that the S N P  is ciearly not a racist exclusionary party like the British 

National Party, there was a sense of dismay at the silence of the party on Scotland's 

role in British colonialism. Lizzy acknowledges, however, that the S N P  has "made the 

right noises" and attracted the sympathy and support of Scottish 'blacks' by steadfastly 

maintaining the civic nature of SNP nationalisrn.165 The party's embrace of Europe is 

less encouraging to Lizzy, who views "the European project" as "so right-wing." A. 

Sivanandan (Director, IRR) concurred, arguing that, in moving-- even hesitantly-- 

to ward European integration, Britain is adopting "Cornrnon market nationdism" whic h 

is the result of the negative leveling, and lowest common denominator policies on 

refugees, immigration and citizens hip rights. 1 have already discussed Germany 's 

'blood' citizenship conception but, elsewhere in Europe (particularly in France), 

165 A. Sivanandan defines the designaiion 'Black' as uniquely British and refers to 
al1 those non-whites regardless of their origin (primarily, the Caribbean or the Indian 
subcontinent) ( Interview with author, 16 May 1994, London). 



restrictive policies on citizenship acquisition and outward hostility to immigration on the 

part of the far-right rnean that the ultimate nature of European citizenship rernains 

contested, 

Some have feared the onset of a "Fortress Europe" in the aftermath of the 

extensive efforts at accelerated European integration since the SEA (1986) and 

Maastricht treaties. Immigrants, non-European ethnic rninorities, asylum seekers and 

refugees (combined these form 2.3 percent of the European Union's population) will 

not necessarily enjoy the benefits offered by the free movement of labor in post-1992 

Europe (Kofman 1995, 138). The British Commission for Racial Equality has 

expressed concem regarding the leveling down result of policy hannonization on 

immigration policy. Other European States have very restrictive forms of lepl policy 

regarding protection for racial rninorities. Italy resticts the application of racial 

legislation to citizens only. The Social Charter covers workers, but does not deal with 

issues of race, creating a two (or more) tier systern of European residents (Ibid., 129). 

The trend in Western Europe has been toward steadily more restrictive policies on 

irnrnigration,l66 a trend likely to be crystallized in the f o m  of EU level policy on 

immigration. If prevaihg trends toward harmonization continue then it is reasonable to 

expect that an independent Scottish state might be forced to comply with 

imrnigration/entrance procedures far more illiberal and exclusionary than desired by 

Scotland. 

Despite the ubiquity of the 'non-racist Sco tland' myth among Scottish whites, 

problems of bigotry are readily apparent. It is true that the British National Party (BNP) 

has not been particularly successful in Scotland,l67 but the reasons are not necessady 

166 In the British case the 1971 Immigration Acr terminated the right of entry 
extended to those from former British colonies. Deportations have increased since this 
time as the right of appeal against decisions on entrance to the UK was eliminated. In 
1987 the Camers LiabiIity Act imposed fines on commercial carriers permittint; 
passengers without documents on their craft, Ieading, potentialIy, to a climate of 
suspicion regarding non-European passengers (Baimbridge et al 1994,422). 
167 AS reported in an article "Racism: the unspoken truth," by Neil Mackay and 



linked with a particular trait of tolerance 

decidedl y hostile to Scottish nationalism as 

the BNPfs organ, Spearhead, States that: 

in Scottish society. In fact the BNP is 

articulated by the S N E  A 1991 edition of 

We are British nationalists rather than English or Scottish nationalists 
although Our British nationalism allows for the splendeur of the distinct 
traditions that go to rnake up our kingdom and the nchness in diversity that 
gives it so much colour and produces from it a particularl y wide range of 
national genius. 

Itfs OK for the Scottish to have their cultural artifacts--tartan, haggis, 
kilts and, above all, the mi1itar-y tattoo- that makes them such a quaint part of 
British hentage- But if it's politicai control of their resources that they're after, 
then itfs "hands off the Union pal" (BNP quoted in Campaign Against Racism 
and Fascism 1992). 

S N P  supporters are clearly not compatnots of the racist nght. Still we must not 

assume that racism is absent from Scottish society. Miles and Dunlop deflate this 

popular view of a non-racist Scotland by pointing out that Scots were instrumental in 

the worst excesses of British irnperialism in al1 its racist guises (1986, 25). In addition, 

as we shall see shortly, ScotIand continues to suffer from religious bigotry. These 

authors suggest that the racist activities directed against the Asian comrnunity in 

Scotland have been less pronounced than elsewhere in Britain because Asians have 

tended to occupy the petit bourgeois strata and, therefore, have not represented a threat 

to working class Scots. On the other hand, the non-white population has  not been 

particularly welI integrated into the police forces. As Map 8 shows, in the Scottish case 

the police have far fewer minority officers than would be expected considering the 

minority proportion of the population. One implication of this underrepresentation 

might be the number and severity of police brutdity cases against Asian Scots. In an 

article by Severin Carrell, "Policeman suspended after student wins race attack case," 

published in the Scotsman on 22 September 1995, one particularly vicious case of 

police brutality was described. In November 1991 Mohammed Aamer Anwar, a 

Glasgow University engineering student, was brutally beaten by police after being 
- - - - - - - -- - - -- . - - - - - -- - 

Dani Garavelli, and published in Scotland on Sunday on 18 October 1998, the BNP 
candidate ran a candidate in Glasgow-Pollokshields in the 1997 general election. The 
candidate received too few votes to reclaim his deposit. 
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apprehended for posting bills during a student dernonstration. Anwar was awarded 

£4,200 in compensation in September 1995. That sarne rnonth, Anwar appeared at the 

S N P  Conference in Perth to address party members on the problern of police bmtality. 

B y the 1970s the myth of a non-racist ScoiJand was being senously challenged. 

More recently, however, Asian Scots have faced considerable racial harassment. A 

reveding study of housing problems encountered by Asians in Glasgow indicated that 

verbaI and physical intimidation and assaults are a daiIy redity for many (Bowes, 

McCluskey, and Sim 1990). This survey of 341 tenants on public estates found that 11 

percent of respondents had experienced neighborhood harassment while 36 percent 

reported chat a family member had experienced threats and abusive behavior (74). 

Cant and Kelly (1995, 19) present data gathered by the Commission for Racial 

Equality (CRE) for the period 1988-93 ( Table 10 )- 

Table 10 

Racial Incidents Reported to Scottish Police Forces 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

Total 299 376 636 678 663 724 

Source: Cant and Kelly (1995, 19) 

According to Martin Verity of the CRE: "Al1 the statistics [regarding racist incidents] 

show that the situation is just as bad in Scotland as it is in England (CRE 1997, 9). 

Between January and November 1997 the CRE in Scotland received 328 reports of 

racial discrimination. In 1995 police reported 832 instances of racial harassrnent (Ibid.). 

The SNP has made serious efforts to reach out to the Asian comrnunity in 

Scotland with the 1995 Iaunch of 'New Scots for Independence'. The founding 

members of the organization expressed their enthusiasm for Scottish independence. As 

reported by J. Ruogvie, in the Scotsman on 22 September 1995, in an article "Natural 

for Asians to join up, g o u p  says," Bashir Ahmad argued that: 



Their ( S m )  policies can gïve us a voice where we can represent 
ourselves and portray our needs and requirements. . . Many of us, our fathers 
and grandfathers, have experîenced the struggie for independence. The struggle 
against coloniaIism was won in country after country but here in Scotland it still 
goes on and it is not surprising people Iike me are interested in the SNP. 

This perspective does not, however, discount the presence of racism in 

Scotland. In fact, Maan (1992, 203) pIaces the blame for the perpetuation of the myth 

of tolerant Scotland with the first generation of Asian immiagants who subrnitted to the 

india@ies of racism in order to avoid trouble. This view was also expressed by Abdul 

Khan (Interview, Glasgow Jiine 1994), an officer with the Housing Equality Action 

Unit in Glasgow and Iocai candidate for the SNP, who blamed older generations of 

Asians for fostering racism by inptiating themselves to their "white masters " . '68 The 

Scottish-born descendants of this older, submissive generation will not tolerate this 

bigotry and, thus, the myth of Scottish tolerance is decaying. Recent violent attacks on 

Asians in Dundee have brought a generational conflict to the fore in which young Asian 

activists have angrily rejected the quiet subrnission of older members of the community. 

One young woman, quoted in an article by J. Kemp and V. Chanin, "Tide of anger 

confronts race hate," published in ScotIand on Sunday on 11 September 1994, 

observed: "The elders find it shocking that a young woman is speaking up and making 

demands. But just because I am a wornan and a Muslirn does not mean 1 can't speak for 

myself." 

Only with the ascendance of the social-democratic, Salrnond-led faction of the 

1990s has serious attention been paid by the SNP to ethnic rninorities within Scotland. 

In fonning Scots Asians for independence (SM),  with about 500 members, the SNP 

advances both the party's electoral fortunes and presents a different face from the 

'atavistic separatist' tag so often placed on the party by Labour. In a 1995 press release 

regarding the formation of the new group, Salrnond observed that: 

'68 Interview by author, Glasgow, 9 July 1994. 



This very welcome development is an important part of building a 
winning coalition for Independence in Scotland. 1 am delighted at the fon-nîng 
of this grouping, and am confident that it will lead to increased support for 
Scottish Independence among the Asian cornrnunity in Scotland. This step 
further illustrkes that the ~ a s o u r  party does not haGe a rnonopoly of votes 
among the Scottish Asians, with significant and growing support for the SNP 
and Independence (SNP Press Release 2 1 September 19%). 

The SNP's annual conference at Perth carried a motion congratulating the founders of 

S M ,  seeing this development as a means to "achieve Our vision of a multi-cultural 

nation which guarantees the rights and privileges of di its citizens." Furthermore, the 

1995 party conference acclaimed Resolution 46 (introduced by Glasgow-MaryhiII 

Branch) which resolved that: 

Conference utterly repudiates and condemns the attitude that the colour 
of one's skin, or the geographic origin or the beliefs of religion and conscience 
of any person can form any legitimate basis, political, economic, social or 
personal for discrimination in any forrn whatever in our society. 

Conference fuaher condemns the activities of pseudo fascist and racist 
organizations such as the socalled "Combat 18", as well as any person or 
organization connected with activities and statements designed to stir up and 
exploit prejudice and generate fear in pursuit of political, econornic and social 
ends. 

Conference therefore calls for effective and continuinp action from the 
authorities in Scotland to use the present powers of the police and local councils 
to combat racism and discrimination wherever it is found. 

The party's most recent constitutional statement on racism outiines basic 

principles (Policy Handbook March 1993d): that diversity is a source of e ~ c h r n e n t  and 

that bigotry is incompatible with a just society. On matters of policy it deals with issues 

such as housing discrimination, education (religious and second-Ianguage instruction 

where appropriate), employment targets to be set for public bodies, greater poIice 

training and recruitrnent. Funding for the Commission for Racial Equality would be 

raised to add to that body's effectiveness. 

The party's efforts to dispel charges of exclusion seem to be paying 

dividends.lG9 In a letter to the Herald, "Smear that sums up British nationaiism," 

lG9 The Scottish Labour party is no longer invulnerable to charges of exclusion 
based on race. Quoted in an article, "Labour list sparks Holyrood race row," by Jason 
AIIardyce and published in Scotland on Sunday on 2 1 June 1998, the Commission for 
Racial Equality's Scottish cornmissioner, Dr. Moussa Jogee expressed disappointment 



pubLished on 28 September 1995, Bashir Ahmad (Convenor, Scots Asians for 

Independence), argues that: "My colleagues and I joined the S N P  because we identiQ 

with Scotland and her democratic rights. There are many different identities in Scotland 

but what we al1 share is Our stake in Scottish society." The extent to which new Scots 

have embraced the SNP is a testimonial to the broad non-racial appeal of the civic 

nationalist project. Kaukab Stewart, a Pakistani-born member of the SNP, was the 

party's (unsuccessful) candidate for the constituency of Glasgow Anniesiand in the 

1999 Scottish Parliament e1e~ t ion . l~~  Stewart joined the S N P  in 1995 despite her 

wariness of nationalism. Previous racial harassrnent in England had led her family to 

move to Scotland. Quoted in an article, "The challenger," by Jererny Hodges and 

published in Scotland on Sundav's S~ectrum on 7 February 1999, Stewart recalls: "1 

had a lot of friends in the S N P  and shared a lot of theîr philosophy. But because of the 

Scottishness of the party, and being brought up in England, I had this sort of doubt". 

On the other hand, Stewart precluded membership in the Labour party because she 

"wanted to be a socialist", and viewed New Labour as having abandoned these 

principles. (Ibid.). Furthemore, Stewart resists the "separatist" label Labour has 

pinned to the SNP. "1 Say: whatfs wrong with k ing  separate rather than being dictated 

to? Separate from policies that don? work up here? Separate from being a guinea pig 

for things like the poll tax" (Stewart, 1999, 15)?" 

It appears that the devolved parliament delivered by New Labour wiIl not be 

able to act to reduce racism in Scotland. In his article, "Parliament 'needs race law 

powers,"' published in Scotland on Sunda~ on 8 February 1998, Sir Herman Ouseley, 

Chair of the Commission for Racial Equality, has argued that the reservation of powers 

-- 

that the Labour party had failed to nominate all but one of the Asian candidates who 
stepped forward to clairn Labour nominations. Many of those rejected were experienced 
local councilors, prompting "senior Labour figures" to warn that this exclusion would 
accelerate the defection of Asians to the S-NP, as there is a sense that their Labour votes 
c m  be taken for granted- 

The SNP nominated another non-white candidate to the party list for the 
proportional regional vote. 



to reduce racist discrimination and promote equal opportunities will result in a 

continuance of the status quo where Westminster has failed to deal with die problem of 

racial discrimination in an adequate rnanner. Ouseley's concems were welcomed by the 

SNP, which advocated the strengthening of the Parliament's power on racial 

discrimination and equai opportunities. The Scottish Trades Unions Congress (STUC) 

has also backed a strengthening of these powers. In response, the Labour 

government's Home Secretary has emphasized the need for consistency across Britain 

in the area of race relations. The Labour govemment's White Paper (HMSO 1997, 8) is 

clear: the Commission for Racial Equality and the Equal Opportunities Commission will 

remain accountable to the UK Parliament, although the Scottish Parliament wilI be able 

to invite reports, before cornmittee, from such bodies. Therefore, ethnic minorities will 

be forced with few organizational resources, to lobby Westminster from Scotland 

rather than focusing attention on the Scottish Parliament. This seems an unnecessarily 

circuitous way of dealing with local (that is, Scottish) raciaI problerns. Selma Rehman, 

of the Black women's group Meridian, is pessirnistic about the consequences of 

devolution for racial equality: "1 dont think that devolution will make a great difference 

to Black people, not at the moment anyway. In fact it will be a fight to ensure that race 

issues are not treated as add-ons to other policies" (CRE 1997, 8). Responsibility for 

an important area of public policy should be directed by the local (in this case, national 

level) to enable dialogue between the cornmunities most affected by racism and policy 

rnakers. Moreover, the particularities of discrimination in Scotland arguably require a 

more locally-sensitive approach to the elirnination of discrimination, particularly as 

regards the Catholic comrnunity of Lrish descent. 

The SNP has made serious efforts to recognize the multiethnic character of 

contemporary society, and, in keeping with its explicitIy civic character, has made an 

effort to include ail Scots in its various carnpaigns and literature. Furthermore, the party 

has succeeded in including "new Scots" as candidates and party activists. In articulating 



this civic vision of Scottish citizenship, the party has assertively taken nationalism away 

from those who would use a nationalist agenda to advance an ethnic grievance. The 

failure of groups such as Settler Watch and the British National Party to take root in 

Scottish politics shows the extent to which the SNP's nationalism has won. 

Sectarian Divisions 

ScotIand also remains divided by religion. In 1995, 730,835, or 14 percent of 

Scots, identified themselves as Catholics (Hunter 1997, 1336). For  the most part, the 

CathoIic popuIation is concentrated in the Western Isles, which were less affected by 

the Reformation, and in the urban, industridized area around Glasgow. As mentioned 

above, Irish Catholics were met with extreme racism and even violence. Revisionist 

accounts of religious division (Hanham 1969, 19) view sectarianisrn as "only a 

rerninder of past rancour." Some of the 'ksh migrants were Ulster Protestants, who 

brought with them the ceremonies and politics of Ireland, thereby heightening anti-Irish 

and anti-Catholic sentiment, Legislation such as the 1918 Education Act provided for 

the creation of separate schools for Catholics and Protestants (Miles and Dunlop 1986, 

28) and the formalization of the sectarian divide.171 This divide is aiso celebrated each 

July 12 as Protestant or Orange marchers celebrate the victory of the Protestant King 

17' Two caveats here. First, it might be argued, as MacGarry (1995,133-34) has, 
that "good fences make good neighbors" and that separate schools dong religious 
cleavages merely fomalize sectanan divisions. Looked at this way then, we rnight see 
the arrow of causality differently; separate 'pillars' are artifacts rather than progenitors 
of sectarianism. But, when religious cleavage is reinforced, as it is in  the West-Central 
Scottish case, by ethnicity (most Catholics at the turn of the century were Irish 
immigrants) segregation may well create a sectarian divide that was absent previously. 
A cautious perspective rnight argue that segregation is a marker of a divided society but 
not necessarily a seed for future ethno-religious turmoil. Like a rip-tide, such 
disturbances require a number of antecedents of which institutional segregation dong 
religious or other lines is only one of a number of necessary conditions. 

Sandy Edwards of the Humanist Society of Scotland, in an article, "Why 
schools should shake off shackles from the past," pubIished in Scotland on Sunday on 
2 April 1995, argues thzt segregated education encourages sectarianism because 
housing tends to be clustered around the catchment areas of particular schools giving 
these neighborhoods a denominational character. Also, schools become identified as 
Catholic or Protestant, permitting subtle employment discrimination. 



William of Orange against CathoIic forces at the Battle of the Boyne. Similarly, 'Green' 

republican marchers celebrate the Easter nsing of Dublin in 1916 and other dates of 

importance to the Irish republican cause. The majority of Scots, particularly those in 

Western Scotland, feel that these marches fan the fires of sectarianism and should be 

banned. 1T2 

Such tensions were fdly evident during the by-election campaign in 

Monklands-East in west central Scotland in June 1994- This seat was vacated by the 

death of John Smith, then leader of the Labour party. As media attention to the by- 

election increased, allegations of spending bias by the local district council came to 

light. The two largest towns in the constituency are Airdne, which is primarïly 

Protestant, and Coatbridge, which is pnmarily Catholic. Allegaiions were that the all- 

Catholic Labour council-members (17 in ail) had preferentially spent in Coatbridge at 

the expense of Airdrie. The campaign quickly degenerated into a war of srnears by the 

main combatants, the SNP and the Labour party. In an article in the Guardian "Struggle 

for power reopens old wounds," by Erlend Clouston and published on 2 July 1994, 

Labour activists accused the SNP of informing voters in Protestant areas that Labour's 

candidate was Catholic, while the S N P  alleged that Labour activists had warned 

Catholic voters that Catholic town employees would face dismissal in the event of an 

S N P  victory.173 The campaign saw a level of bittemess and division, always present 

between the SNP and Labour, reach new highs. In the end, Labour won by under a 

n2 In an article by Denis Campbell, "Another silly season of orange and green," 
and published in Scotland on Sundav on 28 May 1995, a 1995 survey conducted by 
ScotIand on Sundav is cited. It found that 64 percent of Scots as a whole felt that these 
marches encouraped religious intolerance. In the West, this figure rose to 72 percent. 
OverdI, 57 percent of Scots thought that these marches should be banned (Sarnple size 
not provided). 
173 Such accusations did not serve the S N P  well as they have strived to stay above 
sectarian appeds and yet histoncdly the party has always atiracted more support from 
Protestants than Catholics. According to a poll (sample size 614) of 35 enurneration 
districts in East-Monklands conducted between 22-25 June 1994 and reported in the 
Scotsman in an article, "Sectarianism a big issue for Monklands voters, says poll," 
pubIished on 28 June 1994, 82 percent of Catholics supported Labour in East- 
Monklands while 65 percent of Protestants support the SNP. 



thousand votes in an air of hostility and suspicion, Ieading Jim Wallace, Liberal- 

Democrat (Orkney-Shetland), quoted in an article "Labour rely on apathy for an easy 

life," by Iain MacWhirter and published in Scotland on Sunday on 3 July 1994, to 

remark that dl parties had Iost the by-election and not just those that had Iost their 

deposits. The SNP had not initiated the sectarian rancour in the Monklands-East by- 

election but rather defended itself against the false accusations leveled by the Labour 

party. In fact, the Herald used an editorial, "Time to investigate," published on 2 July 

1994, to apologize to the SNP for accusing them of "playing the Orange card" and 

accepted that the "official SNP campaign strenuously avoided this question." 

Societal Cleavape and the S NP 

In  some respects the analysis thus far suggests a paradox. Nationalism is 

usually portrayed as tied up with ethnicity and culture. One would expect a 'nationalist' 

party to have a clear understanding of what that nation is. On the other hand, explicit 

appeals to any seagnent of society would underrnine the SNP's daim to speak for al1 the 

Scottïsh people. The current tendency toward inclusion is evident in this excerpt from a 

speech by George Reid, former MP, on the Thatcher era: 

It was a direct negation of the whole Scomsh tradition: a tradition built 
on the Commonweal of the Celts, the moral responsibility of the Calvinists, the 
social concern of the Catholics, the humanity of much of the Labour movement, 
the civic nationalism of today ( Reid 1995 ). 

During the controversy surrounding the Monklands East by-election columnist 

Joyce McMillan argued in a colurnn, "When two tribes go to war in a poIitical 

vacuum," published in Scotland on Sundav on 3 July 1994, that: 

On the SNP side, it is possible that some elements in the independence 
movement-- although not in the Party-- do regard their cause as a crusade for a 
"Protestant Scotland", in which case, Aiex Sahond,  seerns a leader eminently 
capable of smashing that idea out of the park. The message for him is simple: 
that if the S N ?  wants to avoid the deadly 'touch' of sectarian politics, as he put 
it yesterday, then avoiding sectarianism in the negative sense may no longer be 
enough; the party rnust now be seen building positive links with al1 Scotland's 
reIigious comrnunities, shaking off any supporters who object. 



Such is the potential for ethnic conflict and religious sectarianisrn that Alex 

Salmond has addressed the question in a manner hitherto unseen in the S W .  In a 1995 

interview Salmond demonswated the cornmitment of the party to reduce and combat 

these problems. When asked about Welsh Labour MP Kim Howells' charge that 

nationalisrn is akin to fascism, Salmond responded: 

It's such a silly point. It's only worth a moment's notice in that this 
person is the constitutional spokesperson for the Labour Party. . . What we 
have tried to do is flush these arguments out- . . This has been a deliberate 
target. . . TraditiondIy the S N P  response to this, apart frorn denying it, was to 
hope that the argument wouldn't be raised, that sornehow, if we didn't Say 
anything about it, that often unspoken belief would just go away. Recently we 
have employed a much more pro-active stance in dealing with that with New 
Scots for Independence. 

These (racism and sectarianism) are al1 areas in Scottish society where 
people are capable of having fears about the process of independence and Our 
tactic has been, instead of sheltering from these arguments to drag them into the 
open (Salrnond quoted in Fee 1995). 

In fact, the SNP has made a determined effort to attract more Catholic 

supporters. In 1998, as reported in an article "SNP bids to woo Labour's Catholic 

voters," by Jason Allardyce and Iain Martin and published in Scotland on Sunday on 

20 September 1998, the party cornrnitted itself to denominational education where there 

is a demand for it. For some time it has been argued that there was a tendency for 

Catholic Scots to support the Labour party and less frequently for the SNP. In fact, a 

shift has occured in the voting preferences of Catholics toward the SNP (Table Il). 



Table 11 

Percentage voting for political parties by religion, 1992 (1979) 

Partv - No relision Catholic Protestant Other 
I 
Did not vote 20 (17) 18 (13) 11 (10) 16 (10) 

Conservative 15 (22) 6 (10) 30 (39) 24 (42) 

Labour 3 1 (3 8) 53 (67) 27 (24) 27 (36) 

Lib-Democrat 9 (7) 7 (2) 9 (10) 12 (7) 

S N P  23 (15) 16 (7) 20 (15) 18 (NA) 

Other 1 (2) NA (1) 3 (3) 4 (7) 

n= 235 (218) 148 (88) 477 (392) 97 (31) 

Source: Bennie et ai (1997, 114) 

There has been a steady shift among the Catholic electorate to the point where 

the profile of their party preference, while still disproportionately for Labour, has 

begun to resemble that of Scots as a whole. A greater proportion (16 percent) now 

support the SNP cornpared with only 7 percent in 1979. Catholics are also more likely 

to consider themselves Scottish (70 percent) than Protestants and are more likely than 

Protestants to support constitutional change (Bennie et al 1997, 118). In light of these 

data it seems religious differences do not preclude either support for the SNP or for 

constitutional change generally. 

The politically charged cleavages of ethnicity, race and religion remain a 

problem for the SNP as the party is frequently accused of harboring exclusivist 

sentiments. Salmond tackled this problem again in response to a question regarding a 

hypothetical independent state: 

Fee: How will we Scots live together after Independence, given the 
current vituperation by us of our opponents, and, of course vice versa? 
Sahond: Despite Our submerged status 1 have always regarded 
Scotland as a remarkably cohesive nation. One of the duties of the SNP 
as a national party is to strena@en that cohesiveness. For example, 1 
have made a number of speeches in the past year attacking religious 



sectarianism in Scottish society- and incidentally 1 have been 
(remarkably) the only Scottish politician to do so! 

In those speeches I have tackled the issue of working together 
for the future-- indeed one of those speeches was called "The Making of 
the Foundations". I have outlined the ways in which we need to add 
new badges of identity to sit alongside the old, and to use new symbols 
and new hopes to unite the nation. 

This year in my conference speech 1 intend to take this therne 
further, and to t d k  about racism in Scotland and the way in which we 
shouId be tackling it, and building a multi-cultural state which outlaws 
discrimination and encourages participation. 

After independence 1 am sure we wilI have a fi ounshing 
democracy, with reaI political debate. One of the tragedies of the present 
situation is that democracy is absent from our country and political 
debate is oftm sterile and stereotyped- A new democracy in Scotland 
will great'ty assist its unity as an independent country ( Fee 1995). 

Salmond mentions here the need for "new badges of identity" which wilI heIp to 

unite the nations. This clearIy speaks to a view of comrnunity building which sees 

values and issues as paramount and readily adoptable as opposed to ascriptive markers 

of ethnic exclusivist nationalisrns. At the IeveI of policy the SNP has made great strides 

in recognizing various societd cleavages and has taken steps to address the concerns of 

these rninorities. The citizenship policy of the party is that all residents of Scotland wiIl 

be entitledto full citizenship regardless of nationdethnic origin. No law concerning 

citizenship may be "discriminatory on any grounds as sex, race colour, religion, 

personal beliefs, status or sexual orientation (SNP Constitution). " 

CIass and Nationalism 

Like al1 advanced capitalist societies, Scotland is divided by class. Generdly 

speaking, the Scottish working class, as represented by the Scottish Trade Union 

Congress (STUC) has taken a muted but supportive position on the issue of devolution 

while eschewing independence. Part of this stems, no doubt, from the intemationaiist 

intentions of the founders of the British labor rnovements and of the Labour party. 

Moreover, the SNP has historically avoided class-based appeals in the interest of 

national unity. Only in the last 15 years has a detemiined attempt to link class politics 

with nationalism ernerged within the S N P .  



The overtures to the Scottish working-class were IargeIy the result of the 

intellectual renewd which came with the '79 group. Jim SilIarsl defection to the SNP 

from the Labour party in the early 1980s also injected a much-needed degree of 

intellectual content into the party's discourse. For Sillars, the pnrnary problem was 

identifying the root of Scotland's problerns. This was already identified within the SNP 

and by intellectuals like Tom Naim (1981) as Scotland's political and economic 

subordination to the UK state. The second problem-a more diEcult one--was to 

articulate a discourse which reconciled the tensions present between class and 

nationalist poIitics. Nationalism has long been anathema to Socialists who, before 

MrWI, foresaw transnational solidarity among workers (who--as Marx and Engels 

succincùy observed in 73e Commztnist Munifesto--had no country) (Dahbour and Ishay 

Utopian intemationalism had to be abandoned, according to Sillars. GlobaI 

govemance is highly unlikeIy and therefore nations m u t  acquire the necessary deDpe 

of autonomy in order to exert a positive influence on world affairs. Nationalism may be 

dangerous, seductive and carry within it regressive, chauvinistic elements but: 

On the other hand there is evidence that when a nation does no more 
than assert the economic, social and cultural integrity of a distinctive group of 
people, insists that while they are no better than anyone else, they are no worse: 
insists upon a full entitlement to exercise freedom of judgment in both external 
policies and contributes constmctively to the world's life, it presents dangers to 
none. This is the twentieth-century position of Scandinavian nationalism (Sillars 
1986, 89). 

Sillars acknowledged the presence within the S N P  of a "traditionalist group" 

whose rhetoric has, from time to time, exhibited a degree of anti-English angIophobia 

(1986, 9 1). Still, he asked opponents of nationalism to reco,onize that this reactive 

nationalism is a by-product of the overwhelming political domination and anglicization 

of Scotland. The "sometimes ndiculous and sometimes ugly utterances" of 



traditïonalistsl7J within the SNP must be contrasted with that of the predominant 

(Social democratic-SaIrnondite) wing of the SNP: 

There is another progressive element, first formalised b y  the '79 group 
and still developing, whose members have avoided the swampland of grudge. 
They are as much aware of anglicisation as any traditionalist but redise that in 
an unequal union where there has been a drarnatic difference in population and 
power between Scotland and England, the lxger would always threaten to 
overwheIm the smaller. 

There is in this school the understanding that there has been no English 
malice in the process, just the unconscious thrusîing upon others of the culture, 
outlook and policy of the numerically stronger nation for whose principal 
benefit the whole constitutional set-up was engineered (Sillars L986,92). 

In response, he says: 

What is emerging is an active and progressive nationalism, not ugly, not 
born of a desire to do down anyone else, but with a wish to free the energies 
and attributes of the Scottish people so that they can engage not only on the 
reconstruction of our own society but on the problerns that keep the vast mass 
of humanity in a miserable existence (Sillars 1986,95). 

In the left-nationalist Scottish newspaper Liberation, Stewart Hosie ( S m ,  Vice 

Convenor for Youth Affairs) argued that Scottish sociabsts should vote for the S N P  

because only independence in Europe can introduce real subsidiarity to Scotland (1994, 

Il). Furtherrnore: 

Tt is also the case, and this should be of importance to socialists, that 
capitai now operates at a European level. To counteract capitai, a t  this point in 
history, requires the protection that only the laws [ofl a state can provide. This 
means within the European context, it is essential that the European Union has 
the ability to act like a state to introduce and enforce, trans- European laws to 
lirnit the excesses of capital. . .The Labour party pays lip service t o  this idea 
with their public support of the European Social Charter. But they, with their 
abandonment of socialism and adherence to the policies of the free market 
would not press within the EU for those, measures which are actually needed 
by workers throughout the union. . .To ask socialists to join the SNP is not 
the only answer. The traditions of many socialists would prohibit that as would 
the constraints of a mass social democratic party, however progressive. But 
carnpaigning for Independence through the mechanisms of building support 
and votes for the SNP ought to be a priority, however conditionally that support 
is given. 

174 At the SNP's 1995 national conference in Perth the author observed the 
embarrassrnent of Party officials who, during a membership question period, fielded a 
cornplaint from an elderly woman from the Highlands who urged the party to take a 
strong stand against "white settlers." 



The clear thread in Hosie's argument is that support for the nationalist cause 

will strengthen the socialist stniggle against capitalism. This underlines the SNP's 

appeal to the Scottish working class. Refemng to the Scottish working class, Stephen 

Maxwell (a prominent member of the SNP's '79 group) argued that: 

Certainly no other class has such an overwhelniing interest in breaking out of 
the decaying political and economic system of post-imperid Bntain. The cycle 
of Britain's industridization and deindustridization has exacted a higher price, 
socially, econornicdly and culturally, from the Scottish working cIass than any 
other section of the native British working class (1 98 1,6). 

Maxwell clearly States that a nationalist party should not seek the support of the 

uban working class alone, instead: 

A clear cornmitment to the public sector should prove attractive to 
elements of the public sector rniddle class. And, building on the existing 
strengths of the nationalist case, the S m ' s  platform should embrace land and 
agicultural policies attractive to the rural working class, policies on the  EEC 
and on fishing cornmunities, policies on energy attractive to conservationists of 
the anti-nuclear movernent, policies on social issues aitractive to the women's 
movement and to a range of welfare dependants such as old age pensioners and 
single parents (Ibid.). 

Left nationalists have been critical of the Scottish Trades Union Congress's 

consistent support for Labour, pointing out that the S N P  campaigrmi vigorously to 

keep the Ravenscraig steel plant open with its thousands of direct and spinoff jobs 

(Liberation 1994, 13). From this perspective the SNP ought to be supported by 

organized labor, not least of ail because: "The S N P  policies on Full Employment, 

minimum wage, establishment of wages councils, the right to membership of a 

union for d l ,  public ownership of public utilities, and opposition to racism are aIl 

totally in line with STUC policy" (Tbid.). It is clear that the SNP has made great efforts 

to attach workers' interests and organizations to its national project . 

A Peculiar Nationalism 

At the beginning of this chapter 1 suggested that the absence of a substantial 

ethnic content in the SNP's discourse--in the form of defense of a culture under threat-- 

was a strength for the SNP in that it would enable the party's discourse to be rnuch 



more assertively inciusive. This is clearly distinct however frorn the parochial 

defensiveness of nationdist parties like France's Front National (FN), which 

incorporates with its nationalism an inherent duality between those who sustain French 

(European?) civilization and those 'others' who threaten it (Afncan immigrants). In 

contrast to the stand of the FN, the S N P  seems to ernbrace cosrnopo~itanism; the party 

welcomes reestablishing Scotland's (independent) place in the comrnunity of nations. 

This enthusiasm is accompanied by a recognition and acceptance of the multi-cultural 

nature of contemporary Scotiand. Regarding the EU, SN13 members seern to see their 

fellow Europeans as neighbors rather than-as is the case within other political parties 

(especidy the Conservatives)--as threats to British sovereipty, as unwieldy 

bureaucrats and inefficient, ineffective economic managers. 

The nationalism of the SNP well represents Sawyers' "Celtic perspective" 

which, in contrast to "narrow nationalism", is "confident and fonvard looking" rather 

than "insular and provincial" (1994, 16). The absence of a strong ethnic character is at 

once a strength and a weakness. Ethnic-nationalist parties such as the Vkrams Bloc in 

Flanders can employ a repertoire of cultural referents in their appeds to the 

electorate.l75 In Scotland, such symbols are harder to use because so much of Scottish 

history and expenence is contested. Even the Act of Union (1707) is controversial; it is 

depicted as either a seli-out by Scottish elites or a necessary compromise to achieve 

economic prospenty and a share of empire. 

In each of the above subsections 1 have shown how the S N P  has attempted to 

include and adapt to the particular concems and life expenences of particular groups in 

" 5  Belgiurn and CanadaIQuébec are, of course, liberal-democracies in which ethnic 
political parties exist and compete electorall y. Liberal-democratic societies ofien pemii t 
such parties to exist and operate but, generally speaking, explicit appeals on the basis of 
ethnicity limit such parties' appeal. Remarks by Jacques Parizeau following the narrow 
federalist victory in the October 1995 Que'bec referendum were roundly cnticized even 
within the PQ itself. ParÏzeau blarned "money and the ethnic vote" for the narrow 
victory of the Federalist campaip. This inflarned tensions between nationdists and 
minonties fearful of second-class status in an independent Québec. 



Scottish society- In the case of religious and ethnic minorities, the SNP has endorsed 

funding for parochial schools and set up groups within the party to address the 

particular concerns of these groups. In addition, the party has molded the independence 

project in such a way as to address the concerns of women and rninorities (via 

conimitrnents to strengthening legislation against racial and sexual discrimination in an 

independent state). Progress on appropriate representativeness within the party has not 

yet matched the commitments made in the party's literature. Part of the problem is that 

commitments to equdity are easily made, but there is no detailed policy to achieve these 

goals aside from encouraging meritonous candidates.176 With regard to gays and 

lesbians, the party is cornrnitted to the representation and consideration of the interests 

of these minorities. Efforts to assuage the fears of regionalists in Northern Scotland 

have been piecemeal, but we might expect that granting a reasonable degree of 

decentralization might satisfy the demands of these communities.177 The party has also 

developed a discourse which seems to recognize the struggle of the working class, but, 

the party's embrace of the EU and especially EMU introduces a degree of ambiguity to 

the party's cornmitment to workers. The potential of the SNP to act as a solidarity- 

building organization, to improve democratic practice in Scotland, and resist autonomy- 

reducing market forces, is apparent, dthough the process of inclusion and democracy- 

The SNP's 1997 General election manifesto cornmitted the party to a "single 
charnber parliament elected by proportional representation which is modem in character 
and which in gender, ethnic origin, and geographical representation accurately mirrors 
Scottish society as whole" (1997, 8). There are no details in this document on how this 
will be achieved. However, a 1995 party document, Citizens not Subjecrs, advocates 
proportional representation with an additional member component to achieve 
representativeness (Shi 1995, 7). 
17' In its 1999 Scottish parliarnentary election manifesto the S N P  cornrnitted to the 
decentralization of government departments. A department of Resources and Rural 
Affairs would be Iocated joint1 y in the Hinlands and south of the country. Moreover, 
local government bodies will be given the power of general cornpetence" to introduce 
initiatives free from interference from the central governent  (SNP 1999,30). The 
rights and responsibilities of local government will be entrenched in a written 
constitution (1997, 8). 



building can never 'ùe complete and is vulnerable to the economic globalization 

described in chapter four, 

The party professes to support equality rights for racial minorities and 

gaysflesbians, but has adopted a liberal approach to the probIem of underrepresentation. 

In liberal discourse, equality implies sarne treatment. In fact though, ferninists and 

others may hold that only the acknowledpent of difference and skepticism regarding 

universal views of citizenship c m  actually encourage equality based on an appreciation 

of the life experiences and power relations in Scottish society . Whether a nationalist 

program, even a civic one, can adequately embrace this more complicated way of 

viewing Scottish society remains to be seen. 

Whether independence will further the stniggles of diverse groups in Scotland 

for equality and recognition is dificult to determine. The actual policies and 

constitutional framework of an independent Scotland are unknown, and we can only 

evaluate the statements and comrnitments of the SNP on these rnatters. Whether a future 

Scottish government can deliver equality for al1 citizens of ScotIand will be determined, 

in part, by the composition of a future Scottish government and the social forces which 

struggle on behalf of, and in concert with, various social movements. 



Chapter 7 

Independence: A Prerequisite for Scottish Democracy? 

Examples of the bad government which Scotland has endwed at Tory 
Izands irzclude rhe imposition of the Pol1 Tm, the gerrymandering of Scottish 
local govemnzent and the rernoval of Scotlandk waterfronz denrocrutic 
coritrol. Al2 of these policies have been forced on the Scottish people, 
against our will, by a government wkich we did not elect (SNP News 
release 12 Janrcary 1995). 

Ultirnately, the aims of the Scottish Nationai Party wiII have their geatest 

impact upon the political community of Scotland. The democratic and constitutional 

proposals of the party are the strongest justifications for the S m ' s  ukimate goal: 

independence. In Chapter six 1 exarnined the ways in which the SN? has attempted to 

act as an inclusive civic naiionalist movement with the goal of defining the Scottish 

political community in such a way as to include all citizens regardless of gender, 

ethnicity, class, religion, sexuality or regional attachment. Having defined this 

cornmunity, the party then must set out its objectives for providing a remedy to the 

conternporary "democratic deficit" integd to the institutional status quo. In this 

chapter, 1 will compare the SNP's proposals for institutional reforms to those of the 

Labour Party--quasi-federalism-and the Unionism clung to by the Conservative party. 

Chapters four and five considered the extemal factors which might constrain democratic 

practice in an independent Scotland. Here 1 consider the poiitical consequences of 

independence for the intemal functioning of Scottish political institutions. These 

internai changes would radically alter the practice of democratic politics in Scotland in 

ways partly foreshadowed by the Labour government's constitutional reforms, and in 

the workings of the new Scottish Parliament; however, independence would 

fiuzdamentally alter the institutional and constitutional environment, arguably enhancing 

Scottish democracy. In short, independence would transfer sovereignty from 



Westminster to a Scottis h Parliament, and hence make representation more direct, or, 

bring political decision-making closer to the cïtizens of Scotland, 

This claim stems from an assumption about the nature of democratic practice. 

The closer the symmetry between the elected and the electors, the more legitimate and 

effective the political regime. As discussed in chapter one, scholars (Stewart 1996; 

Bogdanor N99) see decentraiization of governance as an important feature of Iegtimate 

and vigorous democracy. This position is a farniliar one, and is well surnrned up by 

Bogdanor who, in his recent book on devolution, argues that: "The demand that 

govemrnent be made more responsive and less remote, that its scale be smaller, rnay be 

seen as the reassertion of a human imperative against the dominant economic and 

techno~ogical forces of the age" (1999, 297). The sentiment captured by Schumacher's 

phrase "smaii is beautiful," initially referring to the scale of economic and technologicai 

activity, has a ready counterpart in the realrn of politics (Schumacher 1974). The 

symmetry between size and democracy is not perfect by any rneans. Consider the 

'state's rights' movement in the US, which masked racist public policy with protests 

against the federd government's interventions in applying civiI rights policy in certain 

southem States. Srnallness is no guarantee of democratic depth and active participation 

in one's community. It is a necessary, but not sufficient condition. The appropriate size 

of a polity is one consideration among the other critical factors such as political 

institutions and the government itself. 

It would seem an uncontroversial assertion that democracy is enhanced by 

institutions which are not remote. The devolving, federalizing or outright 

dismemberment of a state, under appropriate conditions may provide the framework for 

renewed democracy where a citizenry has, in pnnciple, access to important political 

institutions. In the last chapter I suggested that women, for instance, might benefit From 

this decentrahzation as local political structures are better able to accommodate farnily 

responsibilities which al1 too often rernain the responsibility of women (in addition to 



their participation in the workforce). More women rnight be encouraged to participate in 

elections, and provide their society with access to ideas and energes previously absent 

from political life if the distance to the legjslature were reduced as much as practicd. 

Participation should be viewed as a necessary and positive resource for 

democratic politics. Where major decisions are made at more local levels it seems iikely 

that interest and eficacy will increase and hence motivate greater participation in the 

political process. Greater participation makes for better decision makin,o and adds to 

government legitimacy. Contemporary politics in Scotland has nurtured a kind of 

apathy arnong the public because important decisions have been made in London (often 

by governments Scots did not elect), and increasingly in Europe (in a systern not only 

remote but characterized as undzmocratic). In many respects the S m ' s  democratic 

discourse has the potential to renew Scottish democracy by enhancing local power and 

autonomy and hence responding to the demands of Scottish society. 

The SNP's vision of a democratic Scotland departs radically from the 

Westminster mode1 and represents the institutional means by which Scotland's 

democratic ethos will be rejuvenated in order to develop a just and cohesive society. 

Before examining the party's proposais for Scottish democracy we need to examine the 

defects of contemporary British politics. 

British Democracy 

The rise of a new cycle of extra-parliamentary social rnovements since the 

1970s represents one symptom of a general malaise in British politics. The election 

victory of the Labour party in 1997 ensured that much discussed constitutional reforrns 

would at least be considered, and possibIy undertaken, considenng public disaffection 

with the practice of British democracy.178 The lengthy rule of the Conservative party, 

178 Pinkney (1997, 344) reports that among Britons generally, cynicism about 
politics has increased. The percentase of those agreeing that people have no Say in what 
the government does increased from 15 percent in 1973 to 30 percent in 1994. In 1973, 



which departed from the Butskellian consensus, exhibited a key problem of Britain's 

electoral system with one party ruling with Iess than half of the popular vote, and 

enacting policies in places like Scotland without any mandate to do so. The legacy of 

the Conservative years has inspired an ambitious program of constitutionai change. 

Arnong the targets of Labour reform are: proportional representation (PR) elections to 

Scottish and Welsh Assemblies (May 1999), a Northem Irish Assembly elected by 

proportional Single Transferable voting (STV), proposals for regional govemment in 

England, PR for the June 1999 European elections, introduction into domestic law of 

the European Convention on Human Rights, establishment of the Ienkins commission 

on eIectoral reform which recommended a variation on PR, an eIected Mayor for 

London with an Assembly, looser Westminster control over local govenunent, freedom 

of information legislation,I79 and reform of the QUANGO (quasi-autonomous non- 

governmental organization) structures (Beetham and Wier 1999, 137). 

Pilkington (1997, 237-260) outlines the pnmary areas where reformers see 

roorn for substantive change. The House of Lords and the absence of a codified Bill of 

Rights are two particularly stark examples. The House of Lords, composed of 1200 

peers, is an unelected chamber of sober second thought. In practice, the House of 

Lords suffers from an absence of accountability. Of the members, 760 are hereditary 

peers who pass their position to male heirs through prirnogeniture. Women members, 

79 in d l ,  are life peers. The House is overwhelrningly conservative in both forma1 party 

affiliation (480 accept the Tory whip) and socially. The chamber suffers from many of 

the fiaws which appointed upper chambers elsewhere exhibit (e-g. Canada) with poor 

attendance and a deficit of accountability. From 1992-93, for exarnple, the House of 

- 

49 percent thought that govemment could be improved "quite a lot" or "a great deal"; in 
1994 the figure was 74 percent. 
179 According to an article by Ian Bell, in the Scotsman published on 26 May 
1999, Home Secretary Jack Straw's Freedom of Information Act contains 21 
exemptions including one which would keep secret "information likely to prejudice 
relations between the UK govemment and those in Scotland, Wales and Northem 
Ireland". 



Lords passed 1,674 amendments to 28 govemment bills underscoring the perception of 

democratic unaccountability. 

The two major reformist parties-Labour and the Liberal Democrats-have long 

advocated changes to the House of Lords. For a time (1977-87) Labour advocated a 

unicamerd legislatue but, since 1987, the party has endorsed a second chanber 

although one substantially different from the current one. During the period from 1987- 

1992 Labour initiated the Policy Review in which shadow ministers visited 

communities around Britain to solicit views on Labour policy (Driver and Martel1 1998, 

15). One of the many areas of policy which was shaped by this initiative was that on 

the House of Lords. In 1995 the party adopted the policy of an elected second chamber 

(by PR), but by 1996 the party foresaw the problem of creating a democratically 

legitimate and powerful counterbalance to the House of Gommons, and instead 

endorsed a longer period of reform tackling membership critena first (by eliminating 

hereditary peers), and democratic legitimacy in the future (How will these members be 

elected?) (Ibid. 151). The abolition of the hereditary peerage would be a first step in a 

process of incrementd reform to the House of Lords. Legïslation introduced in 

Parliament in January 1999 wou1d stnp hereditary peers of their nght to vote in the 

House of Lords. 

Regarding the centmlization of power in the executive, the SNP's first MP 

elected in a general election has argued that: 

In recent tirnes the power of decision-making by backbench Members 
has been steadily eroded. Nowadays power rests with the Cabinet (a process 
accelerated by Margaret Thatcher), multinational companies, Whitehall, and 
increasingIy, the EEC Commission. A Member's contribution to the process of 
law-making is minute, if not non-existent. Even amendments to legislation 
(unless government sponsored) are rarely accepted (Stewart 1 994). 

Bntain is vuinerable to rnany of the trends evident in other Western democracies 

particularly, as Stewart notes, with the centralization of power within the executive and 

the increasingly evident impotence of back bench MPS. This trend has been enhanced 



by Blair's style of govemance, as well; according to Leys (1996), the Labour Party has 

become beholden to pollsters, consultants, and think tanks. The power of the 

backbencher is not likely to become a priority for the Blair government which has 

steadily centralized power in the hands of Blair and his key advisors.lpO 

The second primary target of reform has been the absence of a codified BilI of 

Rights. Non-partisan groups such as Charter '88 and Liberty have long demanded a 

parce1 of reforms which indude a Freedom of Information Act, a Bill of Rights, and 

devolution. Britain is a rare exception among liberal-dernocracies in its Iack of a BilI of 

Rights. The i689 Bill of Rights was concerned with the transfer of power from the 

Monarch to Parliament. This was a consequence of the doctine of Parliamentary 

sovereignty (vis-à-vis the judiciary and the Crown) which has been the dominant 

formal political principle underlying British democracy. The 1994 Crimirml Justice and 

Public Order Act is a perfect exarnple of a Iaw which, interpreted broadly, could be 

used to severely curtail m a s  protest.18' More startlingly for internationaI observers is 

the abolition, by the BiII, of a right to silence such as that protected by the 5th 

amendment of the United States Constitution. As discussed in chapter fwe, the 

European Bill of Rights (1950) is available for appeals by Bntish citizens but this is 

difficult and expensive. Until 1997 no UK government would commit to incorporating 

this Bill into British law. Bntain's democracy has functioned because of the strength of 

conventional constraints on govenunent behavior, although many would clairn that the 

Conservative govemments from 1979-97 departed from these conventions by 

180 The S N P  would deal with the problem of executive centrdization by 
establishing a People's Assembly which would "involve representatives from the 
business community, trade unions and the voluntary sector as well as civic Scotland. 
Legislation should be scrutinised by the whole of civic Society and this rnechanism will 
fulfill that aim" (SNP 1999, 29). 
1 * 1 This bill's aim was to end impromptu gatherings of 'new age travelers', bands 
of youth who travel from place to place setting up portable accommodations at festivals, 
etc. The bill permits peace officers to charge such gatherings with 'aggravated 
trespass'. 



abolishing local venues of dissent (the Greater London Council in April 1986), and by 

imposing fundamental changes without a popular mandate. 

For Pinkney (1997, 346), a democratic order consists of four central elements: 

a conception of citizenship (a robust democratic version in which active participation in 

one's society is actively encouraged rather than a legal-minimaiist one), opportunities 

for public participation, accessible political structures, and system legitirnacy. On each 

of these dimensions Scots have legitimate complaints. The emergence of unelected 

QUANGOs which mn public boards, as well as service cuts and single-tier Iocal 

authorîties have centrdized political decision making and decreased the "surface area" 

of government in the UK.182 That is, much of public policy has been contracted or 

centralized, Ieaving fewer avenues of public input and review. Recent years have also 

witnessed the increased influence and power of thinktanks, politicians, and 

bureaucracies (Pinkney 1997, 3 50). 183 Successive Conservative govemments have 

surrendered more and more decision-making to the private sector, and reduced 

democratic accountability. This trend is exacerbated by the electoral fact that most Scots 

never voted for the Conservative govemrnents of 1979-97. The sheer scope of the 

democratic deficit has helped maintain and perhaps increase demands for a retooling of 

the curent constitutional framework of the UK. 1 now tum to some alternative 

perspectives on rehabili tating British/Scottish dernocrac y. 

lg2 The Local Govemrnent (Scotland) Bi11 came into effect in November 1994. The 
Bill outlined the elimination of three island councils, nine re,oions, and 53 d i s ~ c t s .  
These bodies would be replaced by 32 single tier -local au&ori&es by April 1996 
(Fairley 1995, 35). 
183 The sheer volume of law passed each parliarnentary session is staggering. 
According to an artide by Madsen Pirie, "Mother of rubber stamps," published in 
Scotland on Sunday on 8 March 1995, most of this new law is never debated and often 
is formulated outside of Parliarnent by Ministries and counciIs ('statutory instruments'). 
In 1970,4,880 pages of law were passed without comment in Parliarnent and by 1994 
this total rose to 10,130 pages. As of March 1998 the Labour government employed 
728 'negative statutory instruments" to formulate law and debate was held on only three 
of these. This is dwarfed by the voIurne of legislation emanating f'om Brussels which 
treaty obliges the UK to accept. 



Devolutionarv Po Ii tics 

Britain was among the Iast West European States to devolve jurisdictional 

powers on a territorial basis. In the late 1970s and early 1980s Belgîum, Italy, Spain 

and Switzerland attempted to address regionaVnationaiist grievances by adapting their 

respective constitutions. In S witzerland, the Rassemblernerzt Jurassien, a Francop hone 

minority party in Canton Bern, successfully carnpaigned to acquire a new Canton, Jura. 

In 1979 a considerable majority of voters in Catdonia and Euzkadi gave their approval 

to a Constitution which provided substantive autonomy to regional governrnents. These 

changes gathered s t e m  in the 1970s with the opportunity structure provided by the 

increasingIy powerful EC framework with its particular attention to regions in Europe 

(Kolossov and Trevish 1997, 523). 

In Bntain, the practice of territorial govemance contrats starkiy with 

Continental trends. Over the years of the Thatcher era, power has effectively become 

concentrated in the hands of the Conservative party, business, the City and, in Tory 

ideology, "consumers."~8~ Dernoaatic control, imperfectly expressed in large public 

utilities created in the era of the post-war consensus, has passed at fire-sale prices into 

the welcoming arrns of the pnvate sector. With this, democratic decision making has 

also been vanquished with coUective goods owned and managed by private hands. 

Local governments, which harried the Thatcher project, were extinguished in London 

and elsewhere, and proliferating, unaccountable, quasi non-governmental organizations 

now operate basic utilities. Whiie the refoms of the Thatcher and Major governments 

have had consequences for al1 of Britain, ScotIand has suffered particularly badly. 

Thatcherism w as dnven b y neo-liberal values and expressed in initiatives toward 

privatization, and the contraction of the Keynesian welfare state. This process affected 

ig4 Thatcher's oft quoted remark that "there is no such thing as society" must be 
one of the most bald and accurate reflections of the current expressions of neo-right 
thinking. Similarly, center-left discourses now identiQ 'stakeholders' and 'investment' 
as integral aspects of govemment concem. 



ScotIand far more negatively than it did England. McCrone points out, for exarnple, 

that the "politicisation" of housing had a greater impact in Scotland where far more 

people than in the rest of the 'LrK lived in public housing (McCrone 1992, 169). In 

1988,41 percent of Scottish housing was publicly owned, compared with 31 percent in 

England (Dickson 1988, 361)- The 1980s saw a broad sweep of closures of 

nationalized industries (automotive, coal mines, shipping) by a governent deterrnined 

to reduce the economic role of the British state. Between 1979-81 Scotland lost 20 

percent of its manufacturing jobs (Aitken quoted in Brown et al 1996, 73). Keating 

reports that the Strathclyde region, home to most Scots, lost a fifth of a11 its jobs 

between 1979 and 1985 (1996,212). High interest rates, a central feature of monetarist 

econornic policy, detemed capital investment, and further accelerated the 

deindustrialization of Scotland with the subsequent social costs associated with mass 

unemployment (Brown et al 1996, 80). 

The debate in ScotIand, surrounding the UK's democratic deficit, is best 

exarnined via the devolution debates of the last three decades. Devolution has raised 

serious and fundamental issues about democratic governance. It is in the debates on the 

subject that the contrast between the civic-nationalism of the SNP and the refonn- 

unionist position of its rivals, particularly the Labour Party, emerges. In this chapter 1 

focus prirnarily on the debates of the 1990s, for a brief account of the devolutionary 

debates of the 1970s see Appendix A. 

Devolution 

Devolution here refers specifically to statutory measures designed to shift policy 

development and implementation to Iower tiers of government. Devolution should not 

be confused with federalism which constitutionally distributes the powers of national 

and subnational units. As Livingston (l968,2O) observes: 

the powers of the central government are devolved upon the subordinate 
bodies in such a way that both central and regional units are thenceforth 
endowed with certain powers and functions of which neither can be deprived by 



the other. This is to Say that the central government's functions cannot be 
assumed by the local Governments, or the local govemments' by the central. 
Each is placed in relahon to the other in a position of autonomy; neither is 
subordinate and each may exercise within its sphere the full extent of its 
powers. 

In the case of the UK, the st&z<tory proviso is critical, since devolution, in the 

UK context, does not involve any alteration of the constitutional organization of the 

govemment and hence cannot be considered a form of federalism. Westminster remains 

fuIly sovereign-a point clearly emphasized in the July 1997 White Paper, Scotluizd's 

Purlianzent, drafted by the Labour govenunent. That document unequivocally States that 

the UK parliament "is and will remain sovereign in al1 matters" (1997, x). Thus, 

devolution must be distinguished from federalism, in which the constitutionally- 

entrenched areas of jurisdiction enjoyed by subnationd units cannot be changed 

unilaterally. In the UK, subnational assemblies exist at the pleasure of Westminster in 

keeping with the cioctrine of parIiamentary sovereigniy. 

One must distinguish this particular style of devolution from some others which 

have been observed in liberai democracies over the past two decades. As mentioned 

above, Belgium, Spain and Switzerland have al1 amended their constitutions to 

accommodate the demands of temtorial minorities. In the United States and Bntain 

however, neo-Iiberal governments have, over the 1 WOs, embarked on administrative 

devolution on the pretext of peeling back the centralized, bureaucratic state. The Reagan 

administration introduced policies to curtail and reverse fiscal centralization in the guise 

of greater state autonomy and space for policy innovation. Devolution is cIearIy not 

only a policy designed to enhance democratic legitimacy. 

In Britain the state was reduced in scope and size, in the 1979-97 period, 

without any compensatory increase in democrahc accountability. The Thatcher and 

Major govemments may indeed be credited with rnaking the weaknesses of British 

democracy especially salient. The mandateless economic restructuring of Scotland and 

Wales served to enhance the position of nationalists, who couId argue that union could 



no longer serve the interests of the periphery, thereby making constitutional change 

attractive to the electorate. 

The devolution proposed since the 1960s involves the substantial redistribution 

of legislative latitude to Scotland and Waies. These proposals, bills, and White Papers 

can be viewed as occupying the middle-ground between constitutional entrenchment (a 

necessary violation of the doctrine of Parliarnentary sovereignty), and mere 

administrative reorganization. The debate around Home Rule for Scotland was 

resuscitated in the late 1960s with the rise in electoral profile of the SNP. Prior to this, 

Labour had supported devohtion in a rather vague manner without making it a priority, 

From the perspective of 1999, the lenaghy-almost tortuous-national soul- 

searching which took place in Scotland over the various devolution Bills seems curious 

indeed.185 On I l  September 1997 voters overwhelmingly approved the establishment 

of a Scottish AssernbIy, to be established in Edinburgh, as well as an additionai 

proposition to give such an assembly tax-raising powers. The sheer dullness of the 

campaign, virtually halted during the mourning period for Diana, Princess of Wales, 

contrasted sharply with the apocaiyptic and acnmonious chmate which surrounded the 

1979 Referendum, and the five year inter-and intra-party conflict which preceded it. 

For k v y ,  devolution helps to demonstrate the difficulties faced by parties who 

must attend to electord strategy as a whole as well as intemal organizational constraints 

(1990 59). For the Sm, devolution should have been a no-lose proposition. It would 

act as an additional forum for its views, as a means to allay fears that Scots could not 

govern themselves, and, eventualIy, as a kind of slippery-slope toward independence. 

Many neo-institutionalists see institutions as crucibles of preference formation in which 

195 Curious in that Scots have long favored constitutional change in the form of a 
devolved assembly. In 1947 a poll showed Scots overwhelmingly (76 percent) in favor 
of devohtion, in 1979 a majority voted for the then Labour government's devolution 
bill (Mitchell er al 1998, 166). This majority failed to achieve the required threshoId of 
40 percent of the entire electorate. For a short history of the devolution debates of the 
1970s see Appendix A. 



political actors, absorbing the institutional culture of, Say, an assembly, will inevitabIy 

demand greater and greater fiscal and policy-making authonty. This view is reflected in 

the statement by Donald Stewart, parliarnentary leader of the SNP in the 1970-74 

Parliament, who compared getting an Assembly to pushing a boulder up a hi11 with it 

running down the opposite side to independence (Quoted in Dalyell 1977,256). 

It is over the constitutional question where the SNP's policies faI1 into starkest 

contrast with its opponents. I will here outline the devolution issue as it has unfolded 

over the last three decades and then proceed to draw out the most contentious issues as 

they affect Scottish democracy. 

The UK is neither a federal nor a unitary state (Pilkington, 1997, 269). It has 

some features of a federd state in the f o m  of temtodly circumscribed govemment 

offices (the Scottish Office is the largest single department). Paterson (1994) has 

argued that Scotland has, since 1885, experienced de facto federalism but this assertion 

must be qualified in that federalism is a spectrum, and if the statement is accurate it 

must be said that this federalism is a particularly centralized one, weighted in favor of 

the central govemment. From a Canadian perspective it is dificult to view the UK, 

even technicaIIy, as a federal state.186 

On the other hand, the UK is not, by origin, a unitary state either, as the current 

Parliament is an amalgam of previous assernblies in Wales (1543), Scotland (1707) and 

Ireland (1800). There has been a measure of administrative devolution, in the forms of 

the Sconish Office, the Wesuninster cornmittee system with the Scottish Grand 

cornmittee (al1 Scottish MPs) reviewing legîslation for Scotland, and the Scottish 

Affairs Committee (fomed in 1979). The reforms sketched above nuance the often 

assumed strict unitary nature of the Westminster system Ieading one cornmentator to 

q u e  that, "Scotland has had as much scope for national distinctiveness as many other 

l86 Federal States ought to be viewed as occupying positions on a spectrum with 
some (Switzerland and Canada) as particularly decentralized while others tend to lean in 
favor of the central govemment (Austrdia, Germany). 



small nations--especialIy those embedded in federations-because Scotland Cafter 19 LOI 

had its own welfare state bureaucracy" (Paterson, 1994, 103). There is no doubt that 

many institutional structures exist to accommodate Scottish distinctiveness within the 

UK, but none of these were able to satisS, demands for greater autonomy through 

devolution, or, of course, for independence. 1 turn now to the devolution debates to 

highlight the deficiencies of British dernocracy and to sketch the SNPfs alternative 

vision for Scotland- 

Levy (1990,85) presents the devolution debate of the 1970s as problematic 

because of the intra-party strife it generated. This is very important, and that strife 

haunted the SNP for years to corne. Below the surface, though, one detects a critical 

problem for civic-nationalists. How c m  nationalist aspirations to autonomy best be 

met? 

The SNP is not the defender of a culture under threat (as, for instance, the P d  

Québecois or Plaid Cymm rnight present themselves). The quest for autonomy is a 

combination of ambitions ranging from effective, local econornic management to 

democratic accountability. Perhaps independence and its trappings represent something 

of a political fetish. In the early 1970s, most Scots supported devolutionary rneasures 

(unspecified ones), but few ranked the realization of devolution as particulady 

important. As Levy (1990,58) points out, support for independence hovers around the 

20 percent mark--beIow support for the SNP itself. 

Keating (1996, xi) wonders if, in fact, the people may be ahead of the 

politicians and the constitutionai experts in that their aspirations for autonomy do not 

necessarily conform to already existing poIitical agendas. He suggests that people may 

hold political views which are superficiaIly contradictory, but that, under scrutiny, 

exhibit considerable intemal consistency. As discussed in chapter six, Scots of al1 

political stripes have no difficulty expressing a sense of Scottishness, and yet this does 

not imply support for any particular constitutional option. Also, a sizable number of 



those who advocate independence have no difficulty in accepting statehood within a 

Iarger political unit (the European Union). 1 87 An additional problem with devolution in 

particular is that it had never truly been presented without the taint of cynical 

electioneenng. 

1 now turn to the devolutionary reprise of the 1990s to see how the parties' 

positions have altered, and how the nature of the debate has changed since the March 1, 

1979 Referendurn. 

Devolution Since 1979 

The SNP suffered severely in the aftemath of the devolution debates of the 

1970s. Within the party, serious introspection Ied to accusations and counter- 

accusations on the wisdom of officially, but only halfheartedly supporting the minority 

Labour government's flawed Bill and, by doing so, contributing to its faiIure. Within 

the party the endemic tension between fundarnentalists and gradualists ernerged 

publicly, and the party seemed in danger of self-destructing. 

This schism is important to examine because it colored S N P  interna1 politics and 

policy for much of the 1980s and 1990s. Mitchell (1988) argues that too many 

commentators, especially in the media, have painted this primary division as a lefi-right 

one. In fact, the schism is between those who will accept an intermediary political 

settlement leading to independence (an Assembly within the UK), and those for whom 

compromise is anathema. The party leadership has been dominated for the last decade 

by gradualists, with a core of fundamentaiists hosting forums at party conferences and 

decrying any diversion from full sovereignty. From the spring of 1979 to the early 

1980s, fundamentalists formed the party Ieadership, and the '79 Group formed the 

primary gradualist ginger group within the party, committed to explonng a number of 

187 The 1992 Scotnsh Election Survey found 43 percent in favor of Scottish 
independence within the EU (Brown et al, 1996, 155). 



paths to eventuai independence- This group advocated policies infused with social- 

dernomtic ideals. The leaders of this period were also social democrats but, in a 

resolution passed at the party's 1979 Conference at Dundee, refused to deal with any 

"assemblies, devolution, or meaningful talks" regarding devolution (Mitchell, 19 8 8, 

475). Despite the hard iine taken, David Stevenson, a veteran campaigner, suggests 

that: "After the 1979 debacle some in the SNP did not want any more to do with 

devolution, but 1 believe that most saw an elected Scottish Parliament as being better 

than none" (Internet co~espondence, 28 July 1999). Indeed, behveen 1983 and 1984, 

the party was able to return to something of a consensus with resolutions regarding the 

formation of a Constitutional Convention. These conferences also affmed the party's 

cornmitment to European integration and unilateral disarmament. 

The S N P  had campaigned for the YES side in the 1979 referendurn carnpaign, 

although not without dissent from within the party. As late as 1995, Former deputy 

leader of the SNP, Jim Fairlie, in a guest editorid, "No to a union of opposites," 

published in ScotIand on Sundav on 1 October 1995, argued that devolution is 'ljust 

another cul-de-sac." Fairlie is especially critical of the view, now in vogue among many 

in the SNP, that "independence is a process not an event." In  Fairlie's view, the SNP 

Ieadership is confusing the issue. 

The irony of this debate is that the traditionaI wing of the SNP and the Labour 
party both recognize that devolution and independence are not different degrees 
of the same thing, that Labour's devolution scheme is aimed at strengthening 
the Union. They will set up the agenda and draw up the rules accordingly. 

Jim Sillars has weighed in from the sidelines, firing salvos at the SNI? leadership for its 

active support of Labour Party policy. He outlined the basic differences between 

devolution and independence in a guest editonal, "No nation for nationalists," 

published in Scotland on Sunday on 3 1 ~May 1998, taking much the same line as 

Fairlie: 

Make no mistake, devolution and independence are opposites. The 
former will drive the political focus in Scotland to interna1 issues, marginalise 
and weaken us in the unitary state of which we are still a member, and push us 



away from participation in the wider, bigger issues of foreign affairs, world 
events, econornic policy, and social policy responses to the effects of global 
issues- 

Independence takes us into a different league fiom that and from the 
present. It takes us to full responsibifity, gives us scope for economic policy, 
allows us to shape social policy in Our own mord framework, makes us equal 
to al1 others in international law, and a fuI1 participant in world issues . 

Cntics notwithstanding, there has been a steady relaxation of hostility to 

devolution evident amongst the SNP leadership over the lâst decade, reflecting the 

ascendancy of the gradualists like Alex Salmond. At the 1995 Annual Conference in 

Perth, Salmond, quoted in an article by R. Dinwoodie and K. Sinclair3 "Salmond 

rallies faithful," in the HeraId on 23 September 1995, spoke of the need for 

"prapatism and iron self-discipline" at a time when Scotland seemed on the verge of 

fundamental change. Rather ihan attacking the principle of a devolved assembly itself, 

Salmond chose instead to ridicule its meager funding arrangements. On the other hand, 

fundamentalist members of the ginger group, ï7ze New Politics for Independence, 

argued that the party needed to strongly criticize devolution in order to distance itself 

from the Labour party's proposals. 

Devolution is complicated by the pecuIiarities of the British constitution. 

Parliament is regarded as the only legitirnate source of sovereignty and hence any 

assembly would be subordinate to it. Essentially, such a body would exist at the rnercy 

of the government of the day. Like Stormont, the Northern Irish assembly that was 

abolished in 1972, the proposed assernblies could be subject to interference and even 

dissolution.188 One needs only to recall the fate of the Greater London Council, a 

victim of the Conservative govemment's centralization agenda. 

Other critics weighed in on devolution. In 1977, Tarn Dalyell rzised the now 

infarnous West Lothian question' named after the constituency h e  represented in 

Scotland's east-central belt. Dalyell (1977) has argued that a Scottish assembly would 

188 Storrnont was abolished on 30 March 1973 when the Northern Ireland 
constitution was set aside, and legislative functions were transferred to Westminster. 



undemine democracy in the UK because Scottish MPs would maintain their nurnber in 

Westminster and that these sarne MPs would be voting on matters of British concern. 

However, on matters devolved to ScotIand, English, Ulster, and Welsh MPs would be 

excluded from the decision rnaking process. In the 1990s, the 'West Lothian Question' 

has continued to haunt Scottish poli tics and discussions of devolution--much as 

'distinct society' has becorne an emotive feature of contemporary Canadian 

constitutional politics. Dalyell's 1977 polemic Devolution: The B r e a h p  of Brirain did 

not address the democratic concems of pro-devolutionists, but rather, anempted to 

show the flaws of dev0lution.~89 It is undemocratic for Scottish MPs at Westminster to 

vote on matters relevant only to English affairs, while English MPs are prevented from 

voting on Scottish affairs. For DaIyelI, the SNP's electoral successes in the 1970s were 

the result of protest on the part of Scots against econornic mismanagement. Better and 

more effective economic poIicy, not a burgeoning and unneeded regional bureaucracy, 

was the preferred solution. 

For Chns IMacLean, a prominent SNP member, devolution has linle to offer 

(1988). Devolution recognizes implicitly the sovereignty of Westminster while the 

independence view recognizes the Scottish people as the legitimate holders of 

sovereignty. MacLean also opposed the "self-appointed" structure of organizations 

such as the Scottish Constitutional Convention and instead proposes constituent 

assemblies elected by the public at large (1988, 114). He argued that the debate in 

Scotland needed to be expanded. The two options offered by the three main Unionist 

parties (Conservative, Labour and Liberal-Democrat) range from the srarus quo to an 

assembly in Edinburgh with varying degrees of power. The SNP refused to participate 

in the Convention in 1989 because it was to have 8 percent of the delegates, while 

enjoying 32 percent suppoa in the polis. The Convention's partisan participants were to 

lg9 In 1977 Dalyell was MP for the Scottish constituency of West Lothian and a 
member of the European Parliament. He is currently MP for the Scottish constituency 
of Linlithgow. 



be proportionate to the results (percent vote) of the 1987 election which, for the SNP,  

was a distortion of its support in Scotland in 1989. The S N P  wanted direct elections to 

any Convention, and a multi-option referendum following its deliberations. MacClean 

viewed the constitutional options starkIy : 

The truth however unpalatable, is that there is no soft option. The 
Convention, like the Scottish people as a whole, will have to face up to the hard 
choice on the issue of sovereignty. Either you accept that Mrs. Thatcher and the 
English parliament have a veto over Scottish aspirations, or you do not. There 
is no middle way (1988, 118)- 

SimiIar views are expressed i n  The New Politics for Independence, a 

publication produced by anti-devolutionZsts within the SNP. They are concerned that 

the current leadership is insufficiently committed to the slogan Independence-Nothing 

Less! Anti-devolutionists feared that a referendum on devolution campais  would split 

the party, as it did in 1979, between those who view devolution as a hopeless 

diversion, and those 'gradualists' who agplaud any transfer of democratic procedures. 

The purpose of the group is to encourage the leadership to hold to independence as the 

only acceptable option for Scotland. In h e  event, no party split has become evident and 

the party's support for devolution is viewed by most members as a sensible way to 

attain further autonomy on the way to fulI independence. 

Another concem was that the SNP would be viewed as obstructionist and 

marginalized from the workings of a new Parliament rather than acting in good faith to 

make use of the Parliament to promote the independence option. 

Christine Creech, member of the National Executive council, cornmented 

critically on the proliferation of civic grolrps supporting devolution: 

Let's see, we've had Comrnon Cause, Artists for Independence, 
Scotland United and the Conventian. Al1 at best useless talk shops and at worst 
vehicles to clothe Labour's betrayal of Scotland in respectability. Yet poll after 
poll demonstrates substantial support for independence and so Labour talks big 
while it thinks small. And you can't think much smaller than the putative 
Parliament/AssembIy (Creech 1995,7). 

For Creech, the Assembly proposed b y  devolutionists is designed to preserve the 

Union, and its dependence on block grants or assigned revenues is testimony to this. 



Alex Salmond, quoted in an article by Peter MacMahon, "Salmond shuns 'the 

pure way,"' published in the Scotsman on 20 September 1995, maintains a much more 

pragmatic, and open-rninded view of devolution: 

But still we're being pragmatic about political deveIopments. Far better 
than the total pragmatism of the Seventies or the other extreme which would be 
to Say it's that and that alone, nothing else will do at any time whatsoever. 

1 actually think that would be a good opportunity-not the best way to 
get independence perhaps, but a perfectly legitimate development-to get to 
independence through devolution; it's a perfectly valid way. People Say, isn't 
that a bit sneaky, but it's not, because you can only get to independence when 
people vote for it. 

So Iong as the Conservative Party remained in power, devoIution remained the 

policy preserve of the Scottish political parties, as well as the passion of a number of 

civic organizations. Jones (1997) outlines the political nightmare which faced the 

Labour Party's executive when it adopted devolution as a central policy in 1996. In a 

policy reversal, the party announced that a Labour victory would not be a sufficient 

condition for the creation of a Scottish assembly. Instead, a referendum would be 

required, in the view of Labour, to legitimate devolution. This despite the deIuge of 

polling data which has shown strong and consistent support for such constitutional 

change in Scotland. The referendum would differ from the one in 1979 in that a simple 

majority of voters would be enough and there would be two questions. The first would 

ask whether the electorate supported the establishment of an assembly. The second 

would ask whether or not such an assembly should have tax-raising authority. Cntical 

here was the second question as it is syrnptomatic of the fundamental issue surrounding 

devolution. The assembly had been roundly criticized for its lack of substance and even 

questioning tax-raising powers resuscitates old cnticisms of devolution. 

Moreover, the referendum was not a multi-option one including independence. 

Cntics pointed out that the 1997 eIectoraI victory of Labour was, in fact, a mandate for 

the impIementation of devolution. From Kinnock onward, Labour had prornised 

constitutional reform within the first year of a Labour govemment. Only when Labour 



obtained a large majority in May 1997's general election did the possibility arise that 

Scotland (and Northern Ireland and Wales) might receive legîslative assemblies. 

The 1997 White Paper, Scotland's Parliament, was Labour's reformist offerîng 

to Scotland.lgo The paper proposed a division of powers with a nurnber reserved to 

Westminster (see Table 12). The White Paper was supported overwhelmingly in 

Scotland in a referendum on 11 September 1997 (see Map 9, Table 13), and offered a 

number of changes to Scottish governance. 

Table 12 

Scottish Assemblv Powers Powers Reserved to U K  
Health Constitution (e. o. electoral law) . U 

Education and training Foreign policy (EU matters) 
Local govemment, housing Defence and national security 
Economic development and transport Fiscal, economic and monetary system. 
Law and home afTairs Common markets for UK goods 
Environment Employrnent legislation 
Agriculture, fisheries, forestry Social secunty 
Sport, arts Transport safety and regulation. 
Research and statistics 
Social work 

Source: The Scottish Office 1997, ix-x. The Scotland Act (1998) 
does not explicitly enurnerate the Scottish pariiarnent's powers; instead, it 
details those reserved to Westminster- 

The White Paper was not Iegislation. Unlike the 1979 referendum, the Scottish 

electorate did not vote on a bill; nor was any electoral threshoId imposed. The 

referendum passed by simple majority. Furthemore, a second question was placed on 

the ballot which would determine whether there was support for any assembly having 

tax-raising powers (up to 3p on the pound). As Table 13 indicates, both questions 

received rnajority support in all ridings, with the lowest approvals--especiaIly on the 

second question--in the extreme Southwest and the Northern Islands (see Map 9). 

190 The government is also pursuing the following: An elected mayor for London, 
new Freedom of Information legislation, a Welsh Assernbly (with fewer powers than 
the Scottish one) and the incorporation into British 1aw of the European Convention on 
Human Rights. 



Map 9 

Scottish Parliament Referendum Results 
In Scotland by Corncil Area, 1997. 

Legend 

Scottish Partiment 

%~o.%~es 

Council Areas 
1. City of  Aberdeen 
2. Aberdeenshire 
3. Angus 
4. Argyll & Bute 
5. East Ayrshire 
6. Nonh Ayrshire 
7. South Ayrshirc 
8. Scottish Bordccs 
9. Clackmannan 
10. West Dunbartonshire 
1 1 .  East Dunbanonshire 
12. Dumfries & Gallowa: 
13. City o f  Dundee 
13. Cicy o f  Edinburgh 
15. Frrlkirk 
16. Fife 
17. City o f  Glasgow 
18. Highland 
19. Invcrclydc 
20. North Lanarkshire 
21. South Lanarkshire 
22. East Lothian 
23. Midlothian 
24. West Lothian 
25. 26- Orkney Moray 

27. Perth & Kinross 
28. Renfrewshire 
29. East Rcnfrewshirc 
30. Shedand 
3 1 .  Stirling 
32. Western Ides 

Source: (The Scotsrnan Septernber 14, 199ï) 



Table 13 

1997 Scottish Referendum ResuIt - 

Support a ScottÏsh parliament? 

NO 

Support Tax-Raising Powers 

I YES 

1 Turnout 60.2 

Source: J. Mitchell et al (1998, 179) 

It is worth examining a key feature of the White Paper. The document is 

unambiguous on the central issue: "The UK parliament is and will rernain sovereign" 

(Scottish Office 1997, x). The introductory cornments by Prime Mïnister Blair insist 

that Scotland is a "proud historic nation in the United Kingdom." Secretary of State for 

Scotland Donald Dewar, himseIf a Scot, states that "Scotland will remain f i d y  a part 

of the United Kingdom" (vii). 

Table 14 gives a sense of the distribution of support, by political party, for the 

main constitutional options. 

Table 14 

Constitutional Option By Self Declared Partisanship, November 1997 
(Percentage of voters) 

Option Total Cons. Labour LiberaIs - SNP 

' Statehood 33 8 29 13 66 
Devolution 45 35 55 55 32 
Pre-1997 18 54 13 30 2 
Status Quo 

Source: System Three poll in J. Mitchell et al 1998, 173 



The table confirms the now widely held view that the main division in Scottish 

constitutional politics is not between supporters of the stahrs qzro (marginalized by the 

Conservatives' absolute exclusion from political offke at the European and Scottish 

constituency levels) and devoIutionists, but between those who favor devolution (45 

percent) and those favoring independence (33 percent). hTot surprisingly, either, is the 

fact that many SNP supporters appear content with some form of devolution, and a 

sizabIe portion of Labour partisans seem cornfortable with independence. This cautions 

the observer from oversimplifjGng the party division on the constitutional question, and 

ale- us to the diversity of views held within the parties. 

The SNP Critiuue of British Politics 

Reflecting on the record of the British govemment since 1945, Kevin Pringle, 

then research officer for the S N P ,  offered a view typical arnong nationalists. 

The British state is not necessary for the improvement of people's lives. 
Perhaps it was benign in 1945; they set up the National Health Service, Social 
Services-a hangover of the war--sacrifice for the cornmon good. I'm skeptical 
if the benign side is avaiIable today. The British state impedes progress 
(Interview Edinburgh, June 1994). 

Scots on the whole have suffered more from the privatization of industry and utilities 

than have others because a greater proportion of Scots have been employed in the 

public sector. Scotland has tended to have a higher per capita number of empioyees in 

hedth and education, concentrated in nursing and teaching (McCrone 1992, 169). The 

national coal mines once provided employment for many, but have steadily shrunk in 

number from 187 in 1945 to 2 in the 1990s (McCrone et al 1996, 72).191 A 

cornmitment to public intervention, often said to distinguish Scots from their southern 

neighbor, is evident in this excerpt from a speech by the former Labour leader of 

Edinburgh district council, Alec Wood, quoted in an article by Peter MacMahon, 

"Leaders play down swing to the Left," published in the Scotsman on 22 September 

1995. Wood q u e d  that: "Scottish people are committed to a CO-operative society. We 

191 The remaining mines are Longannet and Monktonhall Colliery. 



should be takin,o back these utilities and former public industries, and w e  will. By 

making this pledge we can take over the high ground Labour has deserted." 

The enthusiasm for government intervention is part of a larger package of policy 

cornmitments which place the party f i d y  to the left of New Labour, In the words of 

then SNP Treasury spokesperson, John S winney (Tbid.): 192 

It's not that Scotland can't afford to Ieave the Union. Scotland can't 
afford to remain in the Union . , .same on Labour, they've shifted t o  the 
Right, they've deserted pensioners, the unemployed, those in need of quality 
housing and service -- d l  in pursuit of Tory votes in the south of England. 

The 1995 SNP conference at Perth demonstrated a firm cornmiûnent to 

community and equality without demonstrating any kind of reactionary chauvinism. 

Conference backed measures to ensure full employment, a social security system 

guaranteeing no poverty, and a realistic minimum wage. One-time East Monklands by- 

election candidate, Kay Ullrich, afFirmed this in a resolution to the 1995 party 

Conference, quoted in an article by R. Dinwoodie and Keith Sinclair, "Vision for a fair 

and just Scotland," published in the Herald 23 September f 995. She stated that: 

Even in a nation of full employment, which we envisage, provision 
must be made for those who are unable to take up employment . . . If people 
require support-short terrn or long term-- we will by the second term of a 
Scottish government introduce a basic income below which no person will be 
dlowed to fall. . . [Policies are] . . . about using Scotland's wealth t o  create 
prosperity and social justice. 

The achievement of this vision for Scotland will require al1 the tools and 

resources that the contemporary state can gather--resources unavailable even with 

devolution. 

It might be argued that the revival of the SNP in the 1990s can be explained 

largely by the salience of Scotland's minority status within the UK during the 

Conservative era. There is no doubt that the breaking of the Butskellian consensus 

followed by radical structural changes to the economy under Thatcher, likely made 

Ig2 John Swinney is now an MSP and Deputy Leader of the SNP with the SNP1s 
shadow cabinet portfolios of Enterprise and Lifelong Learning. 



nationalism more attractive to Scots. A slightly longer term view might argue mir r i  

1981) that the British state had been in a state of advanced sclerosis regardless of the 

Thatcher era, and that the impetus for both Home Rule and independence merely 

intensified during the rule of the Conservative party. The deindustriaiization of ScotIand 

was accelerated by Thatcher but was undenvay before her 1979 election victory. 

Scotland's constitutional and economic position within the UK was, and is, the 

fundamental problem for Scottish nationdists. The enemy for Scottish nationalists is 

the UK, not the English, as Scotland is always at risk from the policies adopted by 

govemments of any partisan stripe which rely on Englis h electoral support, and rnay a. 

any time rescind devolution or adopt policy contrary to the interest of Scots. Bogdanor 

(1999, 124) argues that, until the late 1960s, Labour and Conservative govemrnents 

were able to "secure Scotland's interests" via economic progress.193 By 1979, the 

combination of poIitical centralization and econornic stagnation had created disillusion 

with Labour, which often translated into SNP support for those unwilling to vote 

Conservative. 

For the SNP, devolution is now viewed as a welcome step toward 

independence, but must not be confused with a radical constitutional alteration of 

Westminster government and its democratic shortcomings- Independence, with a 

wntten constitution, is the prereqrtisite for the attainment of meaningful democracy for 

Scotland. Independence alone will not ensure democratic governance; it is a necessary 

but not suffïcient condition for the invigoration of democracy. In the SNP's view, 

social movements committed to meaningful dernocrac y and greater access to policy 

makers should endorse the decentralizing tendencies evident in civic nationdist 

doctrine. 

193 Electoral data support Bogdanor's argument. He points out that between 1945 
and 1959 the party with a majority in the UK generally, also had a majority within 
Scotland (excepting 1951 when the two major parties had equal support in Scotland) 
(Bogdanor 1999, 117). 



The 1998 Scotland Act 

The divergent perspectives on the constitutiond question in Scotland are further 

evident in the critiques of the 1998 Scotland Act (introduced to Parliament in December 

1998). In essence, the Act transfers those areas administered by the Scottish Office to 

the legislative competency of a Scottish parliament. Unlike the detailed enumeration of 

powers found in the 1978 Scotland Act, the 1998 Act lists those powers reserved to 

Westminster (constitution, extema1 affairs, social services, defence, fiscal and 

monetary policy, transport, ernployment) but does not exhaustively Iist those powers 

devolved to Holyrood (Scotland's Parliament). 

Elections to HoIyrood were held on 6 May 1999 (see Table 15) and Scotland's 

first Parliament in almost 300 years will be Ied by a Labour-Liberal Democrat coalition. 

For the SNP the election may have marked an end to the decades long intemal 

bloodletting over devolution. According to an article by David Scott, "We're al1 

fundamentalists now," published in the Scotsrnan Online 10 April 1999, one SNP 

MSP, Margo McDondd, feels that the S N P  is solidly united in the wake of devolution. 

In other words, the devolved Parliament is a fact, and the SNP can now proceed to 

argue the merits of independence. Alex Salmond signaled a kind of détente with 

fbndamentalists within the party by appointing Kenny MacAskill to the shadow cabinet 

post of TransportEnvironment. In an articIe by Alison Hardie, "Saimond bars foes 

from key shadow posts," published in Scotsman Online on 27 May 1999, SaImond 

cornmented that: 

The party is united. The question that was debated within the party before the 
election was about whether devolution was a road to independence. Now we 
have decided on our positive approach to the Scottish parliament by a 
substantial majority, the question no longer applies. 

The party is united in its critique of the extent to which Holyrood is subordinate to 

Westminster. 



TabIe 15 

Seat Breakdown at Holyrood 

Partv Constituencv seat Regional Iis t (Total) 

Labour 53 3 (56) 

Liberal Democrat 12 5 (17) 

S N 7  7 28 (35) 

Conservative O 18 (18) 

Othe? I 2 (3) 

* Includes one Independent, one Green, and one Scottish Socialist. 
Source: Wzo's Who in the Sconish Padiament Election supplement published 

in Scotland on Sunda~ 16 May 1999. 

Much acrimony ensued following the June 1999 comrnents of Labour's First 

Minister (Scotland), Donald Dewar, quoted in an article by Robert Tait, "Dewar is 

accused of toeing the line from London," published in Scotsman Online on 10 June 

1999. Dewar stated that: "Following devolution, the Westminster Parliament will retain 

its competence to legislate about ail rnatters. That will include matters within the 

legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament. In a devolved systern it could not be 

otherwise." This comment has provoked consternation arnong the SNP with shadow 

rural affairs spokesperson, Alisdaîr Morgan, arguing that: "The UK government should 

not legislate on devolved rnatters. Thatfs preciseIy why they are devolved matters- 

because its our job to legislate on them" (Ibid-). However, the text of the 1998 Scotland 

Act is unambipuous: "This section [on Iegislation] does not affect the power of the 

Parliament of the UK to make laws for Scotland "(Section 28 (7)). Enoch PowelYs 

observation that "power devolved is power retained," remains timely (Quoted in Marr 

1992, 122). 

This is not the only area of concern for the SNP. The plan to establish a 

Scottish presence in BrusseIs (as Catalonia has done), is flawed in the eyes of the SNP 



because there is a built-in assumption of a hannony of interests between Scotland and 

the U K . I g 4  Extemal affairs spokesperson George Reid, quoted in an article by Alison 

Hardie, "Brussels to get Scottish 'Embassy,"' published in the Scotsman Online 10 

February 1999, argues that: 

The SNP want the office to act as Scotland's eyes and ears in the EU, 
promoting Scottish interests such as fishing, agriculture, and industry at the 
earliest stages of decisionmaking (Sic). 

New Labour wants London as Scotland's gatekeeper. Lurking behind 
Mr. Dewar's announcement is a Byzantine structure of inter-departmental 
concordats, lead cornmittee ad hoc agreements al1 intended to ensure that 
Scotland follows the Whitehall line (Sic). 

Ar? editorial, "Europe's danger for devolution," published in the Scotsman Online 22 

June 1999, argues that the policies of the Scottish executive will only be heard in 

Brussels when they coincide with the position of the UK. This wilI lead eventually to a 

situation where the expressed wishes of Scots, via Holyrood elections, will not be 

expressed in a meaningful way. The essential issue, whether the voice of the sovereign 

Scottish public will be heard, remains unsettled. Hence, the problem of the Scottish 

dernocratic defici t remains. 

Dernocracy and Independence 

For the Sm, democracy and independence are inextricably intertwined goals. 

In a 1993 speech at Grangemouth, leader AIex SaImond (1993, 58) described a 

renewed Scotland after independence. 

Never again wilI we have a government imposed on us by the voters of 
the South of England - and never again wilI there be politicians in St. 
Andrew's House ruling this country without consent like colonial governor 
generals. Chris ~atten;cumently supervising the Sun setting on the imperial link 
with Hong Kong, is apparently fond of descrïbing himself as the last of the real 
govemor generals. In fact the 1 s t  of the kind is sitting in Old St. Andrew's 
House, his position an offence to al1 he surveys. 

Salmond continues: 

1g4 In1982thePan-oi~atCaralàProEtrropawas foundedtorepresentthecatalan 
govemment in Brussels. Since Spain's entry into the EC in 1986, this institution tries 
to influence both Spanish and EU policy, as well as to promote Catalan industry and 
tourism (Keating 1996, 157). 



One of the worst hypocrisies of the Westminster mode1 is its portrayal 
of itself as a mode1 of democracy, No one in Scotland who has endured the 
unelected dictatorship of the last 14 years would believe such nonsense; yet 
many at Westminster still peddle the myth apparently in a11 sobriety and 
oblivious to the hilarity it provokes among other Europeans. 

One of the rnany advantages of independence is that it will aIlow Scots 
to ditch the mediaevd practices and antidemocratic conventions of the 
Westminster club and create a modem European democracy prepared to meet 
the challenges of the 2lst century. We will have a single-chamber Parliament 
elected for fixed terms under proportional representation, with al1 citizens over 
the age of 16 having the right to vote. 

Citizen involvement will not cease with periodic elections. Salmond envisions 

pubIic participation in the cornmittee process of legislative review and the right of 

citizens to initiate referenda. These proposais reflects the basic argument of the SNP: 

that sovereignty lies with the people and not parliament. This is no small distinction. fd 

measures of administrative devolution proposed by the Labour party will operate within 

the framework of a sovereign Westminster parliament. Westminster cannot bind future 

parIiarnents, and the current constitution will mant Scotland only administrative 

autonomy. Salmond, in an SNP press release 9 January 1995, suggested that 

devolution is less reform than a desperate attempt to preserve the union. 

The rhetoric used to appeal to Scottish sentiment may sound nationalist, 
but the reality practised by the Labour leadership is Unionist to the core. Labour 
leaders no longer argue about Scotland's Claim of Right and the national case 
for a pariiament. They talk instead of devolution as a way to rescue the sinking 
ship of the Union, just as John Major argues for no change in order to protect 
the British state. Labour and Tory are thus the two faces of Unionism north and 
south of the Border. 

Paterson (1994) has argued that the UK has de facto federalism, but this 

argument is weak in the absence of constitutional measures to entrench a division of 

powers. It is also true that federd states are not ossified arrangements, but change in a 

federation requires considerable popular support. Amending formulas make formalized 

federations capable of evolution. Multi-national states like the UK are trapped like an 

ancien regime in practices and institutions (radical in their day) which no Ionger satisfi 

current democratic dernands. 



Democratic renewal is a stdwart theme in SNP literature. In 1962, TIze SNP 

d You stated that: "An SNP democrat believes in the progressive development of 

national and local government, and other institutions, towards the greatest possible 

diffusion of democratic powers (Wolfe 1973,57). In 1965, a Paisley Branch resolution 

was passed by the National Conference which stated that: "In the belief that hereditary 

Iife titles are superfluous in modem society, this Conference of the Scottish National 

Party calls for the abolition of these titles" (Wolfe 1973, 68). The party also approved 

the adoption of the Single TransferabIe vote. 

According to the SNP, the workings of the Westminster system and the realities 

of politics in a state dorninated by an English majority mean that no serious or beneficial 

alteration of the Union will be sufficient for meeting the demands of the Scottish public. 

In reality, the democratic deficit in Scotland has increased with the establishment of 

'efficiency' in political life under the Conservative governments of the 1 s t  18 years. 

QUANGOs and decentralization via the market of services have exacerbated the crisis 

of democracy. The move to the center-right by Labour promises to maintain many of 

these aspects of the Conservative era. 

Conclusion 

Given the nature of the British political system, a sovereign Scotland is a strong 

argument for the SNP. The interconnected relationships between the globalization of 

economic life and domestic politics begin to corne into view. From the point of view of 

dornestic politics in Scotland, the difference between the options of reform, on the one 

hand, and independence, on the other, reflect more than differences of degree in 

political change. Instead these options are distinguished in kind. Scottish nationalists 

welcome moves to modemize the UK constitution and other political institutions such 

as the electoral system. In the Scomsh case, though, the SNP's civic project has more 

fundamental changes in mind, including the restoration of popdar sovereignty where 

the distance between the governed and the govemors is reduced and legjtimated by the 



mandate delivered by the members of the political community of Scotland, not subject 

to veto by the, at tirnes, distinctive priorities of Westminster. The discrepancy between 

the electord preferences of Scots generally and those of English voters are placed in 

stark relief by a few eIectora1 facts from recent political history. The 1987 Conservative 

victory was the third Conservative victory in a row and, tellingly, the third electoral 

defeat for the Conservatives in Scotiand (McLean 1999, 149). On five occasions since 

1955, governments were elected without popular mandate from Scotland (Ibid.). 

For much of Scotland's recent politicd history, its interests have been ignored 

in the face of the policy priorities of neo-conservative governments supported by voters 

outside Scotland. Modernization of the UK's political institutions is therefore not a 

remedy for Scotland's democratic deficit. PR can Iead to a tyranny of the majority in a 

mulh-national state where the balance of population is weighted heavily in favor of a 

dominant nation (as is the case with England in the UK).  Scotland has often suffered 

the fate of a perpetud minority. 

Thatcher centralized power in the Cabinet to the detriment of its legislature. 

Carolyn Ewart, of the Scottish Council on Civil Liberties, feels that one important and 

welcome consequence of political independence for Scotland wouId be the 

establishment of a Bi11 of Rights and a codified constitution which would protect Scots 

from intrusive govemments which try to circumscribe civil and politicai rights 

(Interview Glasgow, 6 July 1994). 

One rnight q u e  that the current sweep of constitutional changes ushered in by 

the Labour government might sufficiently assuage these democratic demands. Others 

argue, though, that the core probIem of British democracy remains untouched. Beetham 

and Weir (1999, 129) argue that: 

Effectively, neither MPs nor judges can prise open the executive's 
secretive conduct of public affairs or hold it properly to account. So the British 
politicd executive is both powerful and generally free of effective political 
restraint and Iegal supervision. Its huge, broadly unchecked powers create the 
worst problems for democracy in Britain, and so far Labour's constitutional 
reforrns have failed to address them. 



Moreover, the package of constitutional reforms requires that Scottish 

representation at Westminster be reduced from 72 MPs to 57, and this reduction will 

also see the comesponding decline in constituencies in Scotland with the resulting loss 

of 15 constituency MSPs and 15 list mernbers by the end of the Scottish Parliament's 

second term (Hazell and Sinclair 1999, 163). 

Zn concIusion, the three main strains of thought that mark debate on the 

constitution are: the unionist position represented by the Conservative party among 

others; the gradualist position, which has been represented by the various civic 

organizations such as the Scottish Claim of Right and the Campaign for a Scottish 

Assembly joined by the Labour and Liberal-Dernomtic parties; and finally, the 

independence position as articulated by the SNP. Unrepentant Unionism is associated 

with a rather celebratory appraisal of the UK's political institutions. Supporters of the 

Act of Union appeal to a shared historïcal experience and the stability of British 

democracy as a solid foundation for the continued partnership of the nations of Britain. 

If anything, British Unionism is unreflective and popularly evident only among the 

Loyalists in Northem Ireland. International sporting events, particularly in footbaII and 

rugby, are replete with the flags of the nations of Bntain, and few Union Jacks are 

seen. In the absence of war and empire, Unionism is a rather empty and shallow 

perspective on the UK. As Table 16 demonstrates, this weak unionisrn is reflected 

among the British public as a whole. 



TabIe 16 
Percenta~e National identity by country (1992) 

Identity ScotIand Wales England 

x not British 37 28 16 
More x than British 27 20 12 
Both x and British 25 30 43 
More British than x 4 7 10 
British not x 6 14 15 
None of these 2 I 3 
Sample size 1664 656 5057 

Source: Brown et al (1996, 203). 

These data suggest that there are very weak attachments between citizens and 

'Britishness'. Brown et al (1996, 204) suggest that Britons are citizens with no name; 

there are no UKanians. The terni 'Briton' excludes those in Northem Ireland while 

'English' reflects the dominance of only one of the sub-national cornmunities. The 

1707 Union preserved those facets of Scomsh society which made the survival of a 

distinctive sense of Scottishness possible. In Wales, language has served a similar 

purpose. For Scots generally, whatever weak sense of Britishness percolated into 

Scottish life has never usurped a sense of Scottishness and seems to be on the wane. 

Paradoxically, Scots' sense of constituting an ethnie is similarly weak, even within the 

SNP, the self-appointed voice of "the Scottish people". 

The S N P  advances a persuasive case for independence by linking it to the often 

cited democratic deficit in British politics. The essential argument advances the doctrine 

of popular sovereignty, and is based upon the view that the citizens of Scotland 

constitute a distinct political cornmunity-- one defined by social democratic values. 

Power belongs to the people of Scotland but this right is distorted in the current 

structures of governance in Britain. One might also argue that societal development has 



been stunted as well, because most Scots have never wielded power over most 

decisions affecting their lives. In a multi-national state unbaianced in favor of a large 

rnajority this is a predictable situation (in the absence of, at least, a more radical form of 

federali srn). 

The tangible result has been a disheartened political community grown cynical 

and lacking efficacy in existing institutions. To be sure, the current political system was 

tolerable when Scottish interests were consistent, broadly, with the project of Empire 

and when they were consistent with the benefits of the welfare state. Now, in the 

absence of this project, what remains are the negative features of Union. The demise of 

the post-war cross party consensus (1949-1979) enabled Thatcher to "establish a 

scarcely challengeable persona1 ascendancy over the whole apparatus of the state" 

(MacCormick 1988, 103). Law Professor and SNF MEP (elected June 1999) Neil 

MacConnick, suggests that fears of the ascendancy of an undemocratic tum in British 

politics is not a hypothetical problem but a real one. 

Local govemment when found inconvenient has been swept away 
without inquiry or commission or any attempt to establish a consensus. Local 
taxation in a new form has been thrust upon us, and in Scotland this was 
initially done without thought that such a thing, done without local popular 
mandate and otherwise than as part of a uniform UK scheme, was contrary 
probably to the letter and certainly to the spirit of the Articles of Union 
increasingly recognised in popular scholarship as the tnie fundamental 
constitution of the United Kingdom as a constitutional union (1988, 103-4). 

Much of the SNP's case for independence as a prerequisite for greater 

democracy in ScotIand is contingent on the maintenance of the status quo in the British 

constitution. It is possible, however, that Britain could radically alter its constitution to 

provide many of the democratic innovations which the S N P  supports. The problem 

with this view is that it rests on the desire of the British political parties to accept such 

change and entertain a constitutionally entrenched federal structure with adequate rneans 

for Scotland to resist mandateless change directed from a central government. The only 

way to avoid this problem would be for a British govemment to create an asymmetrical 

and decentralized federation, an option which lacks the support of any major political 



party and a soIution for which there is little enthusiasm among the British public as a 

whoIe. Devolution resting on the pleasure of Westminster governments, or 

independence, seem to be the only reaiistic choices avaiIabIe. It seems that to protect 

Scottish democracy in future, independence is the optimal choice (1 complicate this 

argument in the conclusion). 

The S N P  has given up on the UK. It remains to be seen if Scots will do the 

same. Perhaps the majority wiU be satisfied with the new Parliament. For the SNP, it 

seems clear that nothing short of independence will suffice for the realization of a 

democratic, sovereign political cornmunity. The civic nature of the SNP's nationalism 

is unarnbiguous here, with its support for PR, cross-party cooperation, and a wrïtten 

constitution. As such, the SNP presents a cornpelling constitutional alternative. 



Conclusion 

In the Iast three decades political scientists have turned their attention to the 

renaissance of sub-state nationalism in the West. It was the West, the vanguard of 

modemity, where such phenornena were thought least likely to emerge. One 

distinguishing feature of a number of these national movements has been their civic 

character.Ig5 These are movements which seek to achieve greater autonomy, while also 

actively voicing their support for inclusiveness of minorities within their respective 

territories. Here 1 will turn rny attention to the comparative theoretical implications of 

the preceding analysis of the SNP to determine if my findings are unique to the Scottish 

case. 

1 will compare the SNP with two of the best known cases of civic nationdism: 

Québec's Parti Québecois (PQ) and Wales' Plaid Cymru (PC). These three parties are 

not the only sub-state civic nationalist parties but they are the ones with which 1 am 

most farniliar. 

Both the PQ and PC have important cultural protectionist elernents in their 

respective discourses, but this does not disqualify their designation with the qualifier 

'civic' nationalist. The PQ's aims are the protection of the French language and culture 

which it sees as under threat in a sea of anglophones in North America. This 

protectionist stance does not represent a chauvinistic imposition of a language on 

minonties within Québec, but rather language policies favoring French in public spaces 

in Québec are designed to protect a vital defining feature of francophone Quebeckers' 

identity. 

It would be wrong, however, to view the PQ as a party solely concemed with 

cultural identity. The PQ, founded in 1968, represented the politicai voice of a social 

195 This is an ided type. In reality, nationalist movements exist on a continuum 
which is ever open to change. The antecedents of the SNP employed an ethnic 
discourse. In Québec, the PQ has from time to time emphasized ethnic factors more in 
its discourse. 



upheavd (the Quiet Revolution) which preceded the party's emergence- a 

transfomation of Que%ec from a religious, provincial place to a modem, industrial, and 

secuIar society. Accompanying the concern with francophone identity came a desire to 

alter the political settlement in Canada in oïder to accommodate the aspirations of a new 

generation of Quebeckers for political autonorny (mnftres chez nozrs). The Canadian 

state was viewed as inadequate and incapable of perrnitting fulfillment of the needs of 

Quelec. In this respect, Québecois nationalism, Iike those of Scotland and Wales, acts 

as a modernizing force- a means of attaining economic development goals. 

In Wales, PC has long been associated with the struggle to preserve the Welsh 

language. Founded in 1925, PC is the oldest of the three political parties considered 

here. Wales has experienced intense assimilationist pressures over the last five centuries 

and onIy northem Wales retains a substantial number of people for whom Welsh is the 

mother tongue. It was the precipitous decline of the Welsh language during the 20th 

century that has made PC a persistent, if srnall player, in Welsh politics. Indeed, the 

party's persistence has led to a number of poIicy measures which have served to halt 

and even push back the decline of Welsh. Bilingual signs, bilinpal education and a 

nsing number of bilingual Welsh are the fruits of PC's efforts. 

Like the PQ, PC is not entirely absorbed by concerns regarding cultural 

identity. The goals of the party have moderated from independence for Wales to 

autonomy within a Europe of regions. This abandonment of the cornmitment to 

independence reflects a rnix of the pragmaîic and the ideal. The leadership of PC 

stresses the practical necessity of international cooperation to achieve the goals 

articulated by the party. PC is comrnitted to European integration and the principle of 

subsidiarity. What emerps is a cornmitment to local democracy and policy formulation 

dongside a cornmitment to mutually beneficial cooperation with the international 

community in areas such as economic developrnent and environmental protection. Of 



the three parties exarnined here, PC stands out as the least committed to anything more 

than autonomy and constitutional refom to the status quo. 

Having bnefly sketched PC and the PQ, 1 now want to evaluate the findings of 

the thesis and relate these to the central questions raised in chapter two. After doing so 1 

then retum to the comparative findings of the thesis. 

The SNP's is not an autarkic political project. On the contrary, as we have seen 

in chapters four and five, the S N P  is committed to "independence in Europe," including 

adoption of the single currency (even though social movements, trade unions and 

parties of the left have contested the criteria for the latter). Also, implicit in the project 

of the S N P  is the prospect of a srnaIl industrialized state "exposed" to the globalizing 

international economy. Since meaninml sovereignty (or autonomy) is a critical 

corollary of democracy, 1 have posed senous questions regarding the tensions which 

rnay emerge between the stated egditarian discourse of the S N P  and the forces which 

may serve to constrain or deform this discourse. 

Civic nationalisrn in al1 three cases examined here represents a resistance to real 

and perceived threats to local autonomy. Civic nationalism is a discourse of resistance, 

seeking to reframe political debate by proposing constitutional and institutiond 

alternatives to the status quo. A central weakness of the SNP's discourse on autonomy 

is evident in its uncntical perspective on the negative consequences of both economic 

globalization and European integration. This undeveloped critique stems from the 

immediate and resented intrusions on autonorny by the British state, which crowd out 

speculative concems regarding continental integration and exposure to economic 

globalization. In the Scottish case, the 17 year long experience of neo-conservative 

rule, during which Scotland was effectively excluded frorn expressing its voice in 

govemment, has made the quest for independence in Europe more urgent than ever 

before. The combination of centralized rule by a dominant nation england) with the 



neo-conservative agenda of successive Conservative govemments made the status quo 

so intolerable that voices questioning the S m ' s  stated alternative have been muted. 

In its eapemess to lead Scotland from this unhappy situation (one not 

sufficiently improved by Blair's 'New Labour' government or devolution), the SNP 

has made a case for a modified independence within the EU. Also, the ShT has 

expressed admiration for a 'S candinavian ' model of economic development, and more 

recently has expressed interest in the achievernents of the Celtic Tiger's (Eire) economic 

transformation. From a political economy perspective one can evaluate the potential 

consequences of the adoption of either economic model and determine the degree to 

which such models are compatible with the stated objectives of the SNP. 

The SNP is a social-democratic political party seeing a role for the state in 

economic development as well as intervention in the economy via the welfare state to 

achieve a degree of inter-class equality. One model for achieving these goals is evident 

in the advocation of a Scandinavian model of development, typically embodied by 

Norway. Norway, independent since 1905, has developed one of the most egalitanan 

societies in Europe (if not the world). Sharing basic similarities with Scotland in terms 

of population size, abundant natural resources, and democratic traditions, Norway 

becarne an especially attractive economic model for the SNP with the great oil 

discoveries of the 1960s. 

The discourse of the SNP suggested a new Scotland, one unencumbered by the 

economic prionties of England and free to use petro-wealth to develop a Scandinavian- 

style welfare state and to use incoming capital to rejuvenate Scottish industry and 

infrastructure. This is an assertive discourse, one that scoms the Scottish inferiority 

complex instilled by a perceived dependency on the Bntain for investment and 

economic prosperity. The "boom discourse" turned a resource windfail into an 

opportunity to advance a nationalist project based on a sense of opportunity lost, then 

found. SNP discourse wamed that the good fortune bestowed by nature would be 



mismanaged or squandered by the UK in order to support a declining economy and an 

outmoded deterrnination to preserve international status. Oil filled an important gap in 

the discourse of the S N P  by providing the means to support an independent ScotIand 

and as such has become a central element in SNP discourse. 

This "boom discourse" was subject to scrutiny in chapter four. 1 take the 

conservaûve position that one should assume that oii is an unstable resource, subject to 

prices swings, and requiring the active participation of private corporations for its 

extraction. Moreover, the long-terrn viability of the resource c m  be questioned- 1 have 

chosen to be conservative in this analysis because, although we cannot know with 

certainty the future price of oil, or the consequences of massive capitd infusion from oïl 

extraction for a small state, histoncal evidence demonstrates the problems of 

comrnodity dependence for peh-O-states. I also question the wisdom of modeling 

Scotland after hTonvay. Norway has been independent for a century and was able to 

pursue a locally-appropnate extraction policy based on the interests of the country. 

Scotland could be entering into independence at the end of the life of the North Sea oil 

province. This is a problem because the party itself sees oil revenues as a critical source 

of capital for its social agenda. My deliberately pessimistic approach to the party's 

discourse on oïl is designed to signal a potential source of diff~culty in achieving the 

egalitarian society proposed by the party. 

The other econornic model of interest to the SNP appears relatively recenùy in 

S N P  discourse. In the last five years commentators have expressed approval of the 

radical transformation of the Irish economy from a primady agicultural base to one 

based on high-tech exports. A cornpetitive tax regime has attracted f m s  to Ireland 

creating numerous jobs. However, accompanying this econornic transformation are 

rising housing prices, gated comrnunities, and "relative deprivation" (Ailen 1999, 3 2). 

The Irish model challenges "egalitarianism within the society and economy" (O Rian 

2000, 187). By favorably comrnenting on the Irish model the S N P  has unwittingly, 



perhaps, approved a developmental mode1 which rnay be secured at the expense of 

social exclusion and the erosion of the ethos of cornrnunity which seems to 

characterize, generally, the SNP's vision of an independent Scottish state. 

One laudable feature of the SNP's civic natiorlaiisrn is the social solidarity 

which is rnanifested in strengthened welfare cornmitments and the determination to 

secure full ernployment. These goals, conservatively assuming that oil revenues will 

not be adequate to sustain these, will require a Scottish state to impose a tax regime less 

rninimalist than that extant in Ireland, If this path is taken it rnay subject Scotland to 

investrnent outflow to Iocaîions which impose less onerous tax obligations on firms. 

On the other hand, the SNP rnay decide to out compete neighbors for investment and 

reduce taxes, shifting the burden away from firms and ont0 workers and middle-class 

income earners. At a macro-economic level the latter option rnay improve certain 

econornic statistics but wouid be realized at the expense of the social solidarity which 

rnakes the SNP's discourse attractive in the first place. This is not an inevitable 

scenario, but one suggested by the apparent approval of the SNP for the great strides 

taken by the Irish Republic. 

Another intrusion on Scottish autonomy is evident in the European Union. 1 

have argued that the European Union contains tensions between "social Europe" and 

"market Europe" (exemplified by the Single European Act). With the initiation of the 

single currency, however, ~ u r o ~ e  promises to have a greater impact on dornestic policy 

autonomy than previously adrnitted by the SNP. The SNI? sees Europe as a means by 

which srnaller states rnay exert influence and gain access to markets. On the other hand, 

the democratic deficit rnay isolate European institutions from electorates and reduce the 

policy latitude of member states. WitJl the establishment of the European Centrai Bank, 

public accountability and local autonomy are jeopardized. 

The strength of civic nationalism is its malleable and adaptive nature. The 

embracing of European integration in the mid-eighties showed that the SNP's 



nationalism was prepared to accept international cooperation and pooled sovereignty. 

As mentioned above, srnaller states are said to benefit from their enhanced status as 

rnembers of a powerful political and economic union. As Europe contains elements of 

both neo-liberal and social agendas, it may be possible that the influence of srnall states 

with deep traditions of social welfare will be able to steer the EU in ways consistent 

with this social ethos. 

The promise of "social" Europe may also serve to prevent a "race to the bottom" 

in which states compete to attract investment via fiscal policy. International cooperation 

may be the best way for states to assert autonomy in social policy, and in the case of 

Europe rnay heIp to secure minimum standards of social welfare provision. This is the 

optimistic scenario. The economic mode1 adopted by an independent Scottish state may 

well depend mainly on the nature of the European project. If democracy remains 

stunted at the EU level, and if the goals of market Europe remain high pnorities, then 

the prospect of a sociai-democratic and autonomous Scotland is uncertain. 

With regard to sovereignty the Scottish case most resembles those of Québec 

and Wales. In the case of Québec, the PQ has long supported continentaI integration. 

Similarly, PC has also long advocated integration in a regiond Europe with a strong 

institutionalized version of subsidiarity. How can we account for this apparent 

contradiction between a desire for autonomy and support for economic, and in the case 

of PC and the SNP, political integration? 

In an obvious sense, the decision to embrace continental integration is an 

expression of autonomy. It is the assertion of civic nationalist parties which have 

decided that such integration is in the best interests of their respective states. As parties 

of the right and center have increasingly chosen to expose their populations to a neo- 

liberal market ethos one could argue that there is IittIe civic nationalist parties could do 



which would exacerbate this problem.196 The difference behueen the European cases 

(ScotIand and Wales) and Que%ec is the nature of the integration process. As NAFïA 

remains a primariIy economic project, it cames no corresponding political institutions. 

Both PC and the SNP can make an argument that they will be able to influence the 

political, and hence economic, nature of the EU. In this case these parties would lead 

their respective cornmunities out of a fundamentally neo-liberal, centralized state and 

would join a project which contains elements of a social democracy. In short, they cm 

exchange the relative certainty of neo-liberal govemance in the UK for the possibility of 

a more social democratically leaning EU. Again, as 1 have indicated, 1 remain skeptical, 

but recognize the possibility of social Europe. 

The Québec case differs in the extreme asymmetry of the NAFTA. Que'bec 

would be the smallest member of this agreement and hence the least powerful member 

in the absence of political/institutional structures to alleviate this asyrnmetry. This is less 

of a problern with the EU where the relative power of large states cm,  strictly speaking, 

be countered by the cornbined votes of smdler rnembers on the Council of Ministers. 

Local self-determination is most likely to be achieved when accompanied by 

institutional means for pooling the powers of  srnall states. This is possible in Europe, 

but is as yet not possible with NAFTA. 

The promise of civic nationalisrn lies in its potential for the creation of a broad 

intra-state consensus on the fundamental obligations of the state to society. Neo-liberal 

governments improve macro-economic performance at the cost of subjectinp their 

communities to the discipline of the market. This is neither inevitable nor desirable. A 

civic-nationalist party has the potential for constnicting a social coalition, for a more 

equitable division of social responsibility, or socially controlled enterprise which 

196 The election of Blair's Labour government in 1997 has not altered the neo- 
liberal foundations of British social policy. For an analysis of the theoretical 
underpinnings of the Blair government and its continuity with that of the previous four 
Conservative governrnents see S heldrick (2000). 



maintains some sense of commitment to a community. The absence of Ioyalty to place 

is a central feature of the era of economic gIobdization, but need not be. However, to 

reassert autonomy over pubIic policy in the interest of a cornmunity, civic nationaIists 

can no longer cling to outmoded and idealized visions of the Westphalian state. The 

pooling of sovereignty evident in the evolving EU contains the potential for 

internationally coordinated policies to constrain multi-national enterprise and reassert 

the priorities of the community over those of the unrestrained market. A world of 

micro-states might weU be vulnerable to the power of the market, but this power rnighr 

also be tamed via democratically accountable, decentralized coalitions of small states. 

As the Westphalian mode1 is transformed (rather than buried) from within and without, 

the political imagination required to deliver on the promise of civic nationalism will 

become available. 

The assertion that autonomy will enhance locai self-determination in the three 

cases examined here must be qualified. Scotland and Wales are uniquely positioned 

within a generally neo-liberal onentated state, but are also mernbers of the EU, a set of 

institutions which fias the potential for advancing a chdlenge to the threat of 

unrestrained capitalism. Whether the EU can serve this function depends very much on 

the institutional structures which shape EU policy and the ideological orientations of 

member state govemments. Dernocratic reform to enhance public input into the future 

development of the EU coupled with a concerted effort by states with social-democratic 

traditions to mold social policy, might enhance the likelihood of a "social Europe" and 

hence complement the efforts of PC and the SNP to achieve maximal rneaningful 

autonomy. Québec does not yet have access to a similar "shell" to protect its small 

economy from globalizing econornic forces. The PQ1s commitment to NAFTA rnay 

ultimately undermine the autonornist project of Québec nationalists by making Québec 

more vulnerable to the priorities of neo-liberdism. 



1 have discussed the diversity of Scottish society and the tensions which exist 

around Scottish identity. This is a probIem for al1 Scottish political parties, but because 

the S N P  is an explicitly civic nationaiist party, tensions surrounding issues cf identity 

are especially salient. Fonnally, the ShT recognizes Scottish diversity and has sought 

to avoid appeals to any particular segment of Scottish society. For some this 

recogition and acceptance of multiple identities seems peculiar, especialIy for a 

nationalist poIitical party. This reaction is a product of modemity; it reflects the 

reification of the nation-state as the superordinate locus of identity and loyalty. This 

assumption, reflected in both scholarship and political life, is itself wearing thin under 

the corrosive weathering of intemal and intemationai trends which heighten the profile 

of new social movements as well as the supranational institutions which permit 

identification as Europeans (dl citizens of EU States now carry EU rather than national 

passports) or, even more inclusively, as hurnans in whom international aeaties and 

declarations invest certain inalienable rights. 

The saiience of multiple identities was not peculiar to our ancestors. EIkins 

(1995,235) asks us to : 

Think of a bishop, a lord, a peasant, and a craftsman in Europe 
sometime during 1400-1500 (depending on which area of Europe). Suppose 
one were to pose this choice to them: you must each choose one and only one 
comrnunity to which al1 loyalty will be owed and whose identity will be the 
central concept around which a hierarchy of your identities will coalesce- How 
puzzled they would have been! What could one mean by this? Why would you 
have to exalt one comrnunity and degrade the others? 

Civic nationalism does not exalt the nation in some irrational fashion. To be 

sure, the rhetoric of nationalism is evident in the discourse of al1 three parties looked at 

here. The difference however is that behind this rhetoric is an amostic vision of identity 

capable (in theory) of incorporating and uniting disparate groups within a political 

cornrnunity on a narrow set of loyalties to basic constitutional principles and political 

values. This minimalism is marked by the t m  'civic nationalist' implying nationalism 



based on individud assent to basic principles without any prior ascriptive qualifier for 

members hip. 

A problem which emerges in any civic nationalist project will be the universal 

assumptions regarding citizenship which underpin citizenship in al1 liberal-democratic 

societies. This is evident in the SNP's Iiberal prescriptions for gender equality. The 

SW seems to hold the view (based on the party's objections to formal comrnitrnents to 

gender equality for election candidates) that formal rules to secure equal representation 

represent a challenge to assumptions about equal rights. This position suggests that the 

party holds a one-dimensional view of citizenship in which difference is erased in the 

liberal spirit of equaiity. But, under certain conditions equal treatment can lead to 

unequal consequences. This is why the party's stated objectives regarding gender 

equality ring somewhat hollow in the absence of deliberate policies to attain equal 

representation for wornen in the party, and in politics generaily. There is no reason to 

believe that Scottish independence will lead to a fundamental aiteration to the patriarchal 

nature of Scottish society nor the consequences which emerge from this. Scottish 

independence may improve certain aspects of women's lives but fundamental 

transformation in the direction of gender equaIity is not obviously indicated. 

I do not question the possibility of multiple non-hierarchical identities, but 

rather raise the prospect of irreconcilabIe tensions between identities under certain 

circumstances. The case where these are rnost obvious exists in Que'bec where two 

comniunities (First Nations people and Québecois) express a discourse of national 

distinctiveness and press claims for autonomy against the Canadian state. In this case, 

the competing claims for autonomy are in direct conflict as both natives and Que'bec 

nationalists feel entitied to the same territory. Civic nationdisrn cannot reconcile this 

fundamenta1 conflict because Québecois nationalism is assimilationist and many First 

Nations' peoples wish to pursue their own political destiny through a new relationship 

with the Canadian, not the Québec state. Québec nationalism is exclusionary per se but 



rather places a high cost on non-francophone Quebeckers (assimilation) who wish to 

join the national project. 

This is less of a problem for Scottish nationalism. Scottishness is so loosely 

defined that belonging imposes little cost on most residents of Scotland. The SNP is 

unique in advancing a nationdist agenda which lacks an explicitly ethnic character. The 

party has fiamed its discourse in technocratic economic ternis and also within a 

discourse of dernocratic renewal. This provides the SNP's civic nationaIisrn with the 

flexibility to incorporate the stniggles of non-national struggles. Ail nationalists 

espouse a vision of community. This discourse implies a kind of extended family, a kin 

group which shares certain cornrnonalities. In the civic case, appeals to cornmunity are 

based on a sense of comrnon purpose (to achieve social justice, autonomy etc.) which 

is Iess potentially oppressive since such an identification does not necessady preclude 

other loyalties or participation in movements to secure equality for rninorities. But as 

we see in the case of Québec not al1 stmggles for the protection of cornmunity are 

compatible with the dominant nationalist project as these (in the case of First Nations 

peoples) undermine the objectives of the PQ. There is a real sense that the struggle for 

autonomy and cultural authenticity pursued by natives is subordinate to the aspirations 

of Québecois nationalists. This is especially evident in the marginalization of native 

aspirations in the debates surrounding Québec independence ( dso  in the subordination 

of native interests in favor of mega-projects in James Bay). There is also the persistent 

problem of the claims of concentrated minorities like anglophones and alIophones who 

do not see their interests advanced by Québecois nationalism. 

Welsh nationalism resembles Scottish nationalism rnuch more in that the cultural 

protectionist objectives of PC are so rninimdist rhat they hardly constitute an imposition 

on the rnajority anglophone population. This accounts for the democratizing and 

intemationalist discourse of PC, especially evident in recent decades. Welsh 

nationalism is inclusive because it does not require assimilation to Welsh culture but 



seeks merely the institutionai means and public space necessary to preserve the 

Ianguase. There is no claim of privileged status for the indigenous culture. 

The absence of a strong eth~c/cultura.i flavor to the discouse of the SNP has 

been identified as a weakness. It has been argued that technocratic arguments for 

independence are bloodless and uninspiring. This view is incorrect, in my view, 

because the discourse of the S N P  is idealist and focused in Iarge part on the Iost 

opportunities resulting from mernbership in a declining state with a serious democmtic 

deficit. Appeals to protect values and communities, not from cultural assimilation, but 

from relative deprivation and unaccountable government have a strong appeal and from 

time to time becorne effective mobilizers of citizens. Such consciousness has been 

evident in protests against the poll tax in Scotland in the late 1980s, the establishment of 

coalitions for constitutional reform, and the vigorous debate regarding Scotland's future 

constitutional reform. These are evidence of a society engaged in an explicitly political 

and value-based debate regarding its future. The contribution of various social 

movements to these debates has further invigorated the quality of Scottish political 

discourse. This vigor has also served to force the S N P  to expand and deepen its 

thinking regarding the nature of Scottish society and the contribution of civic 

nationalism to securing the preconditions for pluralism, respect for difference and 

basic, core values underlying this pluralism- The expansive and inclusive overtures 

made by the SNP to minorities permit one to be optirnistic about the potential of civic 

nationalism for incorporating diverse struggles for equality and recognition in Scottish 

society. As mentioned above, civic nationalism does not necessarily imply the 

elimination of deep forms of bigotry and exclusion (patriarchy, for example). In this 

sense civic nationalism is no panacea and the ambivalence of Scottish feminists 

regarding the SNP's project reflects skepticism about the extent to which statehood will 

fundamentdy alter rooted societal inequalities. 1 would argue that civic nationalism 

may improve the conditions for cornbating inequality (which, in any case, is an 



unremitting stniggle). The SNI? would do well to make civic nationalisrn valuable to 

wornen and minorities. In doing so it will be able to enhance the electoral chances of 

achieving independence. Civic nationalism cm never be cornpletely free from the 

prejudices of the society from which it emerges. However, the deliberate construction 

of discourse p e d t s  the refraMng of civic nationalism to incorporate al1 smggles 

within Scottish society . Values-based nationalism, free of ethnic ascriptive traits, is 

most amenable to coalition-building, and the partÏcular features of Scottish history and 

politics makes it an exemplary case of the potential of civic nationalism to advance an 

inclusive strategy of democratization. 

Generally speaking, civic nationalism will more likely be able to CO-opt sections 

of the working class and adopt a discourse of social-democracy when there is a strong 

tradition of working-class organization without a complementary political party. In 

Britain the modernization process undertaken by the Labour party is long complete. 

Having now shed its remaining tradi tional social-democratic orientation the party has 

reduced the tendency for working-class voters in Scotland to vote Labour. Ail the 

whiIe, over the last two decades, the S N P  has presented itself as the protector of 

"Scottish" interests, but in doing so it also represented the interests of working-class 

voters by attacking the Conservative goverment's policies. By default, and by 

presenting a nationalist-flavored social-democratic programme, the SNP has been able 

to mount a challenge to the Labour party's once solid Scottish vote. Hence, it cm be 

argued that civic nationalism c m  act to protect and advance the interests of political 

communities by stressing the bonds of community. When the party opposed the 

privatization of water in the early 1990s, it was not selfishly trying to deprive outsiders 

of Scottish water, but rather frarned the issue in terms of the long-term interests of the 

Scottish community. One c m  see some potential, as yet unfulfilled, for Plaid C y m  to 

make electoral advances on the left of the Labour party. Part of the lag may be the 

residual loyalty of Labour voters, but another reason might be the tendency for PC's 



cdtural objectives to obscure other areas of policy. This is not a problem fo r  the SNP, 

as there is no cuItural discourse to crowd out its democratizing and modernizing 

discourse. Québec politics, on the other hand is so marked by constitutionai questions 

that a cIass discourse is muted. It is telling that the best indicators of support for the f Q 

are age (the young are more nationalist), Ianguage (more francophones support the 

PQ), and identity (Québecois identifiers vote more for the PQ) (Keating 1996a, 83). 

CuItural factors are more prominent than class ones and the curent PQ does seem to be 

particdarly social-democratic with recent budgetary cuts and showdowns with public 

sector unions. Civic nationalism will not always act to protect cornrnunities from the 

unrestrained market, but under certain conditions civic nationalist parties may become, 

if only by default, defenders of the working-class within a more expansive discourse of 

community- 

While the case for civic nationalism's potentiai for securing rneaningful 

autonomy and inclusivity must be quaiified it represents an improvernent o n  the status 

quo; the case for its potential to enhance democratic accountability seerns very strong. 

This is especially so in the two British cases. Despite recent reforms to British 

democratic institutions, there remains an underlying dernocratic deficit in ScotIand and 

Wdes. The establishment of regional assemblies has not altered this judgment as 

parliarnentary sovereignty remains fully entrenched and hence consigs the Scottish and 

Welsh eIectorates to perpetual rninority status within the UK because of the population 

asymrnetry between England and the other regions of the country. This continued 

asyrnmetry ensures the continued ascendancy of English priorities which, as we have 

seen, diverge in important respects from those of Scotland and WaIes generally. This 

was especially evident under successive Conservative govemments, but the continuity 

of the neo-liberal poIicies of the Conservatives under 'New Labour' underscores the 

democratic price paid by continued mernbership of Scotland and Wales in the UK. This 

distinguishes these cases from that of Québec since Canada's decentralized federa1 



structure and history of formd and informal consociationalism have provided QueTbec 

with considerably more democratic voice in Canada's political institutions than has ever 

been the case for ScotIand and Wales in the UK. Of course, this is cold comfort to the 

PQ, which is unappeased by Canada's federd structure and still perceives Québec's 

position as subordinate to the priorities of the Canadian federation as a whole. 

The nature of the British state and the asymrnetry of politicd voice in British 

politics constitutes a persuasive argument in favor of autonomy (the stated goal of PC) 

and the independence goal of the SNP. The democratic deficit is so stark in the UK that 

the case for civic nationalism's democratizing potentid is especially persuasive. Even 

the negative aspects of EU democracy have not undermined the civic nationalist case 

against the status quo. In SNP discourse, the EU represents a contingent future, but 

Britain represents a monbund past, an unredeemable relic of the imperid age. 

Constitutional reform, piecemeal and seerningy stalled now, is unlikely to alter the 

verdict of the SNP on the UK. 

1s the case for civic nationalism context dependent? This is a ciifficuit question 

because it does not suff~ciently consider the subjectivity implicit in the construction of 

civic nationalist discourse. Québecois nationalists feel that the aspirations of their 

political community have been held back by the Canadian state. There are no objective 

political fomulae available to determine the validity of claims for autonomy. But, 

having said this, the cases of Scotland and Wales are far less arnbiguous and seem 

poised to improve the functioning of democracy in these communities. 

This thesis has embraced the complexity of the discourse of the S N P  in order to 

critically evaluate the potential of civic nationalisrn for enhancing democracy and 

autonomy without resort to exclusivity. By employing a synthesis of discourse 

analysis, political economy and institutional analysis 1 have provided a critical and 

balanced assessrnent of the stated daims of the SNP to act as a dernocracy-enhancing 

alternative to the status quo. The analysis undertaken pemiits a fuller appreciation of the 



conflicts which underscore civic nationalism- The thesis goes beyond considerations of 

electoral strategy, intemal party conflict, and the origins of civic nationalism and instead 

seeks to evaluate the claims of the SNP itself. In this respect this thesis moves the study 

of civic nationdism beyond discussions of the genesis of such movements and the 

factors which determine their electoral success. Instead, civic nationalism is viewed as a 

social project in which a discourse of resistance is asserted challenging assumptions 

about the nature and future conduct of politics. It is an ongoing process guided by the 

eclectic political imaginations of those challenging political orthodoxy. For this reason, 

civic nationaIist voices wiI1 continue to assert alternative political futures. 
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By the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  devolution had re tmed to h a u t  the Labour party. With the SNP 

nipping at its heels in the elections of February and October 1974, the party was cornpeUed 

to reappraise its devolution policy which had been mothballed from 1958-74. Divisions 

were apparent eady on with the Scottish Trades Unions Congress (STUC) uiterested in 

some fonn of devolution, and the Scottish Council of the Labour party M y  opposed 

(Keaîing and Bleiman 1979, 161). Newly discovered oil and the upcoming referendum on 

the EEC kept the constitutional issue salient in political discourse, and the long-awaited 

Kilbrandon Commission on the Constitution was due to report its hdings  on devolutionary 

change in September 1974. 

At the leadership 1- Labour was dismissive of devolution. The Scottish Labour 

executive had issued a report cded Scotland and the UK (just pnor to the release of the 

Kilbrandon Commission hdings) which rejected devolution and which, as Keating and 

Bleiman (1979, 162) observe, brought the party back to its 1940 position, rejecting a 

Scottish assembly. The position taken by Scottish Labour MPs against devolution needs to 

be explained. Mer dl, this period represented the height of nationalist sentiment in 

Scotland. What could explain their defense of the status quo ? 

Keating and Bleiman (1979, 162-163) suggest three reasons for Labour's 1970s' 

antipathy toward devolution. Firsf the party feared the dilution of Scottish influence in 

Westminster. Scotland has, for some t h e y  been overrepresented in Westminster relative to 

its population. This representation would surely be reduced in the event of the creation of a 

Scottish Assembly (as it will), and Labour leaders thought that this would ultimately 

marginalize Scottish interests (as well as those of the Labour p w  itself). 

The second reason concemed the fate of politically-influential local authonties 

governed by Labour. Another layer of govenunent would surely reduce Labour's influence 

at the local level, as it would possibly usurp certain local functions. Moreover, the parliament 



could weIl be governed by a party other than Labour, and hence seek to alter fünding 

arrangements for local government A ttiird, and more fundamental concern, arose fiom a 

fear that devolution would fiagrnent the economic unity of the UK as a whole and hence 

have a negative impact on industnal standards and wages. 

These were important objections to devolution but they had an abstract flavor in the 

absence of any concrete devolutionary proposal. Kilbrandon provided some serious 

propositions about which all political parties were forced to deliver judgment. The need to 

respond to the Commission, which was divided on both the principles of devolution as well 

as prospective constitutional reforms, pushed the constitutional issue to the forefiont of 

Scottish politics. The 1974 electoral successes of the SNP also forced Labour to confront 

devolution directly. 

In August 1974 the Labour Party delivered a new verdict on devolution, which 

supported, in principle, an assembly for ScotIand, but one within the present structure of the 

UK constitution. This, as Keating and Bleiman (1 979,166) point out, was a very important 

decision. In endorsing the Assembly within the structure of the UK, Labour managed to cut 

short debate about Westminster representation for Scotland. Nothing would change except 

that a new level of govemment would be added in Scotland. This resolution, endorsed by 

conference, departed fiorn Kilbrandon whose majority favored an assembly but, supported 

also a reduction in the number of Scottish MPs at Westminster. The apparent change of 

heart on the part of the Labour party stemmed partly fiom the support of unions for 

constitutional refonn and to a lesser degree fiom the anticipated electoral gains to be had 

(Keating and Bleiman 1979, 168-9). It was also ideologically assimilable because the 

Labour party had supported devolution for almost a l l  of the party's history (Keating and 

Bleiman 1 69). 

Unfomuiately for the Labour government, too many pressures prevented it fiom 

dealing properly with devolution. The party had committed itseE in principle, to devolution 

and when a slim majority (three seats) Labour govemmait took power in October 1974, it 



had to attend to the disparate interests of its own membership and electorate, as well as the 

11 watchful SNP MPs who took their places in Parliamentl The dBcult task of tuming 

prïncipIe into policy was now upon them. 

The h t  organized resistance to devolution came &orn EngIish mernbers of cabinet 

to whom a Scottish assembly seemed to smack of special treatment for Scotland. Didn't 

Scotland already have too many MPs, and get more than its share of public expenditure? 

The govemment might have countered with assembly offers for English regions, but these 

were not in demand, and the fïrst strains on the government's devolutionary agenda began to 

show themselves.2 

1975 was a watershed year in British politics That year saw Sie referendum on 

membership in the European Community, the ascension of Margaret Thatcher to the 

leadership of the Conservative party, and the fint of the Labour goveniment's Bills on 

administrative devolution. The devolution story of the 1970's is complicated and 

discouraging. A desire on the part of the Scottish public for a new relationship with the UK 

became a contest of political maneuver within and between parties. The Kilbrandon 

commission had a broad &me of reference to examine possible improvements to 

govemment in the UK. Two dissenters on the Cornmittee, Lord Crowther-Hunt and A.T. 

Peacock, issued a mernorandun of dissent in wbich they went beyond the devolutionary 

measures recommended by the Commission and suggested a West Geman-style federal 

govemment (Bogdanor 1979, 149). The majority report rejected both separatism and 

federalism, and supported a devolved assembly for Scotland elected by PR. 

1 In March 1976 Harold Wilson abruptly announced his resignation upon turning 60. 
Wilson was succeeded by James Callaghan in the subsequent leadership contest. In 
February 1976 Labour MP George Thomas was elected speaker, reducing Labour's 
majority to two. In November 1976 Labour lost its majority following the loss of two by- 
elections in Walsall-North and Workington. 
2 John Power, former Labour Lord Mayor of Oxford, quoted in an article by Kenny 
Farquharson, "Regional differences pose dangery" published in Scotland on Sunday on 8 
January 1995, takes a candid view of current proposals for English regional assemblies 
suggesting that "This [talk of English regional assemblies] has just been tacked on to make 
sense of the Scottish devolution plans, to make it look like an d-British thing. It's a load of 
bollocks." 



The Labour governmeent, elected by the October 1974 election, acted on the 

Kilbrandon proposals by issuing a White Paper, Our Changing Democracy: Devolution to 

Scotland and Wales. The document outlined a tightly circurnscribed body for Scotland, or, 

in Bogdanois words, "a minimalist conception of devolution," having no tax raising powers 

and permitting the Secretary of State for Scotland to veto legislation viewed as unacceptable 

to the goveniment of the day (Bogdanor 1979, 153). Legislation would be reviewed on the 

grounds of ultra vires (strictly speaking, this means that legislation would have to confom 

to the jurisdiction outlined in the Act), and, reveaIingly, in light of the govemment's policy 

preferences. An addendum to this White Paper emerged in August 1976 that exthguished 

the option of the Scottish Secretary to veto legislation on 'policy grounds'. Instead, the 

Judicial Cornmittee of the Privy Councd would adjudicate the vires of Assembly legislation 

(Bogdanor 1979, 1 54). This was designed to silence critics in Scotland, such as the Faculty 

of Advocates, who viewed the veto provisions for the Secretary of State as reminiscent of the 

British Raj. 

In December 1976, the Callaghan government introduced the Scotland and Wales 

Bill. The bill passed second reading with much cross-party voting. The govemment feared 

that the Bill would fail in the face of Labour backbench opposition. The compromise arrived 

at haunts Scottish politics to this day. The goveniment decided to hold a referendum on the 

ScotIand and Wdes Bill and fkeed government MPs to fight on either side of that campaign. 

This decision was opposed by, among others, Michael Foot who argued thaf as part of the 

govemment's election manifesta, it was obligated to attempt to pass the bill in Parliament. 

In March of 1977, the minority govemment entered into an agreement with the 

Liberal party. The Liberals wanted any proposed assembly in Scotland to have tax-raising 

powers and a proportional electoral system. This was ambitious as the govemment had 

previously failed to secure PR for direct elections for the European elections (George 

1997). According to an article by Kenny Farquharson and John Curtice, "Labour split on 

Scottish PR plans," published in Scotland on Sunday on 30 October 1994, Labour's 



Scottish wing agonized over proposais for PR for the Scottish Assembly, with some 

arguing that PR would simply cede power to other parties, while others in the party argued 

for PR in hope of achieving a consensual fom of govemm-3 Further, the govemment 

would not concede on block grants of revenue to the proposed assembly. The Liberals 

acquiesced d e r  the governmeat proposed a set formula by which funding would be 

automatically aUocated to the assembly. 

The Scotland and Wales Bills passed second reading and entered the committee 

stage. Here, the Bill was altered to include an amendment (Section 85c2)) introduced by 

Labour MP George Cunningham which would require the referenda on the bills to meet 

with the approval of 40 percent of the electorates of Scotland and Wales. This requirement 

imposed a heavy burden on the Yes campaign, which would be forced to secure a healthy 

majority of the referendum vote in order to reach the 40 percent threshold. In addition, the 

bill would permit the Secretary of State for Scotland to defend the interests of the Orbey  

and Shetland Islands should their interests be compromised by an Edinburgh Assembly. 

The bills received Royal assent in July 1978 and the referenda were held in March of 1979. 

Both referenda were defeated. In Scotland, 52 percent of voters supported devolution, but 

these constituted only 33 percent of the total electorate. In the refaendum aftermath, pro- 

devolutionists among Labour and SNP MPs pushed to have the Act passed anyway. In 

March of 1979 the ShT's National Council issued an ultimatum to Callaghan's Labour 

govemment: pass the bill or lose the support of SNP MPs. Labour's subsequent inaction 

caused the SNP MPs to censure the govemmenf and a subsequent vote of non-confidence 

saw the govemment f d  by one vote (3 1 1 to 3 10 votes). The 3 May 1979 eledon which 

foIlowed saw the victory of the Conservative party and the end of the devolution era 

As argued above, the SNP should have had an easy time with the devolution issue. A 

modes t assembly lacking tax-raising powers and substantial policy-making authority might 

3 P o h g  data fiom Scotland show that just over hdf of Scots (55 percent) now 
support PR (Curtice 1 993,3 0). 



have provided ample grist for the nationalist m a .  One cm imagine an indignant Assembly 

leader making impassioned speeches advocating for greater po wers to match the aspirations 

of the Scottish electorate, pointing to Westminster as the ever-present source of Scotland's 

woes. This was not to be; the party had to deliva a verdict on devolution which would not 

exacerbate tensions within the party. The SNP's performance during the 1970s debates over 

devolution reflected the gap between a pragmatic view which saw devolution as a stepping 

stone to ease the electorate into independence, and a fùndamentalist perspective which saw 

independence as the only acceptable policy. 

Levy (1 990, 58-86) h a  examineci the twists and turns in SNP devolution policy 

which reflect the intra-party tensions described above. Levy argues that the party 

squandered its potential Parliamentary and societal influence. The SNP s a d c e d  this 

influence in favor of party unity which, in the ment, remained elusive. Prior to 1971, the 

SNP maintained a 'mandate' approach, that is, upon winning 37 or more seats at a Generd 

election they would press Westminster for negotiations on the exit of Scotland from the 

UK. At the party's 1972 conference, Resolution 3 1 was endorsed, affirming independence 

as a goal, but accepting devolutionary concessions as transitional arrangements on the way 

to a Scottish state. The resolution also rejected an Association of British States. Resolution 

3 1, while passed, was sent back to the National Executive Cornmittee for fiirther study ad, 

in effect, the party had no clear stand on devolution. 

With the relative electoral successes of February and October 1974, the S N P  was in 

the unprecedented position of supporting a minority Labour govemment. With the promise 

of a Bill on assembiïes for Scotland and Wales, the SNP was forced to confiont devolution 

and formulate a coherent policy. In 1975, the National Council sponsored Resolution 17 

which stated: 

This coderence resolves that the SNP will paaicipate fully in any Scottish 
Assembly which is democraticdly elected and will conduct an all out campaign 
to gain a majority of assembly seats, and that its objectives in doing so will be 
to make a constructive contribution in those limited areas of responsibility likely 
to be given to the assembly by the present Westminster govemment, and to work 
vigorously to extend the assembly's powers mtil it becomes a real Scottish 



Parliament capable of sening effectively in the interests of the Scottish people 
(Levy 1990,67). 

Despite the resistance of party 'fundamentalists', the resolution was passed, aibeit 

with the somewhat derisive reference to the long-term SNP goal of a 'real' parliament In 

effect, the party delivered the verdict that, dtimately, no assembly--save one in an 

independent state-- would do. The tactical cornmitment to an Assembly would be clear in the 

later referendum as the 'No' forces could claim that the devolution on offer was-as Tarn 

Dalyell wodd argue- an attempt to 'dish the Nats' and a cynical ploy to preserve Labour's 

Scottish seats. No amount of discursive acrobaties could disguise a central element of SNP 

discourse: that sovereignty belonged with the Scottish people, and that anything short of 

independence would be unsatisfactory, and democratically illegitimate. 

By 1976, anti-devolutionary views within the S N P  were, as Levy (1990, 75) 

observes, "crystallizing", with the leadership adopting an evolutionary approach to 

independence and hardliners maintainhg an anti-devolutioq independence-first view. By 

1977, tensions mounted between the party's MPs, who advocated cooperation with the 

govemment to secure a Yes vote on the referendum, and its Edinburgh leadership, which 

was split among fùndamentalist hardliners, and those tolerant of devolution as a necessary 

stepping stone to independence. The 1978 Conference saw tension between those in favor 

of a trans-organizational alliance between devolution supporters, and those who favored a 

reaffirmation of the slogan "Independence--Nothing Less" as adopted at the 1978 

Conference. The party essentially abandoned any devolution policy and, as a remit, the SNP 

was in disarray by the time of the March 1979 referendum. Relations between the party 

executive and the parliamentary group were strained and the constituency organizations 

were in decline. The devolution campaign was essentially fought between the "No" side 

(Conservatives, Labour dissidents, business) and the Yes side (Labour, some S N P  activists). 




